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The uptake of hobbyist 3D printers is being held back, in part, due to the barriers associ-
ated with creating a computer model to be printed. One way of creating such a computer
model is to take a 3D scan of a pre-existing object using multiple digital images of the
object showing the object from different points of view. This document details one way
of doing this, with particular emphasis on camera calibration: the process of estimating
camera parameters for the camera that took an image.
In common calibration scenarios, multiple images are used where it is assumed that the
internal parameters, such as zoom and focus settings, are fixed between images and the
relative placement of the camera between images needs to be estimated. This is not ideal
for a novice doing 3D scanning with a “point and shoot” camera where these internal
parameters may not have been held fixed between images. A common coordinate system
between images with a known relationship to real-world measurements is also desirable.
Additionally, in some 3D scanning scenarios that use digital images, where it is expected
that a trained individual will be doing the photography and internal settings can be held
constant throughout the process, the images used for doing the calibration are different
from those that are used to do the object capture.
A technique has been developed to overcome these shortcomings. It uses a known printed
sheet of paper, called the calibration sheet, that the object to be scanned sits on so that
object acquisition and camera calibration can be done from the same image. Each image
is processed independently with reference to the known size of the calibration sheet so the
output is automatically to scale and minor camera calibration errors with one image do
not propagate and affect estimates of camera calibration parameters for other images. The
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This chapter gives a context for the rest of this thesis by first introducing the idea of 3D printers
playing an important part in a possible future, then narrows the focus to the Reprap project which
aims to make 3D printers available and affordable for the masses. There is then a section on personal
motivations and values that explains the initial interest and motivation in tackling the particular
problem tackled in this PhD, namely that the time, training, and effort needed for digitisation of real
world objects is a barrier to the use of hobbyist 3D printers that needs to be overcome. The focus
then narrows to the problem of camera calibration of digital images by a novice user and a set of aims
and objectives enumerated. An outline of the particular solution investigated is then given and the
chapter closes with a brief outline of the rest of the document.
1.1 A Vision of the Future of Manufacturing
Manufacturing techniques of physical objects can be divided into two categories: additive and sub-
tractive. As their names imply, additive techniques create value by starting with nothing and carefully
adding to it, whereas subtractive start with a bulk material and add value by removing parts from it.
In general, an object that is considered to be complex to manufacture at the present time is deemed
to be so because it is required to be made from multiple parts that need to fit together in a precise
manner, such as a gearbox, or because more material has to be stripped away compared to a less
complex version, such as an ornately carved piece of furniture. With mature additive manufacturing
techniques this is not necessarily the case. This can be summed up in the pithy statement, attributed
to Scott Summit (Terdiman, 2010)1, that with additive manufacturing “complexity is free”. In fact,
in a lot of cases, for example that of purely aesthetic features such as ornate patterns on the surface
of an object, the cost of this additional complexity may even be negative because less raw material is
used and the piece will be completed faster compared to the less ornate version.
One of the classic examples to show this fundamental difference is the manufacturing of an hourglass
inside another hourglass. With subtractive techniques this is hard to do and would require a number
of additional “value added” additive manufacturing steps to join multiple objects together. With pure
additive manufacturing techniques this can be done in a single step. Going further, it is theoretically
possible that with the use of an additive manufacturing device such as that offered by the “Direct
Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)” service available at GPI Prototype and Manufacturing Services2, a
gearbox and housing can be made all at once. This is only theoretical because it is currently much
cheaper to produce the same gearbox using traditional methods where each gear is made separately
and then combined to form the end product. Most of these high end additive manufacturing devices




manufacturing techniques, due in part to the added expense in time and money needed to use them
for mass production.
The “Star Trek” television series has given rise to many speculative views of the future that
adherents are working towards realising, one of which is a specific view of additive manufacturing that
is fast, cheap, and accurate, leading to it being available to the individual. One of the iconic images
from the Next Generation series is where Captain Jean-Luc Picard orders “Tea, Earl Grey, hot” and
it appears out of a machine called a replicator. This scene has taken hold of the imagination of a
generation and has seen the grass-roots production of precursors of the replicator, currently called 3D
printers. Having these “hobbyist 3D printers” available for use by the individual empowers them to
make one-off variants on a design, provided they have the skills to do so.
This approach to manufacturing also goes straight from raw materials to finished products manu-
factured at the point of use, which is significantly different from the value-adding chain of manufacture
that is common now. In most manufacturing processes a large amount of time is spent on transporta-
tion. The original raw materials are transported to specialised factories to be made into intermediary
products which are transported to another factory that combines them into the finished product. This
finished product is then potentially transported to a wholesaler, then retailer, before finally reaching
the customer.
The skills needed to modify a pre-existing design vary from object to object, depending in part
on how accommodating the original designer was to potential future changes. A simple example is a
small script, available from the Thingiverse online repository of designs3, that will accept a number of
different parameters for gears, such as the number of teeth, their size, and their pitch, and produces
a printable model for the user. However, such parametrised designs are currently hard to come by
for all but the simplest objects. In the case where a parametrised design simply does not exist the
individual has the choice of either making their own model to be printed or taking a design that is
close to their needs and modifying it with the use of various 3D design and modelling software tools.
As the community formed around 3D printers grows there will be more and more libraries of
designs and parametrised software models for different types of product made from a small set of raw
materials. In the extreme situation these raw materials may simply be atoms. As a consequence of
this, it is hoped that the skills, abilities, and other resources needed to produce instantiations of these
products will decline to the point where it will be possible to interact with these future machines as
one would with the Star Trek replicator and have a product made to order at the point it is needed
from the raw materials available at the time.
1.2 The Reprap Project
The Reprap blog4 was started by Dr. Adrian Bowyer of the University of Bath, along with a press
release, in March 2005, to facilitate the sharing of ideas about a 3D printer that would be designed
from the ground up to be able to print its own parts with all designs to be available on the internet
so that anyone who wanted to could build one. Reprap itself comes from the phrase “REPlicating
RApid Prototyper” and at the genesis of the project a conventional Rapid Prototyping machine, from
the press release, cost around £25,000; therefore one reason for the focus on replication was to drive
the cost down to make it affordable for individuals, not just corporations.
The Reprap project slowly grew to the point that, in 2007, the first full version of the Reprap ma-
chine, the Darwin model, had its plastic parts printed out on a commercial machine at the University
of Bath. These parts were put together into a functional machine and used to print out additional sets
of parts that were sent to core Reprap developers around the world. At least one of the developers,
Vik Olliver in New Zealand, was successful in building these parts into an additional working machine
with the addition of what have come to be called "vitamins" in Reprap circles, the parts of the machine
that are not able to be currently printed and so have to be bought from other suppliers.
On the 29th of May 2008, the first Reprap Darwin achieved "replication". In this context, "repli-




Figure 1.1: Initial Reprap Darwin replication
http://reprap.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=File:Pc-va.jpg&oldid=4202 (Image permalink) uploaded by user
TheOtherRob. All files on this wiki are under GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2.
and put together by hand, along with other "vitamin" parts, to create another Darwin. The original
Darwin made by Adrian Bowyer at the University of Bath had printed out a full set of 3D modelled
parts; these had been put together into another Darwin machine by Vik Olliver; which in turn printed
out its first part for another Darwin, see Figure 1.1. By this time it was estimated that there were
around 100 Reprap Darwin machines being built and tested, mainly using hand and laser-cut wooden
parts or parts created from moulds of the initial parts. One of the achievements stated on the Reprap
wiki around this time was that the machine could be built for less than US$5005, although this was
later changed to €500, which is evidence that the Reprap project had reached the initial goal of a 3D
printer cheap enough for the individual.
Soon after this, work on the second generation, Mendel, started. This model used fewer plastic
parts and fewer vitamins at the expense of a slightly smaller build volume. Around the start of 2009,
as the design for the Mendel was frozen, a number of people went into large scale production and
dissemination of Reprap parts with the result that more people had access to the resources to make
their own.
Development began at the end of 2010 on what was to become the most popular variant of the
Mendel to date, the Prusa Mendel, see Figure 1.2. This was initially redesigned by Josef Prusa, a
student in the Czech Republic, so that the parts were drop-in replacements for current Mendel parts
but there were fewer of them and the parts themselves required less plastic to make.
It has been estimated that the printed parts constitute approximately 50-60% of the machine for
each of the three above variants, so although there are now fewer printed parts there are also less
additional materials needed because the design of the Reprap has been simplified. While the core
project has focused on replication and affordability, some people have split off from the project and
tried to solve other problems. One such is the Makerbot company which was formed by members of
the project who thought that an easy to build kitset 3D printer would initially be of more importance,
as the Reprap design was thought to require too many parts and to be too complicated to put together.
In some cases, such as in the nascent Reprap community in Dunedin, these Makerbot kitsets were
used to bootstrap the process of building a Reprap because they were thoroughly documented and
easy to build and get working. Once the kitset was assembled it could then be set to print out parts
for a Reprap. If desired, the electronics and motors from the Makerbot could also be incorporated
into the Reprap, so the low cost of the vitamins for the Reprap could be lowered still further.
A number of people have opened online web-stores where you can purchase various Reprap related
products, such as the printed parts, various types of feedstock, the vitamins, and of course kitsets for
those who do not want to waste time sourcing their own parts. Some have taken this to the next level
and created a business of selling pre-assembled and tested Reprap machines for those with a little
5Permalink 2nd July 2008 http://reprap.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=RepRap&oldid=4
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Figure 1.2: Reprap Mendel variant
http://reprap.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=File:Assembled-prusa-mendel.jpg&oldid=21398 (Image perma-
link) uploaded by user Prusajr. All files on this wiki are under GNU Free Documentation License, Version
1.2.
more money and less time, skills, or inclination to assemble a kitset. At the end of December 2011
there were eight such online stores listed in the Reprap Buyer’s Guide page of the Reprap wiki6.
None of this could have been done without the efforts of the Reprap community itself. The amount
of interest in the Reprap idea, as measured by the number of people involved in the community, has
been increasing exponentially, which has lead to an increase in the speed and amount of innovation
bought to the project. At the end of 2010 it was estimated that there were approximately 4000 people
who were involved with the Reprap project, (de Bruijn, Erik, 2010), and that this number had been
doubling every six months for the previous four years. There is no clear consensus on where the
community will take the project in the future, but, if the history of the project is any indication, the
amount of change will be enormous.
1.3 Motivation
During the last decade I have gradually come to the realisation that a guiding principle for my life
is “all people should have access to enabling technologies”. This makes the inherent moral and value
judgement that enabling technologies are good for society and that more good is created when more
people have access to them. It follows therefore that it is my obligation to use the resources at my
disposal to pursue this goal and remove any barriers that may hinder ordinary people from accessing
enabling technologies.
The phrase “enabling technologies” is used here to mean “the tools used to make tools” and is
defined in this vague way to describe a ranking system. It is not supposed to be used to group
technologies into those that are “enabling” and those that are “not enabling”. Rather it is used to
focus attention on what is important when comparing technologies. It gives a useful guideline for
ranking two technologies, as to which is more valuable to society based on what other technology is
6Permalink 17th December 2011 http://reprap.org/mediawiki/index.php?title=RepRap_Buyers%27_Guide&oldid=50681
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enhanced by its creation, rather than on what it can do in and of itself. There are limited resources
that can be applied to technologies, so effort should be put into making the more enabling technology
available to society at large by lowering barriers such as cost, specialised knowledge, or skills, and
in the case of immature technologies, having resources invested in making these technologies better.
This leads to a few conclusions as to where effort should be spent in hardware, software, and even in
the realm of knowledge and ideas if we define a tool more broadly as “an artefact that can be used by
a human to accomplish a task”, and one of those tasks could be to create more tools.
In hardware this is most easily seen in obvious “infrastructure” technologies such as the electrical
grid or the state highway road network. There are less obvious examples on the level of the individual
as well. For example, a fully equipped workshop is more important than any of the individual tools
that make up the workshop. A file, for example, can be used to make a small range of tools and
simple end-products, but when combined with the other tools in the workshop, many more tools and
end-products can be made. In the same way, as additive manufacturing can make a superset of the
items that subtractive manufacturing can make, a 3D printer is potentially more valuable than a
fully equipped workshop with standard subtractive tools, whether these be a file, a lathe, or even a
CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) Router. Hence my interest in a low cost 3D printer for the
masses.
With software the differentiations can be harder to make but the guiding principle leads to the
conclusion that software developed using the philosophies of the Free/Libre/Open Source communities
is more valuable than the equivalent proprietary version of the product. This is because the definition
of a tool as “an artefact that can be used by a human to accomplish a task” means that any software
product can be called a tool. When ranking two essentially identical software applications, if one
of the applications is available for no cost with a permissive license and one has a licence fee and a
restrictive licence, the former is more valuable to society in general simply because more people can
access it. Software that allows the user to see the source code is more valuable than software that
does not as others can learn from how it is put together. Software that gives the user the ability to
use the source code in a different context is more valuable than if it did not, because the software can
be transformed into a totally different “tool”.
In the realm of pure ideas, the term “enabling technologies” is even more vague. With the scientific
method we are looking at facts together with previously acquired knowledge to form hypotheses, which
are tested in contrived experiments and the outcome added to the body of knowledge. Normally the
way to share the facts, hypotheses, experimental setup and outcome is the written word. In this form,
there is generally no way to make a forecast about how one idea will influence another or how the
knowledge will lead to the more traditional forms of “enabling technology”. For example, the ideas
of electro-magnetism from physics did not immediately lead to the electrical grid, but only through a
process of sharing and refinement of the basic knowledge leading from purely mathematical constructs
to electrical generators and systems for delivering the electricity to the end-user. We can only make
blanket policy decisions based on how that knowledge is categorised at the time of publication but
these categorisations give no indication of how this knowledge will eventually be applied. For example,
Thomas Bayes published some interesting ideas he had about statistics and probability and more than
200 years later this was used as a basis for email spam filters. If we cannot make policy decisions on
categories then the decision must be simply based on access to any form of knowledge at all.
Access to more knowledge can then be seen as a social good and barriers restricting access should
be minimised. Therefore, it is my opinion that publishing in open access journals is better than in
those which require a fee to read and legislation that puts more works into the public domain is better
than legislation which increases the reach or length of copyright. This has lead to my involvement
with the political process in a small way by becoming a member of the Pirate Party of New Zealand to
help instigate legislative change. As one of the founding members of the party said, when summarising
the Pirate Party position in a private conversation, “Access to information should not be dependent
on the size of your wallet”.
This also changes the oft-maligned mantra “information wants to be free”, which could be con-
sidered to have connotations of inevitability and induce a passive longing for the future. A more
active wording would be “information should be free”, which is inherently a moral judgement and
a call to action; i.e. society would be better off if this were the case but it will require work to
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Figure 1.3: Number of objects on Thingiverse over time
get there. Because of the moral judgements that come from this guiding principle this document is
hereby released into the public domain and the source code created in this project is released under a
GPL license. For original source code the GNU General Public Licence version 3 (GPLv3)7 is used,
with any modifications also required to be released under the same licence or, at the discretion of the
modifier, any later version. Where the software is a modification of a pre-existing piece of software
which was licensed under a previous version of the GPL, the modified source may have been released
under the same licence if the original authors did not provide for modifications to be licences under
later versions.
As the Reprap project is an open source hardware and software project to create a low-cost 3D
printer, it is a project that is already well along this continuum and deserving of my time and skills to
participate in. My skill set is not necessarily one that can best be used in helping the project directly
so I looked instead at the potential barriers that would stop people making the best use of a Reprap
3D printer and found what I consider to be a hurdle: the use of a 3D printer is limited to printing out
those things that you have a 3D computer model of, and creating these models is hard, especially if
you want to duplicate a real world object.
If a person builds a 3D Reprap printer what can they build other than another 3D printer? As the
average person has not been taught to use a 3D modelling program they are limited to the designs
other people are willing to share, unless they are willing to make the investment in learning to use
such a tool. Whilst there are a large number of designs available, for example Thingiverse has been
doubling its catalogue of objects approximately every nine months, see Figure 1.3, it was felt that
the number of people using this technology is currently limited by this barrier to entry and so it was
decided to see if a “3D fax/photocopier” was possible.
In this context a “3D fax/photocopier” is a hardware and software pipeline that allows a novice
with minimal skills and training to take a physical object, produce a static 3D computer model of its
visible structure, and have that model printed out on demand from a 3D printer to give a “duplicate”
7Exact wording of licence available at http://www.gnu.org/licences/gpl.html
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of the original. As the computer model is a software file it could easily be sent via the internet to any
computer connected to a 3D printer to be printed, hence the combination fax/photocopier concept.
This is simply combining a 3D scanning solution with a 3D printer. As it is relatively easy and cheap
to build a Reprap 3D printer it is desirable that it also be easy and cheap to do the original 3D
scanning of the object. For this reason the context of this research is the automated reconstruction
of an object from photos captured with a hand-held digital camera by a novice user.
1.4 Problem Formulation
This thesis focuses on a particular hypothetical scenario where the user wants to create a 3D model
of an object using digital photos as input. The software produced in the course of this research is
available from the online software repository Sourceforge under the name CarapaceCopier8. In order
to facilitate the framing of this research a hypothetical scenario is to be imagined which leads to an
algorithmic pipeline of steps from which two are selected to produce a set of goals for this research.
1.4.1 Hypothetical Scenario
An interested “hobbyist” is a member of the local Makerspace/Hackerspace community where people
who are interested in trying out new things meet up and share knowledge and help each other out
with projects. One of these projects was getting together and building a Reprap 3D printer. Most
of the community was doing this purely for the challenge of being able to build a 3D printer and are
now happy enough to leave it to gather dust or use the existing depositories of 3D models, such as
Thingiverse, to print out little widgets and demonstration items to prove that the 3D printer works
to visitors.
However, this one particular hobbyist has a small set of wooden doll-house furniture that is a
family heirloom, carved by a great-grandfather more than a hundred years ago, that the children love
to play with. Unfortunately, the signs of age are starting to show on the furniture and it only a matter
of time before the treatment at the hands of the children mean that some parts start breaking. This
is only exacerbated by the fights for control of the furniture by the multiple children who want to
play with them, which often result in physical tug-of-ware matches over the pieces. The hobbyist
would like to be able to take these pieces of doll-house furniture, 3D scan them, and then print out
plastic copies, initially one for each of the children. The children could then each have their own set
of doll-house furniture, if and when they broke in the future, new copies could be 3D printed, and the
original wooden furniture could be housed in a family display cabinet.
The hobbyist has little in the way of “professional” 3D scanning resources, such as dedicated
hardware rigs, and does not even necessarily have a space which can be set aside within the home for
setting up a dedicated 3D scanning space. He also does not necessarily have the skills or resources to
change the 3D model the scanning process gives him. What he does have is a computer, printer, and
digital camera.
1.4.2 Proposed Solution
Ideally the 3D scanning process for the above hypothetical scenario should be simple but also flexible
in terms of the hardware needed and the type of environment it could be used in. The proposed
solution is one in which the user could print out a sheet of paper with some circles on it, place it on
a flat surface, put the object to be scanned on top of it, and take a number of photos of the object
with a digital camera. The photos are then given to a computer program that processes them and
produces a 3D model of the object. If the 3D model is less accurate in some respects than needed,
additional photos can be taken from the appropriate angle and added in to make the 3D model more
accurate. To allow the hobbyist to make the best use of his time, the processing time should be easily
predictable.
8Available for download at http://sourceforge.net/projects/carapace-copier/
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The last criterion is interpreted to mean that the algorithmic complexity of the software should
be O(n) in the number of images: i.e. if you double the number of images it will take twice as long
to process. This is in comparison to some of the solutions to the sub-problems listed below where
some of the solutions are O(n2) in the number of images, meaning that if you double the number of
images it would take four times as long to process. For comparable algorithms, when switching from
the O(n2) algorithm to the O(n) algorithm, the time savings could instead be used to process images
of higher resolution to give a more detailed and less error-prone output in the same time.
There are mathematical formulations to interrelate points and other features in two, three, or four
2D images to each other but there is currently no known generalisable way to directly interrelate
any number of 2D images to each other, without creating chains of relationships as will be discussed
shortly. Methods could be developed to use the direct interrelationships for every combination of
pairs, triplets, or quads of images but these methods would be O(n2), O(n3), or O(n4) in the number
of images and, as discussed, are less desirable if less computationally intensive methods are available.
The structure to relate a pair of images is called a Fundamental Matrix and two images can be
indirectly related via a third image, using two Fundamental matrices. If one image is used as this
“reference” image, the inter-relationships with all the other images in the set can be built up in O(n)
time but this has a couple of disadvantages. Firstly, errors accumulated in processing the “reference”
image are disproportionate compared to when the same errors are accumulated in processing any other
image. Secondly, there is no rationale for choosing one image over another as this reference image,
meaning that in practice the first image is chosen as the reference image. This leads to the undesirable
result that an algorithm may produce inconsistent results on the same set of input images simply by
changing the order in which the images are processed.
A survey done in (Collins, R.T., 1996) defined the term “True Multi-Image” for algorithms that
have the capabilities that we desire:
1. The method generalises to any number of images greater than 2
2. The algorithmic complexity is O(n) in the number of images, and
3. All images are treated equally i.e. no image is given special status as a “reference”
image.
The algorithmic pipeline we are proposing follows in the footsteps of the “True Multi-Image” methods
in (Collins, R.T., 1996) which relate one 2D image to another via their relationship to 3D world-space
rather than via other 2D images. There are therefore two distinct parts to the algorithmic pipeline
we propose as a solution; firstly finding each image’s relationship to 3D world-space, and secondly
to combine the 2D images to find and describe the objects visible in the 3D world-space. These two
major subdivisions shaped the development of the following set of steps.
As a hardware rig is more effort to duplicate than a software solution, it was decided that the
approach should rely on as little hardware or known scene information as possible and try to solve
the hard problems in software instead. In accordance with this, and stated above, the only hardware
specified is a single sheet of paper the user prints out with dots on it, known as the calibration
sheet. A sample pattern for this calibration sheet is bundled with the software. The object to be
scanned is placed on top of the calibration sheet to form the scene to be processed. This scene is
then photographed with a hand-held digital camera from a number of different angles, see Figure
1.4, and the digital photos are processed by the software. When these images are discussed without
qualification, we are talking about the original colour images but in some cases the grey-scale version
of the image is used.
Each image is processed independently to find the camera position and pose with respect to the
calibration sheet. From these multiple views of the visible portion of the calibration sheet, a 3D
volume of space is constructed that is the maximal possible volume containing the object. Within
this volume the multiple views of the texture on the object are then used to construct a triangular
surface mesh for the object i.e. a set of points that are connected into interlocking triangles.
One of the advantages of having the calibration sheet is that, as the size of the calibration sheet
in the images is known, the scale of the object being scanned is also known. However this also has
disadvantages as the restriction that the calibration sheet must be recognisable in all images of the
object restricts somewhat the angles and distances at which the object can have images of it taken
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Figure 1.4: Real world usage scenario for context of this work
and still be useful. For example, a low angle image looking up at the globe shown in Figure 1.4 on
page 9 would probably be useless as the small part of the calibration sheet in the image would either
be too distorted or there would simply not be enough of it in the image to uniquely define where
the camera was. Another example of where this is even more of a problem would be in the case of
an object that has the characteristics of an upright mushroom. This limits the objects that can be
accurately scanned to those without severe overhangs when placed on the calibration sheet and that
are of a size such that they do not obscure the majority of the calibration sheet. In the case of the
example of the mushroom shaped object, it can be turned upside down to get around the restriction
on overhangs but must still be of a small size in comparison to the calibration sheet.
Other objects may not be so easily dealt with and need to be scanned in from multiple sets
of images taken with the object sitting in different poses on the calibration sheet. These multiple
reconstructions would then need to be lined up and combined to form the final object. The problem
of lining up such reconstructions is a real one but is out of the context of this work. A large class
of objects do not have such issues and a process to improve the scanning of these objects would also
contribute to an improved scanning of such pathological objects with the additional step of aligning
the multiple partial reconstructions.
The restriction that the calibration sheet be recognisable in the image means that it can be used to
create a first estimate of the size and shape of the 3D object by the multiple “silhouettes” the object
casts against this known calibration sheet background from various angles. The calibration sheet is
also used as a basis for the 3D world coordinate system. There are other ways of doing 3D scanning,
see Chapter 3, that do not use a calibration sheet but it is felt that in the hypothetical scenario
described in Section 1.4.1, the benefits of having a known scale, the first estimate of shape, and a
known independent relationship between each image and the 3D world coordinate space, outweigh
the problems of having a restricted set of objects that can be imaged from fewer angles. In some
cases, such as the mushroom shaped object, a little forethought about how the object is placed on the
calibration sheet may get around most of the problems. The increasing resolution of digital cameras
also means that there may be less need for close-up pictures of the object if it is just taken with a
higher resolution.
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1.4.3 Aims and Objectives
The overarching aim of the project was an improved method of creating a 3D model of an object from
photos but the focus was narrowed down to two major sub-steps in this algorithmic pipeline. Firstly,
an improved algorithm for the initial processing of the images to give camera position, orientation,
and internal settings for each image. The explicit goals for this algorithm are:
1. The images used can be taken in a relatively unconstrained environment.
2. The images should not need any training to take.
3. There are few constraints on the camera being used. Ideally, it should not even need to be
assumed that the same camera is used for all the images.
4. There should be a known unambiguous relationship between the, possibly independently defined,
3D coordinate systems used for the placement of the cameras that took each image.
5. There should not be assumptions on the set of images other than they all contain the object
sitting on the calibration sheet. This is in contrast to, for example, the SLAM algorithms,
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.5, where it is assumed the images are an ordered sequence of
video frame images with small movements between them.
6. It would be advantageous to be able to add additional images after some have been processed if
the output 3D model was lacking in detail.
7. The algorithm should scale well with the number of images, preferably O(n) in the number of
images and be able to take advantage of parallel processing.
8. Minimal propagation of measurement errors between images.
9. The order in which images are presented to the algorithm should not matter.
It was thought that the easiest way to satisfy the last four of these explicit goals was to process the
images independently. This implicit goal then informed the outline of the overall algorithmic pipeline,
as described in more detail in Chapter 4.
The other major step in the algorithmic pipeline that is focussed upon is the final step: an initial
estimate of the object is refined using the texture on the object. This initial estimate, called a
visual hull, is based on a 3D array of cubes, called voxels, being classified as part of the object
or not after testing whether the background can be seen through them from the various views. A
standard refinement, discussed in Section 3.1.4.4, is to add additional testing for each voxel for “photo
consistency” but there are issues to do with deciding on the order in which voxels are to be processed.
In most cases each voxel will be processed multiple times until the iterative process converges on a
solution. The amount of processing and the time to converge on a solution depend on the object
being modelled as well as the order in which the voxels are processed and in our case the object is
not known before-hand. This visual hull also does not detect concavities in the object. The voxel
model then needs to be post-processed to turn it into a triangular surface mesh as is commonly used
for 3D printing. It was thought that these small issues could be overcome with a new approach to
the problem. It was thought that this visual hull first estimate could be used as the input for a new
algorithm that would directly create and grow a triangular surface mesh based on the principles used
for the “photo consistency” testing used for voxel refinement. The explicit goals for this algorithm
are:
10. The refinement should not increase the volume occupied by the object as the initialestimate is
a guaranteed maximal volume the object may occupy.
11. The refinement should be able to detect textured concavities.
12. The final set of triangles should be one contiguous mesh that approximates the surface of the
object.
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13. A measure of texture similarity between images used is O(n) in the number of images that need
to have the texture matched.
14. The texture similarity measure should take into account when an image is too far away or at
too much of an angle to the plane of the hypothesised surface patch to reliably use.
15. The algorithm should detect when there is not enough texture for it to work.
16. Ideally the algorithm should be able to take advantage of any parallel processing capability.
1.5 Thesis Overview
1.5.1 Contributions
The major original contributions of this thesis are:
1. A novel algorithm for camera calibration that can be used in the particular scenario described
in Section 1.4.1 for independent processing of images for camera calibration. A new class of
calibration sheet is identified that can be used with this this calibration algorithm to give an
unambiguous point-pair matching for camera calibration. This algorithm, explained in detail in
Chapter 5, was designed to meet the aims and objectives described in Section 1.4.3 and it does
so.
2. Another algorithm is developed that uses multiple views of a textured surface to fit a triangular
surface mesh from a single seed line segment on the surface. Unfortunately, this algorithm is
currently very immature and a lot of work needs to be done if it is to be of practical use in all
but very limited situations. In this case then, some of the major contributions are things that
do not work. This algorithm and its current shortcomings are described in Chapter 6. It was
designed with the aims and objectives, described in Section 1.4.3, in mind but only partially
fulfils them.
The more minor contributions of this thesis are:
1. The identification of an algorithmic pipeline, explained in more detail in Chapter 4, that outlines
a number of sub-steps to go from a set of digital photographs to a 3D computer model for use
in scenarios similar to the hypothetical scenario proposed in Section 1.4.1. A version of this
algorithmic pipeline has been implemented and made available as the open source software
project, CarapaceCopier, on the Sourceforge repository9.
2. A new calibration sheet pattern, explained in Section 4.1, that is extensively used throughout
this thesis as an example of the new class of calibration sheet patterns to be used with the novel
camera calibration algorithm mentioned above. There is a need to develop other such patterns
and a way to compare them. This was just the first such pattern created and is not known to
be the best example of this class of calibration sheet patterns in any objective way.
3. Minor modifications to the previously published Zhang camera calibration algorithm, see Section
2.5.2, which fix the ambiguities present in the original algorithm in the scenario we are interested
in. It is assumed that there is appropriate meta-data available to make a first estimate of the
focal length of the camera. It is further assumed that the world coordinate axes are defined by
the calibration sheet and that the camera is above the calibration sheet.
4. Minor modifications to the ellipse detection algorithm described in (Xie and Ji, 2002) which
narrows the search for appropriate ellipses in the context of finding black circles on a sheet of
paper that appear in an image as ellipses. In the original algorithm there is a pre-processing
parameter set to determine the minimum major semi-axis length. As explained in Section 4.3.1.2
9Available for download at http://sourceforge.net/projects/carapace-copier/
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the pre-processing filtering is improved upon by adding maximum major semi-axis length and
lowest viewing angle parameters, where the viewing angle is measured from vertical to horizontal.
Candidate ellipses are also initially filtered out if they are calculated from edges that do not
lie in all eight octants around the calculated centre point. Finally, the candidate ellipses are
also post-processed, as described in Section 4.3.1.3, to adjust the equation of the ellipse to be
those that are likely a better fit and to filter out those that are not black ellipses on a white
background.
1.5.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2: This chapter lays out the theoretical foundation and supplies background and notation
with references should a more thorough understanding be needed. Following this the major
“standard” calibration algorithm used in the pipeline is briefly explained. A list of details that
are not considered to be part of the scope of this work finishes off the chapter.
Chapter 3: This chapter provides a context for the research by giving a hierarchy of 3D data acquisi-
tion techniques and reviewing the previous work that has been done in this area. The geometry
of reconstruction from multiple views is then reviewed which is followed with a survey of tech-
niques that are focussed on the various techniques used for scene reconstruction from images.
The chapter finishes with reviews of some products that claim to solve similar problems.
Chapter 4: This chapter shows the different steps in the algorithmic pipeline that is used to link
together the two new algorithms developed over the course of this thesis. Particular attention
is given to why each of the chosen algorithms was selected and how they interact with each
other. In some cases, such as with the camera calibration algorithm, this includes modifications
to make them more effective in this context. In cases where there is no known best solution
some of the alternatives are discussed, as well as the trade-offs of using them. Lastly, potential
improvements are also explored.
Chapter 5: A novel algorithm for finding point-pair matches in an image is discussed which requires
a new calibration sheet to be developed. This algorithm is then compared with the OpenCV
implementation of the checker-board based calibration. This chapter finishes with a list of
questions that the development of this algorithm raises, including what the best calibration
sheet to use with this algorithm actually is.
Chapter 6: An algorithm is developed that is designed to be of use in creating an accurate triangular
surface mesh of an adequately textured object. This algorithm is currently very immature and
so the chapter includes the “blind alleys” that were tried to make up for some of its current
shortcomings. This leads to a number of further research questions that should be answered to
make the algorithm more effective. A proxy for the accuracy of the placement of an individual
triangle in the surface mesh is an inter-image similarity measure that needs an adequate amount
of texture to work. Due to the immaturity of the algorithm this threshold is currently user
defined. The chapter ends with the conclusion that the algorithm in its current state is not
usable in the scenario initially considered but there may be value in using the inter-image
texture similarity measure as a guide to adjusting a triangular surface mesh produced by another
algorithm.
Chapter 7: This chapter brings together the contributions and limitations of this work and highlights
the major areas that would benefit from further research. The stated aims and objectives given




These preliminaries cover a number of notational conventions and concepts that need to be understood
before a review of the body of previous research, discussed in Chapter 3, can be understood. Once
the notation is defined, a hierarchy of transformations is listed which are then used to draw out the
importance of some “points at infinity”, specifically the “Image of the Absolute Conic”. This is then
followed by a brief discussion of the terms used in camera calibration. If the reader is unfamiliar with
the basics of projective geometry, it is recommended they read Appendix A before continuing.
Following these fundamental discussions is an explanation of the Zhang camera calibration method
that has become one of the standard methods used for finding the projective transformation from a
3D scene to a 2D digital image of the scene. This uses the “Image of the Absolute Conic” in order to
solve the problem of calibrating the camera. This chapter ends with a discussion of the scope of the
sub-problems discussed in the rest of this work.
2.1 Terminology
Following is a brief introduction to the specific terminology and notational conventions used in the rest
of this document. First, in Section 2.1.1, the vector and matrix terminology is introduced, along with
some properties associated with them. The basics of projective geometry and the atomic rigid body
transformations are described in Appendix A by matrix operations. These are put into a hierarchy
based on the properties that do not change when the transformation is applied to 2D and 3D objects
in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Vector and Matrix Terminology and Notational Conventions
A tensor is an N-dimensional array of numbers with a set of rules, an algebra, for how they can
be combined. In the field of computer graphics the name tensor is normally reserved for arrays of
numbers that are greater than two dimensional; a two dimensional array is called a matrix; a one
dimensional array, normally written in a column, is a vector; and a scalar is used for a single number,
which could also be thought of as a zero dimensional array of numbers. The permitted algebra for
tensors is a comprehensive set and the algebra for matrices, vectors, and scalars, are simplifications
allowed by the progressively smaller number of dimensions.
A scalar will sometimes be referred to as a 1-vector, and an n-vector as an n×1 matrix. When the
individual elements of a vector or matrix are referenced they are normally referenced with subscript
numbers based on the row and then the column index.
Some of the common symbols and matrix properties used are:
1. Identity matrix: This is only defined for square matrices where every element is 0 except for the
diagonal elements which are 1. It has a symbol I.
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2. The zero matrix: All elements of a matrix are 0 and the matrix itself has the symbol 0. It is
expected that the reader will be able to tell from context whether the 0 being used is the zero
matrix or the scalar number zero.
3. The transpose of a matrix: The rows and columns of a matrix are switched, represented by a
superscript T e.g. AT . Note that (AB)T = BTAT
4. The inverse of a matrix: Only square matrices can have an exact inverse whereby the matrix
multiplied by its inverse gives the identity matrix, represented by a superscript -1, i.e. AA−1 = I.
5. An invertible square matrix has the property that if you invert it and apply a transpose to it, it
doesn’t matter in which order these are done, the result is the same. The combination of these
two operations is represented by a superscript -T, i.e (AT )−1 = (A−1)T = A−T .
6. The determinant of a matrix: Only square matrices have a determinant which is a scalar value
calculated from the values of the matrix entries and is represented by det(A). It can be recur-
sively defined by the sub-squares. For convenience, the definition of the determinant for the
smallest sub-square matrix, a 2× 2 matrix, and the 3× 3 matrix, which is one commonly used






,det(A) = ad− bc
A =
 a b cd e f
g h i
 ,det(A) = aei+ bfg + cdh− ceg − bdi− afh
7. For a square matrix there is only an inverse if the determinant is non-zero. Again, for convenience
the definition of the inverse of a 3× 3 matrix, is stated here as:
X−1 =
a b cd e f
g h i
−1 = 1det(X)
A D GB E H
C F I

A = (ek − fh) D = (ch− bi) G = (bf − ce)
B = (fg − di) E = (ak − cg) H = (cd− af)
C = (dh− eg) F = (gb− ah) I = (ae− bd)
8. Some square matrices don’t have an inverse but there are some processes to generalise the
inverse to a pseudo-inverse, represented by a superscript +, that has the property that when it
is multiplied together with the original matrix it gives a matrix that contains values very close
to that of the appropriate identity matrix i.e. AA+ w I
9. Vector Euclidean length is the expansion of simple Pythagorean formula to n dimensions:√
a21 + a22 + . . .+ a2n =
√
aTa and is represented by double vertical lines around the vector
e.g.||a||
10. Vector cross product and dot product are represented by × and . respectively. The cross product
is only defined for a 3-vector.
11. The standard 3-vector cross-product a × b = (a2b3 − a3b2, a3b1 − a1b3, a1b2 − a2b1)T can be
described by a specialised form of a matrix multiplication, represented by [a]× b where [a]×is a
3× 3 matrix made from the 3-vector a in the following way:
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[a]× =
 0 −a3 a2a3 0 −a1
−a2 a1 0

This matrix is skew-symmetric, meaning [a]T× = −[a]×. Other properties of this matrix include
the relationship [a]× b = (aT [b]×)T and that the vector a is both the left and right null vector
of [a]× i.e. aT [a]× = 0T and [a]×a = 0.
2.1.2 Hierarchy of Projective Geometry Transformations
An object in projective space can be thought of as being made from a set of points and a transformation
of that object can be thought of as applying the transformation to each point in the set to change
from one point in projective space to another. The basic definition of projective space and the set of
atomic geometric transformations are described in Appendix A.
These atomic transformations can be applied in sequence to produce any manipulation that will
still preserve straight lines, with the only restriction being that the coordinate system itself is a
standard Cartesian coordinate system. Each transformation also has a simple inverse transformation
to undo the transformation such that applying both transformations, one after the other, is the same
as doing nothing. The atomic transformations, described in Appendix Section A.2, are:
• Translation
• Scaling (uniform, non-uniform, and reflection)
• Rotation
• Homogeneous coordinate conversion
• Perspective
These can be grouped together into a hierarchy where the invariants preserved at the higher levels are
a super-set of those at the lower levels. This also means that there are more degrees of freedom (dof)
in the lower levels of the hierarchy. An extended exploration of this hierarchy and the invariants can
be found in Chapters 2 and 3 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) but is summarised here:
1. Euclidean: Only translation and rotation transformations are used. For two dimensional trans-
formations, length and area are invariant, in addition to the Similarity invariants, and there are
3 dof. For three dimensional transformations, volume is also preserved and there are 6 dof.
2. Similarity: Includes all Euclidean transformations as well as uniform scaling and reflection.
The ratio of lengths and angles are invariant in addition to the Affine invariants. For two
dimensional transformation there are 4 dof, with three dimensions there are 7 dof.
3. Affine: Includes all Similarity transformations as well as non-uniform scaling. For two dimen-
sional transformations parallelism, ratio of areas, ratio of lengths on collinear or parallel lines,
and linear combinations of vectors are invariant in addition to the Projective invariants and
there are 6 dof. For three dimensions there are also the additional invariants of parallelism of
planes, volume ratios and centroids with 12 dof.
4. Projective: Includes all Affine transformations as well as homogeneous coordinate conversion
and perspective transformations. Only straight lines are preserved, meaning that for two di-
mensions the invariants are concurrency, collinearity, ratio of ratio (cross-ratio) of lengths on
a line, intersection, tangency, and inflections between two lines. For three dimensions there
are also intersection and tangency of surfaces in contact. As the transformation matrix will be
manipulating homogeneous coordinates, the absolute matrix element values are not important,
just the ratios of the values. This means there is one fewer dof than there are elements in the
matrix i.e. 8 dof for 2D and 15 dof for 3D. As a general projective transformation is only defined
up to a non-zero scale factor it is also called a homography.
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This hierarchy is very useful as it means that the transformation of a particular type can be de-
composed into a transformation from the layer immediately higher and another transformation. For
instance, a projective transform can be decomposed into an affine transformation and a specific per-
spective transformation matrix, with homogeneous coordinate conversion matrix if needed - provided
the homogeneous coordinate is not zero. The affine transformation so found can be decomposed into
a similarity transformation along with a skew matrix. This process can be followed to its ultimate
conclusion to decompose the similarity transformation into separate scaling, rotation, and translation
matrices. This hierarchy can therefore be used to decompose a general projective transformation into
a series of atomic transformation matrices given enough information.
2.2 Special Points at Infinity and their Counterparts in the
Image
One way of getting the information to decompose a general projective transformation is to find con-
straints on points at infinity in projective space. In 2D Euclidean geometry a circle and an ellipse
have different properties, the most relevant being that two circles will in general intersect in two
points, whereas two general ellipses can intersect at four points. In both cases we are intersecting
two second degree curves or solving two quadratic equations and should therefore get four solutions.
The difference is that in the case of circles two of these points are complex points. In homogeneous
coordinates in projective geometry, these two points, called circular points, are on the line at infinity,
specifically at (1,+i, 0)T and (1,−i, 0)T . These points satisfy the condition that x2 + y2 = 0, w = 0
If we have a plane that has had an unknown projective distortion applied to it, with the resulting
plane called an “image” of the plane then, assuming only that the image plane does not include the
line at infinity, there is a one-to-one mapping of points on the line at infinity to points on the image
plane. If this mapping is known then the image plane is said to “calibrated”. With reference to the
above transformation hierarchy, if we can identify the line at infinity in the image, we can de-construct
this to a perspective transformation and an unknown affine distortion. This line at infinity can be
discovered if we identify any two points on it. The intersection point of two world parallel lines in
the image gives us a point on the line so we need two such pairs to identify the line at infinity in the
image, see Figures 2.1 (a), 2.1 (b), and 2.1 (c) for an example of such an “Affine reconstruction”.
If the corresponding points in the image of the circular points are known they identify not just the
line of infinity but also the ratio of the coordinate axis scales, meaning the affine distortion can be
de-constructed into a known, possibly non-uniform, scaling transformation to leave just an unknown
similarity distortion. This unknown similarity distortion embodies our ignorance of the orientation
and absolute scale of the original coordinate system of the plane.
In the context of scene reconstruction this is the common end point and is called “reconstruction
up to a similarity” or simply “metric reconstruction”. With an affine distortion this can be done by
identifying two real world right angles in the image to give the correct scale to the line at infinity. For
example, see the right angles marked in Figure 2.1 (d), the metric reconstruction in Figure 2.1 (e),
and compare it to the reference image in Figure 2.1 (f). Finally, if the original coordinates of some
points are known then the appropriate similarity transformation can be carried out to give an actual
Euclidean reconstruction of the scene in known world coordinates.
Similarly we can generalise this result to 3D. Two intersecting spheres will intersect in a circle -
a special instance of a second degree curve called a conic - whereas the intersection of two general
ellipsoids is given by a fourth degree equation. As with the 2D case where the intersection of two
circles has two intersection points, compared to four for the intersection of two general ellipses, in the
3D case we have a second order intersection curve instead of a fourth order one. The missing degrees
are added by having spheres also intersect on the “plane at infinity” in projective space with another
second degree curve. This second degree curve is known as the “absolute conic” which lies on the
plane at infinity and consists of only complex points having homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z, t)T of
the form x2 + y2 + z2 = 0, t = 0. Alternatively, the absolute conic is therefore defined to be those
points at infinity, (x, 0)T , that satisfy the equation xTx = 0. For a camera that is not sitting on the
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(a) Unknown projective distortion (b) Line at infinity found from two sets of parallel lines
(c) Affine reconstruction using known
line at infinity
(d) Right angles marked
(e) Metric reconstruction (f) Tiled floor reference image
Figure 2.1: Use of “Points at Infinity” for reconstruction of 2D scene
Figures originally published in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and made publicly available by the authors
at http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/hzbook/hzbook2/HZfigures.html. Used with permission.
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plane at infinity, there is a one-to-one correspondence between points on the plane at infinity and
points on the image plane. The points on the plane at infinity that are part of the absolute conic can
therefore be mapped to the image plane and this is called the “Image of the Absolute Conic” (IAC),
and given the symbol ω. Therefore, as with the images of the circular points in the 2D case, if the
IAC is known, the image is calibrated.
If we can identify the plane at infinity in the image, then an “Affine reconstruction” can be done
with the unknown distortion de-constructed into a known perspective transformation and an unknown
affine distortion because we have knowledge of the plane at infinity. But we still have several unknowns:
namely the orientation and scale of the coordinate axes on this plane. If the IAC itself can be discovered
then the relative orientation and scale of the axes on the plane at infinity are also known and the scene
can be reconstructed “up to a similarity” as above. This means the unknown affine distortion can be
de-constructed into a known, possibly non-uniform, scaling transformation to leave just an unknown
similarity distortion. This unknown similarity distortion embodies our ignorance of the orientation
and absolute scale of the original coordinate system of the 3D real-world we are reconstructing.
Any conic on a plane can be described by a symmetrical 3× 3 matrix with 6 unique entries of the
form:
C =









Any points, p, on the conic satisfy the equation pTCp = 0 using canonical homogeneous coordinates.
This is simply a reformulation of the conic equation: ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0. The IAC
thus requires 5 constraints to estimate it up to scale rather than the two in the 2D case of finding
the image of the circular points. Additional properties of the IAC are explored in Section 2.4 and
expanded upon in Section 2.5.
2.3 Camera Calibration
A special use of projective geometry where known points at infinity can help is camera calibration, in
particular the algorithm described in Section 2.5. But first the basics of camera calibration need to
be explored. The camera is assumed to be approximated by a “pinhole” camera. In classical optical
systems dealing with lenses, there is an optical axis defined as the axis around which the lens system
has rotational symmetry. There are also two planes defined on either side of the lens system, called the
principal planes that are orthogonal to the optical axis. The point at which the optical axis intersects
each principal plane is called a principal point.
In a “pinhole” camera, the lens is ignored, the principal planes are co-incident and the point of
intersection with the optical axis is the pinhole, also called the centre of projection or just the camera
centre. In this thesis we use “principal point” to refer to the intersection of the optical axis with
the image plane. This differs from the optics literature but it has become conventional when dealing
exclusively with pinhole cameras.
The goal of camera calibration, in the context of the “pinhole” camera assumption, is to be able
to produce a 3 × 4 matrix P for each image that transforms a real world 3D homogeneous point










Once this matrix is found, the 3D homogeneous world coordinates of the camera centre, C, can be
found as the solution to PC = 0. Discounting the trivial solution of C = 0, this can be found using
SVD (Singular Value Decomposition, see Appendix B). P can also be used to turn a 2D image point
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into a line in the real world. All such lines will go through the camera centre and a second point specific
to each image point. This second point can be calculated for each image point as P+X, where X is
the homogeneous coordinates of the image point and P+ is the pseudo-inverse of P . Transforming an
image point into a line in world space like this is called “forward-projection” and the transformation
of a world point to an image point is “back-projection”.
This “pinhole” camera is not the only type of camera that could be modelled, it is just the
common model that approximates most consumer cameras. In (Ye and Yu, 2013), eight different
types of cameras are categorised by a 4D “ray space” that describes what happens to rays that go
through two parallel planes in 3D space, one containing the origin of the 3D coordinate system and
one being the image plane. This paper makes the claim that this 4D “ray space” will be useful in
the future as transformations in this space can be a model for real-world processes that are currently
being modelled by more complicated processes. The other types of cameras described in this paper
do not have the property that they can be so easily described by a 3× 4 camera matrix but they can
all be described in this “ray space”.
Figure 2.2 shows a simple scene with two calibrated images of a sheet of paper with some dots
on it. From the P matrices, the two camera centres, C ′ and C ′′, are located for two pinhole camera
images. For each image, an image plane is then defined for display purposes. This image plane has a
normal that is the 3D line calculated as passing through the camera centre and the image origin. An
arbitrary point is chosen from the points along this line to define the placement of the image plane in
3D space.
The images displayed on these image planes have the orientation and limits of the displayable area
defined by the intersection of the image planes with lines created from the camera centre through each
of the four corners of each image. The orientation of the image axes and the world coordinate system
are shown as well as a simple wire-frame cuboid to give a sense of perspective. It should be noted
that although in reality the sensors collecting the light for the image are behind the camera centre
point, the image plane is normally displayed, with the appropriate inverting of image axes, in front of
the centre point to avoid clutter and show the direction of view.
For our purposes the P matrix can be broken down into a number of sub-matrices, P = K[R|t],
where the K matrix embodies the internal parameters of the camera and so finding these parameters
is called intrinsic camera calibration. The 3 × 4 matrix [R|t] is a matrix that combines rotation and
translation with a standard projection from three to two dimensions. Finding the appropriate 3 × 3
rotation sub-matrix R and the 3× 1 translation vector t is called extrinsic camera calibration, as this
defines the “pose and position” of the camera: i.e. where the camera is placed and which way it is
looking. It is suggested the novice also reads Chapter 11 of (Bradski, 2008) for a more gentle and
expansive introduction than can be incorporated here.
In general, once the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are found, space must be divided
by a plane into those parts that are “in front” or “behind” the camera. Mathematically, points in the
half-space behind the camera can be mapped to the image plane but this mathematical abstraction
does not translate to an accurate model of reality. In reality the points on the image plane will only
correspond to features that are in the half-space in front of the camera due to the fact that the camera
and sensors will not be transparent. The dividing plane is therefore constructed as a plane parallel to
the image plane and containing the camera centre point.
This half-space can be defined by the sign of equation (2.1):
Di = wtdet(M) (2.1)











Figure 2.2: Example of computer generated scene information from two views of a planar calibration
sheet.
P =
 p11 p12 p13 p14p21 p22 p23 p24
p31 p32 p33 p34

M =
 p11 p12 p13p21 p22 p23
p31 p32 p33

For a standard right-handed coordinate system the points that are “in front” of the camera have
a positive Di and those “behind” are negative. This is derived from a standard formula for finding
the distance of a point from the image plane in Section 6.2.3 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004),
where the value of Di in the original formula is in world coordinates. This particular derivation is
discussed in Section 21.2 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and is a simplification without the
conversion to a known coordinate frame as only the sign of Di is being used.
As the camera is not an ideal pinhole camera, there is also lens distortion that needs to be modelled
and corrected for. There are two main kinds of lens distortion, radial and tangential, but as mentioned
in (Tsai, 1987), from experience it has been shown that normally only radial distortion matters. There
are two main models for radial distortion that have been considered: one of which only works with
high amounts of radial distortion and one that only works with low amounts of radial distortion. Only
the low distortion method has been implemented in the CarapaceCopier software because this is the
common case and there has not been enough time to implement and test the other. In (Ye and Yu,
2013) it is also described how lens distortion can be modelled as a shear transformation in the 4D
“ray space” previously mentioned but this has not been researched further as this is a relatively new
result and the current distortion models have been found to be applicable in common circumstances
for many years.
One of the radial distortion models, for high amounts of lens distortion, uses a 3 × 3 matrix, D,
based on the methodology used in (Hartley, R. and Kang, S. B., 2007) to re-envision radial distortion
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as a “Fundamental Matrix of distortion”. A Fundamental Matrix, explained more fully in Section 3.2,
is normally a matrix that contains all the information about the relationship between two images of
the same scene. In this case the Fundamental Matrix is being used to compare the set of distorted
points to the set of undistorted points. In the case where there are fewer than the minimum number
of point pair matches needed to estimate this matrix, or the resultant matrix gives a position of the
centre of the distortion that is very far from the centre of the image, the second model should be used.
Small amounts of radial distortion are accurately modelled by an infinite series, r′ = k01 + k1r +
k2r
2+k3r3... where r is the measured distance from the centre of distortion, r′ is the corrected distance
from the centre of distortion, and the k coefficients need to be estimated for each lens. The infinite
series converges to a solution which means that the coefficients of higher powers must be small and at
a certain point are negligible, so the distortion function is estimated based on a truncated form of this
series. The form used is the original one suggested in (Tsai, 1987) where it was found that only the
one term needed to be estimated leading to the radial distortion being modelled as r′ = r+ kr3. The
centre of distortion must be assumed to be the centre of the image, whereas if the distortion matrix is
used, the centre of distortion can be estimated as being a specific point close to, but not necessarily
co-incident with, the centre of the image.
Once the distortion is estimated the image is pre-processed to take out the distortion. The dis-
tortion needs to be estimated for each image separately as the distortion can be significantly different
between images, even on the same camera, due to differences in optical focus and especially zoom, see
(Al-Ajlouni, S. and Fraser, CS, 2006). In the context of the software produced along with this thesis
this means the user can just “point and shoot” and not have to worry about keeping the focus and
zoom the same between shots.
2.4 Intrinsic Camera Calibration Matrix
In the decomposition of the camera calibration matrix P = K[R|t], the parameters embodied in the
matrix K give information about properties that do not change between images taken with the same
camera at the same zoom and focus settings where:
K =
 α γ u00 β v0
0 0 1

This matrix embodies translation and scaling transformations relating to adjustments for the scale
and origin of the image axes. There is also an adjustment that is needed in case the image axes are not
orthogonal. The principal point - the point in the image where a ray through this point perpendicular
to the image plane would pass through the pinhole point - has coordinates of (u0, v0) and is generally
close to the centre of the visible image. The size and shape of pixels are described by the values of α,
β, and γ. The ratio of the lengths of the two pairs of edges of the pixel parallelogram are described
by α and β while γ is the geometric skew parameter. This geometric skew parameter is only needed
if the angle between the image axes is not 90◦. It embodies the offset from orthogonality between the
edges and can be further reduced, as mentioned in (Triggs, B, 1998), to γ = −α tan(θ), where θ is the
difference in angle needed for orthogonality; this can normally assumed to be 0, meaning the pixels
are rectangular and do not form a more general parallelogram, see Figure 2.3.
The values of α and β are also used as scaling factors between world coordinates and image
coordinates. They can be thought to represent the distance between the image sensor plane and
optical centre, called the focal length, in pixel coordinates. If the distance between the image sensor
plane and the optical centre is halved, these scaling factors also halve. This can be seen by looking
at what happens to the imaged points on a plane parallel to the image sensor plane as the distance
to this plane changes. If the “field of view”, the angle describing the amount of the scene that can
be captured, doubles, the imaged points on the plane will appear closer together. In fact, when using
a 2D coordinate system with an origin based on the principal point, the image coordinates for these
points will also be halved to bring them closer to the principal point by exactly the same ratio as the
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Figure 2.3: Pixel parametrisation describing the pixel as a general parallelogram
change in the focal length. This leads to a simplification of the K matrix to three free parameters,
u0,v0 and the focal length multiplier, f , if it can be assumed that pixels are square, i.e. that α = β = f
and γ = 0:
K =
 f 0 u00 f v0
0 0 1

This formulation is used in (Kanatani, 2013a) for estimating distortion and the intrinsic camera
parameters for “ultra-wide fisheye” camera lenses with a field of view that is more than 180 degrees
where the standard truncated Taylor expansion model of lens distortion breaks down. Four patterns
of light stripes are displayed on a monitor to a static camera placed directly in front of the monitor
with the stripes rotated at 45 degrees to each other between images. The camera is placed so that the
monitor is in the centre of the image where there is the least amount of distortion and the distortion
at the edges of the image are extrapolated from the detected distortion.
These four images are also split into two pairs for processing purposes where the images in each
pair have stripes that are at 90 degrees to each other i.e. the horizontal stripes are paired with the
vertical, as are the two diagonal sets of stripes. To estimate the parameters it is enough to add
three constraints: collinearity, parallelism, and orthogonality. Collinearity means that points detected
along the stripe boundary lines in the images need to be transformed into points in the same order on
straight lines. Parallelism means that stripe boundary lines in the same image need to be transformed
to parallel lines. Orthogonality means that stripe boundary lines in the two pairs of images need to
transformed to lines that are at 90 degrees to each other. These three constraints give equations to be
minimised that have first and second partial derivatives in terms of the intrinsic camera parameters
and the coefficients of an arbitrarily long Taylor expansion that is the radial lens distortion model.
This means that a “Least Squares Minimisation” method, that finds a local minima for a multi-
dimensional function, can be used to quickly find a better estimate of the distortion function and the
intrinsic camera parameters from an initial estimate. A number of these “Least Squares Minimisation”
methods are described in (Madsen, K et al., 2004), with the Levenberg-Marquardt being the one the
paper suggests. The initial estimate could be initialised to have the principal point as the centre
of the image, the focal length multiplier, f , calculated from the specifications given by the camera
manufacturer, and an initial estimate of the distortion being a “stereographic projection” which maps
a hemisphere onto a plane.
As described in Section 2.2, a scene can be reconstructed “up to a similarity” using the IAC, which
is stated as embodying ignorance of the coordinate system being used. This can also be interpreted
as ignorance of the camera pose and position. This means that the IAC does not depend on the [R|t]
matrix and only on the K matrix. The exact relationship can be seen if we choose a camera calibration
matrix P = K[I|0]. For a point on the plane at infinity, X = (x, 0)T , we have the projections u = Kx
and therefore x = K−1u. The point u is a point on the image of the absolute conic when X is a point
on the absolute conic, meaning xTx = 0. Substituting in K−1u for x we have (K−1u)TK−1u = 0
or equivalently uTK−TK−1u = 0. From the definition of the IAC, ω, a point, u, is on the IAC if
uTωu = 0 so ω = K−TK−1 = (KKT )−1, up to a scaling factor.
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2.5 Zhang Calibration Algorithm
The methodology stated here is in large part a rewording of the method outlined by Zhang in (Zhang,
Z., 2002). The initial input to this process is a set of point-pair correspondences between a calibration
sheet and one or more images. The real world coordinate system is defined in terms of the calibration
sheet coordinate system with the calibration sheet lying on the z=0 plane. The algorithm will give,
as output, an estimate for the camera intrinsic parameters, the K matrix; and for each input image
the extrinsic Rotation matrix and a translation vector are estimated. Once an initial estimate has
been made, this is modified using a bundle adjustment algorithm. The original method described
in (Zhang, Z., 2002) implicitly assumes that a group of images is processed together along with the
assumption that they are taken with the same camera with the same zoom and focus settings by
assuming that they have the same K matrix and lens distortion parameters. As noted in (Al-Ajlouni,
S. and Fraser, CS, 2006), changing the zoom and focus settings can have the effect of changing not
just the focal length and lens distortion parameters as expected but can also cause the principal point
to move due to the mechanics of how the lens is moved.
However, referring back to Section 1.4.3, where we noted that a number of our explicit goals are
satisfied by processing the images independently, the method described below is slightly different. In
particular, we are not only processing the images independently but also taking into account knowledge
gained from EXIF meta-data that can be attached to the images but is not mandatory. This allows a
calculation of a potentially different K matrix and lens distortion parameters for each image as well as
retrieving pose and position information using the same real-world coordinate system for each image.
2.5.1 Method
The first step is to take the point-pairs and construct the planar homography, which in this context
means we are wanting to construct a transformation to map points on the calibration plane to points
on the image plane. This planar homography matrix, H, will then successfully map all points lying
on the calibration sheet, measured in mm coordinates, onto the image, measured in pixel coordinates.
The homography produced from point pair matches between the points on the calibration sheet and
the image will map all real world points with z = 0, the calibration sheet plane, to the image although
it does not say anything about real world points with other z values. The algorithm for finding this
transformation is the normalised Direct Linear Transform (DLT) algorithm, explained in Chapter 4
of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004). This algorithm requires 4 or more point pair matches to give
a unique solution.
This may end up with an over-constrained homography, in which case the adaptive RANSAC
(RAndom SAmple Consensus) method is used to find an unknown proportion of outliers and then
create a better homography with fewer point pairs. This algorithm was first described in (Fischler
and Bolles, 1981) and applied to finding the camera’s position from a set of known 3D world point and
2D image point pairings. This has since become a standard algorithm for finding a best fit solution
in the general situation where there may be erroneous data and is explained in detail in Chapter 4 of
(Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) in the particular context of homography estimation. Once the
planar homography is estimated it is adjusted using a bundle adjustment algorithm.
A bundle adjustment algorithm uses all the data, in this case all the point pairs, to adjust all the
independent parameters at once, hence the name “bundle adjustment”, to find a better solution from
a first estimate. This requires a particular parametrisation of the problem and a particular error or
cost function to minimise. The large paper (Triggs et al., 2000) tries to bring together all the various
techniques of bundle adjustment used in the context of camera calibration and describes the problem as
finding the “jointly optimal” solution. From the paper: “Optimal means that the parameter estimates
are found by minimizing some cost function that quantifies the model fitting error, and jointly that
the solution is simultaneously optimal with respect to both structure and camera variations.”
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is the recommended cost minimisation algorithm to use from
the Zhang paper with the exact parametrisation of the problem and associated cost function described
in Appendix A of (Zhang, Z., 2002). The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is an example of a set of
algorithms used in bundle adjustment called “Least Squares Minimisation” which are described in
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detail in (Madsen, K et al., 2004). These methods are called “Least Squares Minimisation” methods
because they find the minimum of a sum of squared differences and are used to quickly find a local
minima of a multi-dimensional function or find the best fit of a curve with noisy data points once
an initial estimate is made. The exact details of the bundle adjustment algorithm chosen are not
important to the understanding of the overarching principles but are discussed in detail in (Triggs
et al., 2000) and (Madsen, K et al., 2004).
Normally the planar homography is near enough to the best estimate that the bundle adjustment
will not give a better answer. The planar homography is a 3× 3 matrix that is related to the 3× 4 P
matrix in the following way:
H =




 h11 h12 ? h13h21 h22 ? h23
h31 h32 ? h33

We now have 9 of the 12 values of the P matrix with the 3 unknown values related to one degree
of freedom due to a single unknown z scale. Trying to restrict the degrees of freedom in the P matrix
itself is problematic so instead we follow the consequences through when the matrix is de-constructed
into the intrinsic K matrix and the extrinsic Rotation matrix and translation vector.
Using the relationship between the K matrix and the IAC ,described in Section 2.4, we can put
constraints on the IAC and when we have 5 of them we can find K. There are a number of different
ways to get these constraints (see Table 8.1 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004)) but the major
ones we use are the 2 constraints that are given by the columns of H, where H = [h1h2h3]:
hT1 ωh2 = 0
hT1 ωh1 = hT2 ωh2
In the classical Zhang method it is stated that if we have 3 or more images that are known to
be taken from the same camera with the same settings then the IAC and K matrix can be found
from these alone, provided the difference in camera placement is not the degenerate configuration of
pure translation with no rotation. This is because each of the three images will then give the two
constraints above for each of the three different H matrices so the K matrix can be found from, up to
scale, these six constraints on the IAC. If there are only two images then, in addition to the two pairs
of constraints from the H matrices, it should also be assumed that the image axes are orthogonal,
meaning that the value of γ in the K matrix is zero. In the case we are interested in, where each image
is processed independently, there would need to be the two constraints given by the H matrix, along
with an additional three assumptions, one by assuming orthogonal axes, and an additional two by the
additional assumption that the principal point (u0, v0)T , is at the image centre. For these constraints
to be defined in terms of the IAC it is assumed that the image centre is also the origin of the image
coordinate system. For a single image therefore, only the pixel aspect ratio can be estimated. As
is described in Section 2.5.2, if there is appropriate meta-data available, the pixel aspect ratio is
known to be 1:1 and the actual values of α and β are estimated rather than simply their ratios. This
alternative is therefore used instead of the preceding, more traditional, assumptions.
We now have known K and H matrices which can be used to find the rotation matrix and trans-




r3 = r1 × r2
t = λK−1h3
where r1, r2, r3 are the 3 columns of the R matrix, h1, h2, h3 are the 3 columns of the planar
homography matrix H, and λ is a scaling factor. The closest fit rotation matrix to the general matrix
R can be found using SVD, see Appendix B. In the case of perfect estimation of K, λ = 1/||K−1h1|| =
1/||K−1h2|| but in the general case the two will give slightly different answers. If you use λ calculated
from the first equation, you over-fit to the image x axis and tend to be out in the y direction. If you
use the second, you over-fit in the image y axis and tend to be out in the x direction. This was not




This is shown in Appendix C where a synthetic image is created with known K values which are then
varied to compare the differences between the different formulations of λ.
The formulae above can be derived from the definition of P as P = K[R|t] and the knowledge that
the first, second, and fourth columns of P are the first, second, and third columns of H, leaving only
the third column of P undefined, hence the arbitrary scaling factor λ which results in a translation
vector having an arbitrary value for the z component. This is a disadvantage of the classic Zhang
method but the correct magnitude and sign for λ can be calculated if the appropriate meta-data is
available as described in Section 2.5.2.
Up until this point the lens distortion has been ignored. It is assumed that in general lens distortion
will be small in comparison to the other effects so that to a first approximation there is no lens
distortion and only once the camera parameters have been estimated is the lens distortion estimated
as fixing any remaining displacement errors. This is the starting point for a bundle adjustment
algorithm that takes all these parameter estimates and perturbs them slightly to see if there is a
better fit. Once again the Levenberg-Marquardt method is suggested in the Zhang paper.
To minimise the adjustment that needs to be done, the nine element rotation matrix is converted
to a 3-vector which has the same information in a more compact axis-angle form, specifically the axis
of rotation is that of the 3-vector and the rotation angle is given by the magnitude of the 3-vector.
This can be done with the following formulae, called the Rodrigues formulae; for a derivation of these
see Appendix 4 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004).
(R− I)r′ = 0
2 cos(θ) = trace(R)− 1
2 sin(θ) = r′T





where I is the 3×3 identity matrix, R is the original rotation matrix, r′ is the unit length direction
vector which can be found from the first formula using SVD, θ is the rotation angle, and r is the final
Rodrigues 3-vector. The trace function is simply the sum of the diagonal elements of the matrix.
It should be noted that in some descriptions of the Rodrigues formula, the magnitude for the
3-vector is calculated directly using the arc-cosine or arcsine functions but as mentioned in Appendix
4 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) this is not numerically accurate and fails when the angle is
180 degrees. A better way is to use the sine and cosine values in the two parameter arc-tan function:
θ = arctan 2(12r
′T
 R32 −R23R13 −R31
R21 −R12
 , trace(R)− 12 )
We will also need to go from the Rodrigues formulation to the full rotation matrix. This is
accomplished with the following formula:
R = I + sin(θ) [r′]× + (1− cos(θ)) [r
′]2×
Once this has been done we can then make more efficient use of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
to do a 12 dimensional bundle adjustment on the various parameters: 3 for rotation, 3 for translation,
5 for internal camera calibration, and 1 for the lens distortion function.
2.5.2 Modifications using Additional Meta-data
Some image types, such as JPEG, RAW, and TIFF, have the possibility of carrying additional meta-
data inserted by the camera in a data field called EXIF, and as the EXIF standards1 specifically
state that the pixels are to be square, if this data exists then it is known that γ = 0 and α = β.
Additionally, there may be some information in the EXIF data fields to enable the exact calculation of
α and therefore β, specifically those relating to focal length: FocalLength, FocalPlaneResolutionUnit,
and one or both of FocalPlaneXResolution and FocalPlaneYResolution2. This is important as the
scaling factor λ in the standard Zhang formulation, leading to the arbitrary translation vector z value,
arises in part from the fact that the relationship ω = K−TK−1 = (KKT )−1 is true only up to a
scaling factor. Therefore estimating the five intrinsic camera parameters from a calculated ω leads to
an ambiguity of scale for those five of the nine components of the K matrix.
In the case where the above meta-data can be retrieved, construction of an initial K matrix also
needs the initial assumption that the principal point, (u0, v0) is at the centre of the image. Assuming
the image centre is the origin of the image coordinate system as the standard Zhang method requires,
the K matrix is therefore simplified to:
K =




f = FocalLength ∗ FocalP laneXResolution
UnitConversionFactor
1Available for download at http://www.exif.org/specifications.html
2Note that in a small review of the meta-data recorded by available cameras it was found that in one case the X and
Y Focal Plane Resolutions were different. If the pixels were square as they are stated to be in the EXIF specifications
this should not happen. As the difference was less than 2%, it was assumed that there was a rounding error made by
the camera’s firmware but this camera was excluded from use in experiments anyway.
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where the FocalLength3 and FocalPlaneXResolution are the rational numbers read directly from
the meta-data and the UnitConversionFactor is assigned based on the value of the FocalPlaneResolu-
tionUnit field4.
This gives the correct scale to K and therefore λ in the calculation of the rotation and translation
matrices but there is still an ambiguity of sign as the definition of λ in equation (2.2) always gives
a positive value to λ. This ambiguity can be solved with the additional real-world constraint that
the camera taking the image is always going to be “above” the calibration sheet, i.e. z > 0, and so
therefore the z component of the C vector, the camera centre calculated from PC = 0, will always be
positive. If the camera position recovered from the initial calculation using +λ gives a position with
a negative z coordinate, the construction of the rotation matrix and translation vector is done with
−λ instead. The initial P = K[R|t] matrix estimated from this calculation is used as in the standard
algorithm to estimate lens distortion and then a bundle adjustment is done to find the final camera
calibration. Taken together these modifications to the standard Zhang algorithm allow for a single
image camera calibration that gives a camera calibration with a known relationship to a real world
coordinate system.
This correction of λ and therefore of the arbitrary z scale factor fulfils one of the explicit aims
and objectives, number 4 as stated in Section 1.4.3, that there be a known unambiguous relationship
between the 3D coordinate systems used for camera calibration. However, one of the other explicit
aims, number 3, is that there should be as few constraints as possible on the camera used. For this
method to work the camera must be one that saves the needed EXIF information. This is becoming
less of a constraint as it is becoming standard to have digital cameras that store the focal length in
an EXIF field.
2.6 Defining the Scope
The goal of this research has been the construction and implementation of a software pipeline to take
a set of digital images as input and output a 3D model with emphasis on two particular sub-steps of
the pipeline as described in Section 1.4.3. This full pipeline is described in more detail in Chapter
4 with the important sub-steps that were more fully researched explored in Chapter 5 and Chapter
6. In some steps in these processes where there are no known “best” solutions, one was chosen and
implemented but this is considered a place-holder to be replaced if a “better” solution should be found.
These choices are indicated in the listing of the pipeline steps below. This means that there are a
number of problems and potential areas of research that have simply been scoped out and which will
require further research. The pipeline was chosen specifically to be a framework on which to develop
the two new algorithms and so none of the problems scoped out that do not refer to these steps are
of particular importance to the core of this work.
A brief summary of the algorithmic pipeline is given here so that the following sub-sections can
refer back to show where in the pipeline the decision discussed is situated. Note that this pipeline
was constructed with the aims and objectives of Section 1.4.3 in mind, specifically goals 1 and 2; that
the images should be taken in an unconstrained environment and not need any training to take:
1. Find the important characteristics of the user generated calibration image. This is described
primarily in Section 4.2.
2. Independently process each image to find the camera parameters, including pose and position
in relation to the calibration sheet. This is done so as to satisfy goals 6,7,8, and 9 of the aims
and objectives in Section 1.4.3. This step can be broken down into a number of sub-steps:
(a) Find the ellipses in the image that may correspond to some of the circular features in the
calibration image. Ellipse finding is an open problem. Some of the possible solutions and
the chosen algorithm are described in Section 4.3.1.
3The standard requires that if the focal length is recorded, it is to be recorded in mm.
4A conversion factor of 25.4 is assigned for inches, 10 for cm, 1 for mm and 0.001 for µm.
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(b) Match these ellipses with the circles in the calibration image that they correspond to. This
is one of the sub-steps that has been more thoroughly researched and is explored in Chapter
5 and allows the pipeline to achieve number 5 of the aims and objective in Section 1.4.3.
(c) Use these pairings to estimate the camera parameters, using the modified Zhang calibration
algorithm described above in Section 2.5. With the modification to the Zhang calibration
algorithm, number 4 of the aims and objective in Section 1.4.3 is achieved and number 3
is also taken into account.
(d) Rectify the detected lens distortion. There are couple of ways of parameterising lens distor-
tion described in Section 4.3.4 and the selected way of undoing this distortion is described
in Section 4.3.4.3.
(e) Segment the newly undistorted image to pick out the visible portions of the known cali-
bration sheet. This is described in detail in Section 4.3.5 but this method is a place-holder
and should not be taken as the only way in which this can be done.
3. Use the image segmentation information to create a maximum volume of common interest within
which the object of interest is assumed to lie. There are different ways of doing this but the one
chosen is a “Voxelised Visual Hull” method described in Section 4.4.
4. Re-segment the images so that those pixels that are definitely not part of the object can be
excluded to turn the potentially unwieldy memory structure describing the volume of interest
into a series of binary masks that can be placed over the images. This is briefly described in
Section 4.5.
5. Use the restricted images and the known camera parameters to do surface texture matching for
triangles projected from 3D coordinates and build up an estimated surface triangular mesh and
output to a file. This is the other step that has been more thoroughly explored and is described
in detail in Chapter 6. Ideally this step would provide support for goals 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
and 16 of the aims and objectives in Section 1.4.3.
Note that one of the common tools within the research community is the OpenCV framework. This
is the implementation of a number of the common algorithms in C libraries that can be called by
other C programs so that the researcher does not have to re-implement the algorithms before they
can use them. This framework could have been used in some of these steps but was not used in
the CarapaceCopier software for two main reasons. Firstly, the decision was made very early on to
implement the software in the Java language. This was in part because the software was initially
designed to interact with the Reprap Java software but was also because then the software would be
simple to deploy across multiple platforms. The Java classes could all be wrapped within a single .jar
file which was called from a small batch/shell script. The second reason is that it was felt that it
would be a good learning experience to re-implement all the algorithms used myself. The time taken
to develop the CarapaceCopier software was therefore longer than it could have been if these tools
had been used. As is mentioned in Appendix D, there was another SourceForge software project,
written in C, that started at approximately the same time as the CarapaceCopier project. This
project was called Insight3D5 and made use of the OpenCV functionality to act primarily as a GUI
wrapper around some of the functionality. It matured reasonably quickly and seems to be of use to
the community based on the number of downloads per week.
2.6.1 Calibration Sheet Design
There are a small number of different 2D calibration sheet design ideas that could be used in steps
1 and 2 that have been used elsewhere in the past; for example (Fiala, M. and Shu, C., 2005) gives
a comparison of the relative effectiveness of some common design decisions. Most calibration sheets
can be categorised into two groups: one in which there are a small number of individual markers that
can be found and labelled uniquely and another set of calibration patterns where there are a large
5http://insight3d.sourceforge.net/
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number of simple feature points to be found where there is redundancy; so that although a significant
majority of points have to be found, not all of the points are needed. Markers that come under the first
grouping are those used in most Augmented Reality tasks such as those bundled with the ARToolkit
software6 whereas the classic checker-board calibration sheet is an example of the second group.
The new calibration procedure, steps 1 and 2 above, takes a small number of identical markers,
black dots on a white sheet of paper, and uses the global pattern made by them to deduce the position
and internal characteristics of the camera. A significant amount of research will be required to decide
on a “best” calibration pattern to use especially in this particular instance where some of the markers
may be occluded by the “object of interest” that will be sitting on the calibration sheet. The design
on the calibration sheet should be one from which, at every conceivable angle, the global pattern
made from the markers is unique, even if a number of markers are obscured by the object sitting on
the calibration sheet. Some research was done by a summer scholarship student, (Stevens, 2011), but
more needs to be done.
The current pattern is a simple one of black dots on a white sheet of paper but more complex ones
should also be investigated. For instance, rather than finding the dots on the calibration sheet, it may
be that a modification of the texture patch matching algorithm, described in Chapter 6, can be used
so that the calibration sheet can be created using any image for a unique texture. This simplifies the
user creation and automated identification of the calibration sheet at the risk of making the software
more complicated and less reliable in some circumstances. This risk may not be warranted as currently
a new calibration sheet can be produced by a novice in a matter of minutes anyway.
The use of a colour pattern rather than a simple black/white pattern should also be investigated.
This allows additional verification of the global pattern of markers, even with some obscured, based on
the detected colour of the individual markers found. Unfortunately, a particular patch of colour on a
printed calibration sheet may not be recognised or may be confused with a different colour printed on
a different printer or viewed under different lighting conditions. It is unclear at present how difficult
this problem would be to solve and whether this would result in more or less reliable results in practice.
2.6.2 Conversion of an Image to Grey-scale
Digital images used by the algorithmic pipeline described here are assumed to have pixel colours
encoded in three colour channels, using the standard RGB colour-space (sRGB) - initially a Microsoft
and HP standard agreed upon in 1996 and described in an online white-paper7 - which in turn uses
the CIE standard way of measuring colour that was adopted in 1931, created using methods as
shown in (Broadbent, 2008). The three colour channels (red, green, and blue) have values with a
finite granularity that depends on the image format. Most common image formats have 8-bit values
meaning that each colour channel has 256 possible values. Some algorithms used here, notably the
edge feature detection algorithms used for ellipse detection in step 2 (a) and the image segmentation
algorithm used in step 2 (e), work instead with grey-scale values so there needs to be an agreed upon
manner to convert from these three channel values to a single grey-scale value. These grey-scale values
also have a finite granularity with the algorithms implemented assuming 256 grey-scale levels. There
are a number of feature detection algorithms that also work with colour images but it was found by
(Zuliani, 2006) that these detectors do not seem to work any better, and in fact most work worse
on colour images. He theorised that this is due to the inherent redundancy of the colour channels in
natural images. This means that the Generalized Gradient Matrix that he defined, and can be seen
in some form in all the point feature detectors, can have issues with the large amounts of redundancy:
"We were surprised to find out that all the considered detectors perform consistently better
when they operate on the graylevel version of the image rather than on the corresponding
RGB version. We explain this by recalling that the RGB channels of natural images tend
to be highly correlated. This redundancy may cause the numerical stability properties
of the Generalized Gradient Matrix (GGM) to deteriorate. This is because the GGM is
6Available for download from http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/
7http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB
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composed of blocks of three rows that are almost “linearly” dependent." From Section 3.4.4
of (Zuliani, 2006)
The GIMP image editor, as an example of a sophisticated open source image editing software, has three
different algorithms for converting colour images to grey-scale8. The first is a simple averaging of the
three colour channels which may have been the initial “quick and dirty” implementation. The second
of these averages the most and least prominent of the three colour channels, which is the equivalent of
converting the RGB triplet to HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness) colour-space and selecting only the
lightness value. The third is a more complicated weighted average with weights that take into account
human perception to produce a grey-scale image that “looks right” to a human observer, using weights
of 0.21, 0.72, and 0.07 for the red, green, and blue channels respectively9.
Each of these methods will produce a different output image but in initial experimentation it was
observed that the results of the edge detection and image segmentation algorithms, which were using
the grey-scale images as input, did not have significantly different results with the different grey-scale
conversion algorithms. It was decided that finding the “correct” grey-scale conversion algorithm was
not needed.
For completeness, extensive testing is needed on the various grey-scale conversion algorithms to
either recommend one conversion algorithm over the others, or to understand why the edge detection
is insensitive to the grey-scale conversion method used. This insensitivity is likely to come from a
combination of the small number of grey-scale levels available, as all methods were used to convert
to 8-bit grey-scale values for comparison, the inherent redundancy of the colour channels, and that
the algorithms are primarily concerned with relative differences between neighbouring pixels; but this
should be tested.
As the exact grey-scale conversion algorithm used was deemed unimportant, it was decided to use
the fastest grey-scale conversion algorithm available, which, for the CarapaceCopier code, was a native
Java colour conversion filter. This filter used a weighted average of the red, green, and blue channels
with weights of 0.2125, 0.7154, and 0.0721 respectively10. The native colour filter could be applied to





The ellipse detection algorithm used in step 2 (a) is throwing away a significant portion of information
from the image that may be useful in more accurately detecting the calibration sheet marker dots.
There are a large number of ellipse detection techniques that have been developed, some of which
are described in (Ho, Chun-Ta and Chen, Ling-Hwei, 1995; Xie and Ji, 2002; Zhang, S.C. and Liu,
Z.Q., 2005), with others mentioned in the introductory sections of these papers. Most ellipse detection
algorithms use an edge detection algorithm to find possible edges as a first step, and most of these edge
detection algorithms were developed to have as input a grey-scale version of the image (Nadernejad
et al., 2008; Smith and Brady, 1997). There are therefore a number of combinations of edge and
ellipse detection algorithms to choose from. In particular, the edge detection algorithm implemented
8Briefly described in online documentation at http://docs.gimp.org/en/gimp-tool-desaturate.html. Com-
parisons of these and other simple grey-scale algorithms are shown using a single example image at
http://web.archive.org/web/20130528233956/http://www.tannerhelland.com/3643/grayscale-image-algorithm-vb6/
9These weights seem to be the numbers used by the ITU-R Recommendation BT.709, available for download
at http://www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itu-r/rec/bt/R-REC-BT.709-5-200204-I!!PDF-E.pdf, for luminance calculations of
signals for the 1125/60/2:1 (1125 lines, field frequency 60 Hz, picture rate 30 Hz) HDTV systems and rounded to 2
decimal places as the actual numbers in the standard are 0.2126, 0.7152, and 0.0722.
10The comments in the source code say that these weights are the numbers used by the ITU-R Recommenda-
tion BT.709, available for download at http://www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itu-r/rec/bt/R-REC-BT.709-5-200204-I!!PDF-
E.pdf, for luminance calculations of signals for the 1125/60/2:1 (1125 lines, field frequency 60 Hz, picture rate 30 Hz)
HDTV scanning systems but the actual numbers in the standard are 0.2126, 0.7152, and 0.0722. It is assumed the
changes to the fourth decimal place are due to the vagaries of the internal floating point representations.
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here gives an edge strength and direction which it was hoped would be able to be used to cut down
the number of candidate edges to test for inclusion in a particular ellipse but this did not work as
expected, see Section 4.3.1.2, and the detected edge direction is currently not being used.
In our software pipeline, once potential ellipses have been found, the grey-scale image is again used
to filter out those ellipses that are not primarily black on the inside surrounded by white. However,
rather than having all the calibration circles being black, the colour of the circle could be changed
to uniquely identify it in the image and differentiate each calibration circle. If an ellipse is found to
be a certain colour, it can be directly matched to the appropriate calibration circle. With unknown
lighting conditions however this could be complicated and instead an algorithm has been developed
taking into account the non-uniqueness of the individual calibration circles.
2.6.4 Dealing with Shadows
In the image segmentation in step 2 (e) - where the pixels of the image are grouped into those that
are part of the calibration sheet and those that are not - there is the possibility that some parts of
the calibration sheet in shadow will be wrongly classified as not being part of the calibration sheet.
As can be seen in the Checker Shadow Illusion, see Figure 2.4, where the squares marked A and B
have the same grey-scale values, humans automatically take account of shadows when interpreting an
image as a scene. A human will use previous knowledge and knowledge of the global scene to interpret
the colour at a specific pixel, whereas the computer will use the colour of individual pixels to gain
knowledge of the global scene.
There are ways of trying to build up this knowledge of the global scene and then using this
knowledge to algorithmically detect shadows and adjust the pixel values accordingly, such as the
series of papers (Finlayson and Hordley, 2001; Finlayson et al., 2002, 2004, 2009). This series of
papers was re-implemented and tested by a summer scholarship student, Morgan Lieshout, under
the author’s supervision and a report produced, (Lieshout, 2012b), included as Appendix F. In this
particular case the promising results reported in the papers do not necessarily translate to good results
in a general real world case.
The results of tests were as expected with synthetic images, and comparable results were also
found for most of the images used for tests in the original papers but the algorithms did not work
well with our set of test images. The original test images were of very distinct shadows produced in
bright sunlight captured using a digital camera with 12 bits per colour channel and stored in TIFF
format. Our set of test images were of indoor scenes with multiple light sources and more soft and
diffuse shadows, taken with a digital camera with the more standard 8 bits per colour channel saved
as high quality compressed JPEG images.
Due to the assumptions made about the type of lighting conditions, the algorithm is more likely to
work with a scene with a single point light source when there are obvious distinct shadows in the scene.
So best results would occur in outdoor scenes on sunny and cloudless days. The granularity provided
by the additional 4 bits per colour channel is also important; as converting the 12 bit channels to 8 bit
channels and comparing the resulting “shadow-free” images showed. For our purposes, the scene is
assumed to be an indoor scene lit by multiple light sources which potentially leads to multiple diffuse
shadows so such methods could not be used anyway.
Another way that may work is based on the observations in (Hartmann and Wünsche, 2012) where
it is noted that converting the RGB colour-space to the alternate HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) colour-
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Figure 2.4: ”Checker Shadow” illusion
© 1995, Edward H. Adelson. This checkershadow image may be reproduced and distributed freely.
space 11 may allow shadows to be detected in some narrow circumstances. The paper (Hartmann and
11
Conversion from RGB to HSV can be done by standard conversion code, for example the following is taken
from http://www.cs.rit.edu/~ncs/color/t_convert.html where it introduces the code with the statement: “The
Hue/Saturation/Value model was created by A. R. Smith in 1978. It is based on such intuitive color characteris-
tics as tint, shade and tone (or family, purity and intensity). The coordinate system is cylindrical, and the colors are
defined inside a hexcone. The hue value H runs from 0 to 360º. The saturation S is the degree of strength or purity and
is from 0 to 1. Purity is how much white is added to the color, so S=1 makes the purest color (no white). Brightness
V also ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 is the black. There is no transformation matrix for RGB/HSV conversion, but the
algorithm follows:”
// r,g,b values are from 0 to 1
// h = [0,360], s = [0,1], v = [0,1]
// if s == 0, then h = -1 (undefined)
void RGBtoHSV( float r, float g, float b, float *h, float *s, float *v )
{
float min, max, delta;
min = MIN( r, g, b );
max = MAX( r, g, b );
*v = max; // v
delta = max - min;
if( max != 0 )
*s = delta / max; // s
else {





if( r == max )
*h = ( g - b ) / delta; // between yellow & magenta
else if( g == max )
*h = 2 + ( b - r ) / delta; // between cyan & yellow
else
*h = 4 + ( r - g ) / delta; // between magenta & cyan




Wünsche, 2012) makes the observation that a shadow primarily changes the V (value) component of a
pixel but also decreases the S (saturation) component. This is only of use however if there is a known
expected HSV colour as is the case if there is a uniform background surface. Even when this condition
is met, the specifics of the lighting also need to be either known or at least static so that thresholds
can be determined for detecting shadows. This is obliquely recognised in (Hartmann and Wünsche,
2012) as the paper states “All thresholds for these tests were determined experimentally”. In the
limited case we are looking at of detecting shadows from a known calibration sheet under unknown
lighting conditions it should be possible to extract an average HSV colour for the calibration sheet
but the thresholds needed for classifying whether or not a pixel not detected as the calibration sheet
is actually just a shadow needs to be further researched.
One simple way to get around the problem of shadows being misclassified as part of the object is
to have the object and calibration sheet mounted on a turntable that is rotated between images so
that the shadows on the calibration sheet move between images. Unfortunately, the change in object
position with respect to the light source may be expected to lead to mismatches in the surface patch
matching stage due to how the surface of the object reflects and absorbs light, although this has not
been experimentally tested. For these reasons, detecting and dealing with shadows is not considered
further in this thesis.
2.6.5 Triangular Surface Patch Matching Restrictions
The Triangular Surface Patch Matching algorithm, step 5, is a new algorithm created for this project
and has a number of parameters that currently need to be set by hand depending on the nature of
the object to be found. This is indicative of the immature nature of the current implementation
of the algorithm, not necessarily the ideas behind the algorithm. Currently the user must place an
initial line segment that approximates an edge of the object on the calibration sheet at a place that
does not have an overhang. The patch matching technique uses this line segment as one side of an
equilateral triangle that is to be the size of the triangles making up the surface mesh of the object.
The length of this line segment is assumed to be chosen so that there is enough texture within each
equilateral triangle for the algorithm to work. Obviously, the algorithm will only work on objects that
are textured. As the degree to which the surface mesh matches the surface depends on the size of the
triangles making up the mesh, the accuracy of the surface mesh is also dependent on the amount of
texture on the object.
The intention of the algorithm was to have it create a surface mesh that enclosed the object and
followed the detected surface as closely as possible but this is not how it is currently implemented.
The current implementation of the algorithm is conservative in that it will err on the side of an
incomplete surface mesh rather than construct an erroneous one; so if there are parts of the object
that are textured and parts that are not, the parts that are textured will be able to have a surface
mesh fitted to them, but those that do not have texture will not be processed. The surface mesh will
also not include the underside of the object that is in contact with the calibration sheet. Together
these restrictions mean that the surface mesh will not completely enclose the object with no holes;
i.e. the surface mesh will not be manifold. If the surface is nearly enclosed there are algorithms that
can be used to make it manifold but they have not been investigated as the surface mesh algorithm
had more implementation issues than expected.
2.6.6 Output File Format
The STL file format was chosen as the output format of step 5 as it is the de facto standard for
inter-operation between 3D scanners, 3D design programs, and 3D printers. It is known that this is
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not the best format in a lot of cases and there are a number of alternatives but they currently do
not have a lot of use in the community at large. A couple of alternatives are described below but
it was not considered a prudent use of time to investigate these alternatives in any great detail as
STL is currently so widely used. An STL file is simply a list of triangles that describe a surface mesh
of the object. Due to, possibly inconsistent, floating point errors this surface mesh may not be an
unambiguous and enclosed manifold.
In the context of 3D scanning and 3D printing this is also inefficient as the 3D scanning software
will normally estimate a 3D volume, convert this to a surface mesh, and output as STL, with the 3D
printing software taking the surface mesh and trying to convert it to a 3D volume to be printed out.
This is quite inefficient and if the software for a “3D photocopier” were built as a piece of monolithic
code, or even as a linked scanning/printing pair, it would make more sense to have a consistent
volumetric representation throughout. For example, the common octree voxel subdivision, where a
volume cube is divided into eight sub-volumes which themselves can then be recursively sub-divided,
allows for a sparse data structure and an adjustable level of detail to give the option of controlling
the local granularity of the model.
In an update in October 2011 the Reprap 3D printer host software added the ability to take another
file format as input that gets around this conversion inefficiency for new 3D model designs. The file
format is one that is output from a 3D design tool, OpenSCAD, and encodes a set of constructive
solid geometry (CSG) primitives, such as cuboids and cylinders, and various operations performed on
them, such as union and difference, so that the volumetric data is perfectly preserved. Particularly in
the case of curved surfaces, the size of the file could be significantly larger and would still only be an
approximation if this had to be converted to a triangular surface mesh and saved as an STL file.
There are also other file format standards designed specifically for use by 3D printers, such as
the Additive Manufacturing Format (AMF) which once again contains triangulated surface meshes,
but in this case lists the triangular vertex points only once, rather than once per triangle as in
STL, eliminating one possible source of inconsistency; and includes additional features such as curved
triangles, implemented by 4 layers of recursive subdivision of the triangle, to make a more compact but
still highly detailed representation of an object. There are also other features that do not necessarily
have a meaning outside of the representation of an object that is to be instantiated by a process such
as 3D printing, such as specifying a material, possibly a composite of other materials, colour, and




This chapter initially describes a hierarchy for 3D surface scanning data acquisition techniques in Sec-
tion 3.1. See Figure 3.1 for a pictorial representation. The focus then turns to ways of reconstructing
the scene from images in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. These sections give brief overviews of a number
of papers and a number of 3D scanning products are then reviewed in more detail and fitted into the
hierarchy in Section 3.4.1
3.1 3D Surface Scanning Data Acquisition Techniques
The categorisation of methods here is primarily taken from (Curless, 1999) where a brief survey and
categorisation of methods is given. There are some minor changes to the categorisation given in
(Curless, 1999) which simplify the categorisation into that shown in Figure 3.1. Contact methods
physically probe the surface of the object whilst the Non-Contact methods do not. Under the Non-
Contact methods is a further division into those methods that interact with the scene in some way,
through sensors and emitters, and those that just passively observe the scene, using only sensors.
In most cases, the initial output of these scanning techniques is a cloud of points representing points
on the surfaces in the scene. These can then be turned into a surface model, normally a surface mesh
of triangles with the detected points as the vertices of the triangles. Another way of constructing the
surface is by approximating parts of the surface with the surface patch that most closely matches the
points found and linking these surface patches together, possibly interpolating between patches where
there are fewer data points. It is possible to devise a function to turn this curved surface mesh into
an approximate triangular mesh at arbitrary precision and this is commonly done for compatibility
purposes between applications. A good introductory survey to the classic methods is given in (Böhm
et al., 1984). This normally includes using the initial cloud of points to estimate parameters for the
surface patch model being used. For example, B-splines and Bezier curves or other interlocking sets
of warped planar patches as are explored in (Terzopoulos, 1988). A more up to date variant is the
multi-level implicit surface functions, as described in (Ohtake et al., 2003), where a function f(x) is
estimated using various sized subsets of the point cloud where the surface is defined as the solution to
the function f(x) = 0. The multi-level approach allows the implicit surface to be quickly estimated at
a coarse level in circumstances where immediate feedback is needed, such as real-time updating of a
scan, while still allowing an accurate representation to be given if needed, for example if the displayed
model is zoomed in.
Alternatively, some methods give a volumetric model as output, normally based on the concept
of voxels, three dimensional versions of pixels. For examples of these methods, see (Slabaugh et al.,
2001; Dyer, 2001). In the context of this work, where the 3D model captured is for the purposes of
duplicating it, this would be the most appropriate format. However, as the most common data format
for interchanging information between 3D scanning and 3D printing is the STL file format, which is
1For a more comprehensive list of 3D scanning products, see http://simple3d.com/, a website dedicated to collecting
links to 3D scanning resources.
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchy for 3D surface scanning data acquisition methods used here
a listing of surface triangles, the volumetric form is normally converted to a surface mesh. This can
be easily done by taking points from the surface of this volumetric model to give a set of points to
be used to give an approximate surface mesh. When the surface mesh is loaded into the 3D printer
software it will be normally be turned into a volumetric model so this conversion is unnecessary and
can lead to a less accurate model being printed.
As can be seen, the ability to exchange the 3D model between different applications can lead to
inaccuracies being introduced by converting the model to a commonly understood format. For this
reason, some products use their own proprietary format to store the 3D model more accurately. But
this makes it harder for the user to share this model with others that do not have that particular
software suite.
3.1.1 Contact Methods
A contact method of data acquisition requires a physical rig in which the object is placed and probed.
An image of one such device is shown in Figure 3.2 with a rigid frame for movement and a probe
that can rotate. Contact methods are not suitable where the object is fragile, or has moving parts,
as the probing could damage the object or move parts of the object during the scan. If the object
has parts of the surface that cannot be reached by the probe, or is too large to fit in the scanning
device, the scan will be incomplete or inaccurate. However, the accuracy of the scan only depends on
the properties of the object, not any other environmental factor as is the case with the Non-Contact
methods.
Taking into consideration that the current hardware required is expensive, contact methods are not
considered to be good candidates for a data acquisition system for the hypothetical scenario proposed
in Section 1.4.1 where the user is a hobbyist with few resources. Having said that, as the object is
physically probed, a contact method could be the most complete data acquisition technique in most
cases.
The difference between a Reprap based 3D printer and 3D contact scanner could be a single tool-
head and the software needed to acquire the data. A number of people have commented on this in
the Reprap on-line forums over the last few years but there is no indication that anyone has yet had
success with developing such a tool-head.
The current Reprap designs have been built using a simple rigid Cartesian set of axes where the
tool-head is fixed in relation to the axis it is attached to, normally oriented to be pointing directly
downwards. This allows for 3 degrees of freedom in movement but does not give the full freedom of
rotation necessary to get an accurate representation of some objects. If part of the object is obscured
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Figure 3.2: A coordinate measuring machine. An example of a contact method of data acquisition
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:9.12.17_Coordinate_measuring_machine.png&oldid=41610292
(Image permalink) originally uploaded by user Vulture19 with a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
Unported license.
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from the orientation direction of the tool-head, for example an overhang on an object with the standard
vertically oriented tool-head, the obscured portion will not be detected. If the tool-head were able to
be rotated, a more complete scan of the object could be completed.
Assuming that a rotating tool-head with a contact sensitive probe were available, then scanning of
an object could be automated by doing multiple partial scans of the object. For this explanation it is
further assumed that the probe is attached to the rotating part of the tool-head in such a way that it
can be extended and retracted and that the scanning volume is a simple cuboid. In the first sweep, the
tool head starts in one corner at the maximum z height, pointing downwards, and moves from point
to point so as to cover all of the x-y plane of the top side of the scanning volume cuboid, to a certain
granularity. At each point along this side, the probe is lowered until it encounters resistance or it has
traversed the entire height of the scanning volume. Once this sweep of the top side is completed, the
probe is then rotated by 90 degrees and the tool-head moves along the plane of one of the other sides
of the bounding scanning volume repeating the procedure. It is assumed that the bottom cannot be
traversed in this way and so only five of the six sides of the scanning cuboid are traversed meaning
that any indentations on the bottom of the object will not be found.
This is a “space-carving” approach to the problem, meaning that after each sweep of this 5-sweep
process, the maximum volume the object is thought to occupy is lessened which can be taken advantage
of to speed up successive sweeps. The first sweep along the top of the scanning volume will be the
longest and subsequent sweeps around the sides of the scanning volume can take into account the
knowledge gained from the previous sweeps to lessen the number of points along the sweep plane that
the tool-head needs to stop at and probe. For example, if the initial height probe did not encounter
any part of the object higher than a certain height then the subsequent sweeps traversing the sides of
the scanning volume do not have to probe any higher than this either. Similarly if, for example, the
initial scan did not encounter any part of the object along the line x=10, then the two sweeps where
the tool-head traverses the x-z plane, do not have to probe anywhere where x=10.
This process is likely to take a long time for a reasonable quality scan if the maximum volume to
be scanned is large and there will still be objects that cannot be accurately scanned. For example, an
object with a hole through it at 45 degrees will not be accurately scanned by the proposed 5-sweep
method. Some of these shortcomings can be accounted for with additional sweeps where the angle
of the probe is changed in small steps and the tool-head moves from point to point in the plane
perpendicular to where the probe is pointing. Such an enhancement will slow the procedure down still
further and it is probably at this point that the user should be involved so as to intelligently decide
how the scanning process should proceed.
It has been assumed that the mechanism for extending the probe itself is rigid with no sensors on
it which also restricts the objects that can be accurately probed to those with simple holes and hollows
but no complex internal structure. For example, a spiral seashell will not have the internal structure
of the spiral mapped out by such a probe. If, however, the probe extension is partially flexible with
feedback of how the extension is bent then it may be possible to map out some internal structures.
Such a probe would also allow a potentially faster way of scanning an object.
3.1.2 Non-Contact Methods
Non-Contact methods do not touch the object to be scanned. Active Non-Contact methods do however
still interact with the scene in some way and so a sensor is generally paired with an emitter. The emitter
will interact with the scene in a known way and the sensor will pick up the results of this interaction.
The surface of the object being scanned is then inferred from the comparison of the known emissions
and what the sensor picks up. Passive Non-Contact methods just receive information about the scene
from a sensor, normally a camera, so the input will be a series of digital images or video. Active
methods can potentially be more accurate but need more equipment or a special environment. In
most cases, the additional hardware required in the Active Non-Contact methods rules these methods
out at the present time for use in the hypothetical scenario proposed in Section 1.4.1. However, as
smart-phones and consumer products such as the Microsoft Kinect, looked at in more detail in Section
3.4.2, become more popular and wide-spread, some of these techniques become more viable for the
interested hobbyist.
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3.1.3 Active Non-Contact Methods
All the following methods use some form of light emission to probe the scene and will have problems
with objects that have transparent or reflective surfaces. The same categorisation is used as in (Curless,
1999), with the exception that amplitude modulation, which was a separate category in the paper, is
included under time of flight.
These methods will produce a “2.5D” model, where the points measured are a subset of those
in 3D space but are limited to a single depth value for each 2D sample point. When combined with
colour information from a traditional camera this is sometimes called an RGB-D image or, in the more
generic sense, a range scan. Unless assumptions are to be made about the symmetry of the scene,
some parts of the scene are not represented as they are blocked by other parts of the scene from the
initial scan viewpoint. To produce a full 3D model of the scene, multiple range scans must be taken
from different points of view and then combined. But, for this to be done, the relative transformation
of coordinate systems for the range scans must be known or found.
There are many ways of doing this that are mentioned in (Salvi et al., 2007), a survey that
also tested the different methods using synthetic and real images and compared them using different
metrics. The authors broadly classified the algorithms into coarse and fine registration methods. In
the fine methods, an initial estimation of the Euclidean motion is known and a more accurate estimate
is found by converging to a more accurate solution. In some cases, a quite accurate guess is needed
as there are multiple local minima that would stop the algorithm finding the global minimum. In the
coarse methods, there is no such initial estimate and one is wanted, possibly for use as initialisation
for a fine registration method. The techniques were compared using different amounts of noise, points,
and shape details. Different parameters were measured for each: translation error, rotational error,
root mean square error for the points, and computation time. There was no clear best algorithm in
all circumstances but some general results were found.
If computation time is important, then Principal Component Analysis is generally the fastest
method to give a coarse estimate. This method uses the main axis of the volume of the range scan
to align the range scans. If the overlapping region of a pair of scans is large enough, both main axes
should be almost co-incident and the transformation matrix to change one to the other immediately
gives the relative rotation between the scans, with the translation component given by the distance
to the centre of mass of the point clouds. This works best if there are a large number of points in the
individual point clouds.
In cases where there are a relatively small number of points, a RANSAC based method can be
used, but gets more computationally expensive as more points are added. In this method triplets of
point pairs are chosen and hypothesised to be correct matches between the two sets of points. These
three point pairs determine a hypothesised transformation matrix and the support for it is how many
of the other points in each point cloud can be paired up. The correct transformation is then identified
as the one for which there are the largest number point correspondences between the views.
Of the fine registrations methods, the authors recommend one in particular that is based on
minimising the distance between points in one image with respect to their distance to tangent planes
in the other. The obvious downside to this is that from only point data, the tangent plane needs to
be computed by using the neighbourhood points to estimate a surface normal at the point. This can
be relatively expensive. As the authors point out however, “nowadays this estimation can be obtained
directly from most ... range finders.”
3.1.3.1 Time of Flight Measurements
Distance to the object at a specific point is simply half the round trip time measurement for a light pulse
multiplied by the speed of light. Technology that does this is called LIDAR, “LIght Detection And
Ranging”. The accuracy of the distance measured depends on the granularity of time measurement. If
a range resolution on the order of millimetres is desired, a time resolution on the order of picoseconds
is required as light will take approximately 3 picoseconds to travel 1mm. Sub-millimetre resolution is
therefore currently not practical although this is offset by it being potentially possible that the range
to an object can be on the order of kilometres and still be able to be measured.
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As the light pulse needs to be distinguishable from ambient lighting, the light is normally produced
by a laser and may have an additional modulation to make it more easily distinguishable. A recent
survey, (Foix et al., 2011), describes some of the common methods of signal detection as well as sources
of noise and error correction. If an object has parts of the surface that are transparent to the light
pulse, or the surface is curved in such a way as to reflect the light away from the sensor, there may
be holes in the reconstructed model. For a full 3D scan of an object, either the LIDAR device or the
object must be moved so that multiple depth maps can be merged.
One early example of this technology is a laser range-finder, where a narrowly focussed and easily
identifiable laser pulse is emitted and the sensor detects its reception, see Figure 3.3 (a). With the use
of small rotating mirrors within the housing of the device, repeated measurements of adjacent rays
can be made quickly to give distance measures to multiple points. This means that the time taken
to capture depth information for a scene depends on the number of points to be measured and that
there should ideally be no movement in the scene during the time taken for the capture.
A way of potentially getting a finer granularity in the measurement of time than is possible with
the direct timing of a single light pulse is to have the light on for longer and to have it vary over time.
Then the light received is compared to the light transmitted to get an estimate of the flight time.
The normal procedure is to have the light vary its amplitude in a pattern over time and so is called
“amplitude modulation”.
A less narrowly focused pulse of light, or multiple laser light sources, can be used along with a 2D
array of sensors to record depth measurements for multiple pixels at once. Such a device is called a
time of flight camera, see Figure 3.3 (b) for an example or Foix et al. (2011) for a more in-depth survey.
In conjunction with a standard camera this gives a 4 channel image, RGB-D, where the first three
channels are the standard colour channels and the fourth channel is the depth detected at this pixel.
This allows for much faster acquisition of depth information but the resolution of that information is
restricted to the resolution of the array of sensors. The sensor resolution of these cameras is far less
than that of ordinary digital cameras. For example, in (Schuon et al., 2008) the sensor size of the
time of flight camera used is 320 × 240 pixels at a time when a common digital camera would have
4-8 mega-pixels. Due to this, one of the topics explored in the literature is that of “super-resolution”
where a series of low resolution, and possibly low quality, depth scans are combined to produce a single
higher resolution depth map that uses only the higher quality data from the original depth scans.
One example of this is given in (Schuon et al., 2009). It is assumed that the scans are taken from
multiple instruments at the same time with only slight displacement so parallax effects don’t enter
into it. The problem is stated as an error minimisation problem with two terms that are summed: the
data and the regularisation terms. The data term measures how the super-resolution reconstruction
agrees with the source data. The regularisation term tries to smooth out the gradients between the
depth data points.
The first image is taken as the reference and the others aligned with it before the images are
up-scaled to the final resolution. It was found that using simple nearest neighbour, rather than
interpolation, for the depth values of the up-sampled images gave better results. The data term in the
optimisation is then the difference of these individual images and the reconstruction. The optimisation
ignores potentially unreliable data points that are identified by a simple threshold on the amplitude
of the return signal. In the case of standard ToF scans, where amplitude modulation is not used, the
amplitude of the source is constant and the amplitude of the return signal can be used as a proxy for
reliability. A less technical term for amplitude in this context would simply be “light intensity”. The
surface will absorb some of the initial signal and reflect back the rest with an intensity that diminishes
as more is absorbed.
3.1.3.2 Triangulation
If a single laser and a 2D detector array are separated by a significant distance and have a fixed
relationship to each other, then a single laser pulse reflecting from an object will be detected by a
different part of the sensor depending on the distance it is away from the combined rig. This allows
the distance to a point to be calculated by triangulation. If the laser is extended to a stripe then a




link) originally uploaded by user David Monniaux under the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2
or above, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported, and Creative Commons Attribution-Share
Alike 2.0 France licenses.
(b) Time of flight camera
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:3DMLI-Sensor-IEE.jpg&oldid=70529792 (Image perma-
link) originally uploaded by user Gabriele Tanson with a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
license.
Figure 3.3: Example “Time of Flight” devices
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data acquisition.
One common instantiation of this method is a hand-held laser scanner, see Figure 3.4. In this case,
as the user needs feedback on which parts of the object are being scanned, the laser light is in the
visible light spectrum. With careful selection of the laser light frequency this also allows the detector
array to be a standard camera sensor array with software filtering to identify the laser light. This also
allows the colour of the scanned points to be estimated from neighbouring frames where the points
are in the image but are not illuminated by the laser stripe. An example of this is the DAVID project,
described briefly in Section 3.4.1, and in more detail in the original paper Winkelbach, S. et al. (2006),
where a stationary camera captures frames of a scene with a laser line moving over it.
As the camera is not moving, there is a known relationship between pixels of neighbouring frames:
the only change in colour will be where the laser line is currently passing. Therefore both the laser
line and the colour of the pixels that the laser line is currently illuminating are easily deduced with
the only potential issue being finding the relationship between the laser source and the camera.
In the simplest set-up, the laser source and the camera are both stationary and the object to be
detected is placed on a rotating turntable, generally with a stationary background calibration object
to give a known real-world scale. The detection of the illumination of the background calibration
object with the laser line is all that is needed to define the relationship between the camera and laser
line source. One way of detecting the centre of the laser line in the resulting images with sub-pixel
accuracy is described in (Matiukas and Miniotas, 2009) where the line is detected at points using
the maxima of appropriate edge detection filters and the line estimated from these points using a
smoothing spline.
In the case of the hand-held laser scanner, where the camera and laser are combined in one device,
the relationship between them is known but the devices’ relationship with the scene is not. This means
that for any particular frame, there is a line of distances that can be calculated but these measurements
need to be combined to give a full reconstruction of the scene. However, as it is generally assumed
that the scene is static and the laser-scanner is moving, the problem then is to track the scanner
as it moves through the scene in order to appropriately combine the multiple partial scans. Known
reference markers in the scene can be tracked, such as is the case in Figure 3.4, or the natural features
in the scene and their relationships can be used to infer relative motion between frames, as is described
further in Section 3.1.4.2 and in the video pre-processing and camera tracking sections of (van den
Hengel et al., 2007, 2009).
3.1.3.3 Structured Light
Structured lighting methods build on the information available from triangulation of a light ray re-
flecting from a surface using a projector and camera, both normally operating in the visible light
spectrum so off-the-shelf components can be used. A known pattern of light is projected towards the
object to be scanned and the deformation of this pattern is used to build up a model of the object.
The simplest of these patterns is a laser dot or stripe as explored in the triangulation section. With
the laser stripe 1D case, to get all the information available from one view, the line stripe can be
swept across the entire field of view to gather data one stripe at a time.
A 2D pattern of light is better as it requires no moving parts and the entire field of view can
be covered at once. A projector and camera are set up with a known orientation and the projector
produces a particular pattern that is received by the camera and the differences analysed. If a standard
data projector is used it is possible that this pattern could be changed over time and this can be
exploited to make a series of stripes that can be detected and processed better than if one specific
pattern of stripes were constantly projected. These strategies and a number of different patterns are
described in more detail in a comprehensive 2004 survey, (Salvi et al., 2004). In reference to the
hypothetical scenario described in Section 1.4.1, the hobbyist has access to a camera and it is possible
that, through the local Makerspace community, they may have access to a laser pointer or a data
projector. This would enable a “3D scanning table” to be assembled within the local Makerspace.
However, the structured light set-up requires a known and fixed orientation between projector and
camera and would need to be set in a rigid rig. This makes it unsuitable for use by the hobbyist at
home and unlikely to be set up at a Makerspace where many projects are competing for space and
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Figure 3.4: Hand-held laser scanner example
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:VIUscan_handheld_3D_scanner_in_use.jpg&oldid=47352313
(Image permalink) originally posted to Flickr by Creative Tools and reviewed by the FlickreviewR ’bot to
confirm it is under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license.
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are being moved around to make room for new projects.
One such structured light pattern is discussed in (Rusinkiewicz et al., 2002) where four different
striped patterns are projected in sequence, at a rate of 60 frames a second, giving 110 uniquely
identifiable stripe boundaries. These are captured with a synchronised video camera to allow near
real-time feedback in the context of creating a full scan of a manually manipulated object. As four
patterns of alternating black and white stripes are needed to uniquely identify a particular stripe
boundary in the frame there is a latency of four frames between the real orientation of the object and
the view of the object displayed on the screen. This not normally a problem for an object that is to
be manually manipulated. A number of optimisations and trade-offs were needed to do the processing
fast enough to allow the display of the object at 60 frames a second.
One of the main assumptions is that, to a first approximation, there is no movement between
frames, and that any movement there is, is due to the movement of the object. This leads to a
number of simplifications that allow individual 2D depth maps to be aligned with each other in a
number of milliseconds to create the raw data for populating a 3D triangulated mesh model. Due
to the interactive nature of the desired system, outlier triangle vertices are aggressively pruned and
merged with close by ones with the argument being that if inliers were removed, the user would notice
and just redo a scan of that part of the surface. The vertices of the triangles are the centre points of
a 3D voxel grid. Choosing the appropriate grid size and, to a lesser degree outlier pruning thresholds,
are important for the memory and speed requirements of the entire algorithm. The grid size chosen
was roughly equal to the spacing of the projected stripe boundaries on a surface at the front of the
working volume.
With such structured light techniques, particularly if the object is mounted on an automated
computer controlled turntable, the process to get a good quality full 3D scan of a small object can
be done quickly with high accuracy. There are however limits as to what can be scanned in this way.
There are the standard problems with transparent surfaces as well as problems with reflective surfaces
where the light from the projector could be reflected directly into the camera lens causing problems.
Even if this doesn’t happen, multiple reflections, such as would happen with reflective concavities,
can cause the multiple parts of an individual stripe pattern to be overlaid in the image, which can
cause errors. Sub-surface scattering effects in translucent surfaces can also cause similar problems. As
explained in (Gupta et al., 2011), it has been common practice to coat these problem surfaces with
a thin layer of appropriate material for the purposes of scanning but there has lately been research
focussed on re-designing the projected light pattern to measure and account for such effects.
In the case where an object has texture, this may complicate the act of finding the structured
light pattern within an image. It is explained in (Proesmans et al., 1998) how the underlying texture
of an object can be detected and extracted from an image of the object that is illuminated with a
particular grid pattern of white squares with black borders. This grid pattern is also used to directly
create a surface mesh for the visible face of the illuminated object. This can alternatively be viewed
as a sparse depth map where there is an estimated depth value at pixel points corresponding to edges
of the projected squares.
In order to use a structured light system effectively the relative pose and position of the camera and
projector need to be known. A way of doing this is given in (Orghidan et al., 2013) provided only there
is a rectangular projection screen at the back of the volume of interest that the projector can project
on to and that the camera can see both the projected pattern and the edges of the projection screen.
The method works by taking as input a single image showing both the edges of the projection screen
and a particular pattern the projector displays on it. Initially two vanishing points are constructed
using the edges of the projection screen the camera to calibrate the camera. Each vanishing point
is found based on the parallel edges of the projector screen and the two vanishing points are known
to represent sets of lines at right angles. As shown in Section 2.2, these vanishing points can then
be used to calibrate the camera, provided only that a coordinate system is chosen with a known
relationship to the placement and size of the projector screen. The image of the planar projection
screen, including the projected pattern, can then be rectified. The rectification of the projected image
with a visible rectangular outline is then used to find the four edges of the projected pattern and, in a
similar way, two vanishing points are produced from those edges. These can then be used to calibrate
the projector, using the same coordinate system that the camera calibration used. From one image
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therefore, the positioning of both the camera and projector are found with relation to the projection
screen and therefore to each other but there does not seem to be any mention of finding the internal
camera parameters in this paper.
3.1.4 Passive Non-Contact Methods
These methods involve taking images of the object and inferring information about the scene from
multiple images, possibly with additional knowledge of the cameras or the scene. The information that
is not known a priori can be built up from the images using the geometric constraints from multiple
views of the scene, covered in Section 3.2. With reference to the hypothetical scenario described
in Section 1.4.1, these methods would be most suited to the hobbyist as they do not require special
sensors, only a camera.
The following is a general categorisation of multi-image geometry based methods into Stereoscopic,
Structure from Motion, Photometric, and Visual Hull based methods but they are not necessarily
applied exclusively so there is another Hybrid categorisation. These categories do not include such
methods as the machine learning techniques described in (Saxena et al., 2009) for estimating depth
information from a single image. This particular method has lead to the creation of a website2 where
the general public can upload single images and have a 3D model created. The public can vote
on whether or not they think the model is accurate, which presumably feeds back into the machine
learning. This can be seen as attempting to create a computer model of how the human brain interprets
images, rather than a direct description of the reality the images portray, and so is considered to be
out of the scope of this categorisation.
3.1.4.1 Stereoscopic
These methods involve the use of pairs of images with a known relationship. These images could come
from two cameras physically mounted on a rigid rig so they are moved in conjunction, or they could
come from a pair of lenses and image sensors mounted in the same unit, as in Figure 3.5. The hobbyist
from Section 1.4.1 would probably not buy such a camera but could mount two normal cameras in
a rigid rig although measuring the exact offset between the camera sensors may be problematic. For
practical purposes, the relationship between the cameras normally includes a relatively small physical
offset so that they are mobile. In this case the images captured look nearly identical to the human
eye when compared to each other. This allows the small discrepancies between images to be used
to estimate distances for nearly all the pixels in each of the images. For best effect the two images
should be taken simultaneously, or as near to it as possible, to avoid issues with changes in lighting
conditions or movement within the scene. This produces a depth map for the corresponding pixels.
Multiple overlapping sets of such images can then be used to build up a model of the scene, once
relative motion of the stereo cameras is known, such as is described in (Koch, 1993, 1995), and points
are matched between images.
One solution to the problem of matching points between images is described in (Ohta and Kanade,
1985) where edge points are extracted from the two images based on local changes in intensity. In stereo
camera rigs with their optical axes mutually parallel, the projection of the epipolar line, representing
a ray in space through a pixel in one image viewed from the other is a horizontal line. It is also
generally the case that the cameras take images of the same resolution and therefore the sensor arrays
line up. The row coordinates of images are then lined up so that the search for the matching edge
point for an edge (x, y) in the first image is restricted to searching for edge points in row x of the
second image. However, as the edges are not uniquely labelled and there may be multiple edge points
on a particular row, it is still unclear which one, if any, is the matching edge point.
In (Ohta and Kanade, 1985) there are additional consistency constraints added to make this
matching more likely to be correct. In the particular case the authors were interested in, aerial
photographs of buildings, an edge will likely not be an isolated point but be made up of multiple
points to form a line segment and this information can be taken into account when matching the edge
points that make up the line segment. Also, the visible texture around the edge is likely to be similar
2http://make3d.stanford.edu/
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Figure 3.5: Kodak stereo camera
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Kodakcamfr.jpg&oldid=37024326 (Image permalink)
Originally uploaded by user John Alan Elson under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Un-
ported, 2.5 Generic, 2.0 Generic and 1.0 Generic licenses.
in the different views. These are taken together to create an algorithm for optimising a cost function
which is based on a similarity measure of the neighbourhood around an edge point. This optimisation
is done in such a way that it is consistent with either all or none of the edge points making up a line
segment in one image being matched to edge points in the same line segment in the other.
Many other early methods of recovering stereo matches, including point, area, and line segment
based methods, are covered in the survey (Dhond and Aggarwal, 1989). Since then, the SIFT feature
detection and encoding algorithm has been developed, (Lowe, D. G., 1999; Lowe, 2004), and seems
to have become the “de-facto” standard sparse feature detector as it finds and labels feature points
based on relatively invariant features around the point so they can be more reliably matched between
images. The feature space encoding was designed so that a nearest neighbour search will likely find
the correct candidate if it exists in the set of candidate feature points.
Although SIFT is the standard algorithm there is still research into other descriptors, for example
a new type of descriptor is described in (von Hundelshausen and Sukthankar, 2012). It builds the
results of a lower level feature point extractor into a directed graph with the feature points being the
nodes in the graph. In fact, one extension in the paper shows promising results by simply using a
dense grid of points sampled from the image without the need for a lower level feature detector at
all. The 1D “stripes” on the image made by the connections between nodes are sampled and image
intensity values used to create a token for that stripe that is associated with the directed graph edge.
To match feature points between images is then done by matching nodes based on matching the
tokens for the directed connections of the stripes between them using a hashing and voting scheme,
described in more detail in (von Hundelshausen and Sukthankar, 2012). The matching of local feature
points in this way that incorporates more global information allows better matching in cases that have
significant amounts of perspective and other non-linear distortions where SIFT has trouble.
3.1.4.2 Structure From Motion (SFM)
It is possible that the pair of images may be taken with the same camera that has been moved by a
known amount between images. For the hobbyist in our hypothetical sceanario this a more attractive
option than trying to create a stereo rig with two cameras. The first article ever published in the
International Journal of Computer Vision, (Bolles et al., 1985), introduces this concept, first with
simple linear motion, then with more complex motion. This article also introduces the use of the term
“structure from motion” to the computer vision community for such algorithms where each image is
paired with the images before and after it in the image sequence to form a chain of stereoscopic image
pairs. This phrase has subsequently been used to describe algorithms that use an image sequence of
arbitrary length and the motion between images to reconstruct a scene.
The movement between images can also be estimated if there is sufficient overlap between successive
images. The definition of how much overlap is “sufficient” varies from one algorithm to another but
it is normally safe to assume that a video sequence taken at 25-30fps will have more than sufficient
overlap between frames. In this case a subset of frames will normally be used to speed up processing.
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One piece of software that does this is the “Voodoo Camera Tracker”, or VooCAT3. It does not
mention in detail exactly how the tracking works but it allows for automated tracking of the camera
between images as well as a number of manual interventions. In the first stage, where the input
sequence is loaded, the frame rate and interlacing method can be changed if the auto-detection did
not work. The lens distortion is then detected with the help of user-drawn reference straight lines in the
scene. Following this is another optional step if the scene is not static. In this case, part of the scene is
masked to prevent the automatic detection and tracking of features where the user has defined there is
movement. This is followed by the automatic detection of unique features in the images, presumably
using a feature detection algorithm such as SIFT. These features are tracked across images and the
relative camera motion that corresponds to the movement of these features is calculated. This can
be replaced by a manual feature selection and tracking process where the user selects features in a
series of images. This gives a sparsely reconstructed 3D model and camera movement that can be
evaluated by introducing objects to the test scene and viewed from different points of view. In this
stage the ground plane can also be changed. Finally the scene can be exported in formats suitable
for different animation packages and the images re-saved after applying the lens distortion correction.
This is a useful piece of software but, for our purposes, the lack of documentation on exactly how the
automatic features are selected and the automatic calculation of the camera and feature tracking is
disappointing.
A documented structure from motion method is described in (Poelman and Kanade, 1997). This
algorithm looks for changes in the relationships of feature points, such as corners and edges, between
successive images and estimates the movement from them. This estimated motion between images
can then be used to find the structure in the scene. There may however be a problem of matching up
feature points between images which can lead to the accumulation of positional errors.
There is currently no known way of encapsulating the relationships of five or more views to each
other in a mathematical tensor abstraction, see Section 3.2 for more details. One way around this
is to have the model built up as the image sequence is processed and new images compared to the
current composite scene model. This gives an alternative to matching feature points in one image to
the feature points in the previous image. In (Dellaert et al., 2000) the feature points in the current
image are used to match points to the current 3D model representation. The previous image is only
used to cut down the search for point matches. It must be assumed that, to a first approximation,
there is no movement between the previous image and the current image. In this case the movement
between successive images can be arbitrary, it just needs to be small. It should also be noted that
the order in which the images are processed matters in this process which is not desirable for our
particular requirements of having a “True Multi-Image” method as described in Section 1.4.2.
An alternative solution to this problem of encapsulating the relationships between images is to
create a hierarchical structure such as proposed in (Farenzena et al., 2009). In this paper initial
clustering algorithms are run to create a hierarchical structure of images that can be used to create
partial small models based on a small subset of images that are then combined to form the final
scene model. Initially each SIFT feature extracted from the images is clustered with its six nearest
neighbours in feature-space and this is used to cluster sets of images that have the greatest number
of these neighbouring key-points (SIFT features) in common. An approximate nearest neighbours
algorithm is used that is O(n logn)and has thresholds so that the time taken to create these clusters
is significantly reduced from a naïve approach without severely degrading the clustering process itself.
It can be assumed that these clusters of images are of similar parts of the scene and this is tested by
computing the pairs of Fundamental matrices between images using subsets of the paired key-points
and discarding those that have too many outliers.
The next stage is to use these clusters of images as a starting point to create a hierarchical structure
linking these clusters of views together as well as further sub-dividing these image clusters into a binary
tree describing pairings of images that have a large number of matching key-points and a base-line,
extracted from the computed Fundamental matrix, that is large enough to give a good reconstruction.
Finally, this hierarchical structure is used to create and combine partial reconstructions to give a full
3A demo version of VooCAT is available for download for Windows and Mac at
http://www.viscoda.com/en/downloads/demo-software
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3D reconstruction as the hierarchy is traversed. This involves starting with a single pair of images at a
leaf node and creating a partial reconstruction to be passed up the tree, potentially taking the partial
reconstruction from a branch and adding a single image from associated leaf node, as well as merging
pairs of partial reconstructions, ultimately merging entire clusters, using a similarity transform to
create a common coordinate system. In discussing the differences compared to reconstruction done
in a sequential way, such as in (Dellaert et al., 2000), (Farenzena et al., 2009) states: “Beside being
more efficient than the sequential one, our algorithm is more effective, because it is insensitive to
initialization and copes better with drift problems”. This additional efficiency for their particular
form of hierarchical reconstruction is stated as O(n4) compared to O(n5) for the sequential version.
Most feature detection algorithms, such as SIFT, assume that the features that are detected in
the scene are unique and if this is not the case then many Structure from Motion algorithms break
down as they use the implicit assumption of uniqueness as part of tracking features across images.
This ordinarily happens in a scene with a repeating texture pattern, for example wallpaper, or where
there are multiple identical looking items, for example cans of food. The paper (Roberts et al., 2011)
is an attempt to try and categorise image pairs as correct or erroneous so that this does not hamper
scene reconstruction. In the case where there are relatively few key-points that are not unique, it can
be assumed that the majority of the key-point pairings are correct and the outliers simply discarded
from the estimation of the relative pose and position calculations. This is simply an extension of the
standard process where RANSAC is used to estimate the relationship between images and categorise
key-point pairing into inliers and outliers. A different approach must be used however with large scale
duplication such as the examples in the paper of a scene with two cans food with the same label or
a reconstruction of a cup that is an example of a 180 degree symmetry. A simple “majority rules”
reconstruction in these cases leads to what is described in the papers as a “folded reconstruction”.
The proposed solution is to create a minimal number of image matches and relationships that
can then be used to estimate all camera poses. If this minimal spanning tree of images is known
to contain no erroneous images then additional images can be added that are consistent with this
minimal model to add detail to the conservative model so constructed. There are a large number
of such spanning trees for every set of images and the key to picking the correct one to use is to
create a scoring mechanism that is called the “probability density” that indicates the confidence that
this subset of image relationships is correct. A RANSAC type of algorithm is then used to generate
multiple subsets, evaluate their likelihood of being correct, and choose the subset that is likely to be
the best candidate in a finite time without evaluating all possible combinations.
In the scenario where there is a single photographer taking the images, human psychology can be
taken into account. The timestamps of the images can be compared and the “probability density”
can take into account that pair-wise matches close in time are less likely to be erroneous than those
that are further away in time as it is likely the majority of the image sequence shows an unbroken
path through space. In other situations the “probability density” is only made up of a score based
on “missing correspondence cues”. As explained in the paper: “For image pairs observing the same
structure instance, portions of the rest of the scene, such as the background, are also likely to match.
Otherwise, it is possible that the match is between separate instances”. A function is described in
the paper that takes into account both the number of matched and mismatched feature points with
adjustable parameters. This, when combined with the time-stamp function when appropriate, gives
a final score of how likely the image pairing is of being correct. Numbers are given for the various
adjustable parameters but as there is no indication of how they were derived the numbers themselves
are suspect. They may simply have been chosen by trial and error to give good results with the test
data and other numbers could work better with other data-sets.
An extension of this, called Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM), is described in detail
in Section 3.3.5. This is the case in which the images are known to be video frames sequentially taken
from a video stream of a moving camera. It is assumed there are no abrupt cuts in the video stream
so each video frame can be processed by initially assuming the camera is in the same place as for the
previous video frame. This allows features that are to be tracked from the previous frame to be more
quickly and easily identified. This has the additional advantage that the scene does not have to be
assumed to be static, it only has to be assumed that changes to the scene between frames are small.
The majority of changes in the scene are therefore assumed to be because of the camera movement.
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The scene model is updated with any additional or missing features found in the current video frame
and the camera path updated at the same time, hence the name.
3.1.4.3 Photometric
These methods were first described in (Woodham, 1980) and involve taking multiple images of the
scene, without changing the camera position, under controlled changing of the lighting conditions,
normally moving the position of a single point light source, and inferring the surface orientation for
each pixel. This has the obvious advantage that there is no issue with finding points to match across
images as the pixels will all line up for a set of images. However, it requires access to an environment
where the lighting conditions can be tightly controlled and changed at will. These methods are
therefore unlikely to be suitable for the hobbyist in our hypothetical scenario of Section 1.4.1. A
simpler process is doing this with a single image and is called “Shape from shading”. A survey of
six “shape from shading” algorithms was carried out (Zhang et al., 1999) which found that all six
algorithms gave poor results even on synthetic images and did even worse on real data.
This did not of course stop the research and a promising technique is explored in (Abrams et al.,
2013) which builds on the work of many others. The authors work with images of outdoor scenes
that have accurate GPS and time-stamp information included in the EXIF meta-data and use the
shadows cast by the sun to create a sparse set of depth relationships for a scene. In a single image, the
sparseness of the depth reconstruction is because the method can only reconstruct the depths of pixels
which either cast a shadow or have a shadow cast on them. This can be enhanced for a series of photos
taken over the course of a day, such as frames for a time-lapse video. In this case the camera is not
moved but the position of the sun, and therefore the shadows cast, differs between images. A series of
such sparse depth reconstructions can be produced from the image sequence and could be combined
to give a more finely detailed depth map. Having the entire series of images also makes it easier to
automatically detect the shadows by comparing the images for pixel colour differences. The exact
nature of the shadow detection algorithm used in (Abrams et al., 2013) however is not stated which
would make it harder to replicate the results and confirm their validity. It is only mentioned in section
4 of (Abrams et al., 2013) that: “Given an input sequence of imagery from a diverse set of lighting
directions, we first apply an in-house shadow estimation approach which returns a shadow-or-not label
for all pixels in sequence.”
3.1.4.4 Visual Hull
These methods involve the 3D search space being tested as to whether or not the space is part of the
object or not, based on the images provided, to determine a bounding volume that is guaranteed to
contain the object. One common way of doing this is that the search space is sub-divided into cuboid
volumes, called voxels, and a test used to label the voxels, normally a simple binary label that the
voxel is part of the object or not. The voxels that constitute the object are then the “visual hull” of
the object. Two surveys of the different ways in which the visual hull can be constructed, (Slabaugh
et al., 2001) and (Dyer, 2001) give many variants on how this can be done. In the simplest case, “shape
from silhouette”, the images have each pixel identified as background or foreground. Providing there
is also a way to relate the camera positions to each other, the space can be volumetrically carved out
so that the visual hull can be identified based on the fact that a voxel will not be part of the object
if the background can be seen through it from any vantage point. This visual hull is then a bounding
volume the object can occupy and additional images allow this bounding volume to potentially have
more parts carved off it. This will allow detection of holes in the object but not hollows. With a
coffee cup, for example, the handle can be detected accurately but the main body of the cup will be
simply represented by a solid cylinder no matter how many images are taken of it. These methods
can therefore be used by the hobbyist in our hypothetical scenario of Section 1.4.1 where the objects
are doll-house furniture that are unlikely to have such hollows.
The surveys go through the evolution of some of these methods and show the increasing sophisti-
cation of the different memory structures and algorithms used in order to try and do this in the most
accurate and least resource-intensive manner. One of the more common of these memory structures
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is voxel oct-tree. In this memory structure, each voxel can be recursively sub-divided into eight sub-
voxels to give an arbitrarily high level of precision for surface structures if need be but still have the
freedom to use single voxels for large scale structures.
These “shape from silhouette” methods require the ability to separate out the object from the
background. In (Tosovic and Sablatnig, 2001), for example, the object is placed on a turntable with
a camera in a static position so the background can be easily identified as either being what the
camera sees in a calibration image that does not have anything on the turntable, or, there could be
a background drop-cloth of a known colour hung behind the turntable. The background is simple
to find in each image in either case. In this particular case, for the purposes of relating successive
images to each other, a rotation of the turntable in a clockwise direction by a certain angle can be
considered to be a rotation of the camera by the same angle around the centre of the turntable in an
anti-clockwise direction.
Another method for separating the object from the background is described in (Campbell et al.,
2007) where the core idea is the addition of a “fixation constraint”. This is the assumption that the
object is centred in each image or, at least, that the central pixel of each image is a pixel displaying
part of the object. Once the images are calibrated then the voxels that back-project to the centre of
all the images are initialised as being part of the object with all others being regarded as background
initially. The colours of these initial pixels are used to initialise a colour model that is then used as
one of two ways to classify nearby voxels as object or background. The voxelised object volume is
grown iteratively using an evolving colour model and a boundary condition that tries to minimise the
surface area of the object. In testing this was found to work best where there is a sharp difference
between the colour of the background and the object with little variation in either.
Such methods will give a conservative estimate of the volume occupied by the object but they
are ignoring a lot of information that may be of use. There is also an additional constraint that
can be added to give potentially more accurate visual hull construction. This constraint, the “colour
consistency” or “photo consistency” constraint, relates to how the perceived colour of the voxel from
different cameras is used, mainly to distinguish the surface of the object. This “photo consistency” is
the idea that if two cameras look at a point that is not on the surface, they will see dissimilar colours
and a voxel can be given a “colour consistency score” based on the colours seen by the cameras of
different views of the voxel. To distinguish this type of visual hull from the visual hull produced by
the “shape from silhouette” techniques, this is sometimes called the “photo hull”.
These methods are inherently an iterative process as the labelling of one voxel as part of the surface
of the object means that voxels “behind” that one from each of the camera points of view used in
the construction of the “colour consistency score” cannot be seen by these cameras. This means that
the “colour consistency score” for these voxels must be adjusted to take this into account. In general
therefore there is not going to be an order in which the voxels can be processed so that each voxel
only has to be processed once. In a lot of real cases though assumptions can be made that mean
that there are ways to partially order the processing of voxels. For example, if all the cameras lie
“above” a ground plane, the voxels can be ordered based on distance from this ground plane. This will
divide the set of voxels into a sequence of voxel planes, each containing sub-sets of voxels that cannot
necessarily be ordered. The voxel sub-sets themselves though can be ordered by increasing distance
from all cameras and processed in such a way so that each sub-set can be processed in order. This
still does not give a simple limit on how many iterations of a particular categorisation algorithm need
to be run so there are also various approaches that try to limit the number of iterations. One way of
doing so is in a multi-pass plane sweep, normally using planes sweeping in the positive and negative
directions parallel to the sides of the voxels. Each pass sweeps a plane at a different orientation with
each voxel’s photo-consistency being tested using only the cameras on one side of the plane that are
visible, taking into account the current labelling of the intervening voxels.
A simplification to this multi-plane sweep is demonstrated in (Lertrusdachakul, 2008) that is based
on work done in (Seitz and Dyer, 1999) that uses a number of assumptions and manual manipulations
to get a working demonstration. The main insight of (Seitz and Dyer, 1999) is that if there are no
scene points contained within the convex hull made by the cameras centres then there is an ordering of
voxels so that they can be visited in an occlusion-compatible order, from those closest to the camera
convex hull to those farthest from it. One such convex hull is used in (Lertrusdachakul, 2008) where
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all the cameras are roughly on a plane looking down on the scene from above.
This would happen if for example there were multiple images from a fixed camera looking down
on an object that is rotating on a turntable where the world coordinate system was relative to the
turntable surface. In (Lertrusdachakul, 2008) an equivalent is a web-cam built into a laptop is used
with an object on a checker-board calibration grid manually moved between images, with the object
not moved with respect to the calibration grid. It is assumed that the internal camera parameters
do not change, i.e. fixed zoom and focus settings, and multiple images of the standard checker-board
grid at various viewpoints, and without the object on it, are used in an initialisation phase to find
these parameters. Using a Zhang based method, at least 3 images are needed for this but 20 were
used. Note that using the same internal camera parameters across images with a known world x and
y scale give a consistent z scale as well.
A relatively interactive process is also used for the extrinsic camera calibration. The object to
be scanned is placed in the corner of the calibration grid and the user labels a subset of the visible
corner points of the checker-board pattern to initialise the extrinsic camera calibration. Due to the
nature of the toolbox used, these points on the calibration grid must not be obscured by the object in
any image. For this reason the example object scanned is relatively small and the camera relatively
far away so that the majority of the calibration grid is visible in all images. The pattern used was a
9 × 7 grid of alternating black and white squares and from the images it looks as if the toy boat to
be scanned covers approximately 10% of the calibration grid. The construction of the silhouettes was
also done manually.
Once all the calibration and image segmentation was done, the voxels are visited in order based
on their distance from the convex hull that contains the camera centres. The exact ordering is not
explicitly mentioned but is stated as going diagonally from one upper corner to the opposite lower
corner of the volume of interest. Each image is associated with a binary mask that keeps track of
whether or not the individual pixels of the image have been used to colour a voxel. As each voxel
is processed, its corners are back-projected to each image and a “photo consistency” test performed
if it is determined to not project to the background or previously used pixels i.e. the voxel is not
visible from this view. The “photo consistency” test is based on a threshold for the average standard
deviation in the colour channels across the visible images. If the voxel passes the colour consistency
check the voxel is associated with the mean colour from the visible images and the appropriate pixels
in the images marked in the binary masks. As the algorithm visits each voxel only once, the time
is O(n) in the number of voxels which makes it more efficient than the various multi-plane sweep
methods but it is more limited in the camera positioning and therefore detail that could be captured.
As is pointed out in the survey papers, some real world scenes include surfaces with abrupt colour
boundaries and the voxels that include these boundaries will fail the “photo consistency” test. One
advantage of explicitly using the colour information is that the foreground/background silhouette
does not necessarily have to be pre-computed as, in some cases, the background surface will also be
found with this method. Another is that this can potentially get around the “holes but not hollows”
problems, depending on the exact nature of the hollows involved and the texturing on the inside of
the hollows. Technically, the main assumption built into most of the “colour consistency models” is
that the surfaces have “Lambertian reflectance” and the perceived colour of the surface is the same
from different angles. This means that these methods will fail when there are materials that have
a “glossy” or “shiny” look to them which can have a significantly different colour when viewed from
different angles.
The voxelisation of space is not the only way in which the visual hull can be represented however.
Taking into account the fact that the silhouette is represented by pixels in the source images, (Franco
and Boyer, 2009) give an algorithm to find the polyhedral representation of the visual hull for a scene
based on the use of silhouette-ray intersection tests. This multi-faceted manifold shape is made from
faces that are polygons and is the pixel exact representation of the visual hull. The silhouette-ray
intersection that represents part of the visual hull is described briefly here and in more detail in
(Matusik et al., 2000), a paper described in Section 3.3.2.
For each pixel representing the outline of the silhouette in each image, a ray is projected to 3D
space and then back-projected into each other image and the intersections with the silhouette are
recorded. This then gives a series of line segments representing the inside and outside of the visual
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hull along that ray. The transition points between these line segments are then 3D edge points on
the surface of the complex polyhedral shape that is the visual hull. As each of these edge points is
processed it is tested and added to the appropriate data structure to build up the polygonal visual
hull as it goes.
Due to clever ordering of processing these edge points can be linked together into a list of ordered
points making up the various polygonal faces of the visual hull. For example neighbouring transition
points along the same ray represent neighbouring vertices on one of the polygonal faces. They can
then be added to the appropriate data structure as a series of ordered vertices. Also, as the pixels
making up the silhouette are processed in order, the search for neighbouring vertices is limited to the
transition points along rays created from the previous and next processed pixel. There is also a test
to see if the edge point is simply a continuation of a polygonal face or if it is a “triple point” where
it is the intersection of three edges and so belongs to three polygonal faces. The data structure built
up can then output the different polygonal faces as an ordered list of edges. Each of these polygonal
faces could be then be converted to interlocking triangles to create a triangulated surface mesh if need
be.
In another paper, (Liang and Wong, 2010), a triangular surface mesh is created in a multi-stage
process from the estimation of the 3D surface contour curves using closed 2D B-spline curves as the
initial silhouettes. This paper also uses a metric to rank calibrated image viewpoints for closeness.
This metric is based on the great circle arc length between the two intersection points on a sphere
surface containing the object that are the projections of ray through the centre of the silhouette in
two images. Also taken into account is the distance from the camera to this point on the sphere as it
relates to the radius of the sphere. This nearness is used to identify adjacent viewpoints which are used
to estimate the 3D point of a particular point on the 2D silhouette surface. The intersection of this 3D
ray with adjacent viewpoint silhouette curve projections is weighted by the viewpoint distance metric
to get a consensus estimate of the 3D point this represents along with a surface normal at this point.
Doing this for points all along the 2D silhouette gives a projection to a 3D closed curve that, in the
case of a simple non self-occluding solid, is on the surface of the object. However due to self-occlusions
and the possibility of holes in the object, there may be some points that are not correct. To deal with
this a triangulated surface mesh is created in a multi-step process. First the curves are intersected
with parallel planes and a standard 2D Delaunay triangulation, see for example (Cignoni, P. et al.,
1998), is done for intersection points on each plane. Triangles that back-project outside the silhouette
in any image are marked for later deletion. Adjacent 2D planes are then used to create tetrahedrons
using 3D Delaunay triangulation. Any tetrahedrons that are made from triangles marked for deletion
are deleted and the surface mesh recovered from the surviving triangular faces that are not shared
with neighbouring tetrahedrons. Note that in this case, if the process is used for an all-in-one 3D
scanning/printing software stack where the surface mesh created by the scanning process is carved
into z-height layers for the 3D printing process, the triangulation process could be stopped part way
through using the appropriately oriented planes.
Another use of 3D Delaunay triangulation is described in (Labatut et al., 2007). In this case
an initial point cloud is created from matching of SIFT features between image pairs which then
represent 3D points of interest. The matching is done with relatively relaxed thresholds leading to
many matches that will not be accurate matches but are needed to create a relatively dense cloud
of 3D interest points. These interest points are used to create a 3D Delaunay triangulation of space
so that tetrahedrons, rather than cuboid voxels, are tested and carved out to create a photo hull
based on photo-consistency constraints. The final output mesh is then simply the set of triangles
that make up the outside tetrahedron faces of this photo hull. The space carving is approached as
an energy minimisation in the context of graph cutting. This function has three weighted terms: two
that relate to the standard visibility and photo-consistency constraints, and a third that encourages
surface smoothness by minimising the area of the surface mesh.
An alternative representation of the photo hull is used in (Furukawa and Ponce, 2010) where a series
of rectangular planar patches are created, and then iteratively refined and grown. The initialisation
starts with calibrated images and uses a feature detector to find edge and corner features in the
images. and trying to match them from one image to the others by searching within a couple of pixels
of the epipolar line projected into the other images. The matches then define a sparse set of initial
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3D points associated with each image. The images are then processed one at a time and these 3D
points are then used to create seed patches. The 3D point is the centre of the patch, with the normal
being oriented to face the current camera. Those images that are not photo-consistent are filtered
out. Photo-consistency is determined by comparing the observed colour of a patch in an image with
the colour of the corresponding patch in the current reference image. If there is a large discrepancy,
the patch from this image is not used. This means that if the current reference image is the only one
that has an issue, for example a highlight, then it will not be used, but the patch will still be created
using another image as the reference. The expansion phase then iteratively tries to expand the area
of the planar patch and adjusts the normal and centre point distance to the reference image along
that normal based on visibility and photo-consistency constraints.
The patches are grown and refined until they converge. Each patch can then be easily triangulated
and triangles created between neighbouring patches to join them to give a surface mesh which can
also be optionally refined to identify large triangles joining patches where there is not enough texture
or information to be confident of the surface.
3.1.4.5 Hybrid
The above techniques do not have to be applied exclusively, they can be combined to get more
information out of the same source data. One such hybrid approach is described in (Nguyen et al.,
2013a)4. In this approach, a sparse 3D point cloud and estimated camera calibration is initially
extracted from a set of images using “structure from motion” techniques, as described in Section
3.1.4.2, which is then turned into a silhouette in each image and techniques described in Section
3.1.4.4 used to create a denser point cloud and surface mesh.
In particular, the initial structure from motion algorithm is described in detail in (Nguyen et al.,
2012b), which is also described in Section 3.3.2. The surface of the point cloud produced by this
process is then meshed and simplified to produce a mesh with fewer triangles. This is used to back-
project silhouettes into the images. A visual hull algorithm, like those described in Section 3.1.4.4,
is then used to produce a more detailed version. The algorithm used is from (Matusik et al., 2000),
and is described, along with a longer description of (Nguyen et al., 2012b), in Section 3.3.2. The final
much denser triangular mesh is created along with the texture colour over the triangles in the mesh
being interpolated based on the colours at the vertices. The combination of these algorithms allow for
more efficient use of computing resources for finer details than would be the case when using either
approach by itself.
The simple interpolation of texture based on colours at the vertices has a couple of problems:
detailed texture is blurred by the interpolation and, if a mesh reduction method is applied, texture
resolution is reduced as well. A further enhancement to this process to give a more accurate texture
is explored in (Nguyen et al., 2013b). In this paper the dense triangular mesh is placed piece-wise on
a 2D planar surface. This is done by automatically selecting places to cut the mesh so as to create
a set of contiguous parts of the surface with “zero genus”, roughly speaking a region with no holes.
Each of these regions can then be “unrolled” to become a different patch in the same 2D planar
parameter space. The individual triangles making up the surface will still be there but they will be
distorted, similar to the unavoidable distortions seen in turning a 3D globe of the world into a 2D
map. These patches in parameter space are then triangulated and an affine re-projection created to
project the texture from each image in which the portions of the patch, as represented by subsets of
these parameter space triangles, is visible. This then gives a set of overlapping textures covering the
patches coming from the source images.
The least well fitting texture is then taken from an image for a patch and used to initialise the
2D texture map for the patch. This partial texture map is then overlaid with better fitting textures.
The overlapping textures are blurred together using a weighting based on the seam between them so
that there are no sharp transitions due to the texture being made from different source images. The
final product, once all images and all patches have been processed, is a 2D texture map. This can
be sampled from using the known mapping between points on the 3D surface and the 2D parameter
4Demonstration videos of objects reconstructed using this approach are available from
https://clickworldnz.wordpress.com/demos/
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space. Each of the surface mesh triangles can then be sampled at whatever resolution is needed to
show a more detailed texture. If the number of triangles in the surface mesh is reduced, each remaining
triangle can simply be sampled at a higher resolution to keep the texture resolution the same.
However there may be regions of the surface that are not visible in any image and the texture must
be filled in with something that looks appropriate. One way of doing this is described in (Nguyen
et al., 2014) where an approach is taken to try and automatically fix flaws in an image using other
parts of the image as exemplars. This can easily be applied to a pixelated version of the 2D parameter
space texture map created above. In this method the boundary of the flaw is found and each point
on the boundary is processed to find a best fit for its neighbouring pixels of unknown texture, in the
experiments a window of 11 × 11 pixels centred on the current pixel is used. Once all the current
boundary pixels have been processed, the new smaller boundary is found and the process repeated
until the entire unknown texture is filled.
The order in which the boundary pixels are processed is critical to the success of the algorithm. A
priority is assigned to the pixels based on the number of reliable texture pixels in the neighbourhood
and a term representing the strength of the change of colour values and structure at that point.
A candidate patch for a particular boundary patch is chosen from the rest of the image using a
similarity measure based on “appearance space” information. For each pixel in the window, 6 pieces
of information are collected: the colour values of the three colour channels, a value representing the
colour gradient at that pixel in each of the horizontal and vertical directions, and a signed distance to
the closest dominant feature point. For the 11 × 11 pixel window used in the experiments this gives
a 726 dimensional “appearance space” vector. For speed of comparison this was then projected down
to a 12 dimensional vector using Principal Component Analysis and a similarity comparison made
in this reduced dimensional space to determine how similar the candidate patch is to the boundary
patch under investigation.
Once the best candidate patch has been found for a boundary patch, the two are blended together
to give the new texture that includes texture for the parts of the boundary patch that are currently
unknown. A new boundary patch is thus created from the parts of the old boundary patch and the
candidate patch. The new boundary patch has the known boundary pixels initialised with the colour
they already have from the old boundary patch. The pixels in the patch that are to be estimated are
interpolated using the image gradients from the candidate patch but the known pixel colours from
the boundary patch. The results of (Nguyen et al., 2014) show that this process is superior to those
that they were evaluated against and can smoothly fill relatively large gaps in texture.
Another example of a hybrid approach is described in (Hernández Esteban et al., 2008) where
the photometric cues from a single unknown light source in each image are combined with back-
ground/foreground silhouette segmentation that are used for visual hull creation. This technique can
be used to refine the visual hull in the case where the object does not have much texture and has a
significant portion of it made of the same material.
There are a number of different pieces of information that can be gained from the analysis of the
visual hull and lighting conditions. Each point on the visual hull has a normal associated with it
which can be calculated from the silhouette information. Any point on the surface has a characteristic
reflectance parameter, called its albedo, which is in general unknown but the same for all points of
the object that are of the same material and colour under Lambertian lighting assumptions. In each
image of that point on the surface there is an image intensity value, typically the grey-scale value
calculated from the RGB pixel data, that varies with the line to the light source.
For three points on the surface with the same but unknown albedo, the image intensity values
from one image can determine the product of the line to the light source and the albedo. For multiple
images the same 3 points can determine the directions to the light and predict the image intensities
up to the unknown albedo scale factor.
These factors are used to estimate the lighting direction and intensity for an image. A RANSAC
scheme is used to pick 3 points on the visual hull to give a hypothesis of the direction of a point
light source, assuming the 3 points have the same albedo, and tested against others on the visual
hull. This can be extended to multiple images if it is known that the lighting is the same between
the images. It is assumed that the lighting is Lambertian and, as pointed out in (Hernández Esteban
et al., 2008), “any deviations from our assumptions of a Lambertian surface of uniform albedo are
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rejected as outliers”. The inliers of such a RANSAC filtering are the subset of the points on the visual
hull that are likely to be close to or on the surface of the object that have the dominant albedo of the
surface points found from the silhouette in the image(s) used.
The surface points so found on the visual hull are triangulated and optimised in multiple rounds of
a two step optimisation process. In the first step the vertex locations of the triangular mesh are fixed
but a least squares difference function is minimised by changing the photometric normals and albedo
for each triangular face. The photometric normal is named to distinguish it from the standard normal
associated with the triangular face. The photometric normal is used in the equation of Lambertian
lighting to predict the intensity of light based on the albedo of the surface, the line to the light source,
and the normal to the surface. The first round of the optimisation simply tries to minimise the sum of
the squared differences between the expected intensity predicated by the Lambertian lighting and the
actual intensity seen in the images, with appropriate thresholds to reject images where the triangular
face is in shadow or contains a highlight that breaks the Lambertian lighting assumption. In the
second phase, the vertex locations are adjusted to minimise the sum of the squared difference between
the photometric normals and the triangular normals, weighted by triangle area. The results after
multiple rounds of this mesh optimisation is the shrinking of a mesh originally on the visual hull to a
mesh that is likely to closely conform to the object surface.
3.2 Multi-View Geometry
The purpose of multi-view geometry is to infer information about the scene from information gathered
from multiple views, such as is needed when using many of the methods described in Section 3.1.4.
This is done by constructing constraints on matches of geometric entities, e.g. points, lines, and
planes, in one view based on where they are seen in other views. These concepts are explained in
great detail in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) but only briefly explained here.
The strength of these methods is also potentially their weakness: these are all mathematical
constructs based on simple geometrical principles. If the initial information is known to be correct
then the information inferred is also correct. However, if there is any sort of measurement error in
the initial information, this error will also propagate through the mathematical formulations. This
can lead to no solution being found or the initial error may give rise to an answer where the error has
been amplified in a complicated manner.
A simple example is inferring a 3D point in space from two points in two images that are known to
correspond to this point. To find this point, rays can be cast from the camera centres based on these
image points. The 3D point is simply the intersection point of these two rays. If the initial points,
as well as all the camera calibration parameters, are not exactly correct these rays will not intersect
yielding no solution to even this simple problem. There are various ways to try and correct for such
measurement errors and they are highlighted in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and (Kanatani,
2013b) but are not discussed in detail here. In (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004), the most
accurate error minimisation method for most purposes is called the “Maximum Likelihood Estimate”
but lately, (Kanatani, 2013b) constructed a new method the authors call “hyper-renormalization” that
had higher accuracy in their experiments. The authors also constructed a hybrid approach called “a
hyperaccurate correction of Maximum Likelihood” that sometimes achieved even better results but it
was not guaranteed to converge on a solution in the presence of large amounts of noise.
In all these cases an initial solution is calculated and is assumed to be close to the correct solution.
An error function is minimised, using some form of iterative procedure, where is assumed that the local
minimum is also the global minimum of the function. In (Hartley et al., 2013) some tests are derived
that can be used to determine if this assumption can be proven valid. It is assumed that it is enough
to show that the error function is convex in a particular restricted neighbourhood around the local
minimum found. There are three tests that are run sequentially on the data, until one gives a positive
answer, as they get more expensive in terms of run-time. These tests were successfully run on most
data for two view 3D point estimation, multi-view 3D point estimates, and camera calibration from
point correspondences but it was found that these tests sometimes failed on larger problems. The main
reason is one of the assumptions used, that all error is from one measurement, leads to unrealistically
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high bounds for the convexity test. Another condition in which the tests initially failed were when
point correspondences in image pairs were far away compared to the baseline length between them
but was fixed in most cases by a projective transform of the coordinate system and re-running the
tests.
In general with multi-view geometry, one view is selected as the basis for the 3D model-space
coordinate system and is given the camera calibration P = [I|0]. This 3D model-space coordinate
system will therefore not have a known transformation to a real-world Euclidean coordinate system
but if objects in the scene have known dimensions then this transformation can be constructed. For
example, (Schilling and Pajdla, 2013) describes the construction of the 4 × 4 matrix, H, from nine
known length line segments in the scene and the selection of an origin and axis orientations. This
matrix, H is constructed such that PX = P̂H−1HX̂ and X = HX̂ where X̂ is a point in the 3D
model-space coordinate system, X is a point in the 3D real world coordinate system, P̂ is the camera
calibration matrix to convert from 3D model-space coordinates to 2D image coordinates and P is the
camera calibration matrix to convert from 3D real-world coordinates to 2D image coordinates.
3.2.1 Two View Geometry
One of the most useful constructs in multi-view geometry is a 3×3 matrix, F , called the Fundamental
matrix. This allows us to easily test if an image point in one image and an image point in another
represent the same point in 3D space. It is defined to be x1Fx2 = 0 where x1 and x2 are homogeneous
points in the two images that refer to the same 3D point in space. It can therefore be estimated, up
to scale, if there are enough known point pairs.
The matrix has a number of properties in addition to this test for point correspondence:
1. The Fundamental matrix is singular, meaning it has a determinant of zero and is not invertible.
It is in fact of rank 2 which means that whilst the Fundamental matrix represents 3 linear
equations, only two of them are independent and the third can be made by a combination of
the other two.
2. Seven or more pairs of corresponding points are needed to construct this matrix. In Chapter 11
of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) it is seen there are seven degrees of freedom on the nine
elements of the matrix. Ordinarily a nine element matrix would have nine degrees of freedom
but scaling is not important, removing one degree of freedom, and the matrix also satisfies
the constraint det(F ) = 0, which takes out another degree of freedom. While it is possible to
calculate the Fundamental matrix from seven point correspondences it is more often done with
eight or more points. The Fundamental matrix cannot be calculated linearly for seven point-
pairs and involves solving a cubic equation and finding the one or three real roots and using
these to construct the matrix. In the case where there are three roots there are three possible
Fundamental matrices that need to be tested. With eight or more point correspondences the
solution is an over-constrained linear system of equations with the best single answer found by
finding the least-squares solution using SVD, see Appendix B, using the normalised eight-point
algorithm described in Chapter 11 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004).
3. The Fundamental matrix of a pair of images is transposed when the order of the images is
reversed.
4. Each pixel in an image represents a line in space through the camera centre. This line from the
point of view of the camera is seen as a point but from any other point of view it is seen as a
line. The image of this line in the second image is called an “epipolar line”. For a particular
homogeneous 2D point x in the first image, the epipolar line in the second image is given by
l′ = Fx. This is shown in Figure 3.6 where the unlabelled points are the camera centres and the
point x in the first image restricts the search for the corresponding point in the second image
for the 3D point, X, to the epipolar line l′.
5. The line joining the two camera centres will be seen as a point in both images and is defined
in each image as Fe = 0 and FT e′ = 0 where e and e′ are the points in each image and are
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Figure 3.6: Diagram showing the epipoles and an epipolar line for a pair of images
Figure originally published in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and made publicly available by the authors at
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/hzbook/hzbook2/HZfigures.html. Used with permission.
called the epipoles. This is shown in Figure 3.6. These epipoles can be found using SVD, see
Appendix B. The epipole for an image will appear on each epipolar line in the image and so
can be alternatively found as the intersection point of two epipolar lines.
6. The Fundamental matrix can be calculated from two calibrated cameras. If one image is cali-
brated, or is set to the canonical calibration P = [I|0], the calibration for the other can be found
from the Fundamental matrix. If one image is assumed to have the canonical calibration, the
relative motion between images is known but there is an ambiguity of the relationship of the
coordinate system to the real world unless the real world coordinates of some of the points are
also known.
7. If the camera matrices, K1 and K2, for both cameras are known then the normal seven degrees of
freedom of the Fundamental matrix are restricted to five: the six degrees of freedom of rotation
and translation but with an ambiguity in overall scale. This is called the Essential matrix and
is defined as E = KT2 FK1 = [t]×R where R is the relative rotation matrix and t the relative
translation between images.
8. There are cases in which the Fundamental matrix cannot be calculated. If the two camera
centres and the 3D points constructed from the known point-pair correspondences lie on what
is called a “ruled quadric surface” the Fundamental matrix is not uniquely defined. A quadric
surface is a curved surface defined by an equation with, at most, squares in the equation, for
example a sphere. Such a surface is uniquely defined by nine points: the two camera centres
and seven scene points. A ruled quadric surface is one for which it is possible to draw a straight
line, through every point on the surface, and have that line still be on the surface. One example
of such a ruled quadric surface is a cylinder. This also includes situations involving degenerate
quadric surfaces such as if all the known point-pair correspondences in the two images represent
points in 3D space on a plane or if two camera centres are coincident, i.e. there is no movement
of the camera between the images, only rotation.
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The Fundamental matrix can be used to reconstruct a scene from two images with only a few known
point-pair correspondences between the images. With no other “ground-truth” information there will
be an ambiguity of the scaling and orientation of the 3D model coordinate system compared to a real
world 3D coordinate system and so the result is a partial metric reconstruction of the scene. The
only points that cannot be distinguished in 3D space are those that are along the line between the
two camera centres as they will all be seen as the epipoles in both images. The metric reconstruction
from only point-pair correspondences can be done in the following way:
1. Compute the Fundamental matrix from the known point correspondences.
2. Compute the camera matrices from the Fundamental matrix.
3. Find other point-pair correspondences. For each point in one image, the search for the corre-
sponding point in the other image is limited to a search along the appropriate epipolar line and
tested by finding whether or not x1Fx2 = 0.
4. For each point-pair correspondence, the 3D point it represents can be calculated as the inter-
section of the two lines in space the image points represent.
This procedure gets more complicated if it is assumed that there are errors, either in the measured
image coordinates, in which case estimates of the 3D point needs to be made, or in some of the
point correspondences themselves, in which case these need to be detected and eliminated from the
calculations. Such situations are explored in Chapter 12 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and
the papers (Torr and Zisserman, 2000; Raguram et al., 2008). The thesis (Rastgar, 2013) focuses on
the problem of robust estimation of the fundamental matrix and extraction of the camera calibration
from noisy data. In particular, Chapter 4 surveys the different measurements of error and Chapter 5
surveys different ways of parmeterising the problem and combines these with the different error metrics
to see how robust they are with noisy data. The conclusions are that, although there are promising
results, there are many avenues for future research in the area of robustness and the detection of
degeneracies.
One of the standard methods of dealing with correspondence errors is to use a RANSAC (RAN-
dom SAmple Consensus) type approach where it is assumed that there are a large number of point
correspondences and a number of random minimal subsets of them are used to construct hypotheses
for the Fundamental matrix. The scoring of each hypothetical Fundamental matrix is based on how
accurately it explains the rest of the point correspondences which are consequentially divided into
groups of inliers and outliers. Various improvements and enhancements to this basic algorithm have
been advanced such as in (Torr and Zisserman, 2000) where two enhancements are proposed that
give a 5-10% improvement in their testing. Rather than having a simple cost function based on the
number of inliers or outliers, the inliers are weighted by how close they are to being perfect. The
other improvement is to initialise the outlier distribution to be 50% of the points and update it as
you go. The number of further random samples that need to be taken to have sampled a statistically
significant portion of the population depends on this estimate of the number of outliers in the set.
In the case of fewer outliers therefore this allows the algorithm to terminate earlier than it other-
wise would. In (Raguram et al., 2008) a number of such improvements are reviewed leading to an
algorithm that combines parts of others to give their version: Adaptive Real-Time Random Sample
Consensus (ARRSAC) which runs in a set maximum time but also has adaptive features allowing it
to be initialised with no assumptions about the inlier/outlier ratio.
Point correspondences between images are generally a small subset of the possible correspondences
but are the ones that can be uniquely labelled by their surroundings using, for example, the SIFT
algorithm described in (Lowe, D. G., 1999; Lowe, 2004). This is not the only way as is shown in
(Valgaerts et al., 2012). In this paper a technique is explored that uses the entire overlapping parts
of a pair of images to produce a dense set of point correspondences for estimating the Fundamental
Matrix. This is a good alternative method in some cases where standard feature detection would not
be very useful such as for models or scenes with low amounts of texture or where the change in camera
position is small but it has problems for large changes of view or where there are large changes due
to occlusions.
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While there are many different techniques for dealing with incorrect point correspondences, there
are relatively few ways of dealing with correct point correspondences where there are measurement
errors for the associated points. In most variants of the Fundamental matrix algorithms, an initial
solution is estimated from a sub-set of the point-pairs, assuming the points are both correctly paired
and correctly localised, and then an iterative process run to adjust the placement of the points to
find a better solution in order to deal with the localisation errors in the data. However, an algorithm
is described in (Zheng et al., 2013) that directly incorporates the constraint that the matrix be rank
2 and in doing so, finds the globally optimal solution in the case where the point correspondences
are correct but the point placements themselves are noisy. It does this in a non-iterative manner by
parametrising the problem in a different way and breaking the problem down into a number of sub-
problems that can be solved and taken together guarantee a globally optimal solution. The problem











The variables x,y, and z are subject to scale and sign ambiguities and F is also only known up
to scale. Normally these would be fixed by setting one element of the Fundamental matrix to 1 and
doing the same to one element of the epipole. There are however issues if you chose to set an element
to 1 that should actually be zero. To avoid improper singularities therefore, all possible solutions
are looked into. The first possibility is that f3 = f6 = f9 = 0 which means the fundamental matrix
F is rank deficient. In this case F is scaled so that ||F || = 1 and a solution found via eigenvalue
decomposition, similar to SVD as described in Appendix B.
The other six options are the combination of one of f3, f6 or f9 being non-zero and either x 6= 0 or
x = 0, y 6= 0. In these cases F and e are rescaled to make a known non-zero component equal to 1. In
each of these six cases the best solution is found by finding the minimum of different polynomials. In
order to find the individual best solutions then, it is required that the stationary points, i.e. where the
first derivative is zero, be found and this gives possible solutions to test against the error minimisation
formula. The one with the smallest error is used as the solution to that sub-problem.
These seven sub-problem solutions are then compared using a simple algebraic distance error
calculation. The one with the least error is used as the global solution. In tests this has been
shown to be better than results obtained for one of the standard methods, the normalised eight-point
algorithm described in described in Chapter 11 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004), “especially
when the number of correspondences is less than 40, or the noise level is higher than 1 pixel.” (Zheng
et al., 2013)
3.2.2 Two View Plane Induced Homography Relationships
Points on a real world plane and their projection on to the image plane have a one-to-one relationship
that is described by a 3 × 3 matrix, H, that can be calculated from the Fundamental matrix and
three point correspondences representing the real world points on a plane, see Result 13.6 in (Hartley,
R and Zisserman, A, 2004) for the actual calculation. This is called a plane induced homography.
Given a point x in one image known to correspond to a 3D point X that lies on the known plane π,
the point in the other plane is given by x′ = Hπx where Hπ is the homography calculated from the
plane π. This is shown in the Figure 3.7. Alternatively, given the homography and some additional
information, normally used to calculate the epipole, the Fundamental matrix can be calculated. The
simplest additional information is another plane induced homography which allows the determination
of the epipole in one image from the combined homography H−12 H1 as the epipole is the only point
that is not moved by this combined homography, i.e. H−12 H1e = e. Using the knowledge that the
epipole is on every epipolar line, two additional points that are not on the plane are also sufficient to
construct two epipolar lines and therefore identify the epipole in one image. In either case, once one
epipole is found the Fundamental matrix can be constructed as F = [e′]×H1 or F = H−T1 [e]×.
Ways of calculating a plane induced homography from more complex elements plus the Funda-
mental matrix are explored in (Schmid, C. and Zisserman, A., 2000). It is assumed that there are two
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Figure 3.7: Plane induced homography
Figure originally published in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and made publicly available by the authors
at http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/hzbook/hzbook2/HZfigures.html. Used with permission
views with known line, curve, or conic correspondences. In the case of two views of a 3D line, the line
in 3D space is defined and a one parameter family of planes can be produced that contain this line.
The plane induced homography is then H(µ) = [l′]×F + µe′l where µ is the parameter, with l and l′
being the 2D lines in the two images. This will not work if the 3D line intersects the baseline between
the cameras. Points on the line in one image map to points on the line in the other independent of
which homography you use. For points not on the line, as µ varies, the point is mapped to different
points along the epipolar line in the other image with µ = 0 and µ = ∞ corresponding to planes
through the first and second camera centres respectively. This parameter can be fixed by choosing a
point in the first view and an additional corresponding point in the second along the epipolar line.
Two views of a 2D curve gives a plane induced homography for the plane containing the curve.
This can be calculated from a point correspondence on the curve in the two images because tangency
is preserved in perspective projection and there is a known relationship between the curvature of the
imaged curves at corresponding points. This means that if two views of the same point on a curve
are found then 2D tangency lines can be produced in each image leading to a one parameter family
of planes. The value of the parameter, µ, can be uniquely defined by the relationship of the measured
curvatures, except at inflexion points where there is zero curvature. This is also possible for two views
of a 3D curve at a point. Although there is no plane that contains the entire 3D curve, a plane can
be constructed for any point for which the tangent and curvature are known in the two images.
For the special case of the curve being a conic, there are two methods based on the ones above
that can be used to find a plane induced homography. Both methods give two possible solutions but
the false solutions given by the two methods are different so the correct solution will be the one that
is common to both methods. In the first case, for each image a line is constructed going through the
two points where the line tangent to the curve intersects with the epipole i.e. l = Ce and l′ = C ′e′
which leads to H(µ) = [C ′e′]×F + µe′(Ce)T . From the knowledge that a conic transforms under a
homography as C = HTC ′H, a definition of µ2 is found, leading to two possible solutions for µ. This
definition and derivation are contained in (Schmid, C. and Zisserman, A., 2000). The second method
for finding the plane induced homography for a conic is the same as for two views of a 2D curve above
where the homography is defined by the corresponding tangent lines from a point correspondence on
the conic. The value of µ in this formulation is defined with respect to the measured curvatures at this
known point correspondence on the conic in each image. In the general case, this point correspondence
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Figure 3.8: The trifocal plane and the epipoles for a triplet of images
Figure originally published in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004) and made publicly available by the authors at
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/hzbook/hzbook2/HZfigures.html. Used with permission
can be found by choosing a point on the curve from the first image and the matching point in the
second image is the intersection of the epipolar line this creates and the curve in the second image.
The ambiguity is because with a conic there will be two points of intersection, only one of which will
correspond to the correct pairing. These two methods will therefore each give two homographies and
the one that is correct will be given by both methods.
3.2.3 Three View Geometry
The Trifocal tensor embodies the relationship between three cameras in the same way that the Fun-
damental matrix does for two. It is a 3× 3× 3 tensor, and, although it has 27 elements, it only has 18
independent degrees of freedom, and so may be found with six or more point-triplet correspondences
in the images. If it is found using six point correspondences then the solution may be non-linear and
may produce multiple possible answers but a single solution can be found linearly with seven point
correspondences.
The individual camera matrices can be found from the Trifocal tensor, as can the three fundamental
matrices for the three pairs of images. The geometry between three views, defined by the Trifocal
tensor, also has additional properties not available with two views, explained in detail in Chapters 15
and 16 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004):
1. Given a view of a point or line from two views the Trifocal tensor gives the ability to transfer it
to the third view.
2. More complicated correspondences can be tested other than the point-pair correspondence of the
Fundamental matrix. These correspondence tests are called the trilinearities and are defined in
Table 15.3 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004). These include the obvious point-point-point
correspondence and the line-line-line correspondence as well as point-line-line correspondence,
point-line-point correspondence, and point-point-line correspondence.
3. Given the view of a real world line in the three images there is more information than is needed
so the real world line can be determined from three image line correspondences even if there are
measurement errors. This is not possible with only two views of the line.
4. A line seen from one view defines a plane in the real world which can be used to induce a
homography between the other two images. Given this line in the image, the homography can
be directly calculated from the Trifocal tensor.
5. Each image has two epipoles: one for each image it can be paired with, see Figure 3.8.
6. A point in the first image gives an epipolar line in each of the other two images that can be
calculated from the Trifocal tensor. The epipole relating each of these images to the first can
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be calculated as the common intersection point of two or more epipolar lines. The epipoles can
also be calculated directly from the Trifocal tensor.
7. The three Fundamental matrices are not independent as they must satisfy the three equations
eT23F21e13 = eT31F32e21 = eT32F31e12 = 0 and if two are known then the third can be found with
the aid of the Trifocal tensor.
8. The two Fundamental matrices relating the first image to the second and third image can
be calculated from the Trifocal tensor. From these the calibrated camera matrices can be
calculated if it is assumed that the camera matrix for the first image is the canonical P = [I|0].
Alternatively the Trifocal tensor can be calculated from the three calibrated camera matrices or
the three Fundamental matrices.
9. If a pair of image points in two images are known to correspond to the same 3D point, the image
point in the third image can be found using two of the three Fundamental matrices. If there is
known to be noise, the third Fundamental matrix can be used to correct for it. There is however
an important caveat: this is not possible for points of the plane defined by the three camera
centres, the trifocal plane, shown in Figure 3.8, and is inaccurate for points near this plane. In
the special case where the three camera centres are collinear, this will fail for all points as the
trifocal plane is not uniquely defined. As mentioned in (Schmid, C. and Zisserman, A., 2000),
this is not the case with transferring of points via a plane induced homography.
10. Given a trifocal tensor and a plane induced homography between two views, the planar homo-
graphies to the third view can also be calculated. In the case where a plane induced homography
between two views is created from a conic, the conic itself can be transferred to the third view,
with the two-fold ambiguity mentioned in Section 3.2.2. In a similar way, the curvature of a
curve in a third view can be computed given that the curvature and tangent at correspond-
ing points in the other two views also allows a plane induced homography to be induced. See
(Schmid, C. and Zisserman, A., 2000) for more details.
Additional work has been done in the decade since the publishing of the summary provided by Chapters
15 and 16 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004). Some of these are briefly described and referenced
in the related work section of (Ponce and Hebert, 2014) which then provides a different look at the
trifocal tensor. In this case it reformulates the parameters of the trifocal tensor as restrictions to
the degrees of freedom based simply on the idea that the visual rays associated with a point-triplet
correspondence must intersect in a single point. It is also noted that previous work had produced
contradictory results as the papers had not mentioned the author’s underlying assumptions.
From enumerating the different intersections any three lines in 3D space can have it is found that
“A necessary and sufficient condition for three lines to converge [to intersect at a single point] is that
they be pairwise coplanar, and that they admit a transversal [a line that intersects with all three lines]
not contained in the planes defined by any two of them.” From this two minimal parametrizations
are found: one for the general case where the three cameras are not collinear, and in the specific case
where they are.
In the general case, the 18dof of the trifocal tensor are represented by linear constraints on the
three fundamental matrices resulting in sets of seven coefficients, each determined up to scale, that can
be found for three point-triplets. In the specific case where the cameras are known to be collinear, the
degrees of freedom are restricted to 16, again defined by three sets of coefficients that are defined up to
a scale factor for three point-triplets, but in this case the three sets have 6, 6, and 7 coefficients each.
This is in comparison to other parametrisations where a non-linear set of equations may need to be
solved and multiple answers tested for the minimal parametrisations resulting from only 3 point-triplet
matches.
3.2.4 More than Three Views
There is also a Quadrifocal tensor which relates four views together in a similar way. It is a 3×3×3×3
tensor. While it has 81 elements it only has 16 degrees of freedom, which can be built from six point
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correspondences in four views. The solution is overdetermined by these points and so an exact answer
is only possible for perfect data, although it can be estimated for noisy data. This allows additional
correspondences to be tested: four points, three points and one line, two points and two lines, three
lines, and four lines. The Quadrifocal tensor is described in more detail in Chapter 17 of (Hartley, R
and Zisserman, A, 2004) along with a number of other properties.
There is no known way of relating five or more views to each other and so this is generally done
by using overlapping sets of two, three, or four views and indirectly relating the images via multiple
Fundamental matrices, Trifocal, or Quadrifocal tensors, which, for the rest of this section will be
grouped together under the heading “inter-image relationship tensors”.
Given that the time to do this for all possible subsets of images is O(n2), O(n3), or O(n4),
depending on which “inter-image relationship tensor” is used, it is common to have either a few
“reference” images that are used in constructing all “inter-image relationship tensors”. Alternatively,
a chain of relationships is used where each image is used in two “inter-image relationship tensors”:
one involving the immediately preceding processed images, one involving the immediately succeeding
images. The first and last images may be directly related to each other, to create a ring of relationships,
but this is not necessary as they can also be indirectly related through the chain of relationships.
In the first case, two images may be indirectly related via two “inter-image relationship tensors”
with each containing the relationship of one image to the reference image. In this case any measuring
mistakes with the reference image are worse than a similar mistake with a non-reference image. How-
ever, in the case of the chain of “inter-image relationship tensors”, mistakes in any of the intermediary
links in the chain are magnified in multiple indirect relationships rather than having it affect only
a small set of inter-image relationships. Neither the use of reference images nor the more elaborate
indirect chain of relationships are optimal but, if multi-view geometry is to be used on a number of
images greater than four, these are the most viable solutions. In practice, it seems that the over-
whelming majority of products that make use of multi-view geometry use one of these techniques on
sets of Fundamental matrices to deduce the indirect inter-image relationships.
3.3 Image Based Re-construction Techniques
This section focuses specifically on image based scene reconstruction and uses some of the concepts
developed above to explore many papers that develop solutions in a small set of different arenas.
These techniques are focused on because they are the ones that are of the most use to the hobbyist of
our hypthetical scenario in Section 1.4.1. A previous survey, (Seitz, S.M. et al., 2006), of the different
multi-view reconstruction techniques showed that there are a number of very accurate reconstruction
algorithms. In the results section of (Seitz, S.M. et al., 2006) the authors state: “The accuracy of
many of these methods is remarkable. Most methods consistently get sub-millimetre accuracy with
very few outliers - and this is from images captured only at video resolution.” Six methods were
tested using two different datasets with known ground truth and calibrated cameras. The datasets
were tested using the full set of images of 300+ images covering a hemisphere around the objects and
two different subsets of them, a ring of 40+ images and a sparse set of 16 images. Accuracy was
determined to be the distance between the ground truth surface mesh and the reconstructed surface
mesh, sampled at the mesh vertices. Completeness was also measured as a percentage of how much of
the surface mesh was re-constructed and in most cases was greater than 90% although this decreased
when there were fewer images, but in only one case was this a dramatic decrease. This dataset has
now been made available for others to test against. It is commonly called the Middlebury dataset and
has become a useful way of comparing different reconstruction algorithms 5.
Another, more comprehensive, survey of the full tool-chain of image based reconstruction, that
also included various methods of camera calibration, came to the following conclusions about camera
calibration:
5Additional details can be found at http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/ including a table comparing run-time
speeds, normalised to times running on 3GHz processor, and a table showing accuracy and completeness results of 70+
different algorithms and implementations at http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/eval/
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“(a) self-calibration (with or without known control points) is reliable only when the geo-
metric configuration is favourable, mainly highly convergent images of a large number of
(3D) targets spatially well distributed;
(b) a flat (2D) testfield could be employed for camera calibration if the images are acquired
at many different distances, to allow the recovery of the correct focal length;
(c) at least two or three images should be rotated by 90 degrees to allow the recovery of the
principal point, that is, to break any projective coupling between the principal point offset
and the camera station coordinates, and to provide a different variation of scale within the
image;
(d) a complete camera calibration should be performed, in particular for the lens distor-
tions. In most cases, particularly in modern digital cameras and for unedited images, the
camera focal length can be found, albeit with less accuracy, in the header of the digital
images. This can be used on uncalibrated cameras if self-calibration is not possible or
unreliable.” (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006)
Although a full scene reconstruction cannot be done from a single image, there is still much information
that can be extracted from it, especially when user knowledge of the scene is incorporated. This is
explored in the papers described in Section 3.3.1. In Section 3.3.2 a few different methods of dealing
with scene re-construction are described using a set of images that do not have any known relationship
between them. The problems of scaling this to very large sets of images is then explored in Section
3.3.3. Then Section 3.3.4 explores what can be done if it is known that a series of images come from
consecutive frames of video. In particular how the camera can be tracked over time and how user input
can be used to build up a model of the salient features of the scene. Although it is normally assumed
that the scene is static, it does not have to be and an example of how to track a deformable object in
the scene is given. Finally, variants of SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping) algorithms
are explored in Section 3.3.5 where the differences between video frames allow the automatic updating
of the model of the scene as well as the tracking of the camera.
3.3.1 Single Image
In the case of a single image, a full 3D scene reconstruction is not possible in general as there is no
single view of a natural scene that will see all parts of it once. For each object in the scene there will be
a “front” part that is visible and at least part of the “rear” that is not. In some cases, approximations
can be used so that almost planar objects can be shown as planar and knowledge about regularities
in the scene can be used to artificially fill in any occluded spaces. In this way, a 3D model is able to
be produced. This may be enough for the user to get an idea of the placement of objects in the model
but, in the context of the rest of this work, is not seen as a full 3D scene reconstruction and is not a
good fit for the hypothetical scenario described in Section 1.4.1. In this section it is given the name
an “artificially 3D” reconstruction to distinguish it from the more general 3D scene reconstruction
discussed elsewhere in this work.
Using just the information inherent in the image the best that can be done with a single image is
a depth map, sometimes called a “2.5D” view. This is where each pixel is given a value that depends
on it’s distance from the camera. A partial reconstruction is also possible, in some instances, even
when the camera is not fully calibrated. For example, there are geometric relationships that allow
knowledge about one part of the scene to be used to deduce knowledge about another part of the scene.
Some of these geometric relationships are derived in (Criminisi et al., 2000), with some expansion in
(Criminisi, 2002), and are also briefly described in (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004).
Section 2.2 shows that a camera is fully calibrated if the relationship to the plane at infinity, as
embodied in the IAC, is known. The hierarchy of transformations, described in Section 2.1.2, allows
this relationship, encoded in a projective transformation, to be sub-divided with these sub-divisions
relating to various pieces of partial knowledge:
• The knowledge of the plane at infinity gives an Affine reconstruction.
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• The knowledge of the orientation and scale of the plane at infinity as well gives a Similarity
reconstruction.
• Additional knowledge of the world coordinate system would allow a full Euclidean reconstruction.
In (Criminisi et al., 2000), a few pieces of information are used to gain knowledge of the plane at
infinity which gives an Affine reconstruction. Some of the invariants for such a reconstruction, see
Section 2.1.2 for details, are used in the paper to allow partial knowledge of some parts of the scene, in
the form of measurements between points, with error margins, to propagate through the scene. One
of the interesting effects of the particular formulations used is that the error margins in the initial
knowledge and reference measurements can also be used to give the potential error margins for the
derived measurements. For this to work it needs to be assumed that any radial distortion has already
been mitigated.
It is assumed that a plane in the scene, called the reference plane, is known, that the vanishing
line for this plane is also known, and that another vanishing point is known for another direction, not
parallel to the reference plane. This direction is called the reference direction. A plane, including the
image of the plane at infinity, can be defined by a line and a point not on the line. The vanishing
line and the vanishing point therefore give all the information needed for an Affine reconstruction. As
described in the introduction to (Criminisi et al., 2000): “We are then concerned with three canonical
types of measurement: (i) measurements of the distance between any of the planes which are parallel
to the reference plane; (ii) measurements on these planes (and comparison of these measurements
to those obtained on any parallel plane); and (iii) determining the camera’s position in terms of the
reference plane and direction. The measurement methods developed here are independent of the
camera’s internal parameters: focal length, aspect ratio, principal point, skew.”
One important construction, shown in Figure 2 of (Criminisi et al., 2000), is the plane constructed
in world space that is parallel to the reference plane and contains the camera centre, henceforth the
camera reference plane. The vanishing line for the reference plane in the image plane can be seen as the
intersection in world space of the image plane with this camera reference plane. The vanishing point
in the image for the reference direction can be seen as the intersection of the image plane with the
line through the camera centre in the reference direction. At the most basic level, pixels in the image
can be partitioned by the use of this camera reference plane. Any point on the image plane which,
when projected in the reference direction to the camera reference plane, projects onto the vanishing
line, is on the plane. Those points that project to one side of the line are “above” the reference plane,
those that project to the other side are “below”.
Calculations of the distance to planes parallel to the reference plane are actually ratios of two
distances: one between the reference plane and identified parallel planes, the other between the
reference plane and the camera reference plane. If one of the distances between parallel planes is
known, they can all be calculated. Two points on parallel planes are said to “correspond” if the line
joining them is parallel to the reference direction, and if the distance between two such points is
known, so is the distance between the planes.
On the reference plane and any planes parallel to it, we can get ratios of parallel line segments and
ratios of areas but, ordinarily, we can’t directly compare between planes. However, if a pair of image
points is found that correspond between the planes then one can parallel project from one plane to
the other and compare them. This projection is done using a homology parametrised by the vanishing
point and vanishing line with a scale factor that can be found from the pair of corresponding points.
Once the homology is created we can transfer points from one plane to the corresponding point on
the reference plane and compare them.
So far these have all been geometric arguments with the measurements computed based on ratios
and cross-ratios but the latter part of (Criminisi et al., 2000) goes into some detail describing an
algebraic representation that is more independent of the ordering of the cross-ratio propagation of
measurements and can deal with both minimal and over-constrained measurements. Possibly most
importantly however, it allows for the development of a framework of uncertainty analysis about
calculations when there are errors in the initial measurements.
The P matrix can be constructed such that the first three columns are vanishing points with the
fourth the projection of the origin of the world coordinate system. The first two vanishing points are
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points on the vanishing line of the reference plane. Choosing the two specific points on the vanishing
line fixes the scale of the affine x and y axes based on the x and y directions of the reference plane.
The other vanishing point is the vanishing point for the reference direction, multiplied by an initially
unknown scale factor, α, called the affine parameter. This α plays an important role in the remainder
of the paper. The origin of the world coordinate system must not lie on the vanishing line and is
chosen to be the unit length vector version of the vanishing line. In this way there are a total of five
independent constraints on the 11 degrees of freedom of the P matrix: two from the vanishing point,
two from the vanishing line, and one for α. The world to image homography induced by the reference
plane also has two of its 8 degrees of freedom constrained by the vanishing line.
This formulation of the P matrix allows for a number of modifications to the previous formulations:
1. The calculation of the distance of a plane from the reference frame no longer includes ratios
but instead relies on a simple relationship between the distance between planes and the affine
parameter α, such that if one is known, the other can be easily calculated.
2. If more than one reference distance, the distance between the reference plane and a parallel
plane, is known then an error minimisation algorithm can be used to get an estimate of α. The
more reference distances that are known, the more accurately the estimate of α.
3. Distances between any two planes parallel to the reference plane can be done directly, without
referring to distance to the reference plane, using the third and fourth column of the P matrix.
From (Criminisi et al., 2000): "Measurements of distances between planes are independent of
the first two (in general under-determined) columns of P . If [the vanishing point] and [vanishing
line] are specified, the only unknown quantity for these measurements is α.”
4. Comparing ratios of parallel line segments and ratios of areas between planes parallel to the
reference plane is also potentially simplified. The homology needed to project from one plane
to the other is once again parametrised by the vanishing point and vanishing line but the scale
factor is based on the distance between the planes and α.
5. For a given P , the camera centre is known to be the non-trivial solution to PC = 0. If α is
unknown, then the camera position can be formulated in terms of the known parts of P with α
appearing as the unknown scaling factor needed for the z coordinate.
The (Criminisi, 2002) paper takes this algebraic representation as a starting point and outlines some
algorithms, and their applications, that use these relationships to allow partial reconstructions of
scenes. One enhancement is the description of an algorithm to estimate vanishing points and lines
with the assumption the scene is man-made and therefore contains a large number of parallel lines.
The paper also describes an application that has a means of segmenting scene objects by having the
user interactively cut out silhouettes of objects that lie on approximately parallel planes. The last
step is to fill in occluded areas by extending texture patterns or exploiting symmetries to enable
the construction of an “artificially 3D” model of the scene. Three main applications were described
where such a selection of tools and techniques can be used. Firstly, in architectural drawing, where
the normal process could be inverted and an image of a house could be used to get a model of a
house. In this case, if an “artificially 3D” model were produced there would need to be assumptions
made that the unseen portion of the house has a known relationship to the seen portion. Secondly,
in forensic investigation where unknown measurements of a person in an image can be deduced from
measurements of stationary objects in the room, such as doorways. Finally, these techniques could be
seen as reversing the rules of perspective painting that were used in the Renaissance and so they can
be used to study paintings of the period, for example as studying the varying heights of people in the
paintings. Some of these applications were replicated in (Sun, 2011) where two of the images used in
(Criminisi, 2002) were used and additional information given on the details that were automatically
found, such as the ratio of heights based on a horizontal vanishing line. It was also noted that the
automatic detection of vanishing points failed unless the parameters of the Canny edge detector and
Hough line segment detector were “carefully fine-tuned for a given image”(Sun, 2011). A few additional
images were used to show how accurate the transfer of measurements from one plane to a parallel
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plane was, as well as a single image scene reconstruction. In this case the scene was simply a floor and
some walls that were reconstructed as planes. The paper concludes that measurement estimates on
parallel planes were fairly accurate but for the automation of the vanishing point detection, using the
same procedure described in (Criminisi, 2002), “the algorithm was found to lack in robustness”(Sun,
2011).
Sometimes candidates for the calibration parameters can be calculated from even less information.
A very fast solver is described in (Kukelova et al., 2013) that can be used to give estimates of pose,
focal length, and up to three radial distortion parameters from only 5 3D-2D point correspondences.
In this case it is assumed that the camera has zero skew, square pixels, and the principal point is the
origin of image coordinates. From the paper: “The new solver requires to compute a null space of
a 5 × 8 matrix, to find solutions to a fourth degree polynomial and to compute inverse of a 3 × 3,
4 × 4 or 5 × 5 matrix, depending on how many radial distortion parameters (one, two, or three) are
considered.” The fact that the algorithm needs the real solutions to a fourth degree polynomial means
that there may be up to four possible camera calibration parameters. The comparative results in the
paper indicate that the solver is numerically more stable, more accurate, and much faster than other
such solvers that it was compared against. The steps involved are relatively simple linear algebra in
most cases and can all be done relatively fast meaning that the procedure is stated as being 130 times
as fast as the previous leading contender and running in 2µs.
Alternatively, for camera calibration without radial distortion using fewer but more complicated
feature points, (Kuang and Astrom, 2013) describes a more complicated procedure for camera calibra-
tion. If it is known or is assumed that the camera has zero skew, square pixels, and the principal point
is the origin of image coordinates then to calibrate the camera and calculate the P matrix there are 7
unknowns: 3 for rotation, 3 for translation, and 1 for the focal length multiplication factor. The paper,
(Kuang and Astrom, 2013), describes a way of producing a small set of appropriate P matrices using
minimal 3D-2D correspondences. Two constraints can be given for each 3D-2D point correspondence,
another 2 from each 3D-2D line correspondence, and (n+ 2) from each n-quiver where an n-quiver is
a 3D-2D point correspondence with n associated 3D-2D direction vectors, for example a corner point.
The paper describes useful minimal cases such as two points and one 1-quiver, one 1-quiver and one
2-quiver, and the overdetermined case where 4 lines give 8 constraints. The approach is also amenable
to being used in RANSAC where there are more than the minimal set of correspondences needed.
The approach in this case is to parametrise the rotation matrix as a 4D quaternion with a fixed
scale leading to a rotation matrix that has three unknowns that are combined in quadratic and linear
combinations for the different elements of the matrix. In this case an efficient method of solving the
resulting polynomial equations, described in the paper, is used to give a set of 20 solutions. Some of
these 20 can be eliminated by realising that the focal length must be real and positive which brings
the maximum down to 8, and in most of the simulated cases, only 2 or 4 solutions are left. These
solutions are also shown to be relatively stable in the presence of noise to the point positions and the
angles of the directions.
In the above cases, noise is generally ignored or adjusted for with a post-hoc error minimisation
routine, normally a form of least squares minimisation. In (Collins and Bartoli, 2014) however,
another approach to pose estimation is described where noise minimisation is an integral part of the
process. It is assumed that the K matrix is known as are multiple point correspondences between the
image plane and a reference plane in the scene. The rotation and translation are estimated taking
into account that the point correspondences are noisy. These point correspondences can be used to
create a homography that transforms points on the reference plane to the image plane, as the DLT
algorithm used in Section 2.5 does. In the presence of noise and more than the minimum of 4 point
correspondences, this homography will be a better estimate of the transformation at some points
than others. The approach described in (Collins and Bartoli, 2014) finds where the best estimate
is, to a first order approximation this is the centroid of the correspondence points, and calculates
the pose exactly at this point by using the homography estimate and constraints on the partial
derivatives of the homography estimate at this point. From this homography and derivatives, the
rotation and translation are calculated. This is a new approach that gives either one or two solutions
and no instabilities are introduced by the process itself. When there are two solutions it is clear
how these are related geometrically. The algorithm is O(n) in the number of point correspondences
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and in experiments described in the paper it was slightly faster than the next fastest algorithm, the
homography estimate described in Section 2.5 with a least squares homography error minimisation.
Another interesting approach to camera calibration comes from the computer vision field and is
described in (Payet and Todorovic, 2011). In this paper an estimate of the camera calibration is
produced by estimating the camera position in relation to a 3D object that is known to be in the
scene that the computer already has calibrated images of. These training images are processed to
produce a series of 2D viewpoints with features based on sets of connected edges, called contours.
The image to be calibrated is then processed to extract edge contours and an algorithm iteratively
matches and deforms the contours, using affine transforms, to create a 2D bounding box for the object,
as well as find the closest viewpoint and the estimated P matrix. One measure of accuracy of the
camera calibration was the overlap of the detected image contours with the model contours projected
into the image. This showed that the accuracy increased as the number of training images increased.
The authors also measured the Euclidean distance between the camera estimate and a known ground
truth in synthetic images and found that there was a large variation. The most common problem
was that the camera was estimated wrongly to be viewing their test object, a car, from a symmetric
viewpoint, e.g. front for back. This would also be a problem in the real world as a large number of
man-made objects have such symmetries. Another problem is that the distance between the object
and the camera was underestimated which the authors thought may have been caused by the way in
which the scale is implicitly resolved.
Another way in which information can be extracted from a single image is with explicit user input.
An application described in (Oh et al., 2001) takes as input a single image and has an interactive
set of tools to allow the user to manually select layers and assign depths from various viewpoints to
create a “2.5D” model. There is the option for the first step to be the selection of a ground plane by
having the user select a horizon line and a height from which the image is taken. As many objects in
a real world scene intersect the ground at right angles this gives an additional way of assigning depths
to objects. There is also a filter that attempts to decouple the texture and illumination components
of the colour of a pixel so that a “clone brushing” tool can take texture from one part of the image
and place it in another, even if the two places have different lighting. To do this decoupling the user
needs to select the texture feature size in a portion of the image and a copy of the image is blurred
using a Gaussian filter of the appropriate size. After this blurring, the variation in colouring due to
the texture is gone, and it is assumed that the average colour comes from the texture, leaving the
variations from this average being assumed to be the large-scale illumination variations. This simple
algorithm does not quite work properly though. A couple of adjustments are needed to take into
account the effect of the change in apparent size of the texture features in the image due to depth
changes and there is another adjustment to take into account discontinuities where there is an abrupt
change in lighting, such as shadows. These are described in more detail in the paper (Oh et al., 2001).
A similar interactive image reconstruction system using individual images is described in (Sedlacek
and Zara, 2012). The user sketches a series of curves on the image and each curve labels a single
geometric primitive, normally a plane. Each pixel in the image is labelled as belonging to one of
these primitives using a specific formulation of an energy minimisation function with the input being
the grey-scale values of the image and the user defined curves for the primitives. This can also be
used for multiple calibrated images and a sparse point cloud as input. In this case the labels are
propagated between images by the use of the common points in the sparse point cloud. The sparse
point cloud is also used for the final placement of the primitives within a common 3D model space. In
this case, although you can segment the image into these primitives, there does not seem to be a way
to manually define the placement of these primitives when dealing with only a single image. Although
the primitive selection takes place on individual images, the paper is primarily focused on how it can
be used to quickly create a low polygon 3D model from multiple calibrated images and a pre-existing
sparse point cloud.
3.3.2 Unordered Images
When images are processed with no regard to the order in which they are taken, one of the common
approaches is to take the calibrated images and produce some form of visual hull from them, as
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discussed in 3.1.4.4. As additional images are processed, the visual hull will become a smaller volume
that more accurately reflects the scene. This is a process that is a good solution in our hypothetical
scenario of Section 1.4.1 and the lack of assumptions about the order of the images fits in with number
9 of the initial set of aims and objectives of Section 1.4.3. As described in Chapter 4, such a voxel
visual hull is the intermediate stage of the algorithmic pipeline used to link together the two new
algorithms described in this thesis.
One classic example of a visual hull created from unordered images is given in (Kutulakos and
Seitz, 2000) where the visual hull is enhanced with a “photo consistency” constraint to further confine
the visual hull to be a “photo hull” where the colour of voxels seen from different points of view is
used to determine surfaces and therefore occlusion constraints that can be used to refine the model.
Complicated lighting effects such as shadows, transparency and inter-reflections are ignored and it is
assumed that the lighting follows a known radiance function, e.g. Lambertian, so that the colour of
a surface when viewed from one angle can be used to calculate the colour seen from another. In the
case of Lambertian scenes a “photo consistency” check can be defined using the standard deviation of
colours and a threshold as it is assumed that a surface voxel projects to pixels of the same colour in
every image.
As mentioned in the paper, to get the “photo hull” it is enough to start with the maximal volume,
test each voxel on its surface, and discard it if it does not meet the “photo consistency” constraint.
The process of carving out such a voxel creates a new surface with new voxels that need to be tested.
Iterate until all surface voxels are photo consistent. However, this is computationally expensive so
a multi-plane sweep approach is used instead. In this approach the voxels are visited in visibility
order, based on the subset of cameras on one side of the plane, to determine the current surface. In
particular, as the 6 plane sweeps are based on going in the positive and negative directions along
the coordinate axes of the voxels, the voxels are visited based on their individual coordinates. From
Section 5.2 of (Kutulakos and Seitz, 2000) “consider visiting voxels in order of increasing X coordinate
and, for each voxel p = (Xp, Yp, Zp), consider only cameras whose X coordinates are less than Xp. If
p occludes q from a camera at c, it follows that p is on the line segment cq and therefore Xp < Xq .
Consequently, p is evaluated before q, i.e., occluders are visited before the voxels that they occlude.”
This is more efficient than the initially proposed carving algorithm but it is still an iterative
procedure. After each iteration of the 6-plane sweep, the surface voxels identified in that iteration
are checked for photo consistency. If there are no voxels carved out due to the photo consistency
constraint then the hull has converged on a solution. If there were any voxels carved out, at least one
more iteration is needed to check for convergence.
In order to make the process even more efficient (Kutulakos and Seitz, 2000) suggest two further
enhancements. In the case where the scene can be assumed to be Lambertian, the photo consistency
check for the surface voxels is based on the standard deviation of colours but this calculation does
not have to be done from scratch each time. This calculation can be sped up if the following numbers
are stored on a per voxel basis: the number of cameras, the sum of each colour component, and
the sum of the squares of each colour component. For a standard RGB image therefore, 7 numbers
need to be stored for each voxel and updated if a particular plane sweep sees the voxel as a surface
voxel, provided the cameras in question haven’t already been processed for this voxel. The other
enhancement therefore is to ensure no camera is considered more than once per voxel in one 6 plane
sweep iteration. For each voxel and each plane sweep direction the only cameras considered are those
in a particular “pyramidal beam” defined by the voxel centre and one of its faces. Together these
sped up the photo consistency check as the information needed to calculate the standard deviation
for each surface voxel has been gathered during the previous 6-plane sweep process that defined the
surface voxels to be processed for this iteration.
Some of the disadvantages of such voxel based techniques are the large memory structures needed
and that space is inherently quantised. One way around that is to create on-the-fly virtual viewpoints
of the visual hull based on the calibrated source images without an explicit 3D model representation,
as is done in (Matusik et al., 2000). The visual hull is the complex intersection of multiple cone-like
projections of the silhouette of the object from multiple viewpoints which can only be approximated
by the voxelisation approach.
Instead, a virtual viewpoint is created using the information contained in the source images that
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shows the visual hull outline that is ultimately limited only by the resolution of the source images
and that of the virtual viewpoint. For each pixel in the virtual viewpoint, a 3D ray is produced
and projected into one of the collected images. This 2D line is intersected with the silhouette which
results in a list of intervals along the ray that are on the interior of the visual hull. Each interval is
then projected back to 3D and intersected with the intervals produced in other images. This then
produces, for each pixel in the virtual viewpoint, a series of intervals along the ray that represent the
intersection of the ray with the 3D visual hull.
By taking advantage of incremental computations, this can be done in O(lkn) time where l is the
average number of intersections, k is the number of reference images, and n is the number of pixels
in the virtual viewpoint. This can be done by taking advantage of the known epipolar geometry
between each reference image and the virtual viewpoint. As the scan-line is traversed across the
virtual viewpoint, each pixel projects to an epipolar line segment in the reference image which starts
from the epipole and gives lines that have a slope that changes by a constant amount per pixel. The
silhouette outline pixels are ordered by the slope of the line connecting them to the epipole and put
into bins. The number of bins is based on the number of scan-lines in the desired image. As the
scan-line progresses we step through the bins so we only deal with one bin at a time for intersection
tests. If you choose the bins correctly then each ray only deals with one bin.
To create a colour representation of the visual hull the colour from one of the images is used.
Initially they are ranked from best to worst depending on the angle between the closest visual hull
point along the ray for the virtual viewpoint pixel and the camera centres. Obviously, the smallest
angle is better but we also need to take into account the possibility of occlusion. This can get a little
complicated though.
A simplification to a 2D scene with 1D “images” is shown in (Matusik et al., 2000) where for each
reference view, the 1D virtual viewpoint pixels and rays are ordered based on the first intersection with
the virtual hull. The intervals along the ray are projected into the reference view and their coverage
added to the running total. For each front most point in the rays it is checked to see if its projection
is already covered. If it is, the 2D point is occluded in this 1D image so it cannot be used for getting
the colour. Ideally, the 3D test for visibility can be reduced to a set of such 2D calculations using
2D epipolar planes in 3D space that are projected to 1D epipolar lines in the 2D images. However
we also need to take into account that we have discrete pixels. In this case, for each pixel in the
virtual viewpoint, we need to consider the set of all possible epipolar lines which touch the square
pixel. There are then two definitions of visibility that are considered by (Matusik et al., 2000): either
the pixel is visible on all of these lines, or it is visible on any of these lines.
Enhancements to the 2D occlusion visibility test are described in (Matusik et al., 2000) for both
these cases. In the first an algorithm is developed that uses a series of epipolar “wedges” that are a
single pixel wide at the image boundary and visibility results for pixels covered by multiple wedges are
combined with a boolean AND. In the second case, only enough epipolar lines are produced so that
at least one line touches each pixel. In this case, when there are multiple epipolar lines that cover a
single pixel, the visibility results from each are combined with a boolean OR.
The majority of the processing of these algorithms is line re-projection and intersection tests which
can be done swiftly enough that the authors implemented a “real-time” virtual view of a scene. The
authors had video sequences from 4 cameras with frame sizes of 256 × 256 pixels and could be used
to produce a 640× 480 pixel image of a virtual viewpoint at “greater than 8 frames per second”.
The above approaches assume that the images have already been calibrated somehow. One way
of doing relative pose and position calibration for a number of images is a “structure from motion”
approach given in (Sinha et al., 2012). In this approach it is assumed that parallel lines in a scene are
in one of the image axis directions. Such vertical and horizontal parallel lines are common in scenes of
man-made objects. The parallel lines are extracted and matched between images to calculate matching
vanishing points and therefore relative rotation between images. From this the translation estimation
and scene reconstruction can be done at the same time. It is assumed that the images have been
pre-processed to take out radial distortion and that the K matrix is of the form diag(f, f, 1) with the
focal length, f , being calculated from EXIF information. This last is not needed however if vanishing
points can be identified in all three orthogonal directions as earlier work has been done, by (Caprile
and Torre, 1990), that shows how to estimate the K matrix from a set of orthogonal vanishing points.
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The initial feature extraction and matching is done in a number of stages. First, interest points
are extracted and matched between images using a SIFT based algorithm to obtain initial image
pairs. After a RANSAC filtering of outliers the Fundamental matrix is computed for the image pairs
where there is high confidence of the matching. Line segments are recovered by connecting detected
edges and estimating the line. Each line segment is labelled with an appearance based descriptor so
it can be matched later. Vanishing points in the image are estimated by using RANSAC to search
for subsets of concurrent line segments in support of a particular vanishing point calculation. It is
assumed that most images are captured upright and therefore the vertical direction is defined. Any
vertical vanishing points can then be identified.
Next, vanishing points are matched across all image pairings where the Fundamental matrix has
been calculated. From the Fundamental matrix, relative rotation can be found and the hypothesis
for the vanishing points tested by looking at the matching of their supporting line segments. The
vanishing points are then tracked across the different images. The vanishing points labelled as being
in the up direction are used to compute the pairwise angles between the different vanishing points and
weighted by the number of supporting line segments over all images. From these the best estimate
of three orthogonal directions, including one of the vertical vanishing points, are picked. For all
images where at least two of these directions are observed, the camera rotation with respect to these
directions can be directly computed. Any additional vanishing point directions in these images can
also be directly computed and propagated to other images. For all further images containing at least
two of the newly expanded known directions, the camera rotation can now be estimated relative to
these vanishing point directions. This process is repeated until no more images or directions are added.
When we include images that have fewer than two matched vanishing points in their own sets of one
element, we end up with mutually exclusive sets of images with a known rotations consistent with a
set of 3D directions. If there is only one such subset then the camera rotations between all cameras
is known and we are done.
When there are more than one subset of images, the mutually exclusive sets of images need to be
rotationally aligned to obtain the global rotations. This can be done simply by setting the rotations
of one such set to be the identity and therefore defining the global axes. The initial match graph gives
us initial estimates of relative rotation between images via the Fundamental matrix. Each pair of
images with one in each set provides a non-linear constraint for the relative rotation between the sets.
Using a quaternion representation of this rotation this is a system with 4 degrees of freedom. When
the vertical vanishing points are detected in a set the relative rotation between that set and another
has a single degree of freedom, representing the rotation in horizontal plane. Only as a last resort,
normally in the case where there are no vanishing points detected in the image does the rotation
have to be estimated directly from chains of Fundamental matrices. Once the rotations have been
estimated the 3D placement of camera centres and points matched across images can be estimated in
a linear manner.
Initially multiple pair-wise reconstructions are done using a local coordinate system such that it
can be treated as a case of pure translation. The camera centre of one image is set as the origin. The
epipoles of the two images coincide and it is simply a vector pointing along baseline. The epipole
vector can be computed from the 2D line-pairs in the image. The centre of the second image in
the local coordinates is chosen to be a single unit along the baseline which is simply the unit vector
version of the epipole. The triangulation of the point-pairs is then done by solving a simple set of
linear equations. A final adjustment to this step is to remove all points reconstructed behind the
cameras and those with small triangulation angles.
Each such pair-wise reconstruction differs from the global reconstruction by 4 degrees of freedom,
one for scale, and three for translation. If two such pair-wise reconstructions share some common
3D points then the relative 4-dof 3D similarity can be calculated from two or more such points.
When a sufficient number of such similarities have been calculated, their relationship to a global scale
and translation can be calculated after one of the reconstructions is fixed with a unit scale and zero
translation. To estimate the global scale and translation for a particular two-view reconstruction
without chaining multiple similarity transforms together, another linear set of equations can be used.
This set of equations has four equations with eight unknowns for two pairs of two-view reconstructions
with an image in common and is weighted by the number of three-view consistent points in common
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between the pair of two-view reconstructions. One of the main advantages of this multi-stage process is
that it can simultaneously estimate all camera positions and scene points using a linear approach. From
(Sinha et al., 2012): “Our method is fast, easy to parallelize, treats all images equally, efficiently copes
with substantial outliers, and removes the need for frequent bundle adjustments on sub-problems.”
Another approach is described in (Brown and Lowe, 2005) where the output is a 3D point cloud
that can be turned into a surface mesh. In this approach SIFT is used to extract labelled features
from all the images and the nearest k neighbours in feature space are used for matching features
between images. These features are used to rank images that are to be used in Fundamental matrix
construction between pairs of images with those images not having enough feature matches being
dropped at this stage. In order to limit the O(n2) nature of these pairings, each image is matched
with only the best m images. In the system used for the results in the paper k = 4,m = 6.
Outlier feature matches are initially removed using a cut-off based on the assumption that at least
one of the images with a matching feature point is wrong and those of the other matches that are
close in feature space to this outlier are also wrong. The Fundamental matrices are then estimated
from the feature point pairs, using RANSAC to further eliminate outlier feature matches, followed by
an iterative form of sparse bundle adjustment, provided there are not below a certain number of inlier
matches, 20 in the paper.
In this case the initial pair of images with a large number of matches and large baseline is used
and additional images added to the bundle one at a time with only the best matching image being
added at each point. Each of the additional images is initialised to have the same calibration as the
image it best matches and this is adjusted by the bundle adjustment algorithm along with the 3D
placement of any features found in two or more of the images.
As there are two possibilities for the choice of the canonical camera calibration, one for each of the
pair of initial images, (Brown and Lowe, 2005) “first run bundle adjustment on the initial image pair,
noting the final value of the error function. We then swap the camera positions, and flip the 3D point
depths, before repeating bundle adjustment. This normally converges to a different local minimum.
We retain the solution that minimises the error function.”
The sparse variant of the bundle adjustment detailed in (Brown and Lowe, 2005) allows for the
adjustment time to scale quadratically with the total number of camera calibration parameters only,
not the square of the sum of the number of calibration parameters and the number of 3D points as
the more naïve variant would. Given that we are adjusting 7 camera calibration parameters for each
image (1 for the focal length, 3 for rotation, and 3 for translation) and that there are likely to be
 7n 3D points this is a significant speed improvement.
A variation of this is described in (Nguyen et al., 2012b) where the main variation is the addition of
a final step to take the point cloud and turn it into a surface mesh using a specific 3D Delaunay trian-
gulation algorithm, the Power Crust algorithm. This then gives a fully automatic scene reconstruction
method that takes images of a scene and outputs a surface mesh. The algorithm is described in detail
in (Nguyen et al., 2012b) with a different emphasis of the details in (Brown and Lowe, 2005) along
with the results of the reconstructions on five different scenes. Due to the unevenly distributed nature
of the SIFT feature points there were artifacts found in each of the reconstructions. The artifacts
were: lack of surface details, holes in the model, small details missing, surface texture inaccurate, large
but relatively featureless planes missing or poorly represented. However, this needs to be balanced by
the advantages of scalability, stability, ease-of-use and affordability that this technique offers.
A further enhancement is described in (Nguyen et al., 2013a)6 and also mentioned in Section
3.1.4.5. As described in Section 3.1.4.5, the later algorithm is an enhancement where this initial
surface mesh is used to create silhouettes and the silhouette-ray intersection tests from (Matusik
et al., 2000) are used to create a denser 3D point cloud. The points of this point cloud and their
normals are used to estimate the implicit 3D surface they represent from which points are then re-
sampled and triangulated using a technique called “Poisson surface reconstruction”, Kazhdan et al.
(2006). This gives a very dense triangular surface mesh which is then textured based on the colours
of the vertices in the visible cameras. This much denser surface mesh has less of the artifacts noted
above but at the cost of additional computation. From the conclusion of (Nguyen et al., 2013a): “our
6Demonstration videos of objects reconstructed are available from https://clickworldnz.wordpress.com/demos/
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system takes approximately 2 hours to process 17 images, and roughly 5 hours for 31 images on a Intel
Quad Core i7 with 6GB RAM. The computational cost rises quadratically with the number of input
images. For the current state-of-the-art of hardware technology, real time processing is impossible on
consumer-level machines. However, we can reduce the processing time considerably by parallelising
the computations as much as possible and executing them on the GPU.”
A final adjustment step that could be used with the preceding algorithms is described in (Delaunoy
and Pollefeys, 2014) as a photometric bundle adjustment. This bundle adjustments is used to adjust
the positioning of the dense triangular mesh and the camera calibration parameters by trying to make
the modelled scene correspond more closely to the various views of the texture of the scene given by
the images. It is currently assumed that the lighting is Lambertian but this could be enhanced with
other lighting and reflectance models in the future. Improvements were seen in the mesh created from
the Middlebury dataset using a particular structure from motion algorithm that was adjusted using
this photometric bundle adjustment method. This improvement was quantified using the measures
of accuracy and completeness developed for the original Middlebury paper, (Seitz, S.M. et al., 2006),
as mentioned in the introductory section of Section 3.3. In these and other tests, where there were
flaws, the authors state that these are likely due to non-Lambertian lighting artifacts, for example
specular highlights. The results are promising although the drawback, as with all high dimensional
bundle adjustment algorithms, is that it can take time to converge to a better result: in the one case
when the time was mentioned, the algorithm, running on a 3GHz CPU with an unspecified GPU,
convergence took 30 minutes and 300 iterations.
3.3.3 Very Large Sets of Images from Different Sources and Times
As more and more tourists are uploading their holiday photos to internet based photo-sharing sites
in large numbers, research has intensified in using these images to recreate large scale scenes in a
reasonable amount of time. This is of no use to the hobbyist in our hypothetical scenario currently
but the research into the problems associated with the scalability of 3D reconstruction may eventually
prove useful.
In 2006, proof-of-concept software was created, called “Photo Tourism”, with details described
in (Snavely et al., 2006), that allowed users to navigate from one image of a scene to another. The
software took as input a large collection of images that are known to be of the same scene, normally
created by downloading images tagged with the same keywords. This can only be considered to be
proof-of-concept as the time taken to process the photos made it unlikely to be used outside of academia
in the near term. From the results of the paper: “The total running time of the ... procedure for the
datasets we experimented with ranged from a few hours (for Great Wall, 120 photos processed and
matched, and 82 ultimately registered) to about two weeks (for Notre Dame, 2,635 photos processed
and matched, and 597 photos registered).”
In this algorithm a sparse 3D model is created from identifiable “feature points” in the images
and the placement of the camera pose and position is estimated from the 3D placement of identified
feature points in each image. The feature points are detected using the SIFT algorithm, described
in (Lowe, D. G., 1999) and (Lowe, 2004), which gives near-affine-invariant descriptors to the feature
points that work for a “considerable range of affine distortion”, as mentioned in the latter work. Once
the feature points are labelled in each image, feature points common to each pair of images are used to
estimate the Fundamental Matrix between the pairs. The way in which feature points move between
chains of such images are also checked for consistency and feature points discarded if they are found
to be inconsistent. It is assumed that lens distortion is negligible and can be ignored.
The K matrix associated with each image is also simplified by assuming square pixels and principal
point at the centre of the image, leaving only a focal length scale factor. If there is EXIF information
detailing the focal length associated with the image then this can also be retrieved and is used if it
is within 70%-140% of the value of the focal length values calculated from the decomposition of the
Fundamental matrix.
This leads to estimating 7 parameters per image: 3 for rotation, 3 for translation, and one for focal
length. It is important to initialise the process properly so rather than estimate all cameras and track
all key features at once, one image is added at a time, starting with the pair with the largest number
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of key point matches and the next image added being the one left that that has the largest number of
feature points that have 3D locations already estimated. As each image is added, additional feature
points are added to the sparse model as their 3D placement becomes known. The majority of the time
taken is the iterative bundle adjustment which increases with more images, potentially O(n2), as the
number of couplings between images sharing feature points increases.
There has since been research to give better 3D models from such large datasets and have it take
less time. For example, (Furukawa et al., 2010) focussed on trying to harness the power of parallel
processing to do dense 3D point reconstruction with large sets of images, after filtering out redundant
images. This was mainly done by taking as input the estimated camera positions and sparse 3D model
that would be produced by a similar algorithm to the one above, without the additional precision of
the bundle adjustment. The images are divided into clusters and the clusters processed independently,
and potentially in parallel. There should be a few clusters of images with each cluster having a small
number of images that exclude redundant images but also being representative of the whole. In their
tests, approximately 90% of the images from sets of thousands were found to be redundant and the
processing time for a dense point cloud reconstruction measured in minutes and hours after getting
rid of the low quality and redundant points and images.
Another attempt to increase the efficiency with which such sets of images are to be processed is
described in (Havlena et al., 2010) where an image similarity graph is created and then pruned based
on the concept of “visual overlap”. The graph begins by connecting each image to those five images
that are most similar using this “visual overlap” measure. It is then pruned to give a small subset
of possible image pairings and triplets that are deemed to be representative of the whole. Optimal
pruning is a NP hard problem but there is a fast polynomial algorithm that does it well enough for
the purpose. Reconstruction is divided into prioritised tasks that can be run in parallel which either
create a new 3D model from a triplet of images or connect one image to a given 3D model. At regular
intervals attempts are made to merge overlapping 3D models. The priority is set and manipulated so
that the highest quality model is created in the shortest amount of time and the algorithm can be
stopped before it finishes with the lower priority jobs being those that add a little bit of quality but
take a longer time to do so. With this algorithm the majority of the time seems to be in creating
the initial image similarity matrix but it seems to result in a large decrease in the number of images
that are processed for little loss of quality. For example, one of the results was creating a similarity
matrix of 2545 images in two hours and then pruning it down to a representative set of 70 images in
5 seconds.
Algorithms designed to maximise the parallel processing are described in “Building Rome in a Day”
(Agarwal et al., 2009, 2011), where the goal was to use a distributed cluster of 62 dual core computers
to build a model of Rome in 24 hours from approximately 4 million photos. Unfortunately, the authors
of these papers acknowledge their approach would take approximately an order of magnitude longer
than this but this is still a significant speed up compared to previous attempts. Initially all the
images are distributed to computing nodes and SIFT features extracted in parallel. Candidate image
pairs are proposed and verified based on the matching SIFT features with modifications to take into
account which images each node has so as to minimise network traffic. Individual feature points are
tracked over images in two stages. First each node generates tracks from its local images which are
sent to the master node to be broadcast to every other node. Then each node is assigned part of the
problem of stitching together these partial tracks. A minimal number of images are used to estimate
3D coordinates for feature points at the same time as camera pose and position as in standard SFM
algorithms with a specially designed bundle adjustment algorithm. Once this subset is reconstructed,
the camera positions of the other images can all be estimated in one step based on the known 3D
feature points in the image. Finally, the algorithm described above and in (Furukawa et al., 2010), is
used to give a dense 3D point cloud reconstruction.
Shortly after the initial publication of the original paper “Building Rome in a Day” (Agarwal
et al., 2009), another paper was published that played on the name, being called “Building Rome
on a Cloudless Day” (Frahm et al., 2010) that did create a city scale reconstruction within a single
day, and did it on a single workstation by harnessing the parallel processing power available with
a modern multi-core workstation equipped with graphics processors. A smaller appearance-based
clustering metric is used and the initial clustering takes into account both the appearance and GPS
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information that is sometimes available from EXIF headers. This initial clustering is verified by using
matching SIFT features between an “iconic” image and the other images in the cluster to find the
relative geometry and the number of inlier and outlier point matches for this geometry. If there are
not enough valid images in a cluster, the entire cluster is rejected. Chains of pair-wise relationships
are made between iconic images in different clusters based on a nearest neighbours approach taking
into account the found SIFT features in the iconic images. Each of these pairs of iconic images are
processed in parallel to get camera calibration and a sparse 3D point cloud based on the 3D placement
of the SIFT feature points which are merged as more images are processed. Finally these chains of
relationships are used to get a dense polygon surface mesh and texture map by recovering depth-maps
for the “iconic” images based on the best 20 views of each pixel in the cluster and then the depth-
maps are fused into a final surface model. The depth-map fusion algorithm assumes that there is a
known relationship between the orientations of the depth-maps and this is handled by assuming that
most images have the camera’s x-axis horizontal so no further adjustment is needed to line up the
depth-maps.
3.3.4 Model Based Tracking Using Video
Although a video camera connected to a computer is not currently something that is considered within
the framework of our hypothetical scenario in Section 1.4.1 it is not too far outside of the range of
it either. Video recording capability is now being built into most devices that have photographic
capability. Images were the chosen medium of information to process in the aims and objectives
section, Section 1.4.3, in part because they were so common and available on a wide range of devices.
This is now becoming true for video streams as well although transferring the video to a computer to
process is still a slightly more complicated and time consuming problem for the average user than the
equivalent for images. With the advent of the newer range of consumer smart-phones that combine
computing capability with a high quality video camera in a consumer device this is something that
could be used by our hobbyist in the future.
One way in which the inherent ordering of video frames can be used is to enhance a sketch of a
model provided by the user using 3D information provided by tracking of the camera and automatically
extracted feature points. This is done in (van den Hengel et al., 2007) and the techniques expanded
upon in (van den Hengel et al., 2009). The initial paper was limited to offline processing of video in
their VideoTrace software implementation but the later paper allowed real-time camera and model
tracking, implemented in their Jiim software, using a particularly fast technique to do camera tracking
which is also able to build relatively dense 3D feature point maps with over 10,000 points. In these
papers the use case is in Augmented Reality scenarios where an accurate but low polygon count model
of the scene is needed for the virtual objects to interact with. Feature points are extracted from the
video frames and are assumed to be uniquely defined so they can be tracked between frames to give
camera motion. The model of the scene needs to be created by the user who selects a video frame
and uses a number of tools to create a set of polygons that represent the scene. The initial paper goes
into some detail about the tools that are available to the user to do this.
At the most basic level the VideoTrace software implementation has the user outlining a number
of 2D planar polygons in the scene using a closed set of line segments. There are also two ways for
the user to define a curved surface, one a simple curve on a 2D plane in the image, the other a full
free-form 3D curve. If needed, the 2D polygon or curve can also be extruded to become a 3D object.
To save time where the model has a known symmetry, there is also a feature to mirror a partially
completed model.
Over the course of a number of frames as the camera is moved, the user defined model is placed in
a 3D model space by using the estimated 3D placement of the automatically extracted feature points
that are close to or enclosed by the user supplied model. For example, the user may have outlined a
2D polygon which represents a flat side of an object. If this side is textured then multiple parts of
the surface will be automatically extracted as feature points. The placement of the plane containing
this surface is estimated by using the 3D placement of these feature points. As the placement of the
extracted feature points is further refined over the course of the video, the precise placement of the
user-defined model is also refined.
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There are however a number of limitations to these techniques. The accuracy of the final model
depends on the accuracy of the camera and feature point tracking method but, as is pointed out in
(van den Hengel et al., 2009), the Jiim software was created in such a way that another tracking
module could be used in place of the current one if needed. As these techniques require the user
to sketch the important objects in the scene it is only of use in situations where an accurate but
low polygon count model is required, preferably where the object to be modelled consists of a small
number of flat surfaces. It should also be noted that, if there are significant amounts of radial lens
distortion, the video frames will need to be pre-processed to remove it.
An alternative to having the user creating the entire model from a single video frame is described
in the pair of papers, (Bunnun and Mayol-Cuevas, 2008; Bunnun et al., 2013). In this scenario the user
starts with a simple planar polygon model that is known to be in the scene, a rectangular sheet of white
paper on a dark background, which can be easily found and used to initialise the camera pose and
position. Additional structures are selected in real-time by the user with an additional input device
attached to the camera which allows for 3D placement of these structures which are also overlaid on
the display showing the camera input. The camera position is tracked by using the movement of the
large scale structures of the model, which in turn are based on the tracking of automatically extracted
edge feature points near these structures. The papers describe different input devices to interact with
the system but research is continuing.
The camera tracking in this case is explicitly stated, in both papers, to be “based on estimation
of a partial motion of a three dimensional rigid object moving in three dimensional space which is
described by a six dimensional Lie group and associated algebra”. This is one of the camera pose
estimation techniques used by SLAM algorithms and is briefly mentioned in Section 3.3.5. More
detail is also given in (Bunnun et al., 2013) but there are two important things to note:
1. This technique estimates 6 independent scalars which can be done by minimising a function
that uses the known edge point pair correspondences between frames. The more edge point
correspondences are known, the more accurately these parameters can be estimated.
2. This technique estimates the change of pose and position of the camera rather than the absolute
pose and position. This means it is theoretically possible that this may lead to tracking drift
over time but is unlikely due to the first point.
As a proof of concept the authors have only implemented a small set of primitives. First of course are
simple 3D points. Creating a 3D point is a 2 step process where the user aligns a cross-hair with the
point they wish to create and clicks a button. This creates a virtual 3D ray in space. Theoretically
the user can move the camera and create a second ray in space with the vertex created as the point
of intersection, or closest approach if the rays do not intersect. In practice the authors found that it
was better for the ray to be overlaid in the camera viewpoint and the user restricted to moving the
cross-hair along this ray in subsequent frames to select the actual 3D point. A 3D line is built from
two such 3D points while a plane is defined by three. Once a plane is built, it can be selected to
constrain the placement of new points so that an additional point on the plane can be created by a
single click. Additionally a line parallel or perpendicular to the plane can be created in a similar way
and using a scroll wheel to adjust the length of the line. A similar use of the scroll wheel is used to
extrude an entire planar face into a 3D volume.
In the second paper, (Bunnun et al., 2013), it is mentioned that further refinements are planned so
that a user can pause the live camera feed to select many points in one view. This allows a rectangular
planar face to be defined more easily by using 4 selected points from one view, moving the camera
and pausing it again for the user to readjust the placement of the four points. A circle can also be
defined by five points selected in a single static view and an additional feature added to extrude this
into a cylinder.
This is interesting research that is ongoing but is limited by the user interaction needed to only
being used in a small set of circumstances where an accurate but minimal polygon model is needed
and the user interaction time is comparatively cost-effective. In cases where the time of the user is
more valuable, the small polygon count is less important, or the accuracy of the model with a totally
automatic approach is adequate, one of the SLAM algorithms, described below, may be used instead.
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The above methods inherently assume that the scene is composed of rigid structures, such as
wooden tables, but the real world also contains deformable structures, such as clothing and pieces of
paper, that may also need to be modelled and tracked. One way of doing so is explored in (Salzmann
et al., 2007) where a bounded surface is modelled as a triangulated mesh where the angles between
neighbouring triangles may change over time. The mesh is expressed by the coordinates of all the
vertices but the deformation is more naturally expressed as the angles between neighbouring trian-
gles. These two different ways of describing the surface are inconvenient to switch between so the
deformation of the surface, without rigid body motion, is changed to be estimated by a weighted sum
of a small set of principal vertex component changes.
In order to create the small set of principal vertex component changes a number of different steps
need to be taken. The angle based parametrisation of the deformation is used to sample the set of
all possible deformations and create a database of the resulting meshes. In the paper three different
shaped mesh shape deformations are explored: a rectangle mesh, a triangle, and an object that is
a combination of a triangle attached to a rectangle representing a general object of arbitrary planar
polygon. The rectangle is simply made from multiple pairs of triangles that form squares and the
triangle is made by recursively sub-dividing the triangle into smaller interlinked triangles.
It is also noted that the degrees of freedom for the deformation is related to the number of boundary
edges of the shape and is always less than the number of vertex coordinates. In the case of a rectangle
withM×N vertices, and 3MN vertex coordinates, this is given by a total of 2M+2N−7 determining
angles between border triangles and the 6 degrees of freedom that fix the position and orientation of
one of the triangles of the mesh. For the triangle with N vertices per side, and therefore 32N(N + 1)
vertex coordinates, this is 3N − 6 determining angles, again between the border triangles, and the 6
degrees of freedom that fix the position and orientation of one of the triangles of the mesh. Ignoring
the 6 degrees of freedom for rigid body motion and assuming a maximal inter-triangle deformation,
a sampling of the possible states of deformation is taken by randomly setting the appropriate angles
and storing the result as a vector of vertex coordinates. In (Salzmann et al., 2007) the angles for
this sampling of the rectangular mesh were in the range [−π6 ,
π




9 ] for the other cases.
As number of degrees of freedom are much less than the number of vertex coordinates, principal
component analysis can be used to find a lower dimensional representation of the deformation in
terms of vertex coordinate changes. A deformation of the mesh is therefore the initial mesh plus a
weighted sum of the principal components. A further term can also be added if the surface does not
stretch to force the edge lengths between the triangles to remain constant.
There are then different ways to estimate the correct weights to allow for the detection and tracking
of the object in a video sequence over time. In particular, the object can be initially detected if there is
a textured model of the object in its rest position. In this case point correspondences can be used with
adjustment of the weightings to minimise the Euclidean distance in the image between the projection
of feature points on the surface of the object and the corresponding found image feature. For tracking,
we can start with the estimate that the object has not changed shape. Given the last known shape of
the object from a previous video frame we can predict the location of the boundary of the object and
any occluding contours. These are then sampled in the current video frame and the neighbourhood
of these points are searched to look for the closest edge or texture boundary. The weightings are then
adjusted to minimise the Euclidean distance between the expect and actual boundaries.
3.3.5 Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM)
The various SLAM algorithms take as input a video sequence of a scene and process it frame by frame,
to build up a model of the scene and the path of the video camera through the scene. SLAM can be
classified as a specific sub-class of structure from motion algorithms where the motion is constrained.
It is assumed that movement of the camera and any changes in the scene between video frames is
small enough that, to a first approximation, the camera has not moved and the scene is static. This
gives a first approximation for the camera position and the view from that position. The estimated
view is then compared to the actual video frame and adjustments made to the approximated camera
position and the scene model.
Modern SLAM algorithms are to be run in real time as the video is collected and it is currently
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not practical to use every pixel in every frame of high definition video so a subset is used. This may
simply be that the video is of a lower quality but it is likely that other simplifications are also used.
In some cases this may mean that not all frames are used, only “key-frames” that meet some criteria
for being processed. In other cases this means that not all pixels are used, only identifiable “feature
points” found in the video frame to give a sparse 3D point cloud model. It may also be that the model
is made of higher order structures rather than just a simple point cloud, as in the case of (Brown et al.,
2000), which starts with a user-supplied seed wire-frame model and over time builds up confidence
in the 3D placement of the vertices and then can automatically extend the wire-frame model as the
video input continues.
A more complex example, (Gee et al., 2008), uses recognisable feature points in video frames to
give sparse 3D points and 3D edges in a 3D model but then uses these to build up a more complex
structure, such as lines and planes, to build up a more useful static 3D model that are more efficient
to track over time. As more of the scene is explored, more points and edges are found and subsets of
these give support for the existence of the higher order structures. If there is enough support for a
higher order structure the original points are removed and the appropriate parametrisation describing
the higher order structure is added and adjusted as more of the scene is explored. In this case it also
needs to be assumed that the scene itself is static.
Another algorithm, described in (Paalanen et al., 2008) in the context of decision making for one-
eyed autonomous robotics, is an intermediate stage between a sparse and dense point cloud using
key-frames. The sparse 3D feature points found in the video frame are used for SLAM and then the
camera pose is used along with the last key-frame to allow per-pixel disparity and depth maps to be
built for the current frame, if a number of parameters are over certain accuracy thresholds. If the
current video frame gives an accurate enough dense depth map it is then used as the next key-frame.
Most SLAM algorithms ignore the problem of estimating the internal camera parameters, i.e. the
K matrix and radial distortion, and assume that they are known by some other means. In these
cases it is assumed that the video frames are pre-processed to undo any radial distortion but there
are others that try to estimate these parameters as part of the SLAM process. For example, (Civera
et al., 2009) assumes that the intrinsic camera parameters are static and that the camera has square
pixels and estimates the focal length, principal point and 2 radial distortion parameters as well as
camera pose and a 3D sparse point cloud over the course of the video. In this approach the estimates
are probability distribution functions for the internal camera parameters that are assumed to be fixed
but the functions are updated over time leading to good results in their tests.
A number of papers have also been published as part of research conducted for a 2012 PhD thesis,
(Lovegrove, 2012), which show real-time dense scene reconstruction and camera tracking in special
cases. Every pixel can be used in scene reconstruction and camera tracking in rotation only or pure
translation situations. Alternatively, this same information can be used to do live stitching together
of overlapping video frames in the case of pure rotation or the assumption of a single infinite plane to
project to. There is also discussion on the use of Lie group parametrisation of rotation and translation
which allows for simple cost minimisation adjustment of estimated parameters as all changes in pa-
rameters give smooth continuous changes in results. This leads to equations for calculating derivatives
that can be used to algebraically calculate the minimal cost parameter adjustments rather than more
primitive iterative cost-minimisation methods most other bundle-adjustment techniques use. This
is briefly mentioned in Section 3.3.4 in relation to the techniques described in papers (Bunnun and
Mayol-Cuevas, 2008; Bunnun et al., 2013), but for more information see (Lovegrove, 2012).
Another method of doing a similar real-time dense reconstruction is shown in (Newcombe and
Davison, 2010). In this case, a number of previously created algorithms and concepts are used in a
new way. First an initial SLAM algorithm, (Klein and Murray, 2007), is used to gather and update
a sparse point cloud with a small history of previous frames kept to give a key-frame and a number
of frames that represent small offsets of the camera from this key-frame. For the points in the point
cloud, their surface normals are estimated by keeping track of the visibility of the points in the set
of key frames. A guess of the surface normal is made by averaging the optical axis directions of the
key-frames in which it is visible.
These oriented points are used to create a multi-scale implicit surface function in real time, using
a technique described in (Ohtake et al., 2003) and briefly mentioned here in the introductory section
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of Section 3.1. This is suited to the sparse nature of the data and allows interpolation over large low
density areas. The surface is then sampled and turned into a triangular surface mesh whenever a new
key-frame is generated. For each pixel in a key frame a ray is cast to intersect with the surface and
this 3D point back-projected into the frames with nearby camera placement to give a set of predicated
image correspondences. An adjustment to the depth of the point from the perspective of the reference
camera is used to restrict the adjustment of the surface to a 1D search in the other images to see if
there is a better match. This is done for every pixel in the key frame to give a dense depth map of
the surface from the point of view of each key-frame. With appropriate hardware and optimisations
this was done in “real-time” processing 30 frames per second with 640 × 480 image resolution. The
key-frames are automatically created from the current frame based on the a threshold of the ratio of
pixels in the current frame that cover the current reconstruction. A buffer of 60 frames is kept from
which the frames considered near to the current key-frame are retrieved from.
In 2011 a paper was published from Microsoft Research,(Newcombe et al., 2011), that in a lot
of ways can be thought of as building on the work of (Newcombe and Davison, 2010) and taking
advantage of the depth information available to RGB-D devices, specifically the Microsoft Kinect.
The paper outlines a way of doing a real-time 3D scanning method with the Microsoft Kinect, a
consumer hardware product described in more detail in Section 3.4.2 that produces depth data for a
sub-set of pixels in video frames. Microsoft Research produced software along with the paper, called
KinectFusion, that has been demonstrated at conferences and is an implementation of the processes
described in this paper. The software is in the process of being open-sourced but was not available
for review at the time of writing and so the following is based on (Newcombe et al., 2011).
The main use case for the KinectFusion software is where the output of a hand held Kinect is
used in real-time to render a small scene, with good results expected for a volume of less than 7m3,
according to the paper. There are a number of optimisations that do not need to be explained here
but are used to allow the processing of one frame of the streaming video to happen before the next
frame arrives, with the help of a powerful graphics processor. The paper also shows how it could
work with less powerful graphics processors in experiments where the algorithm is allowed to run with
restricted scene resolution and using only every sixth frame and still has adequate results. As with
most SLAM based approaches, the algorithm assumes that it is run fast enough that the movement
of the camera and movement within the scene are both small enough that the camera position and
scene found for the previous frame are good first approximations for this frame. The algorithm then
uses discrepancies to more accurately localise the camera and detect changes within the scene.
It is possible to use a simple difference of the depth maps between frames to estimate the movement
of the camera, which is a slight variation on the standard difference in detected feature points, such
as corners, explained in Section 3.1.4.1. If done simply by comparing the current frame to the last
frame, it is possible that camera positional errors could accumulate over time. Instead the depth map
is compared with the appropriate portion of the constructed scene model, inferred from the video
stream so far, for the position of the camera in the last frame.
This is complicated by the fact that it is possible that between frames both the camera position
and the scene have changed. It is assumed that the majority of changes to the depth map between
frames are due to the change of camera position. Once the camera position has been estimated, the
3D model is updated based on additional and anomalous depth information from the current frame.
The additional depth information is used to add to the 3D model of the scene parts of the scene
that have not been previously viewed. The anomalous depth information is then used to update the
parts that have changed. Videos and recorded live demonstrations show that this seems to work well
and that, after an object in the scene is moved, the model is normally in a transitional phase for a
couple of seconds. This transitional phase is where the object in the scene reconstruction is not fully
in either position but is in the process of being removed from one place and instantiated in another.
This is mainly due to the fact that the model cannot be updated until the Kinect has been moved to
re-scan the entire changed portion of the scene.
Another technique for using the Kinect, or other RGB-D mobile sensor, for real-time dense SLAM
is described in (Salas-Moreno et al., 2014). This paper focuses on enhancing a global model where the
depth measurements are used to estimate surface elements, or surfels, as small spheres of uncertainty
with an estimated surface normal. In (Salas-Moreno et al., 2014), an additional process is used to
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label these surfels as belonging to planar elements of the scene if appropriate on the assumption that
most real-world scenes have a number of planar elements that can be easily and quickly modelled.
For real-time processing, the data structures are initially kept in the GPU and only when a labelled
plane is out of view of the camera is it compressed by the CPU into a smaller data structure. The
procedure can cope with obscured planar surfaces as the plane will be represented as a data structure
representing a bounded rectangular plane with a binary pixel mask that covers the surface of the plane
representing detected surfels on that plane. As the mask used is in practice fixed to be 65536× 65536
virtual pixels in size, the data structure can represent holes in a plane that is 64m× 64m down to the
millimetre scale. This representation leads to an almost 9-to-1 compression ratio for the data storage
requirements of surfels that are detected as belonging to a plane as the only information that needs
to be stored specifically for them are their array indices. Tests in the paper showed that this system
could process a scene at 15 frames a second on a high performance laptop with a good graphics card.
3.4 A Selection of Current 3D Scanning Products
This section describes some 3D scanning products that are similar to the 3D scanning solution proposed
in this work. The ideal solution would be open source software, paired with portable commodity
hardware, that needs no manual configuration and can give good quality output in a short amount of
time. None of the products fulfil all of these goals.
The DAVID project, reviewed in Section 3.4.1, is an open source software project that uses sim-
ple/cheap hardware with the goal of creating a 3D scanning system that is simple and easy to use
while also giving high quality scans.
The Microsoft Kinect is a relatively inexpensive hardware device that is quickly becoming widely
available and is described in more detail in Section 3.4.2. It uses an infra-red source and detector with
known relative positions and triangulation to overlay a sparse depth map on video frames collected
with a more traditional video camera, all in the same piece of consumer hardware. This can be used,
along with the KinectFusion software, described in Section 3.3.5, to get real-time interactive 3D scans
of a “tabletop” scene. Currently, to get the speed for the scanning capability to be real-time at high
quality, it seems that the Kinect hardware must be connected to a computer with a high end graphics
processor that is running the KinectFusion software.
AutoDesk 123D Catch is a free-ware application that takes a set of digital images, uploads them
to a cloud service for processing, and gives back a file that is claimed to be a faithful reconstruction
of the scene. This has the same input, a set of images, and output, a 3D model, as is proposed here
but there was no indication in the documentation of how it got from input to output. Therefore,
a number of tests were run on this software, detailed in Section 3.4.3, to try and reverse-engineer
how it worked. A brief comparison is also given comparing the deduced workings of the AutoDesk
123D Catch to a product with a similar set-up, the Automatic Reconstruction Conduit (ARC) 3D
web-service7, documented in (Vergauwen and Gool, 2006) and briefly explored in Section 3.4.4. There
are a number of such free web-services that allow you to upload photos to a cloud service and then
download a 3D model of it to your computer. These are just two such examples8 that are compared as
they advertise themselves as being both easy to use and accurate and are examples of the differences
7http://www.arc3d.be/
8Another such service is the VisualSize PhotoModel3D service hosted by the University of California Santa Barbara
for Professor Yuan-Fang Wong at http://rogue.cs.ucsb.edu/PhotoModel3D/webUpload.html. This service uses the
algorithms developed in the course of the research of his Computer Vision Research Laboratory. It allows the user to
upload photos or a video file and the 3D model is displayed in .wrl format that can be displayed in the web browser or
a .ply file that can be imported into common 3D modelling programs.
The small Dunedin company Aero, http://areo.co.nz, is another example of a company that offers a similar online
service, accesible via software called Areoscan. This company has ties to the local Otago University research community
and sell their services to create 3D scene reconstructions in different areas, such as modelling topological features and
cityscapes from a series of aerial images. Upon request the company can give an interested party an account and
software that allows them to upload images to their servers that then create a 3D point cloud based model of the scene.
This is used as a form of advertising to build brand awareness and loyalty. The user can see what is achievable with
the basic functions available on the provided software, and also what sort of quality they can easily get, and they are
then more likely to hire the Areo team for any big 3D re-construction or modelling projects.
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between commercial and academic software development.
Finally there is an overview, in Section 3.4.5, into research to create a 3D scanning “app” to be run
from a smart phone. The paper referenced, (Hartl et al., 2011), does not indicate that the software
developed is intended to be anything more than a research prototype but it could conceivably be
turned into an application that could be put into a smart-phone “app store”. A downloadable “app”
would allow for widespread adoption of the software and the hardware itself, the smart-phone, is
portable and becoming ubiquitous in the developed world. As smart-phones become more powerful
and more wide-spread it is more likely that such a solution would be able to be used by the hobbyist
in our hypothetical scenario in Section 1.4.1 in the near future.
There are many other 3D scanning products available that purport to do similar jobs but only
these few have been explored as being possible fits for the hypothetical scenario described in Section
1.4.1. For example, there is a product called BOB (Big Object Base) Capture, which used to be called
3D SOM Pro, that is available for purchase that purports to build accurate 3D models from digital
images and can also be used with a calibration sheet and a matte background to retrieve structure
from silhouette. The price of over $US2395 would however puts it out of reach of the hobbyist.9
During the initial stages of this research a trial version of the software was explored, when it was still
called 3D SOM and likely using algorithms similar to the ones described in a paper describing it in
2005, (Baumberg et al., 2005). The calibration sheet contains a circle in the centre without calibration
markers that is designated for the object to be scanned. If the object is too large to fit within this clear
space, it is to be balanced on top of a pedestal that sits in this clear space. This limits the nature of
the objects that be scanned a little as they must be able to be balanced on such a pedestal. A matte
background is also to be placed behind the object in each view for automated background detection
and silhouette extraction. The automated detection of this matte background was insufficient in the
images that were taken and a manual process had to be followed to create the individual silhouttes.
Given the target scenario of an automated process with minimal additional hardware this was thought
to be a less than optimal solution although the output quality, which would depend on the quality of
the silhoutte, seemed to be quite good after the relatively time consuming manual silhoutte masking
process.
This manual masking process is used in a different context in another commercial product, Agisoft
Photoscan10 to also give quality scans. With this product there is no calibration sheet and the images
are calibrated using some form of common feature matching. In order to restrict the scene to only
the object of interest before doing a dense reconstruction, the user manually defines the portion of
the scene that is of interest. A dense point cloud reconstruction is then done, using an unknown
algorithm, which can be turned into a triangulated surface mesh. At each step of the process the user
is able to adjust the automatically detected scene and cameras, even to the extent of correcting feature
point pairings in the initial calibration process. As such even the standard version of the software is
a powerful tool in the hands of an expert but may be too confusing for the novice if the output of the
automated method needs adjustment. As is mentioned in Section 3.4.3, a comparison of this product
with, among other products, Autodesk 123D Catch, in (Nguyen et al., 2012a), showed that it gave
usable results without user input and that the results were similar to those of Autodesk 123D Catch.
3.4.1 DAVID Project
The DAVID project11, is an open source project with the goal of making 3D scanning of small objects
practical for the home user by creating a 3D scan with a triangulation or structured light approach,
see Section 3.1.3.2 and Section 3.1.3.3. The initial approach, explained in (Winkelbach, S. et al.,
2006), uses a digital video camera and a hand-held laser along with a 3D background calibration rig
to identify the positioning of the camera and laser with respect to each other and the object to be
9Some sparse information is available at the website http://www.bigobjectbase.com/ with the product available for
purchase at https://shopper.mycommerce.com/checkout/product/51089-5
10A trial version of Agisoft Photoscan is available from http://www.agisoft.com/downloads/installer/ where the prod-
uct is by default in demo mode where the model can not be saved or exported. A free 30 fully functional trial licence is
available on request. A licence for the standard version is available for $US179 or $US3499 for the professional version
with a number of additional features that would not be used by the hobbyist.
11http://www.david-laserscanner.com
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Figure 3.9: Original DAVID set-up
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:DAVID-LASERSCANNER_start_screen.jpg&oldid=38941984
(Image permalink) originally uploaded by user EXEQt and released into the public domain.
scanned, see Figure 3.9. This hand-held laser projects a line onto the surface of the object and the
calibration rig. It is assumed that the object to be scanned is in the centre of the field of view of the
camera so that the laser-line plane is estimated from the extremities of the laser-line in the image that
are assumed to be projected onto the calibration rig. The deflections of the line as seen in the image
are then treated as parts of the object at differing depth from the camera and the points are found in
3D space by triangulation.
This original scenario has been modified to include the option of having the laser motorised and
moved in a predictable manner between start and end positions, either constant rotation or constant
movement. A further modification was later added so that the laser-line device could be replaced
with a projector which projects various 2D structured light patterns to capture the 3D data. In either
of these cases, the calibration rig is only required for the purposes of initial calibration and can be
removed for the actual scanning procedure provided only that the relative positions of the devices
remains the same and none of their settings are changed.
The general procedure for calibrating the devices and creating a scan is:
1. Calibrate the camera and, if not using the original hand-held laser set up, also calibrate either
the motion of the motorised laser or the properties of the projector. These settings can be saved
so that if there have not been any relevant changes between scans, this step can be skipped. The
calibration rig is two printed pattern sheets in vertical planes attached at exactly 90 degrees to
each other. The camera is set to see both planes and it can be calibrated from the image of the
calibration rig. As the size of the individual sheets are known, part of the calibration will give
the camera’s position in real world coordinates relative to the calibration rig. If a motorised
laser is to be used then the motion is recorded and the range of motion estimated using the
start and end of the motion as seen by the light on the calibration rig as seen by the calibrated
camera. In the case of the projector, another calibration routine is run where a known pattern of
structured light is projected onto the calibration rig. As there is a known relationship between
the calibration rig and the camera, the position and pose of the projector can be triangulated.
Some other settings can also be found which may affect the scan quality or speed such as how
long each pattern should be projected and the relative brightness of the projector.
2. Get multiple partial scans of the object to get 3D information from the current view and then
manually move the object, normally by rotating it, and do this again. Each partial scan will
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get a set of 3D points in a real world coordinate scale which are turned into a surface mesh.
Information about the colour of these 3D points can also be found, but not at the same time as
the 3D information is acquired, by highlighting the object with light. If the object and camera
are static for the length of the partial scan, a few seconds normally, then the colour information
can be found from video frames where the appropriate pixel was not highlighted by the laser or
projector light.
3. Stitch the partial scans together and convert the resulting mesh to an appropriate format for
saving. The stitching can be done automatically by finding the homography matrices between
pairs of scans that allow conversion from one coordinate system to another. This is normally
done for the pairs where there is the most corresponding point overlap, and can be restricted to
a rotation around a particular axis by the user. To convert from one homogeneous coordinate
frame to another is a Euclidean transformation so although we need a 4 × 4 matrix there are
only a maximum of six degrees of freedom for the 16 elements in this matrix: three for the
relative orientation of the coordinate axes, and three for the movement of the origin. This
matrix is therefore determined by two known 3D point-pair correspondences with an ambiguity
of rotation around the line linking these points. A third such point-pair correspondence resolves
this ambiguity. A quick way of producing possible point-pair correspondences and verifying
them is shown in Section 3.1 and 3.2 of (Winkelbach, S. et al., 2006). Alternatively there is also
an interface for doing this manually which will use three or more manually selected point pairs
to allow for slight errors in selection.
This project seems to have expanded the choices that are available for the hardware set up to allow
the user to choose which of the qualities of portability, cost, automation, and accuracy, are important
to them and to choose a set up that suits. The speed and accuracy of the projected structured lighting
approach depends on the properties of both the projector and the camera, but it is likely that it will
be able to complete a partial scan faster, although less accurately, than the laser line approaches. The
original set up is cheaper and more portable but has been found to be less accurate than the other
approaches in some cases due to blurring in the scanning laser line from hand tremors. The partial
scanning process itself is automated in the alternate projector and motorised laser scan scenarios but
the parts are more expensive and, if it is to be portable and not need to be recalibrated every time it
is moved, everything needs to be attached securely to a rigid frame so that nothing moves in transit.
It is expected that the user would either set aside a dedicated space or recalibrate after moving the
rig.
3.4.2 Microsoft Kinect Hardware and KinectFusion Software
Near the mid-point of this research the Microsoft Kinect was released and was popular enough that it
can be considered to be commodity hardware. This is hardware that is able to deliver an image with
an estimated depth for each pixel in the image and can in principle be used as an input device for a 3D
scanning method. At the start of this research, such a setup would have been expensive for the average
person to construct and prone to measurement error. Now that such devices are becoming cheaper,
there is active research in how best to use such devices for exploring their physical environment.
For example, (Henry et al., 2012) explored using the combination of point features described by the
standard RGB colour components along with the dense depth maps to estimate camera movement
between frames produced by such a device and over time to build up a camera path and a global
3D model. The conclusion of this paper was that there were advantages to doing so but that more
research was required to optimise the various parts of their algorithm.
The hardware contained in the Kinect device that is used to give the depth map is a paired infra-
red light source and infra-red sensor. The light source produces a known dot pattern that is reflected
off objects and received by the sensor. From promotional material it is indicated that the pattern
received is compared to the pattern transmitted and a depth map is constructed using triangulation,
as described in Section 3.1.3.2. Reverse engineering efforts, such as the OpenKinect Project12 have
12http://openkinect.org/wiki/Main_Page
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Figure 3.10: Microsoft Kinect device
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Xbox-360-Kinect-Standalone.png&oldid=62156891 (Im-
age permalink) originally uploaded by Evan-Amos of Vanamo Media and released into the public domain.
shown that the depth is converted to an 11-bit value. Where no depth data is available it returns
2047.
There is also a standard RGB digital video camera that is placed in between the infra-red source and
sensor. The relationship between the infra-red sensor, colour camera, and infra-red source are known
and static as they are all housed within the same physical device, along with a series of microphones
that are not important for our purposes, see Figure 3.10. These relationships, as well as the camera
properties, are estimated in (Khoshelham, 2011) and (Smisek et al., 2011). An important difference
between these two papers is that lens distortion parameters, for both radial and tangential distortion,
were estimated in (Smisek et al., 2011) but not in (Khoshelham, 2011) which should allow for more
accurate camera calibration. This then allows the colour and depth information to be combined to
give a stream of video at 30 frames per second containing four channels, RGB-D, three for colour, and
one for depth, where the depth is converted to an 11-bit value.
A careful study of the accuracy of the depth measurements in (Khoshelham, 2011), shows that the
accuracy is degraded at larger distances and the practical depth mapping range is between one and
three metres from the sensor. There is a firmware upgrade available, “Near Mode”, that is designed
to allow greater accuracy at closer distance while sacrificing accuracy at larger distances. A chart on
a MSDN blog post13 shows that the Microsoft defined “normal” range of values changes from 0.8-4m
to 0.4-3m with this firmware change. The Kinect was compared to a pair of rigidly mounted cameras
with known relationships and a Time of Flight camera in (Smisek et al., 2011). It was found that all
three were reasonably accurate. The Kinect was better than the Time of Flight camera used but not
as accurate as the stereo cameras.
Additionally a book was published, (Fossati et al., 2012), that used the Microsoft Kinect hardware
as the archetypical RGB-D device with which 3D re-construction and object recognition algorithms
were described and tested. It is more properly a series of expanded papers with the initial one being an
expansion of (Smisek et al., 2011). This chapter and paper describe a process to calibrate the Kinect
and the results of such a process. Tables and graphs are provided that give the estimated calibration
parameters for the Kinect. This chapter and paper also includes the distances between the infra-red
camera, the RGB camera, and the infra-red projector as well as graphs showing the accuracy of the
measured depth value against a known depth which gives a depth quantisation step size for the range
of depths.
In the Microsoft KinectFusion software and algorithms, described in (Newcombe et al., 2011)
and Section 3.3.5, a way of producing a real-time 3D scanning method with the Microsoft Kinect
is outlined. Assuming that the KinectFusion software is open-sourced, or at the very least made
available outside Microsoft Research, this approach is likely to become one of the standard methods
13http://blogs.msdn.com/b/kinectforwindows/archive/2012/01/20/near-mode-what-it-is-and-isn-t.aspx
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of doing low-cost 3D scanning. The hardware it uses is quickly becoming commodity hardware and
the real-time construction of the 3D model means that the user does not need to spend much time
to acquire the initial model. The feedback of this constantly updated model also allows the user to
capture a good quality model every time.
There is also at least one independent project that follows a similar process where the Kinect is only
one of the supported devices. This product is called ReconstructMe14, a Windows software product
with a Software Development Kit (SDK) available for developers. As a free version is available for
download this may be quite useful for our hypothetical hobbyist although it embeds watermarking
in the output scans. The prices on their website are just possibly within the range of the motivated
hobbyist at €179 for a single user commercial licence and €599 for a single developer licence that
also gives access to the SDK. No prices are listed for educational or volume licences but an email
address is given to contact the sales team. The commercial licence removes the watermarking from
the scans and speeds up output of a triangulated mesh which may refer to adding the functionality to
take advantage of parallel processing for mesh generation in the licensed version. A blog post on their
website, dated November 21 2014, announced the release of a new version of the SDK that supports
marker detection and tracking which also included example code that allows a coordinate system and
volume of interest to be defined in terms of the marker15. This is the equivalent to the way in which
the maximal volume of interest is determined in Section 4.4 as part of the process put forward in
Section 4.4. This solves the problem in our hypothetical scenario of identifying which part of the
scene is the object of interest: it is that volume of space above the marker/calibration sheet. Without
this, the standard process of creating a 3D scan of a “tabletop” scene, would require a post-processing
step where the user carved out of the 3D scanned scene the object of interest.
The current requirements for these products of a computer with a high end graphics processor are
not likely to be a problem in the future as what is considered high end now will be considered a low
end commodity graphics card in 2-5 years time. In the immediate time frame, this requirement can
be relaxed in the case of the KinectFusion software at least, at the expense of a slightly less accurate
model, to allow the use of lower end graphics processors. In the context of “3D photocopying” the
object will still need to be identified and cut out of the 3D model of the scene but if the rest of the
process is made so easy then this need not be a significant problem for the user.
3.4.3 AutoDesk 123D Catch
In late 2011, software called “Autodesk 123D Catch” was released as a free-ware download that the
promotion material said allowed you to “take ordinary photos and turn them into extraordinary
models”, although there was no information on how this was achieved. This software was used by a
summer scholarship student, Morgan Lieshout, under the author’s supervision, in order to try and
find out how it worked and what sort of quality could be expected from it. A small internal report
was produced with the conclusions (Lieshout, 2012a) and is included as Appendix G. The software
installed on the local computer takes the images and sends them to a “cloud service” for processing and
receives back a 3D scene reconstruction in a proprietary format to display. Different representations
of this 3D reconstruction are seen in Figure 3.11.
The software does not use a specific calibration pattern but instead assumes the scene is sufficiently
textured and there are overlaps between pairs of images so that relative camera positions can be
estimated from the scene itself. If there is EXIF meta-data contained in the images, it seems to be
used to calculate the appropriate internal camera parameters but estimations of these parameters are
made if this information is missing. It even seems to give appropriate results if the image set contains
images taken with two different cameras.
The quality of the output of three such “black box” systems is evaluated in (Nguyen et al., 2012a),
including 123D Catch, where the number of images and the resolution of images were changed to see
what the outcome would be. The three different “black box” systems were 123D Catch, Agisoft, and





divided the four algorithms into two classes: those that seem to seem to create silhouette based visual
hulls (Agisoft and 123D Catch) and those that use correspondence based structure from motion (the
variant of their algorithm and Hyper3D). It was found that with fewer images, the silhouette based
visual hull algorithms showed coarser features but the correspondence based structure from motion
re-constructions had holes in the reconstruction which was considered to be a worse outcome. The
silhouette based algorithms were found to be less robust when the image resolution was lowered but
could still give a reconstruction from lower resolution images. From Section 4.2 of (Nguyen et al.,
2012a): “Models reconstructed with low-resolution images using correspondence-based approaches
often have noisy surfaces, but appear more complete. However, for correspondence-based approaches,
a resolution below 800 x 600 does not seem to produce satisfactory models anymore.”
In the case of 123D Catch specifically, it appeared to work the fastest, to produce a subjectively
similar quality geometry and better texture, with a comparable lower limit on the number of images
and resolution as compared to the benchmark algorithm. The other two black box algorithms did
worse than 123D Catch in at least one of these categories.
In the testing by the summer scholarship student, time complexity appeared to be O(n) in the
number of images. It is possible this is an effect of dynamic assignment of computing resources
when processing the scene on the “cloud” however. The quality of the reconstruction of the scene is
dependent on the order in which the images are added to the set, especially which image is the first
one successfully processed. The order of the other images also changes the reconstruction, although
the variation in quality is not as severe as if changing the initial image. Normally there is only a
variation in the small scale details of the object, such as the number, shape, and size of triangles
making up the larger surfaces of the object and slight variations in the size, shape, and orientation of
3D corners.
Some form of multi-view geometry is being used to relate the images to each other and it can
be seen from the above that this requires the use of reference images, rather than constructing a
chain of relationships, as described in Section 3.2. This would indicate that the first image is used
as a reference image for processing of the other images. This conclusion is further strengthened by
the fact that the order of subsequent images is relatively unimportant. If the chain method were
used then it is likely that in one or more of the tests that one of the links in the chain would have
been estimated poorly leading to a substantially sub-standard model. It is probable that there are
other intermediary reference images used when the relationship between a subsequent image and the
initial image is indeterminable, for example when their viewpoints are diametrically opposed with
no common features. Another option could be that an algorithm, such as SIFT, is run that labels
features in all images and the highest number of common features between image pairs are used for
initial image pairing. In this case the order the images are presented in would not change the output
as happens in this case.
The simplest conclusion to draw from this information is that multiple Fundamental matrices are
constructed relating an image to the reference image, probably built based on the point pair matches
of a large number of automatically detected feature points in the background. While it is possible that
the Trifocal or Quadrifocal tensor are used it is unlikely as in these cases the quality of the output
would be seen to be more sensitive to the first two or three images rather than just the first one.
In general, the more images used, the higher the quality of the output. Tests were done with a
few sets of 100 images and subsets of 50 images taken from this set of 100 images. The object in the
centre of the scene to be modelled was a felt covered soft toy chosen because its surface was not shiny
or reflective and so was unlikely to show highlights or have any other lighting problems. The output
model was of good quality for most sets of 50 images and all sets of 100. The initial scene model file
is in a proprietary format but the software can export it as most of the common formats.
There is no differentiation between the object of interest and the rest of the scene and reconstruction
is only “up to scale”. This means that if it is to be used in the “3D photocopying” scenario, user
intervention is required to select the object of interest in the reconstructed scene and to give an
indication of scale before it is printed out.
From a usability point of view, the flexibility of estimating the relative camera positions from
overlapping features in multiple images can be an advantage but it needs practice to get a feel for
setting up shots for the best effect. This is complicated by the fact that the quality of the output
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Figure 3.11: Scene reconstruction output from 100 image input using Autodesk 123D Catch.
Screenshots first published in (Lieshout, 2012a)
can vary slightly depending on the order in which the images are processed. In pathological cases this
could potentially be such a large problem that, in the authors opinion, it may override all the other
advantages of the system for a new user as it is an inconsistent behaviour that is hard to understand
without also understanding the underlying theory of how the software works. In practice this does
not seem to be a problem as the differences seen were restricted to slight deformations of the surface.
There are other problems that can occur with this type of 3D scanning such as lack of textures, self-
occluding, and reflective materials, but these can be relatively easily understood by the novice user
and so compensated for. The varying of the output model based simply on the order in which the
images is processed, while potentially causing less actual model degradation, is more of a concern as
there is no easy way for the novice to compensate for it.
3.4.4 ARC 3D Web-service
For comparison, the ARC 3D web-service16, is another service that allows the user to upload images
and get back a 3D model but in this case the inner workings of the back-end portion are documented
16Available at http://www.arc3d.be/
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in (Vergauwen and Gool, 2006). The process is known to be broken down into discrete parallel tasks
that are run on a cluster of machines. The initial output that can be downloaded by the user is a
camera calibration matrix for each image, utilising a common coordinate frame, and depth maps for
each image with a corresponding quality map indicating the confidence of the 3D placement of points.
These can in turn be used as input to another supplied program to produce an initial 3D point cloud
that displays only those points that are above a certain user-defined quality threshold. This point
cloud can then be edited with unwanted areas and volumes masked out and a surface mesh produced
which can then be saved in a number of different formats. The processing occurs in four broadly
defined steps with a number of optimisations not mentioned for the sake of brevity:
1. The initial step takes the images, and, for each possible pair of images, produces a score which
is thresholded to give a set of candidates for which it is thought that corresponding points
can be matched in the image pair due to the fact that the images are nearly the same. The
score used is calculated from a pair-wise area similarity measure such as the normalised zero-
mean correlation used in the similarity score described in Section 6.3 and each pair of images is
processed in parallel.
2. In the next step, feature points, such as corners, are extracted and all the pairs of images left
from the first step are again restricted to just those where a pairing of feature points from one
image to another is possible, presumably through the use of a calculated Fundamental matrix.
Where an image is involved in more than one pairing, the appropriate image triplets are used.
If three images are used, images 1, 2, and 3, where image 1 has been paired with images 2 and
3, then the triplet is only kept if there is sufficient matching between the image pair of images 2
and 3 as well. This is stated as giving a more robust result than directly using the image pairs.
3. The image triplets are then used to calibrate each of the cameras while keeping a common
coordinate frame for all images. To do this it is assumed that, if the intrinsic parameters cannot
be calculated from explicit EXIF meta-data, the unknown intrinsic parameters for a triplet are
all the same i.e. that the images were taken with the same camera at the same zoom and focus
settings.
4. Once all the camera positions have been found the 3D placement of all feature point triplet
matches is made. This results in a sparse point cloud data structure that is then recalculated
as depth values for the appropriate pixels in the images. For the pixels not given specific depth
values, a depth value can be estimated based on the surrounding pixel depths and a quality
assigned to this estimate by comparing the colour of the pixel with the colour of the 3D point
it now represents when seen in multiple views.
The algorithms used in the ARC 3D web-service are possibly a higher order of complexity than
those of Autodesk 123D Catch, as all possible image pairs are compared in ARC 3D, rather than
the supposition of image pairs created with respect to a particular reference image in Autodesk 123D
Catch. However, this may be countered by the fact that ARC 3D utilises a cluster of machines whereas
there is no indication that Autodesk 123D Catch does. A lot more thought seems to have gone into
the construction of the ARC 3D web-service about how the process could be made more robust and
of use to both a novice and expert user compared to Autodesk 123D Catch.
The fact that Autodesk 123D Catch is made by a commercial company while ARC 3D has grown
out of a University setting also comes through in the amount of information available about the inner
workings of the products. In neither case does the user have the ability to look at the core source
code, change it, or even run it on their own hardware so it is not as flexible as it could be but they
are both free services.
3.4.5 Smart Phone 3D Scanner
In 2011 a paper, (Hartl et al., 2011), was published in which a process is described for using a smart-
phone and a known marker sheet to give a visual hull of a small object placed on the marker sheet.
This was done by using the silhouette of the object from multiple views, see Section 3.1.4.4. While it
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is obvious that software was developed in the course of writing this paper there is no indication that
there are any plans to make this software available to the public. The paper concludes with some
goals of making the process better, primarily by getting rid of the marker sheet, which may indicate
that the authors do not feel that it is at a level where it would be valuable enough to release to the
public. This is therefore primarily a summary of the paper and some of the shortcomings found with
the technique.
The marker sheet contains an identification pattern around the outside which must be in the
images so that the camera pose and position can be found. The interior of the sheet is marked with
a small checker-board pattern that must not be part of the texture on the object to be scanned. For
each image therefore, this allows the camera pose and position to be found and the image reliably
segmented into background and object pixels. As the size of the marker sheet is known, all coordinates
can directly reference real world measurements, for example millimetres or inches.
As this is designed to be run on a smart-phone with real-time user interaction, the actual model
is very simple, it is simply a set of cuboids of a constant size, called voxels, with colour information
stored for the vertices of the surface voxels. The user determines the maximum height above the
marker sheet to be concerned with and the size of the voxel, then the application creates voxels to fill
this space and these are initialised to be considered to be part of the object.
For each additional image, each voxel identified as being part of the object is back-projected to
the image to see if there are background pixels in the appropriate portion of the image. If there are
background pixels in the area of the image that relates to the voxel volume, then the voxel is obviously
not part of the object and so is carved away from the 3D model. If it is still considered part of the
object the colour information for the vertices is updated. The user is shown an updated textured
model of the object, where the texture is an interpolated colour computed from the colours at the
vertices of the surface voxels. They then have the option to accept or reject the carving. The first
images have a large impact on the size and shape of the model but after a few iterations of this the
model is a fair representation of the object and additional images have only a minor impact.
There is a disadvantage to this in that the edges of the marker sheet must be visible for the camera
pose and position to be tracked. There is then a maximum angle from the perpendicular and minimum
height from which images can be captured. This can lead to potential inaccuracies, the most obvious
of which is that the top of the object will not be carved away properly and, as the paper puts it in
Section 3.3, “the upper part of the object is formed like a pointed roof”. In order to deal with this
automatically, the “real” height along the top of the object is estimated based on the height at the
edges of the object.
This estimation, along with the fact that the 3D model is based on the visual hull, narrows down
the range of objects that can be accurately modelled using this method. Objects must not have
concavities and be able to be placed on the marker sheet so that the edges are vertical rather than
sloping, or curving, inwards.
As fewer voxels will need to be processed for each additional image, the process speeds up as more
images are taken. For instance, a graph in (Hartl et al., 2011) shows the time taken for the voxel
carving step for the first image can conceivably be in the range of seconds for a high number of voxels
in the volume but for the second image it comes down to 10’s or 100’s of milliseconds. This means
that after the initial image the user can get close to real-time feedback, allowing them to pick and
choose which images to process at the time.
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Chapter 4
Overview of Algorithmic Pipeline
The algorithmic pipeline, described in this chapter and implemented in the CarapaceCopier software1,
is summarised in Figure 4.1. This pipeline is used to estimate a 3D model from an unknown scene
containing an unknown object seated on a known calibration sheet. It will work with any number of
images greater than one, although at least three views are required in principle to create a complete
3D model of anything more complicated than a plane. Unfortunately, in practice there have been
problems with the current implementation of the pipeline that mean that while non-planar models
can be created, they are not accurate due in large part to the number of free parameters that need to
be set for the creation of the surface mesh in the last step.
Within the context of the wider thesis, this pipeline is simply a way of connecting the two major
processes developed throughout the rest of the thesis. The asymmetric calibration sheet design and
combinatorial point pair matching, developed in detail in Chapter 5, are used for camera calibration.
The silhouetted views of the calibration sheet are used to find a maximal visual hull within which the
object is known to lie. This coarse approximation is then refined with the use of the surface texture
matching algorithm, developed in detail in Chapter 6. These new algorithms are shown in Figure 4.1
as grey boxes.
All but the final stage of the software pipeline is O(n) in the number of images; and no image is
treated as a “reference” to fulfil goals 7 and 8 of the aims and objectives described in Section 1.4.3. This
also means that the order in which images are presented does not matter as required by number 9 of the
aims and objectives. Goal 6 of the explicit aims and objectives is that additional images can be added
to a previous set of processed images. In order to accommodate this the CarapaceCopier software
developed to implement this algorithmic pipeline allows for the saving and loading of previously
processed images at the various stages.
The steps in this algorithmic pipeline are:
1. Find the important characteristics of the user generated calibration image. The current cali-
bration sheet design is discussed in Section 4.1 with a description of how to find the important
characteristics from the source image, the size and placement of black circles on a white back-
ground, described in Section 4.2, using a specialisation of the ellipse finding algorithm discussed
in more detail in 4.3.1. The CarapaceCopier software can save and load the circle centre coor-
dinates and common circle radius so that a calibration sheet only needs to be interrogated once
and, when it is used subsequently, the previously found properties can be loaded from a file to
save time.
2. The images of the scene are processed independently to find the position and orientation of the
calibration sheet and hence the position and pose of the camera when the image was taken. This
step can be broken down into a number of sub-steps, each described in more detail in Section
4.3:
1Available for download at http://sourceforge.net/projects/carapace-copier/
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Figure 4.1: Algorithmic pipeline. The grey boxes are the steps of the pipeline that are the main
contributions of this thesis developed more fully in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
(a) Find the ellipses in the image that may correspond to some of the circular features in the
calibration image.
(b) Match these ellipses with the circles in the calibration image that they correspond to. This
new algorithm is explored in more detail in Chapter 5.
(c) Use the centre of the ellipse as a first estimate for a point-pair match for the centre of the
calibration sheet circle and from these point pair matches estimate the camera parameters
and then adjust the camera parameters using a bundle adjustment algorithm to get a better
estimate of the parameters, including the lens distortion. This sub-step makes use of the
standard camera calibration algorithm described in Section 2.5.
(d) Rectify the detected lens distortion.
(e) Segment the newly undistorted image to pick out the visible portions of the known calibra-
tion sheet. The process described for this is simply a place-holder. It is hoped that in the
future it can be replaced with a form of the surface texture matching process of Chapter 6.
The CarapaceCopier software can load and save the camera parameters calculated by this step
as well as an undistorted version of the image and a binary image representing the image
segmentation step.
3. Once all the camera parameters have been estimated, use the image segmentation information
to create a voxelised maximum volume of common interest within which the object of interest is
assumed to lie, described in Section 4.5, called the “Voxelised Visual Hull”. This can be used by
the CarapaceCopier software as an end-point with the addition of a step to convert the surface
voxels to a triangular surface mesh.
4. Project the individual voxels making up the surface of this maximal volume of interest into the
images to re-segment the images so that those pixels that are definitely not part of the object can
be excluded, described in Section 4.5. The voxelisation memory structure is no longer needed
once this restriction of the search space for the images is done. The CarapaceCopier software
can load and save binary images representing this re-segmentation of the images.
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5. Use the restricted images and the known camera parameters to do surface texture matching
for triangles projected from 3D coordinates and build up an estimated surface triangular mesh,
briefly described in Section 4.6 and more fully explored in Chapter 6. The triangular surface
mesh produced can be saved to a common 3D modelling file format, such as STL.
This chapter concludes with potential future enhancements for the CarapaceCopier software imple-
mentation of this pipeline and an evaluation of how well this algorithmic pipeline matches the aims
and objectives stated in Section 1.4.3.
4.1 A Discussion of the Format of the Calibration Sheet
In the testing of the camera calibration method in (Zhang, Z., 2002), described in detail in Section
2.5, a checker-board calibration pattern was used. It is not stated how the initial point pairs, needed
as input to the algorithm, were selected from this pattern but it can be assumed that there needed
to be at least some user involvement as the checker-board pattern is symmetrical. Even if the entire
checker-board pattern is in the image and it is known to be rectangular then there is still an ambiguity
of which way up the camera was when the image was taken.
For a fully automated camera calibration technique, such as we are attempting, the point-pair
selection must also be automatic. One solution to this would be that the checker-board pattern could
be modified so as to not be symmetric by adding a circular dot to one corner. This increases the
complexity of the process to include having an ellipse finding algorithm as well as the edge detection,
and of course will not work if the circular dot is occluded. These are problems for whatever small
addition to the pattern we make: the additional marker must be recognised and it must not be
occluded.
Some of these problems are seen in the implementation of a similar idea to what we are trying to
do in (Lertrusdachakul, 2008), described in Section 3.1.4.4. In this implementation the problems are
solved by using manual intervention at each stage and simplifying assumptions. For example, the K
matrix is estimated in a pre-processing step and is assumed to be the same throughout the scanning
process. The object to be scanned is placed on a checker-board grid which is used to give a world
coordinate system and is used to estimate the pose and position of the camera. The object to be
scanned is relatively small compared to the checker-board pattern, with the pattern being a 9 × 7
squares and the object used in (Lertrusdachakul, 2008) only covering up three squares in one corner.
In order for most of the checker-board to be seen in all images the object is only approximately 2
square units in height with the camera being placed 10-20 units away. In order for the world coordinate
system to be labelled, the user must interactively label four corner points on the checker-board. For
a consistent coordinate system across images, the same four corner points must be labelled, and
therefore be visible, in all images. The fact that so much of the calibration sheet must be visible also
leads to a restriction of the maximum angle from the perpendicular and minimum height from which
the images can be captured. As explained in Section 3.4.5, in reference to (Hartl et al., 2011), this
can lead to limitations on the visual hull created from the silhouettes of the object against the known
background of the calibration sheet. Again quoting Section 3.3 of (Hartl et al., 2011), “the upper part
of the object is formed like a pointed roof”. In (Hartl et al., 2011) this is dealt with by assuming the
object is a solid with the top of the object being flat and estimating the actual height from the sides.
This is an assumption we do not want to have to use.
In order to get around these problems we could specify that there must not be anything between
the calibration sheet and the camera in a calibration phase and keep the camera parameters fixed
during the scanning phase as in (Lertrusdachakul, 2008). However, in doing so we lose a significant
advantage as we then we could not calibrate the camera with the same images used for acquiring
information about the object being “scanned” and we would need to instruct the users in how to
turn off auto-zoom and auto-focus settings etc. As we want to have the simplest possible set-up for
the user, we have therefore rejected the checker-board calibration sheet that seems to be the de-facto
standard calibration pattern, in favour of our own solution that allows the camera to be calibrated
from the same images that contain the object to be modelled even when a significant fraction of it is
not visible. There are two problems we need to solve in this scenario:
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1. How do we match up the points found in the image with the corresponding points from the
calibration sheet? A partial answer is described briefly in Section 4.3.2, and developed more
fully in Chapter 5. It works when there are sufficiently few points, but becomes computationally
infeasible when larger numbers of points need to be matched.
2. What is the best calibration sheet pattern to use? In most cases in the literature it is assumed
that the simplest calibration pattern is a regular pattern, normally a grid, such as the checker-
board pattern, to give a large amount of redundancy when used to find primitive features such as
corners and edges. For example, even in a comparative study of calibration methods, (Sun and
Cooperstock, 2005), the camera calibration rig was a checker board pattern with no others being
tested. There are advantages to this pattern as it can be used as in (Vincent, C.Y. and Tjahjadi,
T., 2005) to more accurately estimate lens distortion parameters. However, it is suggested that
with the algorithms developed here that both the regular pattern, and the primitive features to
find, corner points, be replaced. The additional redundant primitives can be replaced with a
much smaller number of more complex structures, ellipses, that can be pre-processed to avoid
accidental matches due to the texture of an object in the image etc. The unique pattern of these
primitives is then used to calibrate the camera. For this to work the pattern the primitives make
must not have symmetries as there would then ambiguities to the pose and position estimated.
A regular grid of these non-uniquely identifiable primitives has multiple symmetries and so for a
particular view of the pattern there are multiple possible positions the camera could have been
in to produce the perspective of the pattern seen in the image. For example, a rectangular grid
viewed from a camera to the north of the calibration sheet has a corresponding viewpoint from
the south that will produce the same view of the calibration sheet. A square grid has 4 such
symmetries and a pattern that forms a circle of n primitives would have n such symmetries. Note
however that we have only defined those global patterns that will not work with these algorithms,
those with obvious symmetries. Finding the best pattern that is uniquely identifiable from all
viewpoints is still an open problem, especially if the algorithm is to work in cases where the
pattern can be partially occluded.
A comprehensive survey is given in (Zitova and Flusser, 2003) which gives a wide range of the different
answers to these questions, but we use a calibration sheet that is a semi-random pattern of identically
sized black circles on a white background, see Figure 4.2 on page 94.
The pattern used throughout the rest of this thesis was created by the author using an image editing
tool to create a white image of A4 dimensions, adding a single circle by hand, then copying and pasting
the circle, randomly moving the mouse around the screen in between each paste operation. The only
criterion used for the placement of the circles was that no obvious regular pattern with symmetries
should be formed and that only enough circles were to be used to sparsely cover the calibration sheet.
It was decided after nine circles had been produced that the these criteria had been met. Note that
these were just “gut feelings” and no metrics were used. This is a new class of calibration sheet and
deciding on the metrics to use when comparing or generating calibration sheets and finding the best
such calibration sheet is an open problem. It was intended that a number of such calibration sheets
be created and compared against one another but due to time constraints this has only been done in
a limited way by a summer school student, Chris Stevens, under the authors direction, see (Stevens,
2011) which is included here as Appendix Chapter E.
We know that circles when seen from an angle will be ellipses so we employ an ellipse finding
algorithm to find them in the images. The circles themselves are identical to each other but the
unique pattern they make on the calibration sheet, even if some of them are obscured or not detected,
allows us to deduce from an image containing the calibration sheet where the camera must have been
positioned in relation to the calibration sheet. The way in which this is done is explained in more
detail in Section 4.3.2 and Chapter 5.
This means that there is also no need to identify unique important marker points that are visible,
with a sophisticated algorithm, such as in (Fiala, M. and Shu, C., 2005). A relatively simple ellipse
detection algorithm will do. The calibration pattern suggested in (Fiala, M. and Shu, C., 2005) is a
grid of unique markers which has obvious advantages over manual selection but it relies on not just
finding the markers but being able to tell them apart as well. This adds time and complexity to the
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Figure 4.2: Semi-random pattern of circles used for calibration sheet
process that is not needed with our suggested strategy. The reliability of the camera calibration is
tied to the reliability of the marker identification system and, while there are many ellipse detection
algorithms, there are only a few marker identification algorithms for a particular set of uniquely
identifiable markers. If it is found that one ellipse detection algorithm is not the best in a particular
set of circumstances, another can be substituted. This cannot easily be done for a uniquely identifiable
marker system and is considered a disadvantage of this approach in the context of the overall pipeline.
An example of the additional complexity added by uniquely identifiable markers is that the un-
known viewing angle has to be taken into account in recognising the markers which means that either
the marker must be recognisable from any viewing angle or the algorithm must be sophisticated
enough to take this into account. The algorithm in (Fiala, M. and Shu, C., 2005) uses both measures.
By using a subset of the possible ARTag markers, explained in detail in (Fiala, 2004), the markers are
selected so that they are the more easily recognisable of the possible markers and also less likely to
be confused with each other. The identification algorithm also needs to be relatively sophisticated to
recognise a marker at all, not even considering that it must then identify which marker it has found.
The use of non-unique circles for markers is much simpler as a circle will always be seen as an ellipse,
no matter the angle.
However, it does mean that there will initially be a number of ellipses found that then have to
be matched to the overall pattern of the identical calibration sheet circles with the knowledge that
some may be obscured. It is then possible to mislabel which of the found ellipses matches with which
calibration circle and so miscalculate the relative view-point. An original solution to this problem has
been provided, discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3.2 and Chapter 5.
Once matched up, the centres of the ellipses and circles are used as the basis for the initial point
pairs used in the standard Zhang camera calibration. This throws away a lot of potentially useful
information contained in the circle/ellipse pairings, for example (Zheng and Liu, 2008) would allow
us to do total camera calibration from two such pairs. However it needs to be recognised that use
of any such knowledge would be extremely sensitive to the estimation of the ellipse parameters, and
ellipse detection is still an open problem with no “known best” solution in all cases. In the case of
using the centres for point-pair matches this sensitivity is decreased significantly as the centre of the
ellipse is known to not be an exact match for the centre of the circle anyway, it is guaranteed only to
be a point within the circle, and is only used as a good first estimate that can be iteratively refined.
A description of this new combinatorial matching of calibration circles with imaged ellipses is given
in Chapter 5 and a comparison with the checker-board calibration in Section 5.5.
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4.2 Interrogation of the Calibration Sheet
The important feature of the calibration sheet is that it contains a number of black circles, all the
same size, on a white background. The user does not have to specify any particulars about the number
or placement of the circles on the calibration sheet as they can be detected using a specialised form
of the ellipse finding algorithm described in Section 4.3.1.
One of the inputs to this ellipse finding algorithm is an edge map with a boolean value for each
pixel that flags whether or not an edge was detected there. This edge map is created by using a
version of the image that has been converted to grey-scale. The edge-detection algorithm compares a
set radius of neighbouring pixels in this grey-scale image and gives an edge score based on this. If this
edge score is above a threshold value then an edge is said to be detected at that pixel. These edge
scores are highest when the absolute difference between neighbouring grey-scale values is also highest.
As the calibration image is not a natural image but is a constructed image, the edge scores around
the calibration circles will be very high as they are constructed as black circles on a white background.
This then gives the highest possible difference between neighbouring pixels around the circumference
of the circle which leads to high edge scores there. If the threshold value to accept a pixel as part of an
edge is also set very high then the only pixels in the edge map will be those around these calibration
circles. This allows any texture on the calibration sheet to be ignored for the purpose of finding the
edges of the calibration circles so long as the grey-scale version of the texture does not also contain
any such sharp transitions from black to white.
Such extreme transitions are unlikely to occur in most images naturally as it is unlikely that there
is a texture that under normal lighting conditions will, when converted to grey-scale, be detected as
having the lightest white immediately beside the darkest black. Ordinarily, even if there were black
and white pixels found, they would be separated by grey pixels. It will normally need manipulation of
the image at the pixel level, where the exact colouration of pixels can be set. Such pixels would need
to have RGB colours that, when put through an 8-bit grey-scale conversion, convert to black (0) or
white (255), rather than one of the 254 shades of grey (1-254). The calibration image is constructed
in this way but it is unlikely that a natural image have these properties. Unfortunately, while this
part of the process can handle textured calibration sheets, the image segmentation process cannot
and needs to assume that calibration sheet is simply a white sheet of paper with black circles on it.
The edge map is then processed to find circular patterns in it. A circle is an ellipse with the same
length for the minor and major semi-axis lengths. Given the pixelisation of the calibration image
these lengths will not be exactly the same but this is taken into account by allowing a fudge factor in
setting the lowest angle offset from the perpendicular in the ellipse detection algorithm. This lowest
angle offset is a proxy for ellipse eccentricity, which describes the relationship of the minor and major
semi-axis lengths to each other, and is based on the idea that an ellipse can be seen as a plane cutting
a cylinder as explored in (Kenna, 1959), which is equivalent to a circle on a plane viewed from an
angle. In this case we allow this lowest angle to be 10 degrees from perpendicular, rather than exactly
perpendicular as would be the ideal case. This translates into detecting ellipses having an allowable
minor semi-axis length of > 98.5% of the detected major semi-axis length. This is only used for the
constructed calibration sheet to deal with the fact that the circles detected will actually be slightly
elliptical due to pixelisation. This particular lowest angle threshold does not apply to detection of
ellipses in the scene images.
The other threshold values used by the ellipse detection algorithm are the range of sizes for major
semi-axis length. As no information about the size of the circles in the calibration sheet is initially
known, the minimum major semi-axis length is initially set to 0 and the maximum to the diagonal
length of the calibration sheet. Once one circle is found with these parameters the minimum and
maximum major semi-axis lengths are reset based on the parameters of this circle. Again, due to
pixelisation, a fudge factor is used to make sure all circles are found. When all the near-circular
objects have been found, the common radius is estimated as the average of the minor and major
semi-axes of the detected ellipses in the calibration sheet.
The user-provided size of the printed calibration sheet and any paper margin settings that were
set when the calibration sheet were printed are then taken into account to give the size and shape of
the printed circles. This allows us to take into account the unusual case where the printed calibration
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sheet does not have the aspect ratio of the calibration sheet image preserved, which produces axis
aligned ellipses rather than circles on the printed calibration sheet. This would happen to a small
extent if, for example, the user printed a calibration sheet designed for an A4 sheet of paper and
resized it so that it filled the printable area of a Letter sized piece of paper or if the top and bottom
paper margins were different from the left and right.
The centre of the calibration sheet is then used as the origin of the real world coordinate system,
with units of millimetres, having the x and y axes aligned to the x and y axes of the printed calibration
sheet and the z axis defined so that coordinates above the calibration sheet have positive z coordinates.
The printed calibration sheet image also defines the initial “volume of interest” where the “object of
interest” is assumed to lie. This volume is an axis-aligned box above the calibration sheet up to a
height that is the maximum of the dimensions of the printed image on the calibration sheet. For
example, if the calibration sheet image is printed on A4 paper, 210× 297mm, with a 1mm margin on
all four sides, then the volume of interest is 208 × 295 × 295mm placed such that the centre of the
bottom face of this axis-aligned box is at the origin i.e. the coordinates for the eight vertices of this
volume are: (−104,−147.5, 0), (104,−147.5, 0), (104, 147.5, 0), (−104, 147.5, 0), (−104,−147.5, 295),
(104,−147.5, 295), (104, 147.5, 295), and (−104, 147.5, 295).
4.3 Independent Image Processing
Each image is processed to find and match the circles in the calibration sheet, which will appear on the
image plane as ellipses due to the viewing angle. The centres of these ellipses are used as the basis for
point pairs to calibrate the camera and find the lens distortion. The lens distortion is rectified and the
newly undistorted image is segmented to show which of the pixels are part of the known calibration
sheet. This gives a partial silhouette of the unknown object, outlined against the calibration sheet.
4.3.1 Finding Ellipses in the Image
Appropriate ellipse detection in all circumstances is an open problem so the method described here is
not necessarily the best method, just one that seemed appropriate to the task. There are a number
of different ways that an ellipse can be parametrised but the two that are used in this section are
the general equation of the conic: ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0, and the five parameters that
describe a general ellipse: the x and y coordinates of the centre point, the orientation angle of the
ellipse, meaning the angle of the major axis compared to the positive x axis, and the major and minor
semi-axis lengths. In the first parametrisation an ellipse is a special form of a conic with b2 − 4ac < 0
and a circle is a special form of an ellipse where a = c and b = 0. In the second parametrisation a
circle is again a special form of an ellipse and has an arbitrary orientation angle with the major and
minor semi-axis lengths being equal.
In most ellipse detection algorithms some form of a Hough transform, (Hough, 1962), is normally
used. This is essentially a multi-dimensional voting scheme which has the advantage that it does
not need perfect information to estimate parameters. It is known to be effective for finding lines in
images and can be generalised to find the parameters needed to describe an ellipse. This is highly
inefficient in general, both in terms of time and memory, as this is a five dimensional search and the
range of values needs to subdivided or quantised so that histograms can be constructed. If the values
are subdivided into a small number of sub-ranges then the accuracy of the answer is affected, but, if
the number of sub-ranges is large, much more memory needs to be allocated. Most algorithms that
use some variation of the Hough transform break the problem down into a multiple number of smaller
search subspaces that are solved separately and then combined. A partial list can be found in the
introductory sections of (Ho, Chun-Ta and Chen, Ling-Hwei, 1995; Xie and Ji, 2002; Zhang, S.C. and
Liu, Z.Q., 2005).
The method chosen, detailed in (Xie and Ji, 2002), is different in that it converts the problem
into a series of simple one dimensional Hough transforms using an edge map as input and an initial
assumption that is changed for each Hough transform. This one dimensional Hough transform can
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then be simply described as a vote to find the consensus for an estimate of the length of the minor
axis, to within a certain limit, normally to the nearest whole number.
As mentioned in (Yao et al., 2005), the Hough transform methods will find all the ellipses but
may also find many “false positive” ellipses. In the particular case we are interested in, where the
correct ellipses are known to be the projections of black circles against a white background, these false
positives are stripped out in a post-processing step. It is possible that this post-processing step will
not work in all circumstances and another solution may need to be looked for.
In (Yao et al., 2005) the alternative is a genetic algorithm that has sub-populations that are split
and merged over time. Each sub-population is finding the equation of a single ellipse. It takes time
to converge to a solution but the results in the paper show that the solutions found tend to be correct
and does not have false positives. However, due to the randomness of mutations, running it multiple
times on the same data-set is not guaranteed to return the same result within the same amount of
time. The tests did show that it converged to the correct solution for all ellipses, it is just that the
time to converge on these solutions is not easily predictable.
A more promising solution to the issue of false positives that takes into account repeatability is
given in (Song and Wang, 2007). The initial set of edges is sub-divided into contour sets containing
only those edges that make a contiguous set. Each contour set may be a single ellipse. In order to
speed up the algorithm to be useful for “real-time” ellipse detection, the initial edge map is processed
to take out multi-pixel width lines which are replaced with single pixel width lines. A RANSAC like
algorithm is run to estimate a particular ellipse equation for the set of edge points in the contour
so that an ellipse can be detected from noisy data. A conic needs five points to define it from the
point information only but with the assumption that the points are on an ellipse circumference, the
other points in the neighbourhood can be used to get estimates of the tangent lines and then only
three points and their respective tangents are needed to estimate the ellipse. To account for the fact
that the contour may not actually be an ellipse, a fitting factor is used to see how a discrete subset
of points around the hypothesised ellipse maps to detected edges. In order to have repeatability the
points chosen in the RANSAC like process are not chosen at random but are chosen using a pseudo-
random method that is initially seeded with the number of points in the contour set. This has not
been investigated in detail but may be a replacement for the algorithm described below if it is found
that the post-processing step does not eliminate false positive ellipses in more extensive testing.
4.3.1.1 Method
The ellipse is parametrised so that the five parameters needed to fully define the ellipse are: the x and
y coordinates of the centre point, the orientation angle of the ellipse compared to the x axis, and the
major and minor semi-axis lengths. Two edge-points are selected from the edge map and are assumed
to be at either end of the major axis. We can then easily calculate four of the ellipse parameters from
these two points, leaving only the minor semi-axis length undefined. The minor semi-axis length will,
by definition, be equal to or less than the major semi-axis length, which allows the search space to be
narrowed down. A circle is simply an ellipse with the major and minor semi-axis lengths being equal,
so the edge points making up the ellipse circumference will lie within the area defined by a circle with
the two selected points defining its diameter and the midpoint between them being the centre of the
search.
A vote is taken on which minor semi-axis length is best based on the placement of edge points
within this circle. The candidate length is found by calculating what the minor semi-axis length would
be if the edge point being queried were on the ellipse circumference. If there is sufficient consensus
then it can be assumed that the initial assumption is true, that the initial points selected were at
either end of the major axis. The ellipse is now defined and the edge points within this ellipse can be
taken out of the pool of points. No matter the outcome, another pair of edge points is tried until all
pairs of edge points in the pool have been tested.
To cut down the number of edge points that have to be tried, the original description of the
algorithm, in (Xie and Ji, 2002), has a minimum major semi-axis length, i.e. a minimum distance
between initial candidate edge point pairs, but this can be improved upon.
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(a) Source image (b) Thresholded edges detected
Figure 4.3: Example of edges found in an image
4.3.1.2 Edge Finding and Additional Pre-processing
The edge finding algorithm chosen was the Absolute Difference Mask (ADM) algorithm, described in
(Alzahrani, Fahad and Chen, Tom, 1997), used on a grey-scale version of the image, as it gives not just
an edge point map but also the edge strength and edge direction for each edge point as well. A simple
threshold value is used on the edge strength to pre-filter the edge map so that the most obviously
extraneous edge points are removed before the ellipse detection algorithm is used. An example is
shown in Figure 4.3. As the algorithm uses a fixed number of neighbouring pixels to calculate the
edge strength and direction, the images should all be converted to a common resolution. If there were
different resolution images then the thresholded edge strength would need to be adjusted for each
one, but if they are all re-sampled to be the same size then they can use a common threshold value.
When an image is re-sampled to a smaller size then the strength of a particular edge, as measured by
the ADM algorithm, will be increased as the edge is blurred over a smaller number of pixels. If all
images are re-sampled to a common, smaller resolution then this immediately leads to a significant
improvement in the running time of the ellipse detection algorithm as the number of edge points will
obviously be significantly reduced as well, at the expense of the granularity of estimation of the minor
semi-axis length.
The edge direction as found by the ADM algorithm is in one of 4 cardinal directions: vertical,
horizontal, upper-left to lower-right diagonal, and lower-left to upper-right diagonal. This is used to
filter the edge points in the pairing up stage: an edge point that is vertical only needs to be paired
up with other vertical edge points etc. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.4, both before and
after the filtering for edge strengths for a circle. While there are mismatches, the categorisation does
a reasonable job in the main of sub-dividing the edges found based on their direction. This is easier
to see on the figure without filtering but it is also visible after the edge strength filtering has been
done. Note that in this case, the over-representation of edges with horizontal edge directionality is
due in part to the pixelisation of the circle and in part to the logic of the implementation in the case
where an edge is detected with equal strength in multiple directions.
It was initially thought that this could be further filtered by the convexity of the edge so that
the edge direction is now one of eight cardinal directions, based on how many edge points are to the
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(a) Detection of edge direction for all found edges
(b) Detection of edge direction shown only for only those edges
of sufficient strength
Figure 4.4: Edge directionality categorisation for edges of a circle. Edges with tangents that are
horizontal are coloured green, vertical are black, upper-left to lower-right diagonals are red, and
lower-left to upper-right diagonals are blue.
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left and right of the edge direction line through the point within a small neighbourhood. If we label
the directions as the eight cardinal compass directions then we should be able to limit the original
candidate edge point pairs to being those that have an edge direction of opposing compass directions,
for example an East edge would only need to be paired up with the West edges. This would cut down
significantly on the point pairs to be considered leading to an algorithm that would likely run in one
eighth the time as one that did not take into account the edge direction at all. This could also be used
to cut down on the number of inappropriate ellipses detected as the voting for the minor semi-axis
length could be declared invalid if the consensus vote did not include edges from all eight cardinal
directions.
However, it was found that the edge direction convexity categorisation was not accurate enough
to be able to do this and still get all the correct ellipses consistently. As can be seen in Figure 4.5 the
convexity categorisation as implemented was essentially random. In the case of finding the 9 circles
on the calibration sheet, the implementation using the additional convexity categorisation found only
8 of the circles. The circle that was not found is the one shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
A replacement categorisation used the angle measured between the centre point of the candidate
ellipse and the additional points, with respect to the positive x axis, to categorise it as being in one
of eight octants. If the minor semi-axis length consensus did not include edges from all eight octants
it was considered invalid.
Two additional limits that were not part of the original algorithm were also added. These were a
maximum major semi-axis length, which limits the number of edge point pairs to be investigated based
on their proximity, and a lowest viewing angle offset from the vertical, which limits the minimum minor
semi-axis length, as a percentage of the major semi-axis length, so as to not worry about obviously
wrong candidate minor semi-axis lengths. As we assume that this is only used for a calibration
sheet with circles on it viewed at an angle, we can use a single user-provided value, the lowest angle
threshold to also calculate the maximum major semi-axis length. This is done by assuming that the
entire calibration sheet is in all images and that the closer the angle to horizontal, the closer the
camera is to the calibration sheet as measured in a straight line from the origin at the centre of the
calibration sheet. In a pilot study for user testing it was found that the user needed to be made aware
of this constraint as the natural inclination seemed to be to step back further from the calibration
sheet to take images at a closer to horizontal orientation. This initial testing gave the Jaytee box set
of images, used in Section 6.5.2, for which only 15 of a total of 40 images were usable. An example of
one of the images where this assumption is broken is shown in Figure 4.6. This is a point against the
modification of this algorithm in our hypothetical scenario as one of the explicit aims and objectives
stated in Section 1.4.3, number 2, is that the user should not need any training.
4.3.1.3 Post-processing
The initial ellipse detected is generally found at or close to the place where there is an ellipse in the
image, covering the majority of the same points, but the equation describing the ellipse may still
be wrong. A post-processing step has been implemented to try and correct for this. The best fit
conic can be found by SVD, see Appendix B, by constructing an n × 6 matrix, A, with one row for
each of the edge points of the form (x2, xy, y2, x, y, 1) and finding the non-trivial 6-vector solution
p = (a, b, c, d, e, f)T to the equation Ap = 0. If the original estimated ellipse is oriented in such a
way as to have a significant overlap to the actual ellipse then there will be enough points to use this
best-fit calculation and the conic so found will be an ellipse that is potentially much closer to the
actual ellipse. See Figure 4.7 for examples of the worst fitting initial ellipse estimations from test
images, most being images of the calibration sheet taken from low angles, and the corrections brought
about by this re-estimation.
This additional accuracy in ellipse detection does not change the centre point much in general,
and, as it is the centre of the ellipse that is used in successive steps, it could be argued that this step
is not needed. However, a further ellipse post-processing step has been implemented that is made
more accurate due to this more accurate estimation of the ellipse. This last post-processing step tries
to filter out extraneous ellipses that are not black surrounded by white. The colour of the inside of
the ellipse is compared with that of a small area around the outside of the ellipse that is contained
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(a) Convexity for edges labelled with tangent direc-
tion of upper-left to lower-right diagonal
(b) Convexity for edges labelled with horizontal
tangent direction
(c) Convexity for edges labelled with tangent direction of lower-
left to upper-right diagonal
(d) Convexity for edges labelled with vertical tangent direction
Figure 4.5: Convexity edge categorisation. If the categorisation is done correctly, red pixels should
be on the opposite side of the outlined circle to green pixels. These images show that this does not
happen.
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Figure 4.6: Example of near horizontal angle where camera calibration could not be done due to
breaking of assumption about distance of camera to calibration sheet centre.
These sub-images range from 89× 89 to 126× 126 pixels and come from images that are 2592× 1944
pixels in size that were re-sampled to 1024× 768 for edge and ellipse detection.
Figure 4.7: A selection of worst-case initial ellipse estimation (red) and the best-fit correction (green).
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Figure 4.8: Example of ellipses found in image. The image has been faded for contrast to show the
overlaid blue ellipses for detected calibration ellipses and red ellipses for detected false positive ellipses.
within a bounding box of the ellipse. There is one major problem with this: colours are dependent
on lighting conditions and material properties so, for example, what looks white under some lighting
conditions is seen as yellowish under others. To simplify this problem we use the grey-scale values of
the pixels within the axis-aligned bounding box that encloses the ellipse and determine the range of
values for the pixels in this area with the assumption that the lighting conditions are not radically
changing in this local neighbourhood. The lightest grey-scale pixel is taken to be “white”, the darkest
“black”, and a threshold applied so that pixels near these grey-scale levels are similarly marked. If a
threshold percentage of pixels inside the ellipse are marked “black” and a threshold percentage of the
remaining pixels within the bounding box are marked “white” then we can have confidence that this is
one of the ellipses we are trying to detect. Otherwise it should be filtered out as it is either an ellipse
in the scene and not on the calibration sheet or it is a falsely detected ellipse due simply to a cluster
of edge points fitting the pattern for being an ellipse. It has been found through experimentation that
setting this threshold to 60% eliminates all of these “false positive” ellipses in the test images tried
with very few true ellipses being ignored. This does not necessarily mean however that this will work
for a more general class of images. To get this figure a few images were tested, a synthetic image with
no false positives, a natural image with a very large number of false positives, and a natural image
with only a couple of false positives.
The last is shown in Figure 4.8 where the found ellipse is outlined in either red or blue depending
on whether or not this last step has filtered it out. The ellipses that are around the calibration dots
are shown in blue, as they have been found to be black ellipses surrounded by white. The two ellipses
found on the object itself are marked in red as they have been found to be “false positive” ellipses
caused by the edge points found in the neighbourhood being structured in such a way as to suggest an
ellipse. In this case the “false positive” ellipses are found to have 1 and 2 percent of “white” detected
within the bounding box but outside the ellipse and 6 and 15 percent of “black” within the ellipse.
In the case of the detected calibration dots, they have 35-71% “white” outside the ellipse and 69-80%
“black” inside the ellipse.
Sub-images are shown in Figure 4.9 for the ellipse detection of a synthetic image of the calibration
sheet viewed at an angle. Even in this case, the figures range from 41-68% white detected outside the
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ellipse and 80-95% black within the ellipse, 100% black inside and 100% white outside would imply
no error from using a finite number of pixels.
A situation in which a large number of “false positive” ellipses are detected is shown in Figure 4.10.
Of all the images tested, this had the largest number of false positive ellipses detected and was taken
at such an angle and distance as to find none of the calibration dots. In this case the pattern on the
background carpet leads to many edges being found and used to form ellipses but they are all found
to be false positives due to this post-processing test. Both the “black” and “white” scores range from
0-59% with the majority clustered below 20%. This is shown graphically in the scatter-plot labelled
Figure 4.11 for all 593 false positive ellipses. Using a threshold of 60% for either of these scores means
that none of the false positive ellipses in this image are detected as calibration dots but, if a small
number of false positives can be handled, this could be lowered significantly and still catch most of
the false positives in this image.
4.3.2 Point Pair Matching
From the interrogation of the calibration sheet image, see Section 4.2, we have a set of circles that are
the salient features on the calibration sheet. From the ellipse detection we also have a set of ellipses
that are those same circles in an image of a scene containing the printed calibration sheet. The next
step is to pair up each circle with its corresponding ellipse. Due to the current algorithm used for
camera calibration, we want the output of this step to be a set of point pairs, not circle-ellipse pairs
so the natural points to use for pairing up are the circle and ellipse centres. It is known that the
centre of the circle will not be an exact match to the centre of the ellipse but it will be close enough
to tell which ellipse corresponds which circle as the ellipse centre in the image will forward-project to
be within the matching calibration circle. An additional adjustment may be done later if desired. To
a first approximation then the centre of the imaged ellipse corresponds to the centre of the circle so
we then have two sets of points that we wish to pair up but no way of knowing how to do so.
If the camera position, and therefore perspective transformation warping of the calibration sheet,
were known we could take a subset of point pairs and calculate where the image points corresponding to
the other calibration points were based on their relationship to each other from the known calibration
sheet. With no information on how these points pair up we can use a combinatorial approach and
try every combination and find the one with least error. However, the reason we are doing this is
to find the camera position in the first place. To solve this “chicken and egg” situation we use a
barycentric coordinate transform, described in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, as a first approximation
to the perspective transform to get the correct point pair matches. This approach is briefly described
here and in more detail in Chapter 5.
For a barycentric coordinate transform we need an initial set of three point pair matches to be
able to find the rest. As we do not know the correct point pair matches we must try all variations and
define a score to rank the possibilities. The score is based on a cumulative distance error for the other
points paired up so that the final correct combination is then the combination that has the lowest
cumulative distance error.
We must then pair up all combinations of three points from one set of points with all permutations
of the other set of points. This gives an algorithm, described in Section 5.3.2, that is O(n8) in the
number of points. The exhaustive combinatorial pairing for the first 3 point-pairs is approximately
O(n6) and the calculation of the cumulative distance error for each of these hypothesised combina-
tions is approximately O(n2). If the number of points is too big this algorithm becomes infeasible but
at a minimum we only need one additional point pair, for a total of four, to extend the barycentric
coordinate transform to a planar homography that can be further extended to estimate the full per-
spective transformation, see Section 2.5 and Section 4.3.3 for details. As these points are the centres
of the visible calibration dots we need only enough that four will always be visible in any image, with
the complication that the scenario we are envisioning has the object to be scanned sitting on top of
the printed calibration sheet. This complication leads to the calibration sheet needing more than the
minimum of four calibration circles and also needing to have no symmetrical pattern, even when a
sub-set of the calibration circles are obscured. More research needs to be done on “rules of thumb” for
the creation of such calibration sheets as it is prohibitive to exhaustively test for the lack of symmet-
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(a) 41% white outside,
91% black inside
(b) 41% white outside,
94% black inside
(c) 49% white out-
side, 86% black inside
(d) 52% white outside, 95% black in-
side
(e) 54% white out-
side, 80% black in-
side
(f) 54% white outside, 92% black
inside
(g) 56% white outside,
86% black inside
(h) 62% white outside, 91% black in-
side
(i) 68% white outside, 86%
black inside
Figure 4.9: Correct detection of ellipses in a synthetic image with the percentage of “white” outside
the ellipse but within the bounding box and “black” inside the ellipse
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Figure 4.10: A portion of an image with a large number of false positive ellipses found due to the
patterning of the carpet
Figure 4.11: Scatter plot of false “black” and “white” pixel percentage counts for false positive ellipses
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rical patterns for all combinations of obscured points when viewed from multiple angles. The current
test calibration sheet has nine circles and these combinatorial calculations can be completed in less
than a second on a modern (2009 Dual Core 2.66GHz) machine. Results from a non-exhaustive set of
test images, approximately 100 images of a real scene and another 2000 synthetically created images,
suggest that 6 visible calibration points are sufficient.
4.3.3 Camera Calibration
The standard Zhang camera calibration algorithm, described in more detail in Section 2.5, takes as
input a set of point pairs and gives as output the parameters used in a lens distortion model and the
3× 4 camera calibration matrix that will convert a point from real world 3D coordinates to 2D image
coordinates. This matrix can also be used to find the camera centre in 3D space or to convert a pixel
point to a corresponding ray in space through the camera centre. The initial point pairs, as discussed
in Section 4.3.2 come from using the centres of circles on the calibration sheet paired with the centres
of the ellipses that are these calibration sheet circles found in the image. It is known that the centre
of the circle will not be an exact match to the centre of the ellipse but this is good enough to give a
good first rough estimate of camera parameters.
This estimate can be refined if need be, informed by the difference between the ellipse centre and
the point in the image corresponding to the calibration circle centre using the first estimate of camera
parameters. It was found in testing that the difference in the projected centre point of the calibration
circle was normally less than a pixel from the centre point of the imaged ellipse. This is due to the
over-constrained nature of fitting the known global planar structure from more than the minimal
number of point-pairs as well as the radius of the circles being small compared to the distance to the
camera centre point. The current software implementation therefore does not have this refinement.
4.3.3.1 Assumptions
The standard Zhang camera calibration algorithm, when used in conjunction with treating the images
independently, needs a couple of assumptions made about the camera represented by the intrinsic
camera parameters, see Section 2.4. The assumptions are that the image axes are perpendicular to
each other, leading to pixels being either square or rectangular, and the principal point, the point
in the image where a ray through this point perpendicular to the image plane would pass through
the centre of the camera, is in the centre of the image. In the case where there is EXIF meta-data
available, the standard requires that the pixels be square.
In the general case, the assumption that the image axes are perpendicular is normally considered
a valid assumption to make, and, according to Section 6.2.4 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004),
a case where this assumption does not hold can more likely be interpreted as the result of taking an
image of an image. However, the assumption that the principal point is at the centre of the image will
not hold exactly in most cases. And in fact, according to (Al-Ajlouni, S. and Fraser, CS, 2006), the
principal point may be different even for images taken with the same camera but with different optical
zoom and focus settings. In most cameras, focusing and zooming are done by moving multiple lenses
relative to each other by rotating them in a corkscrew fashion. Tiny errors in aligning the centres in
any component can cause a shift of the optical centre with these adjustments.
It is convenient to have these assumptions be the baseline so that correction parameters can initially
be set to zero and estimated later. For example, the addressing of the image pixels can be set such
that the centre of the image becomes the image coordinate origin. In this case the initial translation
correction for the principal point is (0, 0)T . If the dimensions of the pixel array representing the
image are w × h, then this means that a pixel in this array addressed as [x][y] represents the point
(x − w2 , y −
h
2 ). There may need to be a small additional offset which depends on how the reported
pixel colour is related to the placement and size of the physical sensor but, if it is needed, it will be a
fraction of a pixel.
In some cameras there are a number of sub-pixel size filter/sensor pairs that accumulate information
about the number of photons, representing light of a particular colour, that hit the sensor during
the exposure time of the camera and this information can be combined to give the pixel a certain
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Figure 4.12: Bayer pattern sensor. This is one type of sensor where each pixel contains a sensor of a
single colour and the colour value returned for that pixel is found by combining the sensors around
that pixel.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Bayer_pattern_on_sensor.svg&oldid=35022022 (Image
permalink) originally uploaded by user Cburnett and released under GNU Free Documentation License, Version
1.2 or above, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license, and GNU General Public License,
versions 2 and 3.
colour value. If it were known that this type of camera were used then the conversion of array
coordinates to image points would be more accurately described as having an additional half pixel
offset, i.e.(x− w2 + 0.5, y −
h
2 + 0.5), as the pixel represents the averaging of the colour centred over a
one pixel area and the standard numbering of pixels is from the top corner of this rectangular region,
not the centre.
Alternatively, the sensor may be the size of the entire pixel and accumulate information about
only one colour with the particular type of colour filter alternating in a pattern. In this case the
pixel colour value is found by using a group of pixels and an adjustment of the exact image point the
pixel information corresponds to may need to be made as in the sub-pixel case depending on which
surrounding pixels are used. In practice it is likely that no such additional adjustment needs to be
done as the sensors used in the calculation of the pixel colour will have been chosen to minimise this
adjustment.
For example the 2x2 Bayer filter, which uses four pixel-size sensors to interpolate colour for each
pixel, does not need any additional adjustment. In this scheme, the colour filters are laid in a pattern,
shown in Figure 4.12 that has 25% red, 50% green, and 25% blue. The four sensors used for the
calculating an individual pixel colour can be chosen to not have need for an additional offset: if the
four sensors are the sensor for the current pixel, plus the one above, the one to the left, and the one
diagonally above to the left, the resulting colour approximates the colour at the top corner of the
pixel. In the source code created in the process of this thesis it was assumed that the camera used
had such a filter so that no additional fractional pixel adjustment was needed.
4.3.3.2 Left Versus Right-handed Coordinate Systems
It should be noted that the standard internal representation of an image in most image manipulation
programs starts with the origin in the upper left hand corner of the image with the x coordinate
increasing to the right and the y coordinate increasing going down the image. This includes the Java
image primitives used in the CarapaceCopier software. This means that this is not the standard
Cartesian right-handed coordinate system that is the norm when labelling real world 3D coordinate
systems and must be taken into account. Throughout this work it is assumed that the standard
Cartesian right-handed coordinate system is used everywhere. This can easily be accomplished by
inverting the y coordinate when it is read in from the image such the first row of the image read in
fills the last row of the memory array constructed to hold the image.
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This assumption normally does not matter except in a couple of cases. If the standard left handed
coordinate system is used for images and the right handed coordinate system used for the world
coordinate system then there are two specific instances that could cause trouble. The first is a minor
correction that is needed for the calculation for the sign of the half-planes the 3D world is divided
into, see equation (2.1). If consistently using a left handed coordinate system for images and a right-
handed coordinate system for the 3D coordinate system then the meaning of the sign of this equation
is reversed. Points in front of the camera will have a negative Di and points behind the camera will
be positive instead of the other way around. Normally this is a minor problem that can be easily
taken into account. but the deeper reason for it is due to how this use of coordinate systems affects
the calculation of the P matrix and this is not so straightforward to solve.
The rotation matrix in the standard decomposition of the camera calibration matrix, P = K[R|t],
will be relative to the negative z axis rather than the positive z axis as expected if the image coordinate
system is left-handed. This could alternately be viewed as angles being measured around the z axis
in the clockwise direction, offset by 180 degrees, whereas they are measured in the anti-clockwise
direction for the other axes. This could cause major confusion and is the main reason why it is
suggested the standard left-handed image coordinate system not be retained while using a right-
handed 3D coordinate system.
4.3.4 Rectify Image Distortion
Because the lenses are circularly symmetrical, the principal distortion is independent of direction and
therefore radial. As you get further from the centre of distortion, straight lines are imaged as more
and more curved. The pairing of known points on the calibration sheet with their representative point
in the actual image are used, along with the camera calibration matrix, to estimate this radial lens
distortion. A point is calculated by using one half of the pair, the known point on the calibration sheet,
and transforming it to the image plane with the estimated camera calibration matrix. The difference
between this estimated point and other half of the pair, the known point in the image, is called the
“transformation error” and can be attributed to radial lens distortion. The camera calibration step
estimates parameters for the lens distortion model which can then be used to undo the distortion as
explained in Section 4.3.4.3.
Two models for radial lens distortion have been investigated but only one has been tested and
implemented in software. The first distortion model is based on a simple formula that needs one
parameter estimated, given a known centre of distortion, but only works at low levels of distortion.
The second, from (Hartley, R. and Kang, S. B., 2007), which has not been tested in the CarapaceCopier
software, estimates distortion using a 3×3 distortion matrix but only works at high levels of distortion,
such as with fish-eye lenses and cheap cellphones or web-cams. With this second method the matrix
also gives a centre for the distortion. If it were to be implemented it is intended that the distortion
matrix and therefore the centre of distortion be initially estimated with a check run on it to see if
we should instead use the radial distortion formula because the centre of distortion it gives is too far
from the centre of the image. For completeness, both methods are discussed here.
4.3.4.1 Radial Distortion Formula
The radial distortion formula is a variation of the standard infinite sum Taylor series introduced in
(Tsai, 1986, 1987) and used with minor variations ever since: ru = rd(1+k1r2d+k2r4d...), with ru being
the undistorted radius, rd being the distorted radius, and k1..∞ being the parameters to be estimated.
The main variations since then have been where to truncate the series with most authors finding that
only estimating one or two terms is enough. In this case the formulation is simply truncated at the
first term i.e. ru = rd(1+kr2d) or, a form that we will use later, r2dk = rurd −1. A point must be defined
as the centre of distortion and with no other relevant information the only point that can be used is
the centre of the image.
We can use our set of point pairs to find a best fit k by constructing two matrices A and B and
using SVD, see Appendix B, to get the least squares solution to Ak = B where A and B are both
n× 1 matrices, and therefore k is scalar, or a 1× 1 matrix. Each row of matrix A will contain a single
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column with the value r2d and each row of B will contain the value rurd − 1. As can be seen each row
will then be the equivalent of r2dk = rurd − 1 for different rd and ru values but each row will have the
same value for k.
4.3.4.2 Radial Distortion Matrix
The radial distortion matrix is described in (Hartley, R. and Kang, S. B., 2007) and has not been tested
so only a short summary will be provided here. This is included for completeness as the standard
radial distortion formula only works for small amounts of distortion and is known to not work for
ultra wide-angle lenses, often called “fish-eye” lenses. The radial distortion matrix was developed, in
part, to overcome this difficulty.
The “Fundamental Matrix” is a matrix that contains all the information about the relationship of
two images of the same scene to each other and is normally calculated from the underlying camera
calibration matrices for each image. In this case the Fundamental matrix is being used to compare the
set of distorted points to the set of undistorted points in the image plane. Once this “Fundamental
Matrix of Distortion” is constructed, from a minimum of eight point pairs, then it can be decomposed
to reveal the centre of the distortion and a way of mapping between distorted and undistorted image
points. There are however three degrees of ambiguity for this mapping which need to be solved before
this becomes a unique mapping. This can be done by simply enforcing the constraints that are part of
the definition of radial distortion, namely that the amount of distortion is based purely on the distance
from the centre of distortion, and that the order of a ranking of points based on their distance from
the centre of distortion does not change between the distorted and undistorted images. With these
ambiguities fixed we have a single 3 × 3 matrix describing the known distortion without having to
resort to defining an explicit underlying model of distortion.
4.3.4.3 Undistorting the Image
The radial distortion function is not easily reversible. Even though we have a formula that tells us
where the undistorted point is if we have a distorted point, we can not easily reverse the process
to find a distorted point if given an undistorted point. It can be estimated with arbitrary precision
through the use of an iterative search method, such as described in (Heikkila, 2000), or estimated by a
matrix transformation from point correspondences, such as described in (Romero and Gomez, 2007),
but there is not a simple inverse formulation of the distortion function. Instead, in the technique used
in the CarapaceCopier software, a re-sampled image is created that is the undistorted version of the
image. Figure 4.13 shows how this is done. Removing the distortion for one pixel will generally place
the point between pixel coordinates and so the colour associated with the pixel is “smeared” over the
surrounding pixels with decreasing strength given to the colour out to a specified radius. This works
best when the distortion is smaller, leading to the ability to use a smaller smearing radius, we use a
default of 2, and hence increasing the speed at which the undistorted image can be produced. This
is primarily done for the increase in speed we can get if we assume small amounts of distortion and
that the edges of the image are not important.
If the edges of the image were important or we could not rely on the distortion to be small,
another method, such as described in (Romero and Gomez, 2007) should be applied to the image to
more accurately undo the lens distortion. In (Romero and Gomez, 2007) the distortion function is
given as a truncated Taylor series but is used in the context of wide-angle lenses. From a number
of point correspondences, a 3 × 3 matrix is calculated that transforms the final non-distorted image
coordinates to the original distorted image pixel coordinates. This can then be used to forward project
an integer pixel value from the non-distorted image to a real pixel value in the distorted image and
use the neighbouring defined integer pixel colour values to interpolate the colour of the pixel in the
non-distorted image.
In comparison, if using the radial distortion matrix, which has a defined inverse, this step is
technically not necessary and the inverse mapping can be applied, on the fly, to only those points that
are currently being processed rather than the entire image. However, as the majority of points in the
image are to be visited multiple times in the course of this pipeline it is more efficient to create an
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Figure 4.13: Diagram of removing distortion with smearing and re-sampling
undistorted version of the image using forward-projection and interpolation of pixel colour in a similar
way as described in (Romero and Gomez, 2007).
4.3.5 Image Segmentation
The output of the image segmentation phase is an additional binary filter map that has one entry for
each pixel in the image and segments the image into those pixels that have been positively identified
as part of the calibration sheet and those that have not. This image segmentation process is a place-
holder that should be revisited when the texture matching process described in Chapter 6 is more
mature. It is hoped that a more mature implementation of the surface matching process could also
be used in this stage to find portions of a known textured calibration sheet in the image.
Currently however, the image segmentation procedure uses the knowledge that the calibration
sheet is a white sheet of paper with the exception of the calibration circles. It can use the pixels
surrounding the found calibration circles to find the expected grey-scale value of a pixel if it is part
of the calibration sheet and compare it to the actual grey-scale colour value. This relies on the
assumption that lighting of the object is nearly uniform which means that parts of the calibration
sheet in shadow may not be identified as such. However, the procedure is conservative, meaning that
it should not identify part of the object we are trying to find as part of the calibration sheet. As stated
in Section 2.6.4, shadow detection is not a solved problem but there are some promising algorithms
that have had success in limited cases. The detection of shadows and appropriate segmentation of
them are not within the scope of the current set of algorithms but they could be incorporated into
the following procedure in the future.
The current segmentation is a simple one that uses grey-scale pixel values but could be changed
in the future by converting the pixel colours from the standard RGB colour space to one which is
more appropriate for dealing with illumination changes, for example the “perception-based” colour
space described in (Chong et al., 2008). In this paper, two matrices are estimated2that can be used to
transform to this “perception-based” colour space where changes in lighting are best described as sim-
ple multiplication by a diagonal matrix i.e. non-uniform scaling, and the Euclidean distance between
points in this 3D colour space correspond to perceived changes in colour. With reference to image
segmentation, the paper states: “If we assume that our world is (approximately) consistent with our
relighting assumption ... then colour differences between neighbouring pixels are invariant to illumina-
tion changes when computation is done in our co-ordinate system. Thus any segmentation algorithm
that is based on colour differences (gradients) between neighbouring pixels will be (approximately)
unaffected by global illumination changes.” This colour coordinate system has been used in (Liu et al.,
2011) to segment a hand from the background based on edge detection combined with the current
pixel’s colour distance from the mean value of the hand colour region detected so far. This combined
2The two matrices A and B estimated in (Chong et al., 2008) are for the conversion from the CIE XYZ colour
coordinate system to their own perception-based one. In order to use the equations in the paper with three colour pixel
values, an initial conversion from standard RGB colours to the wider CIE XYZ colour space is needed. The colour
standards are defined so that there is a standard algorithm to do this.
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approach was taken as “Gradient based methods are common in other segmentation applications, but
work unsatisfactory because of local strong illumination changes over the hand surface.”(Liu et al.,
2011) It may be that a similar thing could be done in the case of the detection and segmentation of
the calibration sheet which is also primarily a single colour that may have illumination changes over
its surface, in this case primarily due to shadows.
The inputs to the current procedure are the grey-scale version of the corrected image, the camera
calibration matrix, and the found ellipses, corrected for lens distortion, that correspond to calibration
sheet circles. The segmentation takes place in a series of steps, shown graphically in Figure 4.14 and
explained here:
1. The segmentation map is an array of entries corresponding to pixels where each pixel is labelled
as one being in one of four states: “unknown”, “calibration sheet”, “edge”, and “other”. These
will be converted to a boolean array as a last step. The array is initialised with the help of a
quadrilateral formed by the points on the image plane corresponding to the calibration sheet
corners. The pixels outside this quadrilateral are set to “other” whilst those inside it are set to
“unknown”.
2. The grey-scale version of the corrected image is used to produce a thresholded edge map in a
similar way to that produced for the ellipse detection, see Section 4.3.1 and Figure 4.3.
3. The edge map is used to flag some of the pixels within the search space. This is done with
reference to the current state of a pixel and the edge detection algorithm “edge resolution”
so that for each edge point, pixels within the radius of the resolution of this point have their
state changed to “edge” if they are currently “unknown”. The edge detection algorithm can be
replaced by any other by using the concept of an “edge resolution”. This edge resolution is how
far you have to go to be certain two edge points are not actually part of the same edge. If an
edge point is part of a line it may be detected on both the left and right of the line in which
case the pixels used to detect these two points may be up to five pixels away from each other
when using the ADM edge detection, which uses a 3× 3 selection of neighbouring pixels, so the
edge resolution of the ADM algorithm is 5 pixels, which needs to be scaled if the edge detection
is not run on the full image but on a re-sampled version.
4. The ellipses that have been mapped to calibration sheet circles are used to set the pixels within
the ellipses to be positively identified as calibration sheet pixels by setting their state to “cali-
bration sheet”. This should include some of the pixels previously flagged as “edge”.
5. The known part of the calibration sheet, i.e. the ellipses, is expanded by changing the state of
any “edge” pixels to “calibration sheet” if they have any such pixels as neighbours.
6. A weighted average grey-scale value is calculated for each ellipse centre using up to eight points
weighted by the inverse of their distance squared from the centre point. The points used are
selected by traversing in the eight cardinal directions from the centre point, which by definition
is labelled as “calibration sheet”, checking each pixel to see if it’s state is still “calibration sheet”.
When the furthest contiguous such pixel is found, the grey-scale value of the points this distance
away in each of the eight directions are compared to the grey-scale value of the centre point
and if the difference is over the threshold used for the edge map it is used in the weighted
average. This gets a grey-scale value corresponding to the white of the calibration sheet in the
neighbourhood of each ellipse.
7. The above grey-scale values for each ellipse centre are used to calculate a weighted average grey-
scale value for each pixel in the search space and this value is compared to the actual grey-scale
value. If the difference is above a threshold the pixel state is changed from “unknown” to “other”
as they are not to be used in the flood fill in the next step.
8. A final flood fill is done to change any pixels from the “unknown” state to “calibration sheet” if
they have any neighbours that are so identified.
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(a) Source image (b) Step 1: Initial segmentation of the
image into background and maximum
area of interest
(c) Step 3: Segmentation of edges (d) Step 4: Initially set the known
calibration sheet to just be the
found calibration ellipses
(e) Step 5: Expand known calibra-
tion ellipses to include known edges
(f) Step 7: Segment out the non-
calibration sheet by comparing to
known calibration sheet
(g) Step 8: Flood fill the known cal-
ibration sheet into the unknown re-
gion
(h) Final boolean segmented image
showing the known calibration sheet
in white and the rest of the image in
black.
Figure 4.14: Image segmentation steps
The colours in these images are: White = Calibration sheet, Light Grey = Edge, Dark grey = Unknown,
Black = Other
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9. This four state system is finally converted to a boolean map by testing whether or not the pixel
state is set to “calibration sheet”. This final output is shown in Figure 4.14 (h).
4.4 Find the Voxelised Visual Hull
Once all the images have been processed independently the multiple views of the scene can be combined
to carve out the space of the initial volume of interest to give a maximal size and shape of the unknown
object within the scene. The volume of interest is sub-divided into a large number of identically sized
sub-spaces, commonly more than one million, called voxels. Then a set of tests can be run on each
voxel, or more accurately on the eight points corresponding to the vertices of the voxel, and the voxel
categorised as being potentially part of the object or not. This initial rough estimate of the object uses
the image segmentation to create a silhouette of the object as it appears outlined by the calibration
sheet. As mentioned in Section 3.1.4.4, this will give a maximal shape of the object and may be able
to define holes through the object but will not be able to show concavities. For example, if the object
is a coffee mug, this technique will be able to distinguish the shape of the handle but will not be able
to show the inside of the cup, it will simply be a cylinder. The maximal volume of the object so found
is called the “visual hull” and while the outline of this visual hull can be further refined, for example
by sub-dividing the voxels making up the surface of the visual hull, we are still left with this “holes
but not hollows” problem. This visual hull cuts down the search space in which the object can be but
a second technique is needed to further estimate the more fine-grained shape of the object within this
volume. In Section 3.1.4.4, it is mentioned that this “visual hull” can be refined by further tests on
the voxels for “photo consistency” using an iterative process to further prune the voxels to give the
“photo hull”. This was one of the inspirations for the texture patch matching technique, described in
Section 4.6 and Chapter 6, but it was not thought to be appropriate to simply refine the voxelised
model, it was thought that the success of such concepts in the context of voxels could be transferred
to triangular surfaces to create a more accurate surface mesh. The voxelised visual hull, which can
be relatively easily computed, is used as a way to define a starting point and narrow down the search
space for the volume of space in which this triangular surface mesh of the object is known to lie.
The object is assumed to lie within the initial volume of interest: that volume of space immediately
above the calibration sheet out to a height that is the larger of the dimensions of the calibration sheet.
This volume of space is subdivided into equal sized 3D boxes called voxels. For simplicity, a simple
3D array of these voxels is used as there is no reason for more complicated memory structures, such
as voxel oct-trees, which would allow more fine grained approximation of surfaces. For each voxel,
each of the eight vertices is categorised as being inside or outside the object using a number of tests:
1. Is the point behind any of the cameras? If so, no further testing is required, the point is outside
the object.
2. Does the point correspond to a point on the visible portion of the image plane in each image? It
is assumed that the object is visible in every image so if the 3D point back-projects to a point in
any image that is not on the visible part of the image plane then no further testing is required
as it is obviously not part of the object.
3. Has the nearest pixel point in any image been categorised as the calibration sheet in the image
segmentation? If the calibration sheet can be seen through this point in any image then it is
not part of the object and is categorised as outside. However, if the point is not seen as being
part of the calibration sheet in any image then the point is categorised as inside the object.
If a voxel has all eight vertices categorised as outside, the voxel is defined as being outside the object.
If all eight vertices are categorised as inside, the voxel is similarly categorised as being inside the
object. If some vertices are inside and others outside, the voxel is said to be a surface voxel. However,
as the image segmentation segments the image into those parts within the “volume of interest” that
show part of the calibration sheet and those that do not, it may be that some voxels are categorised as
inside or surface voxels when they are actually voxels that have vertices through which the background
can be seen in each image, not the object we are interested in.
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To overcome this we assume that the object of interest is not floating in space but is grounded on
the calibration sheet and large enough at the bottom so that it contains at least one of the bottom
layer voxels. Then the inside and surface voxel categorisation can be post-processed and those voxels
that do not have a pathway through other inside and surface voxels to the calibration sheet can be
set to outside and ignored. Any inside voxels that now have outside voxels as neighbours, or are on
the bottom layer of voxels, are set to be surface voxels. This gives us the final output: a “chunky”
representation of the maximal volume in which the object is expected to reside.
An example of this is shown in Figure 4.15 along with one of the source images. In this case there
were only 4 images used and the volume above the calibration sheet was split into approximately one
million voxels. As all images were taken from approximately the same height, looking down on the
object, the voxelised visual hull is approximately correct up until the top of the object where it forms
a large peak. When more images are used, or they are taken from different heights, the peak becomes
less pronounced as more of the visual hull is carved away.
4.5 Restrict the Image Search Space
This step takes as input the voxelisation classification and outputs a new boolean image segmentation
for each image, once again a binary filter map that has one entry for each pixel in the image and
segments the image into those pixels that need to be further investigated and those that do not. This
is a restricted search space that is used as input into the final step, the texture patch matching step.
These binary filters can also be saved as binary images so that if the user wants to add an additional
image to the image set later, these pre-processed binary images can be used as input to the previous
step.
Each of the voxels can be used to determine, for each image, the set of pixels that may correspond to
rays that intersect the volume of space defined by that voxel, specifically the surface voxels determine
all the pixels that can possibly correspond to a point on the object. Initially all pixels are marked as
being outside the object. Any pixels that correspond to rays that intersect any of the surface voxels
are then set to need further processing as they potentially contain part of the texture for the object.
For each image, the eight vertices of each surface voxel are converted to points on the image plane.
These eight 2D points are used to create an enclosing 2D convex polygon. This polygon can be
visualised as the union of the eight quadrilaterals resulting from the back-projection of all eight faces
of the voxel into the image. For simplicity the eight 2D points are also used to create an axis-aligned
bounding box, which represents the minimum and maximum x and y pixel coordinates that need to
be tested. Each pixel inside this axis-aligned bounding box is tested to see if they are also inside the
convex polygon and if they are, they are marked as needing further investigation.
4.6 Surface Texture Matching
The main idea behind this step is that, for an arbitrary triangle in space, multiple viewpoints through
the triangle will not agree on what is outlined by the triangle unless the triangle is situated on a
surface. In this new method we rotate a triangle, holding one of the edges, known to be on the
surface, constant and rotating the third point of the triangle, to find the triangle that has a minimum
dis-similarity score. The other two edges of the resulting triangle are then used as the start for two
more texture patches.
This means that we start with a single edge known to be on a surface and end with a triangular
mesh covering the surface of the object using the corrected images and the restricted search space,
defined by the binary segmentation filter, as input. As each triangular patch is found, the binary filter
for the appropriate images is updated to take the appropriate pixels out of the search space. Each
pixel in an image can therefore be attributed to, at most, one of the triangular surface patches. As
the output of this step is a triangular surface mesh, it can be directly output to an STL file without
further processing. The algorithm used is described and tested in detail in Chapter 6 but is found to
be lacking in its current form and has a large number of user-defined parameters that are a symptom
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(a) Reconstructed scene
(b) One of the source images (c) Closeup of voxelised visual hull
Figure 4.15: Example voxelised visual hull
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of this immaturity.
4.7 Future Enhancements for the CarapaceCopier Software
Implementation
The algorithmic pipeline described in this chapter has been implemented in software but algorithmic
shortcomings have been found that could be improved in a future version. Initially the software was
written in Java as it was to be incorporated into the Reprap host software which is also written in
Java. Although this is no longer likely to happen, this means that the software is portable and will
run on a standard Java Virtual Machine (JVM), available on a variety of operating systems, with the
exception of some of the debugging features which require OS specific libraries. However, for a boost
of raw performance, a lower level language, such as C, would be better. The source code would need
to be recompiled for each different environment but it would be significantly faster to run. Another
leap of performance could be accomplished if the code for some of the algorithms highlighted was
rewritten with parallel processing in mind.
There are also some additions needed to take the software from a demo-prototype to a user-
prototype. A final step could be added to take the triangulated surface mesh and make it an enclosed
manifold. This is not currently part of the software as it can be done by any number of other programs
but would be implemented more efficiently if the internal data structure of the surface mesh need not
be written to file to do so. The “Fundamental Matrix of Distortion”, mentioned in Section 4.3.4,
should also be implemented for use where there are significant amounts of lens distortion.
Finally there are a couple of steps in the algorithmic pipeline that are obviously place-holders and
should be replaced when better techniques have been researched and developed. The ones that would
benefit most from the contributions of the wider research community are the ellipse detection and
image segmentation stages. These problems are being actively worked on in other contexts, see for
example (Prasad and Leung, 2012) and (Zhang et al., 2008), and would likely benefit from advances
in different fields. The marching texture patch matching algorithm, however, developed as part of this
thesis and described in detail in Chapter 6, is also immature and would benefit from more research
but the field in which it is applicable is more specialised and so is less likely to be developed.
4.8 A Review of the Aims and Objectives
The implicit goal of having the images able to be processed independently so as to fulfil multiple
explicit aims and objectives described in Section 1.4.3, namely numbers 6, 7, 8, and 9, has shaped
the development of the algorithmic pipeline described here. The goals 1, 2, and 3, that the images
are taken in a relatively unconstrained environment, including the type of camera used, with no user
training, are not quite met as there is a small amount of training needed about the constraints on the
images taken:
• The images must be taken showing enough of the calibration sheet for the camera calibration
to correctly identify where the camera was positioned. This is in part a problem that applied
to all solutions using a calibration sheet as discussed in Section 1.4 but also occurs due to the
nature of the current solution to finding the ellipses and then matching them to the calibration
sheet circles, described in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2. The more of the calibration sheet in
the background that is obscured by the object on the calibration sheet being in the foreground,
the less likely the matching algorithm will give the correct answer due to the potential point-
pair match symmetries. This can restrict the type and/or orientation of the object that can be
scanned in this way.
• Due to additional parameters added to the ellipse finding algorithm, described in Section 4.3.1,
there is a user specified minimum angle offset from the perpendicular that the images can be
taken at and images taken from a larger offset must also be taken from closer to the calibration
sheet.
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• As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, for the current independent camera calibration to work properly,
the camera must be one which attaches EXIF information about the focal length of the camera
to images.
• As the CarapaceCopier software currently does not implement the Lens Distortion matrix, men-
tioned in Section 4.3.4.2, the current implementation will only work with cameras where lens
distortion is small.
Goal 4, that there be an unambiguous and a reliable mapping between the coordinate systems used
for the various independent camera calibrations is fulfilled as they all rely on the same real world
coordinate system defined by the placement of the printed calibration sheet. Another of the stated
aims, number 5, is that no assumptions need to be made about the image set other than that the object
is sitting on the calibration sheet and both appear in all images. However, one further assumption is
currently needed: the placement of the object with respect to where it sits on the calibration sheet
does not change between images.
This limits somewhat the usefulness of the ability, built into the CarapaceCopier software as it is
also one of the explicit goals, that additional images can be added to the set later to refine the 3D
model. As it stands the user cannot take a set of pictures, put the object and calibration sheet away,
process the images, and then decide to take additional images to add to the set. The user must leave
the object on the calibration sheet and not disturb its positioning whilst the processing of the image
set takes place if there is the possibility that additional images may need to be taken.
As will be discussed in Chapter 6, the goals for the final part of this algorithmic pipeline, the
surface texture matching, are much less well fulfilled. The stated aims and objectives of Section 1.4.3
directed the development of the algorithm but it is currently too immature to be of much use, and
only partially fulfils a some of the stated goals. Namely numbers 10, 11, and 12:
• The triangular mesh can be made to cover a surface that is strictly within the voxelised volume
of interest, described in Section 4.4, by the fact that it is being initialised by the image re-
segmentation step described in Section 4.5.
• The process can follow a textured concave surface.
• As briefly described in Section 4.6, due to the way in which the algorithm works, if it creates




Algorithm using a Planar
Calibration Sheet
In our hypothetical scenario, described in Section 1.4.1, the scene to be photographed contains a
standard object from which the camera can be calibrated without human intervention. A common
practice in photogrammetry is to use some kind of identifiable markers in a scene for this purpose.
We are using simple circular markers arranged in a random-like way and printed on a sheet of paper
that the object to be “scanned” is placed on. The circles appear in the photograph as black ellipses
on a white background and are easily found. Because the pattern of markers is irregular, in general
there is only one way to match the markers that yields a possible camera position and orientation.
This chapter explains how this matching takes place.
Section 5.1 introduces the concept of barycentric coordinates. In Section 5.2, some properties are
discussed which lead to the conclusion that these coordinates can be used to gain a first approximation
to the projective transformation embodied in an image taken of the calibration sheet. This first
approximation is used in Section 5.3 to pair up the circles on the calibration sheet with the ellipses in
the image in a patchwork of affine transformations which can then be used to estimate the projective
transformation as described in Section 4.3.3. Results of various tests are discussed in Section 5.4.
5.1 Barycentric Coordinates
Barycentric coordinates are an alternative form of coordinates, where there is one more coordinate
than the number of dimensions but the individual coordinates all add up to one. The coordinates are
based on the relative distance from one point to a set of “anchor points”. There is one anchor point
for every coordinate, or one more than the number of dimensions.
In one dimension, the two anchor points are the ends of a line segment, in two dimensions, the
three points are the vertices of a triangle, and in three dimensions, the four points form a tetrahedron.
Barycentric coordinates can be generalised to any number of dimensions but the discussion here is
restricted to three anchor points on a plane as that is what is needed here. In this two dimensional
case, the three barycentric coordinates (α, β, γ) of a point p, with anchor points A, B, and C, are the
weighted average of the anchor points, or “geometric centroid”, where the points are weighted by the
three normalised barycentric coordinates, i.e.
p = αA+ βB + γC
α+ β + γ = αA+ βB + γC














Figure 5.1: Examples of 2D barycentric coordinates
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:TriangleBarycentricCoordinates.svg&oldid=62500214
(Image permalink) originally uploaded by user Rubybrian under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 Unported license.
Some of the various barycentric coordinates for two different sets of three anchor points are shown in
Figure 5.1. As the coordinates are a weighted sum of the coordinates of the anchor points it is easy
to tell if a point is inside or outside of the triangle formed by the anchor points. Any point within
the triangle formed by the anchor points has all positive barycentric coordinates, any point on the
circumference of the triangle has two positive coordinates with the other coordinate being zero, and
any point outside the triangle has at least one negative coordinate.
5.2 Barycentric Coordinate Transform as an Approximation
to a Projective Transform
The two dimensional barycentric coordinate equation p = αA + βB + γC, with the knowledge that









The 3x3 matrix has an inverse as long as the three points are not collinear and so can then be










If B1 and B2 are two matrices of the above form, with corresponding anchor points in different
coordinate systems then a point in the first coordinate system can be converted into the second with
the compound matrix B = B2B−11 . The knowledge that the bottom row of B2 will always be (1,1,1)
leads to the conclusion that the elements of the bottom row of B are simply the summation of the
columns in B−11 .




 By − Cy Cx −Bx BxCy − CxByCy −Ay Ax − Cx CxAy −AxCy
Ay −By Bx −Ax AxBy −BxAy

det(B1) = Ax(By − Cy) +Bx(Cy −Ay) + Cx(Ay −By)
It can be shown that, when adding the elements of each column together, the terms in the first column
cancel each other out, as do the terms in the second, and that the third column adds to one. Therefore
the bottom row of B is always (0, 0, 1).
This compound matrix, B, defined to be a “barycentric coordinate transform” matrix, is then an
affine transformation. Consequently, a projective transformation can be restated as being a barycentric
coordinate transformation plus a perspective transformation.
We have circular markers centred on points C1, C2, C3, ... on our calibration sheet. Their images
will be ellipses in a photograph, centred on points E1, E2, E3... It is known that the centre of the circle
will not map exactly to the centre of the ellipse but it is close enough for a first estimate of the camera
calibration to be made with multiple point-pairings.
In principle we have to match each Ei to its corresponding Cj . If we ignore the details of lens
distortion and the effect of perspective, we can discover an approximate match using barycentric
coordinate transforms. To a first approximation, if we correctly match some Ei, Ej , Ek with C1, C2, C3,
then every other pairing can be found using the barycentric coordinate transform matrix B, in this
case made from the first three point-pairs. This can be used to easily convert an (x, y) point on the







 Eix Ejx EkxEix Ejy Eky
1 1 1
 C1x C2x C3xC1x C2y C3y
1 1 1
−1
A possibly more accurate approximation is a “patchwork” of such affine transformations using the
first three paired points as anchor points to find a fourth pair and then finding subsequent pairings
by using the closest three paired points, in one coordinate system, as the anchor points.
So if we ‘guess’ the first three point-pairs, we can quickly see whether that choice matches the
remaining points. Some of the points will be obscured in some views, so we have to discover whether
we have enough matches to confirm our guess. In practice, the chance of getting more than a few false
matches is vanishingly small and we can match all the visible ellipses with their corresponding circles
by checking all possible combinations.
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5.3 Point Pair Matching
The position and pose of the camera and the intrinsic parameters together make eleven variables
we wish to estimate: three for position (the coordinates of the t vector), three for pose (the angles
encoded in the R matrix), five for intrinsic parameters (the parameters in the K matrix). Each
point-pair match restricts two degrees of freedom so we need at least six matches in general to totally
calibrate the camera. The particular calibration method used, and the fact that the points we are
matching are all on the same plane, means that four point-pairs are needed but that any more than
four point-pair matches do not restrict any more degrees of freedom. There will then be four degrees
of freedom that cannot be restricted by these point-pair matches.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, these additional four degrees of freedom are chosen in the camera
calibration step to be:
1. The angle between the image axes, which is assumed to be 90 degrees.
2. The two coordinates of the principal point in the image, which is assumed to be the centre of
the image.
3. A z scaling factor, which depends on the overall scale of the K matrix, and is set using additional
EXIF meta-data.
However, more than four point-pair matches is useful in another way. When using more than four
point-pair matches the degrees of freedom being restricted are over-constrained and the solution
is found using a best-fit algorithm. This means the solution is less susceptible to minor errors in
placement of one of the points in the point-pair. This is especially relevant in this context where the
point pairs are the centre of a circle and the centre of the imaged circle, which is seen in general as
an ellipse. These two points are close to each other but are not the same point unless the circle is
seen from directly above and so will also be imaged as a circle otherwise the only thing we can say
is that the points when back- and forward-projected will be somewhere within the ellipse/circle they
are paired with.
In theory, once the initial camera calibration has been done, we can estimate, relative to the
centre of each ellipse, where the centre of its corresponding circle should be which can be used for
a more accurate calibration. In testing it was found that this adjustment was ordinarily a change
of less than a single pixel unit for one of the points in the pair, due in large part to the original
best-fit estimate. For this reason the code for this adjustment has been commented out from the
CarapaceCopier implementation.
The following sections describe the difference between combinations and permutations of subsets
of points which are then used in an algorithm to take the circle centres from the calibration sheet and
match them with the ellipse centres seen in the image.
5.3.1 Combination Versus Permutation
In the algorithm described in Section 5.3.2 the full range of small subsets of the circle centres and
ellipse centres are matched together as an initial step in matching the rest of them. This section gives
a brief overview of the difference between combinations and permutations and their notation so that
the algorithm can be more precisely explained.
When counting the number of different subsets of r unique elements in a set of n unique elements
the total number of subsets is different depending on whether the order of elements in the subsets
matters or not. A combination is simply a subset of the elements where the order does not matter. A
permutation is a particular ordering of a combination. For a particular subset then there are generally








where n! is the factorial function: n! = n× (n− 1)× (n− 2)× ...× 2× 1.
One of the simplest ways of generating both combinations and permutations is using nested “for
loops”, with the variable affected being an index into the array of n elements, although for permu-
tations there also needs to be a check for the uniqueness of each element. There are r nested “for
loops” in either case. The nested “for loops” for combinations are simply described by the following
pseudo-code:
for item1 = 1 to (n-r+1) do
for item2 = item1+1 to (n-r+2) do
...
for itemr = itemr−1+1 to n do
...
The code for permutations is more complex but can be expressed as below:
for item1 = 1 to n do
for item2 = 1 to n do
skip = item1==item2
if !skip for item3= 1 to n do
...
skip = itemr−1== item1 or itemr−1== item2 or ... itemr−1== itemr−2
if !skip for itemm = 1 to n do
skip = itemr== item1 or itemr== item2 or ... itemr== itemr−1
if !skip
...
For the purpose of estimating algorithmic complexity both implementations of Pnr and Cnr are close
to nr for r  n.
5.3.2 Outline of Method
The method we use to find the correct pairing of calibration and image points is to take every com-
bination of a subset of 3 image points out of the m found, and pair them with every permutation of
3 calibration points out of the set of n and for each of these pairings do the following:
1. For each calibration point that has not yet been paired, label this point the source point and
find the 3 closest calibration points that have been paired.
2. Use these 3 point-pairs to construct a barycentric coordinate transform and convert the source
point to image coordinates.
3. Measure the Pythagorean distance from this point to the nearest unpaired image point and call
this the distance error for this point pair match, up to a user defined distance limit. This limit
is for the possibility that there are occluded calibration circles or ellipses in the image that have
been detected that do not have a corresponding match on the calibration sheet.
4. From the point pair matches generated by steps 1-3, find the point pair match with the smallest
distance error and add this to the array of point pairs.
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5. Repeat steps 1-4 m − 3 times to find all valid point pairs and cumulative error. Note that
if the cumulative error is greater than that of the current contender, the loop can be exited
prematurely to go onto the next permutation.
6. Once all the valid points have been matched, add a multiple of the user defined distance limit
to the cumulative error, one multiple for each unmatched calibration point. This penalises
unmatched and possibly occluded calibration points. If they are genuinely occluded then this
step will add the same cumulative error for each subset and be effectively neutralised. However,
if there are unmatched calibration points that are not occluded points, it will be due to the
distance to a match being beyond the distance limit used in step 3 so the maximum distance
is substituted. Note that this step doesn’t need to be done if the cumulative error is already
greater than the current contender.
7. The 3 closest calibration points to each of the anchor points are found and used to find the
respective image point and add the distance error for each of these three matches to the cu-
mulative error. Once again, the loop can be exited prematurely without doing this step if the
cumulative error is already greater than the current contender.
8. If the cumulative error for these point pair matches is less than that for the current contender,
this set becomes the new “correct” point pair match.
The final correct combination is then the combination that has the lowest cumulative distance error.
The loop pairing up of the m − 3 points in steps 1-4 is approximately O(m2). This algorithm is
therefore O(Cm3 Pn3 m2) or approximately O(m5n3). If it can be assumed that the ellipses are all
correctly detected as the subset of imaged calibration circles that are visible in the image, then m ≤ n
and the worst case is therefore O(n8) in the number of calibration sheet circles. Obviously then, if
n is not relatively small this algorithm becomes infeasible but, as only four point-pairs are needed
for calibration, the calibration sheet only has to have enough circles that four will always be visible,
although more would be able to give greater confidence that the matches are the correct ones. Having
matched three ellipses with three calibration circles, in most cases, we will quickly find several ellipses
that match none of the circles sufficiently closely and move on to the next combination.
This combinatorial O(n8) algorithm can be potentially taken down to approximately O(n5), testing
primarily permutations, if it can always be assumed that the only ellipses detected are a subset of
the imaged calibration circles. In this case, any three of the detected ellipses can be used as initial
starting points.
We can then create a two step algorithm based on this fact which is a modification of the above
combinatorial algorithm. Rather than using every combination of three image points, we find the three
initial image points defined by those that form a triangle with the largest area. In the case where
the perspective transformation is approximately affine this will give anchor points for the barycentric
transformation that are spread further apart and are more representative of the closest global affine
transformation. These three image points are then matched with every permutation of the calibration
points to find the best match as above. This algorithm would therefore be O(Cm3 + Pn3 m2), or
approximately O(n5), for the worst case where m = n.
As can be seen by looking at the transformation hierarchy in Section 2.1.2, an affine transformation
conserves the ratio of areas but a perspective transformation does not. Therefore, if the transformation
is significantly different from affine, there is no reason to choose any three initial points over any others,
aside from not choosing collinear points, so this selection of points is as good as any other. Using the
largest area triangle also has the added advantage that the inherent inaccuracy of matching a point
that is the centre of the ellipse with the circle centre is minimised. This permutation approach is
faster but it fails if the initial ellipse finding routine has mistaken some other feature in the scene for
one of the calibration circles.
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(a) Initial image (b) Calibration sheet
(c) Three anchor points (d) Four anchor points
Figure 5.2: Progressively more local barycentric coordinate transforms estimating a single global
projective transformation of the calibration sheet
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(e) Five anchor points (f) Six anchor points
(g) Seven anchor points (h) Eight anchor points
Figure 5.2: Progressively more local barycentric coordinate transforms estimating a single global
projective transformation of the calibration sheet (continued)
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(i) Nine anchor points
Figure 5.1: Progressively more local barycentric coordinate transforms estimating a single global
projective transformation of the calibration sheet (continued)
5.4 Test Results
Figure 5.2 shows a sequence of images representing the pairing of the image and calibration points
starting with three correct point-pairs. In these images the texture on the calibration sheet is not
important, it is just a random image, the important parts are the black calibration circles on a white
background. The texture is used just to demonstrate the discontinuities introduced by using multiple
local barycentric coordinate transforms to estimate the projective transformation.
For illustration purposes the various points are coloured:
• white for the calibration circle centres we are trying to match. Note that in the case where the
circles have not yet been matched to ellipses in the image they may not be overlaid on one of
the ellipses in the image and if they are they will probably not be near the centre of such an
ellipse. When they are matched, the nearby texture representing the ellipse they are matched
with is distorted to approximately be a circle and so they look to be approximately in the centre
of such a circle.
• red for the unmatched ellipse centre points in the image.
• a red arrow is used to show the pairing of the closest unmatched ellipse centre to unmatched
circle centre to be used as an additional anchor point in the next image in the sequence.
For each point on the estimated calibration sheet, the three closest confirmed point pair matches are
used as anchor points for a barycentric coordinate transform which can lead to significant distortions
if these three points are close to forming a line in either the calibration sheet or the image. When
transforming points that are at right angles to the longest length side of the triangle, made from
two of the anchor points, a small placement error in the other anchor point can be magnified in the
barycentric coordinate transform.
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(a) O(n5) permutation based variant (b) O(n8) full combinatorial variant
Figure 5.2: Barycentric point pair matching times using two variants of the algorithm
This is especially important in the case where there is known to be an error in the anchor point-pairs
due to the centre of the circle not being the same point as the centre of the ellipse. See Figure 5.2 (g)
for an example of the distortion that can occur when barycentric coordinates are used with near
collinear anchor points. In this case a spurious texture is inserted to the right of the middle circle
due to the anchor points used for these point transforms being near collinear. Ideally then, the least
distortion would occur when the anchor points form an equilateral triangle.
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the distance error at each step, i.e. the distance between the red
point and the closest white point, is small and so the cumulative distance error score is also small.
In fact, in all tests matching nine ellipses with nine circles, the correct point-pair match was always
chosen as it always gave the smallest cumulative distance error score. This is not the usual case
however. The calibration sheet is to have an object placed on top of it which will likely obscure one
or more of the calibration circles in the image. The calibration circles were also originally placed
semi-randomly by hand with no rationale used for their placement. Another student, Chris Stevens,
under my supervision, tried to find rules for placement of the calibration circles and investigated what
happened when some of the calibration circles were obscured.
The findings were published in an internal departmental report (Stevens, 2011), included as Ap-
pendix E, and are summarised here. Some of the results in the internal report were later invalidated
when it was found there was a bug in the early termination portion of the code used to test this
method. This was mainly restricted to comparative timing tests on the combinatorial and permu-
tation variations of the algorithm. Timing tests were repeated after the bug was fixed. The nine
circle and nine ellipse centres from a synthetic image were given to the algorithms in a random order
for 100 trials on a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Quad with 2GB RAM. The code was implemented on Java
under Windows 7. The synthetic image was created as the view of the calibration sheet at an angle,
with the camera centre at (−100, 50, 200)T in world coordinates, measured in millimetres from the
calibration sheet centre. For completeness, timing tests were also done on calibration sheets with
10-12 circles in the same manner. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 5.2. As expected,
the processing time for the O(n8) variant quickly became large especially compared to the equivalent
O(n5) variant, which in these circumstances gave the same point pairings. For the initial nine circle
calibration sheet, the permutation based variant found the best match in a few milliseconds, while
the full combinatorial approach took approximately one second. This gap widened as more circles
were added to the calibration sheet: for the final test with 12 calibration dots, the permutation based
approach was taking an average of 128ms but the full combinatorial approach was taking 16 seconds.
It was also noted that as the number of calibration circles was increased it took additional effort to
place an extra calibration circle without causing mismatches due to symmetries. A thirteen circle
calibration circle was attempted by adding a calibration circle to the 12 circle calibration sheet by
hand but was unsuccessful in creating a valid calibration sheet with no symmetries.
Although the O(n5) approach is significantly faster, it assumes that there are no false positive
ellipses found. Another series of experiments was run on the initial synthetic image of the nine dot
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Figure 5.3: Deterioration of correct ellipse/circle matching in the presence of random spurious ellipses
over 100 trials
calibration sheet and additional spurious ellipse centres were added to see how the matching process
deteriorated. These spurious ellipse centres were random image points that were chosen in one of two
ways:
1. Randomly selected to lie within the axis aligned bounding box formed by the correct ellipse
centres so as to represent spurious ellipses detected on the object of interest.
2. Randomly selected to be somewhere in the image but not within the above axis aligned bounding
box so as to represent ellipses detected on the background.
Each algorithm was tested against the same set of spurious points over 100 trials for each of these
two cases. The results are shown in Figure 5.3. Both variants performed similarly when dealing
with spurious ellipses detected within the bounding box made by the correct ellipses: more incorrect
pairings occurred as the number of spurious ellipses increased. The number of incorrect pairings for
the O(n5) variant was always more than for the O(n8) variant but in both cases the matching process
deteriorated in the presence of spurious ellipses. In the second case, where there were spurious ellipses
in the background, the O(n5) broke down quickly, even with only one spurious ellipse, but the O(n8)
variant correctly matched up the point pairs in almost all the cases tested, even when there were 10
spurious ellipses and only 9 correct ones.
When there were mismatches with the O(n8) variant in the case of simulating ellipses found in the
background, it was with points that were close to the correct ellipses and one of the incorrect ellipses
was mistaken for one of the correct ones so that only 8 of the 9 ellipses were correctly paired with
calibration circles. The spurious points that caused the mismatches differed from correct match by a
distance in the image that ranged from 13 − 268 pixels, averaging 144 pixels, in a 2100 × 2970 pixel
image where the correct calibration ellipses were in a bounding box of 687× 1044 pixels.
In contrast, the almost universal mismatches in the O(n5) variant occur because the selection of
initial candidate ellipses are those 3 that form the largest triangle in the image. This means that when
there is a spurious ellipse found in the background, it will likely be selected as one of the points for
this initial triangle leading to an incorrect pairing at the very start of the process. There was only one
case where this did not happen and the correct matching took place in the initial 1000 trials. This
was in one of the trials in which there was only a single spurious ellipse. Rerunning the process with
a single spurious ellipse for 10, 000 trials resulted in the correct matching being found only 364 times,
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or 3.64% of the time in this set of trials. In all cases where the correct matching took place in spite
of the spurious ellipse, the ellipse had been randomly selected to lie near correct calibration ellipses
with a closest distance that ranged from 3− 357 pixels, averaging 178 pixels.
It was found by Chris Stevens that for an image showing an unobstructed view of the calibration
sheet, and no erroneous ellipses, mismatches were more likely to occur with low resolution or highly
compressed JPEG images. This was because the ellipse detection algorithm did not find all nine
ellipses in the image. In this case, fewer point-pairs were matched and it was possible that, due to
partial symmetries in the calibration sheet, some of these point-pairs were the wrong matches. As the
number of ellipses found decreased, so did the probability of finding a correct match. In all tested
cases where 8 or 9 ellipses were found, all point-pairs were matched accurately.
Multiple images were taken showing an unobstructed view of the calibration sheet and the list of
found ellipses manipulated to simulate all combinations of the 9 calibration circles being obscured,
down to the minimum number of four needed for camera calibration. The graph in Figure 5.4 is from
the internal report and shows how the percentage of correctly matched point-pairs varies as the angle
to the calibration sheet changes. In this case, 90 degrees is an image taken from directly above the
calibration sheet.
The minimum of four visible calibration circles were not matched correctly most of the time due
to the many symmetries possible with only four points visible. In the case of 5-7 points being visible,
for an image taken directly above the calibration sheet, there are only a few ways in which the circles
could be obscured and the points mismatched. The mismatched calibration circles on opposite sides
of the calibration sheet were obscured while the intervening ones were visible. This was deemed to be
acceptable as it was thought these combinations would be unlikely to occur in a real world situation
where a solid object was to be placed at the centre of the calibration sheet. Therefore, as the current
calibration sheet has acceptable mismatches for 7 points, and none that could be found for 8 or 9
points, a rule was laid down for users taking photos: to calibrate the camera from an image of this
calibration sheet, seven or more calibration circles need to be visible in the image. This was found to
limit the objects that could be placed on the calibration sheet to a relatively small size.
The accuracy of the point-pair matching decreased when the image was taken at an angle closer
to the horizontal. This is to be expected as the barycentric coordinate transformation is affine and
the projective transformation is only affine when the camera is directly above the calibration sheet,
90 degrees on the graph. As the camera moves away from perpendicular, the additional perspective
transformation becomes larger. The underlying assumption of this point-pair matching method is
that, to a first approximation, this perspective transformation is non-existent. As the angle gets
further from vertical this assumption becomes less valid and mismatches are more likely to occur.
A variety of other calibration patterns of nine circles were tried, initially made from nine randomly
placed circles and then the results of using these calibration patterns were compared to the results
of slight manipulations of the pattern due to the testing of a particular rule. None of the generated
calibration sheets out-performed the initial calibration sheet by a substantial margin.
One such rule tested was that no three circles should form a straight line, or be very close to it.
This produced better results and, in the case of one calibration sheet, increased the number of point-
pair matches, for 5-7 visible calibration circles, by an additional ten percentage points. Manipulating
the other calibration sheets to comply with or break this rule led to the percentage of correct matches
changing by 4.8-9.5 percentage points.
Mismatches were classified as a symmetry mismatch where the correct circles were matched but
were matched to the wrong ellipse. In this case there was normally a pivot circle which mapped
correctly and the circles around it were mapped backwards. An example is shown in Figure 5.5 where
the circles and ellipses have been overlaid with colours to show which have been matched up. In this
example, the red coloured pair is matched correctly but the blue and aqua have been mismatched
with each other, as have the yellow and purple.
By categorising mismatches in this way, symmetries in the calibration sheet could be found but
eliminating these symmetries was harder. Moving one of the calibration circles to remove the symmetry
almost inevitably moved that circle closer to one of the others which increased the chance of a mismatch
when one circle is mistaken for another. There are two main scenarios when this would happen:
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Figure 5.4: Correct matches for matching subsets of imaged calibration sheet circles versus degree
offset from horizontal for where the image was taken from. Originally published in (Stevens, 2011)
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(a) Calibration sheet with paired circles coloured and mismatches
circled
(b) Image of calibration sheet with paired ellipses coloured and
mismatches circled
Figure 5.5: Example of a symmetry ellipse-circle mismatch. Originally published in (Stevens, 2011)
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1. This could happen at low angles when the affine transformation is less accurate. If there are
two circles close to each other, the wrong one may be matched.
2. It could happen that two circles are chosen as anchor points and these two points are close to
each other, when compared to the distance to the other anchor point. In this case the barycentric
transform is more likely to be inaccurate in the direction of the line joining these two anchor
points due to the magnification by the barycentric transformation of the inaccurate assumption
that the centre of the circle is the centre of the ellipse.
It was also found that in most cases when there is a mismatch that the triangle formed by the original
3 anchor points did not have any other centre points within them. In these cases the triangles formed
from these anchor points were smaller than those that did have other centre points inside them.
The bigger the triangle, the less error was introduced by the inaccurate assumption that the centre
of the circle is the centre of the ellipse and therefore the less likely it was to mismatch any of the
points. Unfortunately, this did not lead to any additional enhancements as it would only be helpful
in choosing anchor points when it can be assumed that there are no spurious ellipses found. In this
case, the O(n5) permutation implementation can be used and is already choosing the anchor points
that form a triangle of the largest area.
An alternate method based on doing a combinatorial test of four point-pair matches was also
investigated. In this case the four point-pair matches were used to create a general 3 × 3 projective
planar homography matrix so that the image plane could be converted to the calibration plane and the
closest unpaired ellipse centres matched with unpaired circle centres. The distances to these unpaired
points were added together to give a cumulative distance error and used as a ranking of which were the
best anchor point-pairs as in the standard O(n8) combinatorial algorithm described in Section 5.3.2.
This algorithm, called “Trust but Verify”, was therefore O(Cm4 Pn4 m2) ≈ O(n10) and much slower than
the barycentric coordinate transform method. However, it gave as output not just the point pairs but
also potentially the planar homography that is calculated in the first step of the Zhang calibration,
using a minimum of five point pairs.
Finding the planar homography required the use of the normalised Direct Linear Transform (DLT)
algorithm, explained in Chapter 4 of (Hartley, R and Zisserman, A, 2004), which was a slower process
than a simple barycentric coordinate transform. This, and the additional algorithmic complexity,
turned a sub-second method into a process that required more than a minute per image. Therefore it
was decided to not use this variation.
An alternative to the “Trust but Verify” combinatorial method was also introduced that was similar
to the O(n5) barycentric coordinate transform permutation based variant in that it also needed to
assume that there were no spurious ellipses found. In this case the four ellipse centre points that
formed the vertices of the largest quadrilateral were used as anchor points. This algorithm would
therefore be O(Cm4 + Pn4 m2) ≈ O(n6) and was found to run in around about half the time as the
original O(n8) combinatorial barycentric coordinate transform algorithm. It was found in testing that
this method did slightly better than the barycentric coordinate transform methods in all subsets down
to subsets of size six, using the original calibration sheet, but it was significantly worse for subsets
of five. As the original algorithm already ran in sub-second time, and this variant did not have the
flexibility to have spurious additional ellipses, this variation was not used either.
5.5 Comparison with Checker-board Planar Calibration
One of the standard calibration sheet patterns is a checker-board where the internal corners are
used as the basis for the point pairs which create a planar homography to initialise calibration, as
explained in Section 2.5. To do a comparison of this with the new calibration sheet created for
the combinatorial approach explained here a number of factors need to be taken into account. For
the following comparison the OpenCV implementation of the checker-board internal corner detector,
along with an adjustment to identify the corners to sub-pixel accuracy, were used. The OpenCV
implementation of the Zhang planar calibration algorithm was also used. Synthetic 1920 × 1080
images were created of views of an A4 sized calibration sheet from a perfect pinhole camera with no
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(a) 6x8 checkerboard
(b) Nine circles calibration sheet
Figure 5.6: Synthetic views of A4 calibration sheets from (0, 0, 200)T with coordinates measured in
mm
lens distortion, square pixels, a 90 degree field of view, and a principal point that is the centre of the
image. The images contained EXIF information about the focal length. The calibration sheet was
either the new calibration sheet with nine circles, of radius 5.6mm, or a white border with a 6 × 8
checker-board pattern of alternating black and white squares 30mm on a side centred on it. Two
views of these calibration sheets are shown in Figure 5.6. The OpenCV camera calibration allows the
intrinsic camera matrix and distortion parameters to be fixed so only the pose and position are being
estimated.
One of the differences between the two different calibration sheets is the number of point pairs
used: the checker-board has 35 internal corner points whereas the new calibration sheet only has 9
circle/ellipse centres so one thing that was tested was whether or not the number of point pairs makes
a difference to the estimate.
Note that, although it wasn’t tested, in both cases the distortion parameters can be estimated if
need be, with the checker-board pattern likely to give a superior estimation. Using the standard trun-
cated Taylor series expansion as the radial distortion formula, shown in Section 4.3.4.1, the distortion
parameters can be estimated using only as many point pairs as there are distortion parameters, nor-
mally 1-3. Additional point-pairs allow for a best-fit estimate to be made of the distortion parameters;
the more point pairs, potentially the better the estimate. In the case of the checker-board, compared
to the new calibration sheet, many more point-pairs allow for a better estimate of the radial distortion
parameters. If the radial distortion matrix, described in Section 4.3.4.2, is used, at least 8 point pairs
are needed but again, additional point-pairs allow a best-fit estimate. In this case, the new calibration
sheet can only be used if at least eight of the nine calibration circles can be found.
As for the Zhang algorithm, it requires at least 4 point pairs but more do not necessarily make the
estimate any better. Using the known P matrices, point pairs were constructed that mapped points
on the calibration sheet to their corresponding points in the image. This was done alongside the other
tests described below and it was found that in no case was there a discernible difference in P matrices
estimated compared to the known correct ones: the Euclidean distance between the known correct
camera centre and the estimated camera centre was never more than 0.00001mm and the image plane
angle offset was never more than 0.00001 degrees, which can be explained by floating point rounding
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errors. Other differences have more serious consequences and are discussed below.
5.5.1 Differences Due to Pairing of Circle and Ellipse Centres
Another difference between the two calibration sheets is that the point-pairings in the case of the
checker-board can be exact with perfect information but there is an inherent inaccuracy in pairing
a circle centre with the centre of the ellipse it back-projects to. This inaccuracy in the case of
individual circle/ellipse pairs depends on the distance to the circle and its viewing angle which will
change slightly across the circles on a calibration sheet and is dependent on the exact placement of
the calibration circles. As the calibration sheet circles are not symmetrical these inaccuracies will also
change depending on the position of the camera as well. When developing a metric for this comparing
different instances of this new calibration sheet class this will need to be taken into account. The
following results are only for the one nine circles instance of the new calibration sheet used throughout
this work and may be slightly different for other instances.
A series of simulations was run on the calibration sheet to show these differences by varying the
viewing angle from 0 to 89 degrees, measured as the angle from vertical of the ray through the camera
centre to the calibration sheet centre, and for each the individual point-pairing inaccuracies were
recorded as well as the overall inaccuracy of the placement of the camera centre. Four such runs
of viewing angle change were run, each starting at (0, 0, 200)T as shown in Figure 5.6, by rotating
around the +x, -x, +y, and -y axes along arcs towards (0,−200, 0)T , (0, 200, 0)T , (−200, 0, 0)T , and
(200, 0, 0)T respectively.
Of these four tests, the largest difference in overall camera placement was found in the rotation
around the negative x axis but it was relatively insignificant with a maximum of less than 0.5mm
leading to a difference in the angle of the image plane normal of 0.03 degrees. The ellipses were
calculated by assuming perfect detection of points around the circumference of the ellipse. This was
done by taking 360 points around the circumference of each calibration circle, back-projecting them
into the image using the correct P matrix, and using these 360 points to find the best fit ellipse by
SVD, as explained in Section 4.3.1.3. The variations between the back-projection of the circle centre
using the same P matrix and the ellipse centre are shown in Figure 5.7 for each of the calibration
circles in the rotation around the positive x axis. The overall pose and position discrepancy in each
of the four cases is also shown in Figure 5.8. As expected the discrepancy is larger at lower angles
and for those calibration circles that are closer to the camera. The calibration circle with the largest
discrepancy at higher angles in Figure 5.7 is the circle at the top of the calibration sheet which is
consequently the one closest to the camera as it rotates in this test run.
5.5.2 Symmetries in the Checker-board Pattern
For a generic n×n checker-board pattern, with n being an odd number, there are enough symmetries
that for each view of the calibration sheet there are another 15 alternate sets of pose and position
parameters that give the same view. If it can be assumed that the camera is “above” the calibration
sheet, these 16 views are decreased to 8. If the checker-board pattern is changed to an n×m rectangular
pattern, with n and m being odd numbers, this is decreased to 4. Finally, if the checker-board pattern
is a n × m rectangular pattern with n and m being even numbers, this is decreased to a 2 view
ambiguity but this is still one view too many. With an asymmetrical calibration pattern in contrast,
as we are advocating, there are only two possible views: one above and one below the calibration
sheet. Eliminating the possibility of having the camera below the calibration sheet therefore leaves
just the single view.
The problems the remaining symmetry causes for calibration with the checker-board pattern are
most easily seen by looking at the camera centre x and y coordinates for two sets of images constructed
to be a view of the checker-board calibration sheet starting at (100, 0, 200)T and going around in a
circle around the z axis in the x/y plane, with the calibration sheet centre always in the centre of the
image. The x coordinate should describe a scaled cosine curve, while the y coordinate should describe
a scaled sine curve, and the z coordinate should be constant. The difference in the two sets of images
is that the camera is rotated by 180 degrees in the image plane between the sets. In the first image
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Figure 5.7: Discrepancies for each calibration circle centre image point due to ellipse centre not being
the same as the back-projection of the circle centre for rotation from vertical to horizontal around the
negative x axis starting at (0, 0, 200)T
of the initial set, the pixel y coordinate system is aligned with the world y coordinate system whereas
in the second set of images it is inverted. The two initial images are shown in Figure 5.9. Each image
in one set has a corresponding image that is identical to it in the other set that is 180 degrees around
the circle.
In this test, for the initial image in the aligned set, the OpenCV corner point detector returns the
detected image points in the same order the calibration corner points are internally stored so they are
fed to the OpenCV calibration algorithm already paired up correctly. The order of the calibration
corner points is static throughout the tests but the order in which the corner points are detected in
the image changes as it goes around the circle. In approximately half the cases the calibration routine
finds the mirror image viewpoint. This is shown in the plotting of the x and y camera centre values
in Figure 5.10. The above was also done with the asymmetrical nine circles calibration sheet and the
camera centre position coordinate estimates follow the cosine and sine curve for the full 360 degrees
in both sets of images. In fact, they follow them closely enough to be indistinguishable at the scale
shown in the graphs in Figure 5.10.
5.5.3 Limitations of the Implementation of the Feature Detector
In the majority of the discussion above the accuracy of the detection of internal corner points or
ellipses is not discussed and it is assumed that the corners/ellipses can be detected with exactness.
This is of course not true in practice and the implementations used gave close but not exact detections.
The OpenCV internal corner checker-board detection was provided with the rectangular grid size it
was to search for and either returned that many points or it returned none. In the case of the ellipse
detector currently implemented, it could detect a variable number of the individual ellipses but was
hampered by the accuracy of the edge detection. Specifically, the edge detection used a Gaussian blur
with a radius of 3 pixels and so the ellipse detection failed when the minor axis length was less than
this.
The inaccuracies in the ellipse/corner detection lead to inaccuracies in the camera centre placement
that were measured for the four rotations from vertical to horizontal as explained in Section 5.5.1.
The maximum effect of these inaccuracies were approximately an order of magnitude more severe for
ellipse detection than the ones for the inaccuracies for the internal corner points, which were in turn
approximately the same magnitude disparities as between the circle/ellipse centre pairings with exact
data and angles close to horizontal. These are shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12. The gaps in the graph
for the checker-board are where the corner detector did not return any corners. In the case of the
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(a) Discrepancies in camera centre positioning
(b) Discrepancies in image plane pose angle
Figure 5.8: Camera calibration pose and position error due to circle centres being paired with ellipse
centres for rotations from vertical to horizontal initially starting at (0, 0, 200)T
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(a) Aligned image and world y coordinate systems
(b) Inverted image and world y coordinate systems
Figure 5.9: The first images of a set of images going around a circle in the x/y plane rotating around
the z axis with radius 100 facing the calibration sheet centre. Both images have a camera centre of
(100, 0, 200)Tbut the camera is rotated to invert the image y coordinate system. Each has an identical
image in the other set at 180 degrees around the circle with the viewpoint of (−100, 0, 200)T
ellipse detection, the gaps are where less than eight ellipses were detected and correctly matched with
the combinatorial matching. In both cases these gaps occurred at approximately 45 degrees from
vertical. Although the current implementations seem to be applicable across a similar set of viewing
angles, the checker-board corner detector is more accurate. However, even though the placement
errors can differ by almost an order of magnitude, this is still only a small error so is unlikely to be
an issue in most cases.
5.5.4 Assumptions of the Combinatorial Matching and Limitations of the
Current Asymmetrical Calibration Sheet
One of the reasons for the failure of the combinatorial approach at angles closer to the horizontal is the
implicit assumption that the perspective distortion is relatively small and can be accurately modelled
by a patchwork of affine barycentric coordinate transformations. As the angle to the calibration sheet
approaches horizontal the perspective distortion becomes larger and at a certain point it can no longer
be modelled accurately enough by the small number of affine patches used. The exact point at which
this assumption breaks down is dependent on the pattern of patches which is in turn dependent on
the placement of the calibration circles. For the current calibration pattern at the viewing distance of
200mm from the centre of the calibration sheet, this point seems to be a viewing angle of approximately
45 degrees from vertical.
The assumption of small amounts of perspective distortion also comes into play with the user
defined limit for the combinatorial matching. This limit is a radius, in barycentric coordinates, within
which to search for potentially circle/ellipse centres to pair. In the case where there are false positive
ellipses, it is needed but needs to increase as the perspective distortion gets larger as otherwise it
would not be able to pair the correct ellipses. In the above test cases where it was known that there
were no false positive ellipses, a value of infinity was assigned to this variable to nullify this effect.
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(a) The estimated x camera centre values for the aligned circular set of images. It should
follow a scaled cosine curve.
(b) The estimated x camera centre values for the inverted circular set of images. It should
follow a scaled cosine curve.
(c) The estimated y camera centre values for the aligned circular set of images. It
should follow a scaled sine curve.
(d) The estimated y camera centre values for the inverted circular set of images. It
should follow a scaled sine curve.
Figure 5.10: Estimated camera centre x and y values using the checker-board calibration image, going
around a circle in the x/y plane rotating around the z axis, with radius 100. They should follow scaled
cosine and sine curves but are inverted approximately half the time.
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(a) Camera localisation issues due to checker-board corner detection inaccuracies
(b) Image plane pose angle issues due to checker-board corner detection inaccuracies
Figure 5.11: Euclidean distance displacement of camera centre and image plane angle pose difference
due to inaccurate detection of checker-board corners. Note that there was not enough information for
camera calibration after approximately 45 degrees from vertical in most cases.
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(a) Camera position localisation issues due to ellipse detection inaccuracies
(b) Image plane pose angle issues due to ellipse detection inaccuracies
Figure 5.12: Euclidean distance displacement of camera centre and image plane angle pose difference
due to inaccurate detection of ellipses. Note that there was not enough information for camera
calibration after approximately 45 degrees from vertical in most cases.
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5.6 Summary
A combinatorial approach to point-pair matching has been shown to work, even in the case where
there are both spurious and missing points in one of the sets. In the context of this software pipeline,
these spurious points represent ellipses that have been found in the image that do not relate to
any calibration circles. The missing points are calibration circles that are obscured in the image.
The algorithmic complexity of this combinatorial approach is restricted by only needing three initial
point-pairs when it is assumed that a patchwork of barycentric coordinate affine transforms adequately
describe the, potentially projective, transformation between the calibration sheet and the image. In
tests it has been shown that this assumption holds for angles from vertical down to approximately 45
degrees from vertical.
If it can further be assumed that there are no spurious points, only missing ones representing the
calibration circles that are obscured in the image, then the algorithmic complexity can be lowered still
further by initially selecting three image points and matching them in sequence with every permutation
of the calibration points. For the small number of points needed for accurate calibration this point-pair
matching can then be done in tens of milliseconds, rather than the hundreds of milliseconds needed
for the original combinatorial approach.
The algorithm also takes into account the inherent mismatch of the sources for these point pairs.
One set of points is generated as the centres of circles, whereas the other set is generated from the
centre of ellipses, which are assumed to be these circles seen in perspective. It is known that, even
with the correct perspective transform, these two points will not coincide. The use of the closest point
in the pairing matches the correct pair while the use of more than the minimum number of points
allows the calculated projective transformation used in the camera calibration to be the result of a
best-fit calculation which will minimise this mismatch.
However, there is still an unsolved problem of how calibration sheet circles should be arranged
on the calibration sheet. There are a number of rules of thumb which primarily describe how the
calibration circles should not be arranged but there is little clarity on how a calibration sheet should
be designed that can be said to be a good one without extensive testing. Some calibration sheets are
obviously bad, such as a calibration sheet laid out with the calibration circles in a circle themselves
around the centre of the calibration sheet.
The calibration sheet pattern of circles should be irregular in some way to avoid obvious false
matches due to symmetries. This can initially be simply tested for to see if there are any three
calibration circles that form a straight line, or are very close to it. However, in the current scenario,
some of the calibration circles can be obscured which makes testing harder. The calibration sheet
should ideally allow for occlusion so that if one or more circles cannot be seen, the remainder still
make a good choice. Extensive testing of a calibration sheet would seem to be prohibitive as it would
involve viewing it from every angle, with every combination of visible calibration circles. For each
scenario the point pair matching algorithm would need to be run and the results verified. With the
current implementation it has been calculated that to exhaustively test a single calibration sheet in
such a manner would take weeks of computer time. Thus the current calibration sheet cannot be said
to be a good calibration sheet as it has not been exhaustively tested in this manner.
But, the current calibration sheet can be said to be a good calibration sheet in a restricted set
of circumstances: it has been seen to give good results in all circumstances that have been tested
where only a couple of the calibration circles have been obscured in the image. Given that this
calibration sheet was simply the first one manually created, it is expected that the ratio of “good” to
“bad” calibration sheets that would be created by a minimally trained user is relatively high. This
hypothesis has not been tested as the first calibration sheet created was “good enough” and no more
were needed.
This combinatorial approach to point pair matching was compared to the OpenCV implementation
of checker-board internal corner finding and calibration with the results being mixed. The results of
these comparisons are summarised in Table 5.1. Due to the symmetries of the checker-board, the
OpenCV calibration may find the wrong camera pose and position approximately half the time,
whereas the combinatorial pairing of an asymmetric calibration pattern will find the correct one.
However the localisation of the camera viewpoint is better with the checker-board pattern. This is
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Comparison of calibration sheets used for simulated camera calibrations
9 circle asymmetric calibration
sheet
6× 8 checker-board




localisation error with perfect
information
0.47mm 0mm
Maximal image plane localisation
error with perfect information






1.24 degrees 0.19 degrees
Maximal angle from vertical for
reliable calibration
45 degrees 45 degrees
Can be partially obscured Yes No
Usage scenario Automated calibration and small
object acquisition
Highly accurate camera
calibration with manual checking
and separate scene modelling
step
Table 5.1: Summary of calibration sheet properties
due mainly to the current implementations of the ellipse and internal corner feature detectors used.
However, even with theoretically perfect detection there is still a small localisation error due to the
mismatch of circle/ellipse centre pairings. This is very small except where there is large perspective
distortion. In both cases, the current implementations work better for angles with less perspective
distortion. Approximately 45 degrees from vertical seems to be the limit in both cases. Note that the
with the checker-board corner feature detection, either all the corners are found, or none of them are.
This is not very useful in the scenario we are interested in where some of the feature points may be
occluded with the camera still being calibrated. Therefore in the narrow scenario we are interested
in, the standard checker-board would not do. In a wider variety of scenarios it is likely that the
new method would also prove useful, if for no other reason than that it provides only one possible
viewpoint for the camera that is “above” the calibration sheet. However, the standard checker-board
pattern is superior in the case where highly accurate camera calibration is needed, and is manually
checked before being accepted, and this step can be separated from any subsequent steps of acquiring
data about the scene.
One of the areas of future research would be the identification of a metric that can be applied to
instances of the new asymmetric class of calibration sheets. This could be used so that calibration
sheets can be compared to each other and one defined as better or worse than the other. This is one
way in which the “best” such asymmetric calibration sheet could be found but it may also be that
once the metric is defined it can be used to develop a calibration sheet that maximises or minimises
this metric from first principles.
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Chapter 6
Marching Triangles Surface Texture
Patch Matching
The texture matching process described here is to be used to enhance the initial estimate of the
maximal volume of space the object occupies, as described by the voxelised visual hull estimation
in Section 4.4. The visual hull is a volume of space that is guaranteed to contain the object based
on the silhouette it makes against the known calibration sheet from the different viewpoints. If all
available views through a small volume of space, a voxel, show the calibration sheet then that voxel
is definitively not part of the object. This process gives a coarse estimate of the volume of space that
the object occupies and the texture matching process described here is used to refine this with the
additional information contributed by multiple views of the texture of the object.
The goal of the texture matching process is to grow a triangulated surface mesh from an initial line
segment on the surface, taking into account the views from multiple images. An equilateral triangle
is constructed where the initial line segment is one of the edges. This triangle can be rotated about
the initial line segment until it lies on the surface, meaning we are to perform a search on the angle
of rotation. The triangle that matches the surface of the object should be seen as having the same
texture in all non-occluding views. This process is based on the half-plane detection in (Baillard, C
et al., 1999).
For each 3D triangle, the corresponding 2D triangle is found in the relevant images, as shown in
Figure 6.1. A score is calculated, representing the similarity of the texture for the 2D triangles in the
images, and the 3D triangle with the best score is selected. The construction of this new triangle gives
two additional seed line segments for the process to work with and decreases the volume of the search
space for further triangles. In cases where the surface is occluded in some of the relevant images, the
camera position is incorrectly calculated, or the local surface is not planar, this will still attempt to
find the best match when there is enough texture variation. If there is not enough texture variation
then it is possible that there will be no way of choosing which of the candidate triangular patches is
the correct one to describe the surface.
This chapter starts with an introduction to the core of the algorithm for finding a single triangular
surface patch. This is then expanded to the generalised algorithm of expanding a triangular mesh to
cover the surface of the object. The various parameters and adjustable thresholds are then enumerated
and suitable ranges discussed including a discussion of the particular similarity measure selected. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of the results of a number of tests and a review of the aims and
objectives of this algorithm. The conclusion is that this algorithm is still very immature and that
there are a number of problems still to be solved.
6.1 Process for Finding One Surface Triangle Patch
A seed line segment and a normal vector are assumed to be given. Currently the seed line segment
is manually selected by the user as being a line on the calibration sheet that is at the edge of the
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Figure 6.1: Example of three rotations of the reference triangle back-projected from real world 3D
coordinates into two different 2D image coordinate frames
object. The normal vector is the z unit normal vector. The manual selection of the seed line segment
is currently a place-holder until such time as the implementation is mature enough that the seed line
segment can be automatically selected.
An equilateral triangle, called the “reference triangle”, is constructed from the seed line segment
and the given normal. Although in general there are two possible “reference triangles”, it is seen in
Section 6.2 that one of these can normally be discounted. The normal vector is simply used to label
a particular rotation around the axis of the seed line segment, corresponding to the triangle plane, as
0 degrees for orientation purposes. The triangle that best matches the surface is therefore a rotation
of the reference triangle around the seed line segment.
To estimate the correct angle to an arbitrary accuracy therefore we can simply step through the
angle range, with a certain step size, creating candidate triangles, and compare the scores to find the
largest. In this way, the similarity score gives a proxy for the relative fit of the triangle to the surface.
If the similarity measure can be guaranteed to be continuous, and has a bound on the speed at which
the similarity changes, then this can be replaced by a recursive sub-division to get better precision
with less testing. This is a goal but is currently not the case with the current version of the similarity
measure. The subset of images used for calculating the similarity measure may change between two
angles leading to discontinuities in the similarity curve over all angles.
For each potential solution 3D triangle, the triangle is sampled, using a triangular number of
samples, Tn, spaced in the typical triangular pattern, see Figure 6.2, and these individual 3D points
are back-projected to 2D image points with an RGB colour interpolated from each of the “relevant”





The selection of the appropriate number of sample points is discussed in Section 6.4.2.
In this context a “relevant” image is a fully processed image, where all three points of the triangle
are in front of the camera, as can be tested using Equation (2.1), with a camera centre calculated
to be in the half-space “above” the plane defined by the candidate triangle and its related normal.
If there are at least two “relevant” images a similarity score is calculated for the potential solution
triangle. The measure of similarity is discussed in Section 6.3.
If the image has a camera centre in the “below” half-space of the plane defined by the triangle,
then the triangle is being viewed from the wrong side and so is not to be used. As the viewing angle
to the triangle varies from “front on” to “edge on” the amount of information contained within the
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Figure 6.2: Triangular sample point spacing for the first six triangular numbers
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:First_six_triangular_numbers.svg&oldid=60813864
(Image permalink) originally uploaded by user Melchoir and released under the Creative Commons Attribution-
Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.
image diminishes to the point where the triangle, when seen edge on, is viewed as a line segment and
the additional information gained by including the image is zero.
It is possible therefore that the “relevance” test of having the triangle in front of the camera could
also be supplemented by a test to see that the angle from the triangle to the camera centre point is
above a certain threshold. It was found that a more appropriate threshold was to calculate the average
angle to the triangle over all relevant images and to declare the similarity score invalid if this mean
angle is below a certain level. This leads to a curve with few discontinuities within the valid portion
of similarity score curve and simply invalidates the portions of the curve where the score fluctuates
wildly due to poor information.
Each image also has associated with it a binary map that, for each pixel in the image, determines
whether or not a ray, constructed from the image coordinates of this pixel, intersects the 3D search
space. This 3D search space is initially informed by a previous initial estimate of the shape of the
object, in the case of the software pipeline described in 4, a maximal visual hull.
Each sample point is back-projected to a specific image point and the closest pixel coordinate is
used to determine whether or not the sample point is within the valid 3D search space. As one of the
aims of the algorithm, number 10 stated in Section 1.4.3, is that this algorithm does not increase the
volume occupied by the object, the 3D search space is initialised as the back-projection of the surface
voxels of the visual hull with the algorithm and the triangle should be considered to be invalid if any
of the sample points are outside this valid 3D search space. As explained in Section 6.2, however, this
restriction does not always need to be so strictly upheld. For this reason the number of sample points
that are deemed to be outside the valid 3D search space are counted and only if they exceed a user
defined threshold is the candidate triangle dismissed as invalid at this point.
If there is not enough texture variation across the various candidate triangles, as measured by the
range of the similarity score, then there will be no way of choosing which of the triangular patches
is the correct one to describe the surface. The similarity measure chosen also has a characteristic
shape for the curve near the correct solution which can be tested for using lower bounds for the best
similarity measure and the absolute value of the second derivative around that point, explained in
more detail in Section 6.3. Provided these tests are passed, the triangle with the best similarity score
over all the valid candidates is then declared to be the closest match to follow the surface.
6.2 Generalising to an Iterative Surface Tiling Process
Once one 3D surface triangle is found, it is added to the triangulated surface mesh data structure
and gives an additional two seed line segments that can be used to extend the triangulated surface
mesh still further. The normal of the found 3D surface triangle is also used to define the normal for
the reference triangle for each of the new seed line segments. This leads to the use of a queue data
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structure for processing of these seed line segment/normal pairs. When calculating the two possible
reference triangles for these seed line segments, one of them will be the previously found parent surface
triangle patch and can be excluded.
This was implemented as a queue of reference triangles, with a separate normal vector included.
The order of the three vertices of the triangle (A, B, and C) are selected so that the seed line
segment is the edge AB. The orientation of the rotation, i.e. which way a clockwise rotation will be,
depends on which end of the line segment is labelled point A and which is labelled point B and this
would ordinarily also determine the orientation of the normal vector. The normal is conventionally
constructed from two edges of the triangle as the vector AB × AC but was stored separately in this
instance for the convenience of being able to explicitly manipulate the normal as well as to decouple
it from the orientation of the rotation.
When the parent surface triangle patch is found, the two additional reference triangles are con-
structed and added at this time, rather than adding the seed line segments and then later having to
exclude one of the two possible reference triangles as each seed line segment is processed. Each of the
two additional reference triangles can be constructed by rotating the points of the parent triangle 180
degrees around the appropriate edge with the normal of the new reference triangle being the same as
the parent triangle.
The 3D triangular surface patch, once it is found, is back-projected into the relevant images and
the pixels covered by this 2D triangle are excluded from further processing, marking them with the
binary overlay. This implicitly excludes the pyramidal shaped volume of space between the triangle
surface and the camera centres used to find it. The 3D search space is not explicitly stored but can
in principle be produced from the 2D binary overlays and the knowledge of the camera centres. This
allows the compact storage of the shape of the remaining 3D search space, which can become complex
as more surface triangles are found. The potentially explosive expansion of the queue, where the
removal of one reference triangle can lead to the addition of two more to the end of the queue, is
therefore bounded by the fact that the search space for valid triangles decreases. This will eventually
lead to reference triangles being processed with no valid candidate triangles being produced.
Part of the tiling process is shown in Figure 6.3 for a simple flat surface. The initial line segment is
shown in green in Figure 6.3 (a). Pre-existing surface mesh triangles are shown in white and outlined
in red. The queue of unprocessed reference triangles is shown in blue with the current reference
triangle being processed shown in red. As each red triangle is processed, additional neighbouring blue
triangles are added to the queue to be processed. This means that the surface mesh grows out from
the initial line segment and the additional unprocessed reference triangles will be on the edges of this
surface mesh.
Each triangle of the surface mesh produced by this procedure is currently estimated to an arbitrary
precision and is not necessarily exactly following the surface, even if that is theoretically possible. This
leads to a possible problem with gaps in the mesh being produced where triangles that have been found
previously surround a gap where the current processing is taking place and no valid triangle being
produced if no part of the triangle is allowed to be outside the 3D search space. If the granularity of
the candidate surface triangles being tested is not fine enough, or the size of the equilateral triangles
is not an exact match for the surface, the nearest candidate triangle to the “correct” one could inter-
penetrate, or overlap from at least one view, pre-existing parts of the surface mesh. This leads to
the need to have the possibility of parts of the candidate triangles being outside the search space and
the ability to distort the best fit triangle so that the vertex is changed to “snap-to-fit” a pre-existing
vertex if the vertex is the closest one that is within a specific radius.
An example of when this is needed is the red triangle in Figure 6.3 (j). In this example the
candidate triangles are tested in steps of one degree. If the triangles are all the same size and the
one on one side of this reference triangle was found to be angled at +1 degree, for example, to the
calibration plane, instead of the known correct 0, and the triangle on the other side found to be angled
at -1 degree, then there is no solution where an exactly equilateral triangle would connect these two
triangles.
A procedure has been developed to deal with this. In Section 6.1 it is mentioned that the number
of sample points deemed to be outside the 3D search space is counted and if this is above a user





Figure 6.3: Marching triangles sequence: following a flat surface. Initial seed line shown in green in
(a). Found triangles shown in white. Triangles to be processed shaded in blue. Current triangle being




Figure 6.3: Marching triangles sequence: following a flat surface (continued). Initial seed line shown
in green in (a). Found triangles shown in white. Triangles to be processed shaded in blue. Current
triangle being processed shaded in red.
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having the effective snap-to-fit radius set to zero, the only triangles used for the surface mesh should
be those that are unambiguously valid and so this threshold should be effectively zero. The acceptance
of some candidate triangles that go outside of the 3D search space is only useful if “snap-to-fit” is
used, so that the number of candidate triangles tried is increased to include those that are a closer fit
to be snapped to. Otherwise it just increases the potential that the algorithm will select an invalid
candidate triangle as the best fit for the surface.
The existence of a non-zero number of samples outside the 3D search space for a triangle is used for
determining if the best fit triangle is to be added to the surface mesh. If there is a pre-existing vertex
within the “snap-to-fit” threshold radius of the third point for the best fit triangle then the triangle
is “snapped-to” this point i.e. the third point for the new triangle is replaced with this pre-existing
vertex. If however there is no point for the best fit triangle to be “snapped-to” then the triangle is
accepted as a valid part of the surface mesh if and only if there are no sample points outside the 3D
search space.
The surface mesh produced by the current method is conservative in that while it may not include
the entire surface of the object, the parts it does include are highly likely to be part of the object
surface. In fact, the similarity curve is a proxy for the confidence that a particular piece of the surface
mesh does actually follow the surface of the object. However, this inherently conservative approach is
likely to leave the surface mesh incomplete and, as the bottom of the object can not be traced with this
process, the surface mesh will not be a complete manifold. Taking this surface mesh and making it
manifold is potentially possible but has not been explored as the technique is currently considered too
conservative for the surface mesh produced to cover enough of the surface to make this a worthwhile
endeavour in general.
It may be possible that the knowledge of the known surface mesh at a certain point in time may
be used to extrapolate an additional triangle to add to the surface mesh where there is not enough
texture for the current algorithm to find it unambiguously. One such variation was tried unsuccessfully
where, if there was not enough variation, it was assumed that the surface would just continue in the
same plane as the parent triangle so the zero degree reference triangle could be used.
It was found that although this did work in some cases where this was a valid assumption, it
also lead to runaway planes being created out over the space above the comparatively texture-free
calibration sheet when a triangle overshot an edge of the object. In the former case, the additional
triangles created bridged a temporary gap in the texture of the surface but in the latter case they
compounded a small error. The calibration sheet is currently limited to a white sheet of paper with
a sparse set of black dots so any triangle created that sees only a view of the calibration sheet will
likely not have enough texture to be processed. In this case we want the algorithm to stop but this
variation would mean that processing would continue.
6.3 Calculation of the Similarity Score
Two similarity scoring systems were tried, the current one based on a subset of the entries in the
covariance matrix, which is calculated in O(n2) time, and an initial score that was tried based on the
sample point variance across images which is calculated in O(n) time. This initial score was actually
a “dis-similarity” score which decreased as the similarity between images increased. This scoring
system was constructed so as to be a “True Multi-Image” method and produced good results when
used with the first set of test images, however with a second set of test images it did not succeed. The
current similarity scoring system was then developed and has given good results for both sets of test
images. However it is to be considered a place-holder as it is calculated in O(n2) time in the number
of images and so is not a good solution when there are a large number of images to be compared. For
completeness both similarity scores are discussed.
Both of these similarity scores use the standard RGB pixel colour space although changing this
should be explored in the future. In particular, if images of the scene are taken under fluorescent light,
the light changes with a high frequency which may manifest as highly different lighting for images of
the same scene taken at different times in the fluorescent lighting cycle. The algorithm as it currently
stands uses relative similarity to find the best of the hypothetical triangles to be matched so this
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absolute difference in RGB values between images should not matter. For completeness though it
could be taken into account in the future by converting from the standard RGB colour space to one
which is more appropriate for dealing with illumination changes, for example the “perception-based”
colour space described in (Chong et al., 2008) and Section 4.3.5.
6.3.1 Current Similarity Measure
The current similarity measure was based on the similarity measure developed in (Baillard, C et al.,
1999) where a particular image was used as a reference image and the similarity score was based on
the inter-image correlation. This was taken as a starting point but it was realised that a similarity
score based on a reference image is severely flawed as this can mean that changing the order in which
images are processed can change the similarity score. The initial calculation was therefore extended
to include the potential calculation of all inter-image correlations.
In the initial calculation there is no rationale for choosing one image over another as a reference
image so the first image would ordinarily be chosen. As different sub-sets of images are used for
calculating the similarity measure, the “first image” that would be selected as the reference image
changes. This increases the sensitivity of the procedure from simply depending on which image
is presented first, to being dependent on the overall ordering of the images. Basing the similarity
measure on all valid inter-image correlations, which is a more time consuming approach and does not
scale as well, was deemed to be a better trade-off than having the order of the images potentially
changing the similarity score.
The first step in calculating the similarity measure is to create the covariance matrix for the
sampled points in the images, a matrix of the individual covariances of the image pairs.
covM =

cov(I1, I1) cov(I1, I2) . . . cov(I1, In)
cov(I2, I1) cov(I2, I2) . . . cov(I2, In)
cov(I3, I1) cov(I3, I2) . . . cov(I3, In)
...
... . . .
...
cov(In, I1) cov(In, I2) . . . cov(In, In)

This matrix is a square n × n matrix and, as cov(Ia, Ib) = cov(Ib, Ia), it is symmetrical meaning
that only half the entries need to be calculated. To process the colours, each colour channel has values
normalised to be between 0 and 1 and then each image has the mean of each colour channel calculated
and taken away from each value, called “zero-mean normalised”. The calculation of the covariance is





R,G, and B are the three separate colour channels for a particular sample point and N is the number
of sample points.
Due to the way in which covariance is calculated, the diagonal entries are the variance for each










Only the positive correlations are used, so N is the number of these positive correlations.
An occluding object could cause an image to not see some or all pixels of the triangle. When
calculating a correlation score with another image this leads to a lower correlation. Therefore a zero
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or negative correlation should not be incorporated into the similarity score because it can be assumed
that there are occluding objects in between at least one of the cameras and the 3D triangle being
tested. The reason the similarity score is not just the mean of the correlations, and instead is the mean
of the correlations squared, is due to the justification in (Baillard, C et al., 1999): “The correlation is
squared in order to give more weight to high scores, and therefore to be even more selective.”
6.3.1.1 Adjustable Thresholds and Defaults
There are three thresholds used for deciding whether or not the best similarity measure can be con-
sidered the “correct” one. These were introduced in (Baillard, C et al., 1999) along with suggested
values although there was little justification given for the values chosen. The thresholds have been
used with their suggested values and good results were achieved but more work needs to be done to
adequately justify these values.
If there is not enough change in the similarity score then we cannot be sure that the particular
highest scoring candidate is a valid one. Such a low similarity range will normally be due to lack of
texture. The similarity score lies between 0 and 1 and so therefore does this minimum range value.
The value suggested is 0.2.
Similarly there is a minimum threshold that needs to be exceeded for the highest similarity measure
to be considered high enough to be valid. If the winning similarity score is not high then there is not
a lot of confidence that it is the correct one. The value suggested in (Baillard, C et al., 1999) is 0.6
which, as no rationale is given, can be assumed to be determined empirically.
An additional check on the validity of the winning similarity measure is that the change in the first
derivative of the graphed similarity curve around that point is large enough, i.e. the absolute value of
the second derivative. The value of 4.0 is mentioned in (Baillard, C et al., 1999) but the effectiveness
of this value depends on whether the angle is being measured in degrees or radians. The second
derivative value was compared for curves calculated in both degrees and radians. When the similarity
angle is in radians the derivatives are much smaller than if it were plotted in degrees. Although all
graphs in the paper have the angle stated in degrees it is more likely that the value of 4.0 for the
second derivative refers to a second derivative calculated using angles measured in radians.
These thresholds together give an idea of how reliable this area based similarity measure is due
to the amount of texture and accuracy of camera calibration. With perfect camera calibration and a
reasonable amount of texture, the peak of the similarity curve will have a similarity score of 1 with
errors in camera calibration leading to a lower peak in the similarity curve. Low similarity measures
over the entire length of the similarity curve are likely to indicate that there is little texture with which
a decision can be made. Finally, the curvature of the similarity curve around the peak, as quantified
in this case by the second derivative, gives a secondary indicator of how likely the peak similarity
measure is to be the correct one: a long curve around the peak may have errors in camera calibration
but this is less likely with a narrow peak.
6.3.2 Alternative Similarity Measure
An initial similarity measure was constructed to be a generalised score that would conform to the
definition of a “True Multi-Image Method” and could be calculated in O(n) time. This similarity
measure is simply the mean of the RGB colour variance of each of the sample points across images.
Each of the colour channels for the interpolated pixels for one sample point were processed separately,
with individual values between 0 and 255, to give individual variances ranging from 0 to 16256.25.
These three colour channel variances were then added together to get the RGB variance for a particular
sample point i.e. V ar(RGB) = V ar(R) +V ar(G) +V ar(B). Each sample point was processed to get






Technically this is a “dis-similarity” score as a score of zero means that the patch looks exactly the
same in each of the relevant images. For consistency of terminology this score could be taken away
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Figure 6.4: Promising results for initial similarity measure using the same textured calibration sheet
set of images shown in Figure 6.3 for one of the triangles of the initial seed line, shown in green in
sub-figure (a) of Figure 6.3. The known correct angle of 0 is relatively easily detectable as the bottom
of the dip in the middle of the M shaped curve.
from the maximum score to give a score that increases as the patches in the images become more
similar. This similarity measure was abandoned before getting to this point however.
The initial results of this similarity seemed promising, see Figure 6.4, when used with the initial
seed-line on the Textured Calibration Sheet set of images as shown in Figure 6.3 (a). This is par-
ticularly the case when the calculation of the variances were weighted based on the measured angle
between the triangle and the camera centre for an image. The particular scene represented in the figure
has a known correct angle of 0 degrees. This shows that the dis-similarity score is at a local minimum
here and increases as it gets further away. At a certain point the dis-similarity starts decreasing again
as a significant number of images show the image of the triangle as close to a line. This gives an “M”
figure that was the supposed “typical” looking graph. In this particular graph, invalid scores at either
end of the graph, where there were not at least two images, are shown as zero. With well chosen curve
truncation thresholds the correct angle of zero would be chosen in this case. Unfortunately, these
initially promising results could not be replicated in general. As this “area similarity measure” was
actually the mean of a number of “point similarity measures” it was overly sensitive to slight errors
in camera placement in areas of high amounts of texture. The “M” figure that was supposed to be
typical was not necessarily always obviously visible and so, although the correct dis-similarity score
was generally a local minimum, there was no clear-cut criteria for choosing it from the other local
minima in the more general case of a similarity curve that was “bumpy”. This method was therefore
abandoned.
An example of such a “bumpy” similarity curve is shown in Figure 6.5. In this case, a sequence of
9 synthetic images is taken of a textured calibration sheet circling it at a known height. Each image is
taken with the viewpoint centred on the centre of the calibration sheet and spaced around the circle at
40 degrees offset from its neighbours. The camera parameters were then known exactly and a stylised
“M” shape with a dip at the correct place, 0 degrees, was initially produced from the weighted sum
of the variances. Adding in inaccuracies in the height placement by changing the value of the camera
centre z coordinates to be 97% of the true value lead to changes to the shape of the curve to the point
where the “M” shape is almost unrecognisable. There was an increase in the range of scores and also
a change in the positioning of the global minimum (leaving aside the 0 values used for invalid angles).
The correct angle of zero degrees is in this case between the global minimum of -7 and a small local
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Figure 6.5: One of the “bumpy” results that led to the original similarity measure being abandoned.
This was generated by a randomly chosen seed-line on synthetically generated views of the textured
calibration sheet when inaccuracies in camera placement were introduced. The known correct angle
of 0 degrees is between the global minimum at -7 degrees and a local minimum at 6 degrees and is
not easily detectable.
minimum at +6 degrees and is not easily detectable. The equivalent area based similarity curve has
a peak at -7 degrees instead of the known correct 0 degrees but the similarity score at this peak was
marginal at only 0.665.
6.4 Adjustable Parameters
There are a number of adjustable parameters and thresholds for this algorithm. Most of them depend
on the scene and so must be manually set by the user. However, the dependence on the scene is not
necessarily simple and so in some cases a process of trial-and-error will likely be followed. This is not
a desirable result and is an indication that this algorithm is immature and in need of more research.
6.4.1 Selection of the Initial Seed Line Segment
The selection of the initial line segment, normal, and subsequent creation of the initial reference
triangles is a very important part of this algorithm as the performance of the algorithm is very sensitive
to the size and placement of the initial line segment. This has so far been ignored. The entire purpose
of the procedures described in Section 4.3.5, Section 4.4, and Section 4.5, was to narrow down the
search space in order to be able to automatically find an appropriate seed line segment. If this is not
possible then the process can be sped up by simply eliminating these procedures and having a simple
additional test added to the surface patch matching procedure to invalidate any candidate triangle
that goes outside a predefined volume of interest, typically defined by the calibration sheet and its
dimensions. No such automatic process has yet been successful. This is a major flaw with the current
process and more research is required if automated seed line segment selection criteria are to be found.
Instead, in the Carapace Copier implementation, the user interactively clicks on two points within
one of the processed images to select the line segment. The image is shown at full size so that one
pixel on the screen is one pixel in the image. This allows the user to potentially have pixel level
precision on the placement of the points although this depends on the user understanding which part
of the cursor is the pixel that will be selected. With the common arrowhead cursor, the pixel selected
is actually a few pixels in front of the arrowhead.
An initial assumption is that the line segment will be on the calibration plane meaning the two
endpoints will have z coordinates of zero. It is further assumed that the line segment will be selected
by the user to trace out part of the edge of the object that is sitting directly on the calibration sheet.
It therefore follows that the normal be set to a vector in the positive z direction,(0, 0, 1)T , and that the
search for the initial triangle can be restricted to a rotation between 0-90 degrees of each of the two
possible reference triangles. In this initial case the “relevant” images are further reduced to include
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only those where the camera centres and the reference triangle are on opposite sides of a vertical plane
that is constructed so as to include the seed line segment. This inherently restricts the type of object
that can be “scanned” by this process to only those that do not have “overhangs” above the seed line
segment.
The initial seed line-segment will either successfully create the beginnings of the surface mesh, and
additional reference triangles to be processed, or the seed line segment will fail due to one of three
causes:
1. There is simply not enough reliable information as there are not at least two good points of view
of any of the candidate triangles tried. The user could take more pictures of the scene and try
again. The Carapace-Copier software can store the manually selected seed line segment and use
it in subsequent trials for just such an occasion.
2. The automatic narrowing of the 3D search space was too restrictive. As mentioned above, the
software pipeline could be changed to take out such processing. In the current implementation
of the Carapace-Copier software this has not been done as it is assumed that the manual selec-
tion of the seed line segment is a temporary situation and automated selection criteria will be
successfully produced in the future.
3. There is not enough texture to be able to unambiguously determine the surface near the starting
point. This is a function of the size and position of the seed line segment and the user must try
a different starting position.
6.4.2 Number of Sample Points
The sample points are arranged regularly in the equilateral triangle and so the number of sample points
is a triangular number i.e. Tn = n(n+1)2 where n ≥ 2. This selection of which triangular number to
use affects the time taken in calculating the similarity score as well as potentially the accuracy of
the similarity score, see Figure 6.6. In the particular case displayed here there is a lot of variation
in similarity score with the low numbers of sample points, see Figure 6.6a, but it quickly comes to a
point of “agreement”, see Figure 6.6b, where additional sample points do not change the similarity
score. As the number of sample points increase, stepping from one triangular number to the next,
the variation in the similarity score between two sample sizes decreases and quickly converges even
as the time to calculate the similarity score increases. These results were obtained for the textured
calibration sheet set of images using the same seed-line as was used to produce the dis-similarity scores
of Figure 6.4.
The point at which additional sample points are guaranteed to stop changing the curve is where
the spacing between the sample points becomes sub-pixel for all of the relevant images over the
entire range of angles tested. As the image resolutions are known and camera positions have been
calculated previously, this sample size limit can also be calculated. Therefore the sample size could be
automatically adjusted to always adhere to this number of sample points but this is generally going
to result in more samples than are required. This is because the surface is unlikely to be textured to
the point where all neighbouring pixels in an image of the surface are different.
This maximum number of sample points is the maximum area, in pixels square, covered by the 3D
triangles back-projected into the image. The area of each of these triangles in image pixel coordinates
can be calculated from two of the edges of this triangle in the image as area = 12 |AB × AC|. In the
case shown in the Figure 6.6, the maximum area for each of the tested 3D triangles is shown in Figure
6.7. The maximum area over all candidate triangles is 8482.7 pixels square, at 32 degrees, with the
next triangular number after this being T130 or a total of 8515 sample points. Given the convergence
shown in Figure 6.6, where T10 is shown to be enough sample points so that more do not give any
better accuracy, this can quite accurately be described as significant over-sampling. This is because
it is vanishingly unlikely that the texture on the surface of an object will vary to such an extent that
it will consistently change significantly between pixels in an image. For this reason the user must find
a balance between the accuracy of the similarity curve and the time taken to calculate it.
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(a) Low number of sample points
(b) Higher number of sample points
Figure 6.6: Similarity score with differing number of sample points converging to a smooth curve
with a maximum at known correct answer of 0 using the same set of images and initial seed-line that
produced Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.7: Maximum area measured in pixel coordinates for the same back-projected images used in
the previous similarity score calculation shown in Figure 6.6.
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6.4.3 Limits and Granularity of Candidate Triangle Testing
Currently, the similarity measure is calculated by iteratively stepping through the 360 degrees of
rotation of the reference triangle. The step size used affects the accuracy with which the best fit can
be estimated. The step size needs to be small enough that there are enough angles tested to build
up an accurate estimate of the similarity curve over the whole range but other than that there are no
clear guidelines as to the best step size to choose. In most experiments a step size of 1 degree was
chosen but this was an arbitrary choice as there is in general no clear rationale for choosing one step
size over another, other than the obvious time/accuracy trade-off, without additional knowledge of
the object for which the surface is being mapped.
With simple manufactured objects that are simply “blocks stuck together”, it can be assumed
that angles on the surface will never be greater than 90 degrees in which case the rotation range of
the reference triangle, which defaults to between -180 and +180 degrees, can instead be limited to
between -90 and +90 degrees. This halves the time to find an individual triangular patch at the same
accuracy. If this additional time were sacrificed, the accuracy of the estimation of the angle of the
surface could instead be doubled by halving the step size. This is not currently a user adjustable
parameter but could be made so if it were found that there were a desire that a large number of such
simple manufactured objects be scanned.
In the case where the object is known to have any expanse of smoothly curving surface, any surface
mesh will only be approximately fitted. The granularity of estimation could reasonably be based on
the size of the triangles used compared to the size of the curved surface. But, it could also just be set
to a small number that is arbitrarily selected by the human operator, such as 1 degree or 0.01 radians.
6.4.4 Average Angle Similarity Curve Truncation Threshold
If you don’t truncate the curve of the similarity score at some point there are issues where the only
images available are those that are at low angles so all cross-correlations are done with triangles that
are nearly straight lines and can give huge variations in similarity measures. A threshold is used so
the similarity score curve is truncated where there is a significantly high number of cameras far from
perpendicular to the hypothesised triangles and the scoring process will be skipped. Near this cut-off
point, the graph of the similarity measure starts to fluctuate due to multiple cameras viewing the
triangle at low angles. As each camera goes behind the camera plane, the similarity score can jump as
the scores involving that camera may have been pulling the average up or down. The size of this jump
may increase as the number of images involved decreases and the additional weight of each camera is
increased.
In Figure 6.8 the similarity measure is shown in two colours, one being the full similarity set of
similarity scores for this particular seed line segment, the other colour being the overlay of just the
sub-part of this graph where the average angle from the triangle to the camera for the relevant images,
relative to the triangle plane, is higher than 30 degrees from the horizontal. Individual angles can
range from 0, when the triangle is seen edge on, up to a maximum of 90 degrees when the viewpoint
is directly over the triangle. Experimentally 30 degrees was found to be an adequate cut-off point for
the initial images tested but more research needs to be done to determine a rationale for choosing an
angle. The average angle at each point is also recorded and graphed in two colours with a dividing
line at 30 degrees. The jagged parts of this curve are where one camera transitions to the other side
of the plane defined by the candidate triangle being tested.
In the centre of the graph the similarity measure is smoothly changing but at the edges this is not
the case and the value fluctuates as fewer images are used and the information in these images is less
reliable. In this case the known correct angle is zero degrees and this would not change even if the full
range of similarity measures were used. However this is not always the case and the fluctuating and
unreliable part of the similarity measure graph could potentially have a spike that is higher than the
correct answer appearing in a less volatile part of the curve. If this were to happen, this unreliable
similarity measure would be taken as the “correct” solution.
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(a) Similarity measure
(b) Average angle of cameras from horizontal
Figure 6.8: Similarity measure truncated by average angle to cameras with known angle of 0.
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6.4.5 Snap-to-Fit Parameters
In order for the “snap to fit” to work properly the constraint of not having the potential best-fit triangle
overlap any pre-existing ones, from any view, needs to be loosened. This constraint is enforced by
testing to see that none of the sample points for a triangle back-projects to an image pixel that has
been previously set to be removed from the search space. This constraint is therefore loosened by
having a parameter that adjusts the threshold of the maximum proportion of sample points that are
identified as being so removed.
Before a similarity score is calculated for a given triangle the validity of this triangle is tested, in
part, by counting the number of sample points that are considered to be out of the 3D search space
by this criterion. If the threshold proportion of sample points is exceeded the triangle is considered an
invalid fit and the similarity score does not need to be calculated. If however, the count is non-zero but
the threshold is not exceeded then the triangle may in fact be a close fit to the “correct” snap-to-fit
solution and so is processed to give a similarity score. The proportion threshold that has been used
with good results is 0.1, or 10%, but this was simply the first one tested and there is no rationale for
choosing this particular number. Not all sample points need to be tested as the sample points lying
along the seed line segment edge will always be considered as outside the search space, not because
the triangle is intersecting or inter-penetrating, but simply because the pixels were already scoped out
in some images by the construction of the parent triangle.
The other threshold is the radius to search for pre-existing vertices to snap to. This is a non-
negative number and would effectively disable the snap-to-fit if set to zero. The threshold is dependent
on the size of the equilateral triangles used to estimate the surface as well as the curvature and texture
of the surface itself. This potentially needs to be reset by the user for each object being mapped.
It is possible that it would be effective if set to a constant percentage of the length of the initial
user-defined seed line segment, as the size of the initial line segment is also dependent on the size and
shape of the object, but this has not been extensively tested.
6.5 Results
Testing of this process was done with two sets of 15 images which were constructed to simply prove the
concept. Initial testing was done with the Textured Calibration Sheet set, see Figure 6.9 (a), and the
Jaytee set, see Figure 6.9 (b), was only used after the initial concept was proven to produce a surface
mesh for a textured plane. The boolean array associated with each image was reset to initialise the
3D search space as the entire visible volume of space above the calibration sheet. This was done for
testing purposes so that the previous image segmentation steps did not interfere with the results.
Additional tests were also done with synthetic images constructed with a known camera calibration
so that errors introduced in the camera calibration step were also accounted for. In these tests, three
surfaces covered in the same texture were tested. The different surfaces were concave, flat, and convex.
(a) Textured calibration sheet (b) Jaytee box
Figure 6.9: Example images of two test scenes
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Figure 6.10: Initial similarity measures for textured calibration sheet reference triangles
Figure 6.11: Spread of z values (in mm) for the 40 vertices of a surface mesh following z=0 plane
6.5.1 Textured Calibration Sheet Set Results
In the Textured Calibration Sheet set of images, the position of the initial seed line segment did not
seem to matter, as long as the length of the line segment was large enough that the resulting triangles
were able to span multiple areas of colour. As expected both of the starting reference triangles would
normally produce valid triangles that were used as the initial triangles for the surface mesh. An
example of a partially processed mesh can be seen in Figure 6.3.
A typical set of similarity score curves for these initial triangles, where the range was 0-90 degrees
tested in steps of 1 degree, is shown in Figure 6.10. As the initial reference triangles are constructed
so that 0 degrees is on the calibration plane, and 90 degrees is aligned with the positive z axis, the
known correct answer for this initial triangle is 0 degrees. In this example the first triangle is found
to be at 0 degrees and the second at 1 degree which is a typical result for the initial triangles. Very
rarely, in one out of 20 attempts that produced valid starting triangles, was 2 degrees chosen as the
correct answer, and in none was the angle greater than this.
The z value of the vertices of a completed surface mesh which, if the surface was followed exactly,
should all have been zero, is typically within a range that can be defined by the height of the initial
equilateral triangle, with one edge on the calibration plane, rotated out of the horizontal by one or
two degrees. For example, Figure 6.11, shows the range of z coordinates for the 40 vertices making up
the surface mesh that follows the textured calibration sheet when using a (semi-randomly) manually
selected seed line segment, with a length of 38.22mm, for two different angle accuracy parameters.
An equilateral triangle made with sides of this length, starting in the z=0 plane and rotated around
one edge by 1 degree, has one vertex with a non-zero z coordinate of +/-0.578mm. The z coordinates
of the vertices in Figure 6.11, for the 1 degree accuracy, are layered such that the z coordinates are
very close to zero, one, or two multiples of 0.578mm. Note that the smaller step size led to a surface
mesh that was slightly worse, with a z value a maximum of less than half millimetre further from zero,
in some cases. It is suspected that the additional potential solutions tested had, on average, a half
chance of leading to a solution that created points further from the z=0 plane where the deviation in
the case of the 1 degree accuracy was due to slight camera calibration errors.
The intrinsic assumption in the creation of new reference triangles from parent triangles is that the
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Figure 6.12: Variability of length of the edges of 56 triangles in the surface mesh caused by snap-to-fit
parent triangle is equilateral, which can be broken with “snap to fit”, so the length of triangle edges
was monitored in the above examples with a snap-to-fit radius of 10mm and, just for these tests,
a maximum allowable overlap of 100%. Figure 6.12 shows the different lengths of the sides of the
triangles, in two surface mesh configurations, constructed from the same set of parameters differing
only in the granularity of the angle of the triangle estimation. The initial length of the seed line
segment was 38.22mm and this was kept in most circumstances.
The distortion of the length of the sides of the triangles was only done in a small subset of cases
and was never more than +/-0.5%. However, the graph shows that the variability was larger in the
triangles that were created later. It may be that with a sufficiently large surface to tile that this
could become a problem as the triangles would consistently grow larger as the process continued. One
alternative is to change the procedure for creating the new reference triangle from the parent triangle
to always create a reference triangle with a consistent area. This will also lead to changes in the length
of sides but it is always bounded and will not get out of control.
The reference triangle is then constructed by using the parent triangle as before to get the normal
and points a and b, the seed line segment, but adjusting the new point c′. This is shown in Figure
6.13. The normal for the new triangle is copied from the old one. This new point, c′, is a point
defined by a vector, C, constructed by taking the vector from the middle of the appropriate edge of
the parent triangle to the opposing vertex, rotating it around the seed line segment by 180 degrees,
and scaling it. The length of the vector is chosen by re-arranging the formula for the area of a triangle,




A is the target area and ab is the newly created seed line segment.
The edge length is shown in Figure 6.14 for both methods with the standard 1 degree angle step.
In the constant area implementation there are more non-standard length edges and, in this case at
least, there is little change in the extreme length differences. The main disadvantage of the simple
triangle flipping method, however, is that it can produce a large variation in the size of neighbouring
triangles, especially when leading edges of the spreading surface mesh meet after travelling in opposite
directions around the object. This leads to the possibility that this obvious place where the snap-to-fit
is required will not work because of previous distortions of reference triangles due to the use of the
snap-to-fit earlier in the process.
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Figure 6.13: New reference triangle is the old one flipped 180 degrees and then the height re-sized.
Figure 6.14: Comparison of variability of triangle edge length due to different construction method of
the reference triangles
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Figure 6.15: Initial seed line segment and constructed reference triangles for Jaytee box set
6.5.2 Jaytee Box Set Results
After the promising results with the creation of a good surface mesh approximation for the Textured
Calibration Sheet set of images, the Jaytee Box set was used to test the process in 3D, rather than on
a simple plane, to see the limits of the current algorithm. This set of 15 images came from a set of 40
images that was initially constructed to see if the whole software pipeline described would work with
images taken without prior knowledge of how the system worked and only a few guidelines to follow.
It was found that the camera parameters could not be correctly estimated for 25 of these images; this
was due to the images being taken at an angle close to horizontal in most cases. This is explained in
more detail in Section 4.3.1.2 with an example of one such image shown in Figure 4.6. The 15 that
could have the camera pose and position estimated well enough to pass a manual check were used in
the following experiments.
The first problem encountered was that the majority of attempts at placement and sizing of the
initial starting seed line segment led to no triangles meeting all criteria to become the starting triangles.
Once a promising seed line segment had been identified it was also found that some of the thresholds
needed to be adapted to the new scene which lead to a lot of trial and error before any marginally
useful surface mesh could be constructed.
In the case of the Jaytee Box scene, the seed line segment was restricted in where it could be placed,
i.e. along the edges where the box sat on the calibration sheet, so the problem of finding where to
place the seed line segment was actually simplified in theory. In practice it was also complicated by the
difference in the nature of the texture, compared with the Textured Calibration Sheet. The texture
included repetitive stripes near the bottom of the box. Due to this, the initial seed line segment needed
to be large enough so that the tip of the triangle extended above the repetitive part of the texture
so that rotation of the reference triangle would actually yield significant differences in the different
views. Once a seed line segment that would give an initial starting triangle had been identified, it was
used for all subsequent experiments.
Figure 6.15 shows the initial seed line segment in red along the bottom of the Jaytee box with the
other two edges that outline the two reference triangles on the calibration plane extending out from
it in grey and green. As expected, only one of the initial reference triangles, the grey one, yielded a
valid triangle to use as the start of the surface mesh. The other reference triangle, the green one, was
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(a) Invalid source image pair
(b) Valid source image pair
Figure 6.16: Comparison of back-projected triangles used for initial similarity score perpendicular to
calibration sheet
considered invalid as the range of similarity measures over the rotation angles 0-90 degrees was too
small. The similarity measures for the invalid reference triangle were constructed from images that
had camera centres on the side of a vertical plane opposite the green reference triangle. This vertical
plane was constructed so as to include the red seed line segment in the plane.
This means that the Jaytee box itself was blocking the view of the 3D triangle, as can be seen
in Figure 6.15. The similarity score would be calculated by comparing disparate parts of the surface
of the Jaytee box. This is shown in Figure 6.16 (a) where the same 3D reference triangle, rotated
to a vertical orientation, is outlined in red in both images. In contrast, the similarity measures for
the grey reference triangle were constructed from images that had camera centres on the side of the
seed line segment vertical plane which includes the image used in Figure 6.15. In this case there
are no obscuring objects, as shown in Figure 6.16 (b), and so the similarity score will have a more
characteristic peak, as seen in the comparison of the similarity measures in Figure 6.17, even if the
camera positions are not estimated too accurately.
It was assumed that the initial “correct” angle should be 90 degrees from the horizontal but the
best fit similarity measure was found at 82 degrees. While it is possible that the side of the Jaytee
box was not exactly at 90 degrees to the calibration sheet plane it is more likely that this result
comes from positioning of the initial seed line segment to be slightly out from the edge where the
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Figure 6.17: Initial similarity measures for Jaytee reference triangles
box side meets the calibration sheet. This was manually done by identifying two points, defined to
be on the z=0 plane, in an image. There are therefore two possible major factors that could lead to
the misplacement of the line segment: the manual selection of points themselves, which is potentially
accurate to the nearest pixel but depends on the user knowing where the selected pixel is in relation
to the mouse pointer, and the additional confounding factor added by the possible error in camera
parameter estimation for the particular image chosen. In this case the seed line segment points selected
are a few pixels from the edge of the object but this was not immediately obvious without zooming
in by a significant factor.
It was found that for the surface mesh to grow larger than the single initial triangle the mean
minimum angle threshold, used to truncate the ends of the similarity curve where the information
was less reliable, needed to be lowered. This allowed more information to be used but at the expense
that it was potentially less reliable. In large part this was due to the restricted number of images
that would be used to construct the similarity measure for the correct angle. Although there were
the same number of images as in the Textured Calibration Sheet set of images, namely 15, there were
fewer on average that would contribute to the similarity measure on one of the vertical sides of the
Jaytee box compared to the horizontal Textured Calibration sheet plane.
In the case of the Textured Calibration sheet, with the exception of the initial triangle calculation,
all 15 images could be used for the calculation of the horizontal similarity measure on the correct
calibration sheet plane, as no cameras are behind the horizontal plane of z=0. In the case of the
vertical plane for any one of the Jaytee box sides it can be expected that, if the cameras were spaced
evenly around the box, in most cases only 3 or 4 images would contribute to the similarity measure
of any one particular vertical surface triangle. With so few cameras it is more likely that the mean
angle will be pulled down by at least one of these images viewing the triangle at a low angle to the
plane defined by the side of the Jaytee box. This may have been overcome if more images from the
original set of 40 could have been processed properly by the previous parts of the software pipeline.
This is especially annoying as most of the images that couldn’t be processed were those taken at low
angles to the calibration sheet. These images are therefore exactly those that would be viewing the
sides of the Jaytee boxes at the most appropriate angles for the purposes of enhancing the calculation
of a similarity measure with reliable information.
Once the process was adjusted to the point where the surface mesh would cover one face of the
Jaytee box, the final problem, which could not be overcome, was that the surface mesh could not be
made to go around the sides of the box to include another of the faces of the box. In part this was
again due to the low number of images used in a particular similarity measure but it was also because
near the centre of the edge of the Jaytee sides, where the wrap-around would occur, there was not
much texture for the similarity measure to work with. This is shown by the red triangle attached to
the white surface mesh in Figure 6.18 which also shows the last two reference triangles used in this
surface mesh. It is possible that this problem could also be solved with appropriate adjustment of
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Figure 6.18: Jaytee box surface mesh failure
various thresholds but this could not be achieved in practice. For example, simply zeroing out the
thresholds lead to the surface mesh being constructed from inappropriate triangles before even getting
to this point.
6.5.3 Additional Tests with Synthetic Images of Artifically Textured Ob-
jects
Two additional scenes were created for further testing. In one, a textured quarter cylinder was placed
on the calibration sheet. In the other, a textured planar wall, the same height as the cylinder, was
placed on the calibration sheet. The same coloured noise texture was used in both. For the process of
surface texture matching, the known placement of the cameras was used. The accuracy of the surface
texture matching for the textured wall was to be compared against the textured calibration sheet tests
as well as serving as a comparison for the tests of the quarter cylinder as they used the same texture.
There were two test runs for the scene of the quarter cylinder; one trying to follow the convex surface
texture on the outside of cylinder, the other following the concave surface texture on the inside of the
cylinder. Central views for these tests are shown in Figure 6.19.
The quarter cylinder is 200mm in height and has a radius of 50mm. The bottom of the centre of
the visible portion of the cylinder is at the origin. The planar wall scene has an axis aligned planar
wall that is also 200mm in height, with the bottom centre at the origin. The four corners of the wall
are (−50, 0, 0)T , (50, 0, 0)T , (−50, 0, 200)T , and (50, 0, 200)T . The noise texture used in both these
scenes is a 150 × 600 pixel portion of a 600 × 600 pixel texture and is applied so that the smallest
3× 3 pixel square of colour is 1mm in height. The views of these scenes were taken with a synthetic
camera going around a circle with a radius of 150mm at the constant z height of 100mm in 360 steps,
starting at (0, 150, 100)T to create 1920× 1080 images. The circle is centred on (0, 0, 100)T . For tests,
21 of the 360 available images were used. For the planar wall test and the concave quarter cylinder
test, the initial view from (0, 150, 100)T and the ten on either side of this were used. For the convex
quarter cylinder test, the 180th camera view from (0,−150, 100)T and the ten on either side of this
were used. An initial line segment centred on the origin and 40mm in length was chosen, having ends
at (20, 0, 0)T and (−20, 0, 0)T , in all cases.
For the planar wall, this initial line segment was exactly located at the base of the wall and so the
correct third point, (0, 0, 34.64)T , was found for the initial triangle. Following that, the majority of
the surface mesh vertices for successive triangles found using the marching triangle method were also
located as close to the exact plane of the wall as possible, to within 12 decimal places. There were
two exceptions to this in the 20 vertices created, where one of the triangle corners was off the plane
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(a) The front on view of a textured plane with the
camera viewpoint at (0, 150, 100)T
(b) The concave view of a textured quarter cylinder
with the camera viewpoint at (0, 150, 100)T
(c) The convex view of a textured quarter cylinder with
the camera viewpoint at (0,−150, 100)T
Figure 6.19: Views of the two textured synthetic objects used
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the distance of surface mesh vertices from the quarter cylinder surface for
concave and convex surface following
by 0.6mm. This was due to the granularity of the sampling of the texture and the granularity of the
similarity measure, with a step size of 1 degree, leading to the angle being chosen for the new triangle
being out by a degree. This is in comparison to the textured calibration sheet tests where an initial
line segment of approximately 38.22mm was used to create 56 triangles using 40 vertices of which 17
were off the calibration sheet plane when the step size was 1 degree.
The other tests were run on the quarter cylinder which is curved and needs to be approximated
by a series of triangles. Again the initial line segment chosen was centred on the origin, having ends
at (20, 0, 0)T and (−20, 0, 0)T . In these tests though this line segment is at a tangent to the curved
cylinder and only touches it at its mid-point. The closest fit triangle for this initial triangle would
then be a vertical one, with its third point at (0, 0, 34.64)T , the same initial triangle as in the previous
planar wall test.
The marching triangles texture matching should work equally well with both concave and convex
situations so it was thought the same initial conditions should result in the same output. In practice
this is not quite so. The distance of the resulting surface mesh vertices from the cylinder for the two
cases is shown in Figure 6.20. As can be seen by looking at vertex 2 in the graph, the vertical is not
chosen for the third point of the initial triangle in either case. In the convex case, 91 degrees from
horizontal has a slightly better similarity measure, and in the concave case, 92 degrees is chosen for
a similar reason. This leads to this initial vertex being off the surface of the cylinder by 0.6mm and
1.2mm respectively. This slight difference in the initial triangle and the slight differences in perspective
and self-occlusion mean that the two surface meshes do not bear much resemblance to each other
although they can come reasonably close to following the curved surface, with a few outliers, given
the size of the triangles compared with the curvature of the cylinder. The majority of the resulting
vertices are closer to the cylinder than the ends of the initial line segment were.
These are promising results but there are still major issues. To get these results, a multi-
dimensional parameter space was haphazardly searched to find a set of parameters that would work.
Scaling down the size of the triangles should allow the surface mesh to more accurately follow the
curved surface but setting the initial line segment length to less than 40mm was found to result in
no initial triangle being created. If instead of the nearest neighbour images being chosen, only every
second one was used, it was found that again, no initial triangle is created. A scene with fully enclosed
cylinder centred on (0, 0, 100)T with a radius of 50mm and a height of 200mm was also tried. A series
of images rotated in the xy−plane around this cylinder with a circle centre of (0, 0, 100)T and a radius
of 150mm again lead to no initial triangle being created, likely due to the resolution of the texture
and the scale of the self-occlusions in the images.
6.5.4 Another Review of the Aims and Objectives
The stated aims and objectives in Section 1.4.3 for this algorithm have not been well fulfilled by the
current implementation of this algorithm. This is supposed to be a refinement of a previous estimate
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of the maximal volume an object occupies and should not increase the volume occupied by the object
and do so by detecting concavities according to goals 10 and 11. This is fulfilled by the initialisation
of the 3D search space using this maximal volume that is shrunk when enough texture is detected on
a surface patch. However, there is a softening of this restriction by the use of a user defined parameter
for the number of sample points within a candidate triangle that are allowed to be outside the 3D
search space at that point in time in order to facilitate “snap-to-fit”. A non-zero number means that
it is possible that triangles that range outside of the initial volume are considered as there is no
distinction between the initial restricted 3D search space and the 3D search space restricted by the
lines of sight to triangular surface patches created in earlier iterations of this algorithm.
One of the explicit goals, number 12, is that the final set of triangles be one contiguous mesh that
approximates the surface of the object. That it is one contiguous mesh is easily seen to be true by the
very nature of the iterative process described in Section 6.2 but whether this actually approximates
the surface of the object is less clear-cut. The algorithm, as it currently stands, relies on the user to
define the initial seed-line. If the user does not create a seed-line that is correct, the correctness of
the final mesh is also in doubt. Even if the user places the initial seed-line correctly, if the surface
of the object is not textured well enough and there are enough views of it, the algorithm will fail
to create a mesh that covers more than a tiny fraction of the surface. This is not meant to imply
when these conditions are met that the mesh will be correct. Currently the algorithm does not work
if there are corners on the object, rather than smoothly curved surfaces. There are not even metrics
for how textured the object should be for the algorithm to work or how many views are needed. It
is therefore not even possible to tell when the above conditions are met. However, the tests with the
synthetic planar textured wall show that under ideal conditions the process will work. With smoothly
curving objects, the triangular fit will always only be an approximation but the tests with the quarter
cylinder show that this process also works to approximate the curve. Another of the goals, number
11, was to be able to follow textured concavities which is also seen to be possible with the results of
the same tests. The degree of curvature, amount of texture, number of views, and size of the triangle
all determine how close the surface mesh produced will follow the actual curved surface.
As discussed in Section 6.3, the initial similarity score was O(n) in the number of images that need
matching, as was one of the explicit aims for this algorithm, number 13. However, this similarity score
could not be made to work and one that was O(n2) was substituted. Although this has been made to
work it is not clear that there is not a scoring mechanism that can be used effectively that is O(n).
Given the current immaturity of the algorithm, not much effort has been put into the other goals,
numbers 14 and 15, of having the similarity score taking into account when an image is too far away or
at too much of an angle to use or when there is not enough texture to use. The current implementation
of the algorithm has user defined limits for these. The fact that these parameters are user-defined and
not automatically calculated shows that more research will need to be done.
Finally, it is explicitly stated as goal 16 that the algorithm should be able to take advantage of any
parallel processing capability. At the current level of development it is likely that some of the details
will change but the overall algorithm has a couple of obvious places where parallel processing can be
easily implemented. The calculation of individual candidate triangle similarity scores can be done
independently and so is a prime place to change from being processed iteratively to be processed in
parallel. Whether or not the individual calculations of the similarity scores can be easily changed to
take advantage of parallel processing depends on the final similarity measure. However, as a general
rule, it is possible if it includes a summation of items that can be independently calculated, as both
the current similarity measure and the initial dis-similarity measure did. It may not be worthwhile
to do so, depending on the exact details of the summation, how many things are to be summed, how
difficult they are to individually calculate and how much overhead there would be in creating parallel
threads to do so.
6.5.5 Conclusion
This algorithm as it stands is very immature, although there have been some promising results,
primarily finding the best candidate triangle when two points are fixed using texture similarity in a
very narrow set of circumstances. However, these results could not be duplicated in more general
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cases. Comparison of similarity scores between alternate triangles can work reasonably well which
allows the selection of the correct solution for an individual triangular texture patch. But, in the
context of repetitively finding the best fit surface patch for creating and extending a surface mesh,
there are too many flaws for it to be useful in general. There are too many thresholds and parameters
with no well defined way of automatically choosing values for them. In a lot of cases it is also unclear
how the user is to make a decision on how to manually select values for them as well. This is the
most obvious fatal flaw of the algorithm and a method is needed for the automatic selection of these
parameters.
If the initial reference triangle is not chosen with care, the creation of the initial triangular texture
patch will fail. More work is required to automatically choose the correct starting points that define the
initial seed line segment and its associated normal. This would potentially help define other thresholds
and parameters as well although some of the current thresholds require significant fore-knowledge of
the scene to be set correctly. These could be explored with the use of a totally synthetic scene
constructed in a 3D modelling tool and various views of this scene, with known camera placement,
used as input to the algorithm. A synthetic scene with known properties could be used to explore
the inter-dependence of the various parameters and to see if any of them can be automatically set
based on the values of others or if an algorithm can be constructed to automatically find the optimal
parameters for a particular scene.
One possible solution for the placement of the initial reference triangle is to use a textured cali-
bration sheet, such as is shown in Figure 6.9a, that the object is placed on. Provided the length of
the initial seed line segment is small enough, it can be placed anywhere on the calibration sheet that
is visible from the majority of viewpoints. The triangular mesh initially produced from this algorithm
would then be a mesh that covered the visible surface of the object to be scanned as well as part of the
calibration sheet. Knowing the texture of the calibration sheet and that it lies on the z=0 plane, the
mesh could be post-processed to take out the triangles following the surface of the calibration sheet
to give just the surface mesh of the object to be scanned.
The core of the algorithm is the comparison of numerous patches of texture which is currently
not done in a very efficient manner. Once the algorithm as a whole has been shown to work this
simplistic method could be enhanced with more efficient methods. For example, standard techniques
of comparing textures across multiple resolutions could be used to pre-emptively halt matching when
attempts to match at a lower resolution fail. One of these is a simple Gaussian pyramid (Derpanis,
2005)where successive levels of the pyramid are lower resolution versions of the source texture. A
significant enhancement to this is described in (Lefebvre and Hoppe, 2006) where the texture of a
5 × 5 patch is encoded in a single multi-dimensional vector where Euclidean distance between two
such vectors is a measure of texture similarity.
The current granularity limits could also be enhanced by the addition of selective recursion where
needed. For example, the current similarity is calculated by stepping through the angles between -180
and +180 degrees one degree at a time. Sub-degree accuracy could be achieved by using this as a
first estimate and then recursively exploring the search space around this estimate. Similarly, each
triangle can be recursively subdivided into 4 additional triangles to gain a more accurate estimate of
a curved or sharply changing surface if needed.
While the algorithm as it currently stands does not give good results without fine-tuning of the
many parameters needed, such as starting line segment and triangle size, the results it does give
show the algorithm is promising as it finds the individual best matching triangle based on the texture
match when two of the points are fixed. There is the possibility that it could be used successfully
in conjunction with another surface mesh algorithm to provide a check on the results. The current
similarity measure provides a measure of the confidence that a particular triangle is placed on a
surface. This could be used to compare a range of candidate triangles that are small rotations around
one of the edges of the triangle being analysed and the surface mesh possibly modified slightly to
conform more closely to the detected surface. In this scenario, where the relative similarity measures
are compared, it is also robust in the face of minor errors in estimation of camera placement and so
could be useful as an estimate for the degree of confidence in the placement of the triangles making




The original intent of this research was to describe a software pipeline to create a 3D model of an object
from a set of digital images in the context of the hypothetical scenario outlined in 1.4.1. Particular
thought was given to two sub- parts: the start and end of this process. This pipeline has been outlined
in detail, along with an implementation in the form of the open source project CarapaceCopier1. As
shown in Appendix D there has been a small amount of “peer interest” as expressed by a small but
constant number of downloads of the software. However there are still a number of problems to be
overcome. This work therefore is only the first step of a larger project and there is still much work to
do to solve the identified problems.
The main contributions of this work have been the creation of algorithms, detailed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, to enhance the software pipeline, detailed in Chapter 4, in the particular circumstances
described in the hypothetical scenario, detailed in Section 1.4.1. These new algorithms have been
shown to work in a certain set of circumstances that are a subset of those needed. These contributions,
their currently known shortcomings, and areas for further research are summarised in the following
which also references the explicit set of aims and objectives detailed in Section 1.4.3.
The initial step of calibrating a camera based on a partially obscured calibration sheet imple-
mented the standard Zhang calibration algorithm, described in Section 2.5, with a number of original
modifications. As a prerequisite for this calibration algorithm, a number of points in the image must
first be matched with points on the calibration sheet. This was accomplished with the development
of a non-standard calibration sheet and a combinatorial point-pair matching technique, described in
Chapter 5. The standard Zhang calibration also gives an arbitrary z scale for each set of calibrated
images. Images are calibrated independently of each other, so that the user does not have to keep
the same optical zoom and focus settings between images, but, this means that, without additional
modifications, each image will be calibrated to have the camera centre with a z coordinate of one.
A modification to the standard Zhang calibration algorithm is described in Section 2.5.2. In the
case where there is enough meta-data to calculate a focal length multiplication factor, the scale and
sign of the real-world coordinate system can be known, allowing each image to be independently
calibrated using the same real-world coordinate system.
The fact that each image is processed independently also requires some additional assumptions that
are detailed in Section 4.3.3.1. These assumptions are that the image coordinate axes are orthogonal,
and that the principal point of the image can be assumed to be at the centre of the image, to a first
approximation. Unless the camera is ill-made or has physical damage, the image coordinate axes will
be at right angles to each other so this assumption is justified. In addition, if the EXIF meta-data is
present, this assumption is also valid due to the fact that the specification requires image pixels to be
square. The assumption that the principal point is at the image centre however is less justifiable. The
principal point can wander from the centre of the image with different optical zoom settings, with
the variation depending on how poorly the optical lenses are mounted. This assumption therefore
is simply a first estimate that can be corrected later in the bundle adjustment phase of the Zhang
1Available for download at http://sourceforge.net/projects/carapace-copier/
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camera calibration.
From this it follows that most of the aims and objectives for the camera calibration portion of the
process are fulfilled as mentioned in Section 4.8 and restated here. From Section 1.4.3, these aims and
objectives are:
• The images used can be taken in a relatively unconstrained environment.
• The images should not need any training to take.
• There are few constraints on the camera being used. Ideally, it should not even need to be
assumed that the same camera is used for all the images.
• There should be a known unambiguous relationship between the, possibly independently defined,
3D coordinate systems used for the placement of the cameras that took each image.
• There should not be assumptions on the set of images other than they all contain the object
sitting on the calibration sheet. This is in contrast to, for example, the SLAM algorithms,
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.5, where it is assumed the images are an ordered sequence of
video frame images with small movements between them.
• It would be advantageous to be able to add additional images after some have been processed if
the output 3D model was lacking in detail.
• The algorithm should scale well with the number of images, preferably O(n) in the number of
images and be able to take advantage of parallel processing.
• Minimal propagation of measurement errors between images.
• The order in which images are presented to the algorithm should not matter.
The independent processing of the images for the camera calibration and the way in which the current
software is implemented means, with respect to these aims and objectives, that:
• The camera that is used can have autofocus set as it is not constrained to have the same zoom
and focus settings for each image, and in fact, different cameras can be used to take each image
if need be. This is an advantage over the standard Zhang calibration method where multiple
images are used to get a set of parameters that are assumed to be fixed for that set i.e. the K
matrix and lens distortion parameters.
• Additional images can be added in after the initial set have been processed if the user wishes to
do so.
• The algorithm scales well with the number of images, in fact it is O(n). The current implemen-
tation does not take advantage of any parallel processing capability but could be easily changed
to do so.
• There is no propagation of measurement errors between images.
• The order in which images are presented does not matter.
The modification to the Zhang algorithm to take out the ambiguity of the z scale factor fulfils the aim of
having an unambiguous relationship between the coordinate systems used for camera calibration as the
world coordinate system is now the same for all images. Note that this is also due to the unsymmetrical
nature of the calibration sheet, which allows the world coordinate system to be defined in real world
coordinates, such as mm, with the origin being the centre of the calibration sheet, positive z being
vertically above the calibration sheet, and the positive x and y axes being defined in the calibration
sheet plane based on the pattern of the calibration sheet. However, this modification to the Zhang
algorithm does constrain the camera that can be used to be one which embeds the appropriate EXIF
information with the images it takes as the modification needs this information.
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The environment in which these images are taken and constraints on the set of images are only
slightly more restrictive than was the goal. Not only does the image have to contain the calibration
sheet sitting on the object, this relationship must not change between images. Enough of the cali-
bration sheet must be visible for the single correct viewpoint to be deduced which restricts the size
and shape of object to be “scanned” as well as the maximal offset from perpendicularity at which it
can be viewed. Finally the user must take images at angles closer to the horizontal from closer to the
calibration sheet so the aim of no training is not quite satisfied either.
The use of the non-standard calibration sheet and the combinatorial approach of point-pair match-
ing bring up a number of questions that have yet to be answered. The calibration sheet is a simple
blank sheet of paper with a number of circular dots on it. These circles are all the same size and
together make a global calibration pattern. Although a number of obviously inappropriate calibration
sheet patterns can be constructed, it is not known how to quickly recognise a “good” calibration
pattern.
The main criterion that needs to be met is that the calibration pattern must not be close to
being symmetrical, even when a number of the calibration circles making it up are obscured. As the
algorithm for matching the calibration circles with the ellipses found in the image is combinatorial in
nature, it is desirable that there be a minimal number of calibration circles. The current calibration
sheet with nine calibration circles seems to be “good enough” for the cases where it has been tested,
provided 7 of the 9 circles are visible, but I have not found any way of quantitatively measuring this.
More research is required therefore to find a way of creating “good” calibration patterns with a small
number of calibration circles and giving criteria by which two calibration patterns can be compared
and ranked.
The ellipse finding algorithm that is implemented to initially find the ellipses and circles to be
paired up also needs further research. The one proposed in Section 4.3.1 was not constructed on the
basis of a “known best” ellipse finding algorithm, it was put together from a number of algorithms
that worked when tested in the specific scenario of finding the calibration circles in test images. It
should be considered to simply be a place-holder until a better algorithm is found. Finding ellipses in
a general image is a problem that does not currently have a single algorithmic solution that is known
to work well in all circumstances. Instead there are a large number of algorithms that each work in a
subset of circumstances. It is likely that the place-holder algorithm is not the best algorithm to use
but more research and testing will be required to improve it. This can be seen in the case described
in Section 4.3.1.2 where only 15 out of 40 images taken by a naïve user could be used due to the
assumptions the additional pre-processing steps of the ellipse finding algorithm had.
After camera calibration, each image is segmented to divide the pixels of the image into two
groupings: those that are known to be part of the calibration sheet and those that are not. This
segmentation process is used along with the camera calibration to narrow down the volume of space
that the object on the calibration sheet occupies. This segmentation process is currently a primitive
one, described in Section 4.3.5, based on the knowledge that the calibration sheet is a white piece
of paper with black calibration circles on it. The voxelised “Visual Hull” identified by this process
is then used as a maximal volume first approximation of the object with a novel texture matching
algorithm developed, explained in detail in Chapter 6, to built up a surface mesh for the object from
exploration within this volume.
The current segmentation process does not necessarily classify parts of the calibration sheet in
shadow correctly. It was always intended that the primitive image segmentation process be replaced
with a modified version of the texture matching algorithm. This would allow for the use of arbitrar-
ily textured calibration sheets and lighting conditions. However, the texture matching algorithm is
currently deemed to be too immature to be used in this way. One of the shortcomings of the tex-
ture matching algorithm that needs to be improved is that there are currently a number of tunable
parameters and most of these parameters need to be changed for each scene with no obvious way of
selecting values for them.
As is explained in Chapter 6, the current texture matching algorithm has a simple idea behind it:
multiple views looking through a 2D shape in 3D space will only agree on what they see if the 2D
shape is situated on a surface. In the current texture matching algorithm this 2D shape is a triangle
where one edge is known to be on the surface and the triangle is rotated around this edge to find the
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best fit for the third point of the triangle to be part of the surface. When one triangle is found, two
more edges are added as seed edges to iteratively expand the surface mesh.
This algorithm has been found to work for a simple test scene, creating a surface mesh that follows
a planar surface, but a more complicated test scene failed, primarily due to the values given to the
tunable parameters and the fact that each surface of the object must appear in many views, the more
the better. Complicating matters is the fact that some of the tunable parameters require knowledge
of the scene that is not easily extracted by a human.
The biggest problem with the texture matching algorithm currently is that it is sensitive to the size
and placement of the initial seed edge. As there is currently no automatic way of determining the size
and placement of this initial edge, the two ends of this edge are being manually selected by the user.
The creation of an automated way of reliably doing this would enhance the usability of the algorithm
significantly as no user interaction would be needed and lead to the algorithm giving repeatable
results. This would be the first step that is needed in exploring different values for the other tunable
parameters to see how sensitive the end result is to these parameters when reconstructing different
objects. It is also thought that the number of parameters is too large for them to all be independent
but more research is required to narrow down which parameters need user input and which can be
calculated from such user input.
The explicit aims and objectives from Section 1.4.3 as they relate to this surface texture matching
algorithm are:
• The refinement should not increase the volume occupied by the object as the initial estimate is
a conservative maximal volume the object may occupy.
• Textured concavities should be able to be found.
• The final set of triangles should be one contiguous mesh that approximates the surface of the
object.
• A measure of texture similarity between images used is O(n) in the number of images that need
to have the texture matched.
• The texture similarity measure should take into account when an image is too far away or at
too much of an angle to reliably use.
• The algorithm should detect when there is not enough texture for it to work.
• Ideally the algorithm should be able to take advantage of any parallel processing capability.
As described in Section 6.5.4, and restated here, most of these are currently unfulfilled:
• The initialisation of the search space based on the previous estimate of the “Visual Hull” volume
the object occupies allows for the algorithm to not increase the volume occupied by the object,
but only if the additional feature of “snap-to-fit” triangles is turned off. This is because there is
currently no separate memory structure to differentiate between the initial search volume and
what happens to this volume as each successive surface triangle found changes it.
• The final set of triangles is a contiguous mesh but the extent to which is approximates the surface
of the object relies on the placement of the initial seed line and the amount of the surface that
was found to be suitably textured, as defined by a variety of user tunable parameters.
• This approximation can include concavities.
• The similarity measure used in the texture matching process is not O(n) in the number of
images to be matched but is O(n2). This is not a problem, so long as it works, it is just that it
is desirable.
• There are currently user-definable parameters that set thresholds for when an image is too far
away, at too much of an angle to work with, or if there is not enough texture to work with.
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• As it stands the current algorithm does not take advantage parallel processing but could be
easily rewritten so that a number of independent iterative processes could be changed to be
done in parallel.
One of the things that slowed the research down was that it was decided that all algorithms should
be re-implemented instead of using any pre-existing libraries. This was done primarily as the existing
libraries were written in C and the software was to be implemented in Java so either wrappers would
have to be written or the existing libraries translated anyway. It was decided that it would be more
of a learning experience to re-implement the libraries in Java, using the original academic papers as
the source rather than the C libraries. This was also a suggestion of the primary supervisor who was
of the opinion that there may have been unknown bugs in the software and that you should not trust
third party libraries if you had the option of writing your own. Although this decision ultimately
slowed the research down and potentially resulted in less original research being done, in particular
the inability to solve more problems with the texture matching process, it is not a decision that is
regretted. In order to re-implement the algorithms from the academic papers, these papers had to be
understood thoroughly. This has lead to a deeper understanding of the concepts and algorithms used
in the body of literature on which this research is based.
At the start of this research, it was decided that the source information for the 3D model would
come from a set of digital images. It was thought that this would make the process accessible to
the largest number of people as digital cameras were considered to be commodity hardware. Since
this time, other hardware has become available, such as the Microsoft Kinect, that is quickly also
becoming “commodity hardware”. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, the use of such hardware that has
active sensing of the environment also gives inherently more information to work with. It is likely
therefore, that, in the future, some of the deductions about the environment that are currently made
using algorithms in this software pipeline will be able to be replaced by knowledge that comes from
the hardware actively sensing the environment and allow the final software to be both simpler and
more accurate. If these improvements were to happen then a large step would have been taken to
removing barriers to the future envisioned in Section 1.1.
Since the start of this research, the sensors and capabilities of smart-phone technology have been
developed to the point where new algorithms are being developed to do 3D scanning specifically on
smart-phones. In time, this may be the scanning device of choice as smart-phones are very quickly
becoming ubiquitous and they have multiple sensors that can be used. One example of a 3D scanning
technique that uses the smart-phone sensors is (Tanskanen et al., 2013). This technique uses the
accelerometer and gyroscope as well as the streaming video camera to produce a “live” dense 3D
reconstruction of a scene using stereo displacement between key-frames to estimate 3D points while
also using the display to show the current state of the dense 3D point cloud. Each key-frame can
be processed in 2-3 seconds using the on-board GPU. The selection of the next key-frame is done
using the sensors. If the user has moved the device by a certain amount or if it has been held still
after motion a frame of the streaming video is selected as the new key-frame. The estimate of the
camera motion is a combination of the motion detected by the accelerometer and also by comparing
detected corners from the current and previous key-frames. The primary authors then went on to
provide a more accurate way of integrating the various stereo key-frame depth estimates in (Kolev
et al., 2014). Integrating this into the previous framework added less than a second to the processing
time per key-frame while it “substantially improved its accuracy”, although this was not quantified.
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Appendix A
An Introduction to Projective
Geometry
This appendix describes the extension of classical Euclidean geometry called Projective geometry for
those that are unfamiliar with it. Following a discussion of the basic properties a set of matrices are
described that correspond to the atomic transformations in projective geometry used throughout this
document.
A.1 Projective Geometry Basics
Projective geometry is a more general form of geometry than classical Euclidean geometry where a
transformation preserves straight lines but not necessarily other properties such as angles between
intersecting lines. This generalisation is done by expanding the standard Euclidean space, R, to
include “points at infinity” or “ideal points”. For clarity we shall talk about the two dimensional case
and later expand it to three dimensions.
In two-dimensional Euclidean space, R2, two lines will intersect at a point, (x, y)Tunless the two
lines are parallel to each other. Projective space, P, is a more general space in which this exception
does not need to be made: two lines will always intersect, it is just that parallel lines will intersect
at these “points at infinity”. This is achieved through the use of “homogeneous coordinates” which
are vectors with one more entry than the number of dimensions, hence a point in the 2D projective
space, P2, is a 3-vector (x, y, w)T . The points at infinity are the set of points where w = 0 and have
no equivalent in R2. When this coordinate is non-zero there is a simple mapping between a point
(x, y, w)T in P2 and R2, namely (x/w, y/w)T . There are multiple mappings for every point,(x, y)T
in R2 to P2. The canonical mapping is (x, y, 1)T although all points of the form (wx,wy,w)T with
w 6= 0 are equivalent to the same R2 point.
This mapping can be visualised as a point in P2 describing a line vector in 3-space through the
origin, with the R2 space being the plane at w = 1. A point in R2 is then a point in this plane and the
equivalent set of points in P2 are the points along the line through this point and the origin. Similarly,
a point in P2 maps to the R2 point that is identified as the intersection of the 3-space line vector and
the R2 plane w = 1.
The treatment of lines is similar: whereas a line in R2 is defined by the equation ax+ by + c = 0,
in P2 a line is defined by the equation ax + by + cw = 0. Note that this is equivalent to saying
that lT p = pT l = 0 where l = (a, b, c)T and p = (x, y, w)T . This definition of a line and the use of
homogeneous coordinates allows us to specify that the intersection of two 2D lines, l = (a, b, c)T and
l′ = (a′, b′, c′)T , is simply the point p = l × l′. If two lines are parallel then this will simply give a
point at infinity. Similarly a line through two points, p and p′, can be constructed as l = p × p′. As
the cross-product is not defined for 4-vectors these particular definitions are not valid in P3.
The 3-space visualisation of a P2 line is as a plane through the origin with a vector perpendicular
to this plane, the normal vector, of l. Therefore the w = 0 plane, which by definition contains all the
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points at infinity, thus forms a P2 line which is called “the line at infinity”.
This concept of extending Euclidean space to projective space via homogeneous coordinate vectors
can be done for any number of dimensions but we are primarily concerned with the 3D case where we
use a 4-vector (x, y, z, w)T and the set of points at infinity form a plane, called “the plane at infinity”.
We can extend the treatment of points and lines to planes where the equation for a plane in R3 is
ax+ by + cz + d = 0 and in P3 homogeneous coordinates it is ax+ by + cz + dw = 0.
Note that representing a line in 3D is more difficult than in 2D. There are a number of ways to
do this but the simplest way is to represent the line by the equation l = p + tv where p is a point
on the line, v is a vector describing the direction of the line, with t being a tunable scalar value. By
convention a line segment is defined to be made of those points on the line between t = 0 and t = 1
and a ray is defined to be those points on the line described by t ≥ 0.
A.2 Atomic Transformations
An object can be thought of as being made from a set of points and a transformation of that object
can be thought of as applying the transformation to each point in the set to change from one point in
projective space to another. A few simple types of transformations that can be applied to manipulate
and change an object are described below.
It is desirable to describe these transformations in terms that lead directly to being able to combine
them. Another goal is to lower the computational load and be able to combine the transformations
in such a way that the resulting transformation can be precomputed once and then applied to each of
the points in the object rather than applying all of the individual transformations to all of the points.
Therefore it is conventional to describe these transformations in terms of a transformation matrix
so that any sequential combination of them is simply the product of the individual transformation
matrices and is therefore itself another matrix. For this to work best the matrices must be square
matrices of the same size. As multiplication of matrices is not commutative, the order in which the
atomic transformations are applied is important and in general applying the transformations in a
different order will give a different result.
These atomic transformations can be applied in sequence to produce any manipulation that will still
preserve straight lines, with the only restriction being that the coordinate system itself is a standard
Cartesian coordinate system. Each transformation also has a simple inverse transformation to undo
the transformation such that applying both transformations, one after the other, is the same as doing
nothing. Each transformation will be introduced in 2D before being expanded to a 3D version.
A.2.1 Translation
A translation is simply a universal shifting of all points of an object that is equivalent to changing the
origin of the coordinate system. In 2D this is converting a point (x, y)T to the point (x′, y′)T using
the vector (tx, ty)T and the equations x′ = x + tx, y′ = y + ty. To convert this to a square matrix
representation we need to use the homogeneous coordinate representation so that p′ = Tp or: x′y′
w′
 =













If there is to be no shift of one of the coordinates the appropriate translation coordinate is set to







1 0 0 tx
0 1 0 ty
0 0 1 tz















1 0 0 −tx
0 1 0 −ty
0 0 1 −tz









If the points making up an object are centred around the coordinate origin, the object can be scaled,
in the common sense of the word, by multiplying each coordinate of each point by the same amount
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i.e. in 2D (x′, y′)T = (sx, sy)T . If the object centre is not at the coordinate origin and we wish to
scale the object then an initial transformation must be applied to bring the centre of the object to the
coordinate origin, and once the scaling has been applied the inverse translation will put it back in the
appropriate place. Doing this scaling without translating the centre to the origin first will result in
the object being scaled but also the object being translated in the process. In this context we call this
type of scaling a uniform scaling to distinguish it from non-uniform scaling where the scaling factors
are different for each coordinate.
If the coordinates are multiplied by different amounts the result is a compression or stretching of
the object in one direction, sometimes called anisotropic scaling, i.e. (x′, y′)T = (sxx, syy)T . If the
magnitude of the scaling factor is less than one it results in a compression, greater than one results
in stretching, and a scaling factor of one results in no change to the scale.
Obviously the aforementioned uniform scaling is a specialised form of this compression/stretching
in which sx = sy. Another specialised form is reflection where the magnitude of the scaling factors are
one but the sign of one of the coordinates is negated, for example sx = −sy = 1. In 2D homogeneous

















If there is to be no scaling of one of the coordinates then the appropriate scaling coordinate is set
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In 2D a rotation around the origin of θ degrees is accomplished by the use of a special matrix called
a rotation matrix. This matrix is defined both for homogeneous coordinates and for inhomogeneous,
as well as for clockwise and anti-clockwise rotations. For simplicity only the anti-clockwise rotations
are described here as clockwise rotations can obviously be created by simply changing the sign of θ.
If used in conjunction with a translation matrix, the homogeneous matrix form must be used so that






















Note that in practice it may be computationally less expensive to pre-calculate cos(θ) and sin(θ)
rather than calculate and store θ itself. This leads to two inverse equations. It is obvious that the
inverse of an anti-clockwise rotation of θ is a clockwise rotation of θ or equivalently another anti-




















The generalisation to 3D is not as obvious as it was in the case of translation and scaling. Whereas
in 2D there is only one possible rotation axis, with 3D there are three orthogonal axes that can be
combined to give a specific amount of rotation around an arbitrary axis of rotation. Again, these
rotations can be expressed as clockwise or anti-clockwise. The choice of atomic rotation axes and
directions are arbitrary so long as the three axes are mutually perpendicular. A common choice is to
use anti-clockwise rotations around the three coordinate axes as the individual rotation matrices are
simplified. These canonical rotation matrices are:
Rx =

1 0 0 0
0 cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0
0 sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 0 1
 , Ry =

cos(θ) 0 sin(θ) 0
0 1 0 0
− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0
0 0 0 1
 , Rz =

cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0 0
sin(θ) cos(θ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

In these cases, Rx is rotation around the x axis in the yz plane, Ry is rotation around the y axis
in the xz plane, and Rz is rotation around the z axis in the xy plane. As with the 2D rotation matrix
the inverse of these canonical matrices can be created by either inverting the sign of θ or inverting
the signs for the matrix entries of sin(θ).
Multiplying any of these rotation matrices together will give another rotation matrix. A rotation
matrix representing a 3D rotation of any angle around any axis can be constructed from multiplying,
at most, three of these canonical rotation matrices together. If the centre of rotation is not the origin
then a translation can be constructed to put the needed centre of rotation to the origin, the desired
rotation performed, and the inverse translation performed to move the object back to the correct
place.
A.2.4 Homogeneous Coordinate Conversion
All the above transformations have one thing in common, each matrix has the same bottom row
entries and so none of them change the final w coordinate of the points. The proper way to change
this w coordinate, while keeping the mapping to the same non-homogeneous point, is to multiply all
the coordinates by the same amount. For example to change the coordinate to the canonical format,
assuming the points are not at infinity, in 2D and 3D: x′y′
1
 =













w 0 0 0
0 1w 0 0
0 0 1w 0








The inverse of these transformations are the same transformation replacing 1w with w. In the more
general case of changing the w coordinate to a specific target w′ coordinate then the transformations




















w 0 0 0
0 w′w 0 0
0 0 w′w 0












Figure A.1: 3D points (shown with homogeneous coordinates) mapped to the y-z plane a distance v
along the x axis as they would be seen from the origin.
A.2.5 Perspective
Perspective transformations will take a set of points in canonical form and give a transformation that
would be the view of the points as seen through a pinhole camera with the pinhole at the origin and
a viewing plane, in 3D, at a particular distance, v, along one of the axes, for example along the x axis
as seen in Figure A.1. This can also be done with a viewing line in 2D and would have the following
forms, for 2D points looking along the x and y axes respectively: xy
x/v
 =






















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0








These can be combined to give a perspective view of the scene viewed from the origin projected
on to an arbitrary plane and in each of these cases the inverse transformation is to apply the same
transformation replacing 1v with v. Note: you cannot have a perspective matrix constructed with
v = 0. This can be thought of as the perspective being undefined for a line/plane that includes the
focal-point, in this case the coordinate origin.
A.3 Projection to a lower dimension
Although the results of this section can be applied to other dimensions, we are mainly concerned with
projecting points in 3D space onto a 2D plane. Projection from 3D points in space to 2D points on
a plane is related to the perspective transformation, described in Section A.2.5 and shown in Figure
A.1. In addition to a perspective transformation, where all the points are projected onto a viewing
plane in 3D space, the 3D coordinates of these points on the viewing plane can also be converted to
a new local planar 2D coordinate system.
Projection to a lower dimension is not like the standard atomic transformations as it is not described
by a square matrix. The matrix will have a form such that the number of rows will be the number
of coordinates needed for the destination dimension. The number of columns will be the number of
coordinates needed for the source dimension. So for converting from homogeneous 3D coordinates to
homogeneous 2D coordinates we need a 3× 4 matrix.
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For example, to convert a set of canonical 3D points to a homogeneous 2D representation of these
points seen from the origin on a plane at a distance of 1 unit along the z axis, provided the scale and




 1 0 0 00 1 0 0








This is actually the only matrix needed. Other projection planes and coordinate orientations can
be provided for by the use of concatenating appropriate transformations before and after applying
this transformation. In this form it is obvious that points on the z = 0 plane map to points at infinity:
lines from points on this plane through the origin focal-point do not intersect the projection plane. It
is also possible to project from a lower to a higher dimension but as there are multiple ways of doing





Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is the “Swiss-army knife” of matrix manipulations and is used
in a variety of circumstances. For a step by step construction of the mathematical detail behind SVD
the textbook (Lay, David C., 1996) is a good reference which starts with basic properties of linear
algebra, introduces vectors and matrices, and culminates in the final chapter with SVD. This is not
meant to replace such references and is simply a brief description of some of the common uses of a
SVD of a matrix.
A Singular value decomposition of a matrix is a decomposition of a matrix, A, with at least as many
rows (m) as columns (n). The matrix is decomposed into 3 distinct matrices of the form A = USV T
where U is an m × n matrix with orthogonal columns, S is an n × n diagonal matrix with positive
entries arranged in descending order down the diagonal, and V is an n × n matrix with the special
property that the rows and columns are orthogonal unit vectors.
In the context of the problems to be solved here, SVD is normally used to find the solution to an
equation of the form Ab = 0 where A is a constructed matrix and b is the n × 1 vector to be found,
where it is assumed that this vector is not the 0 vector itself. In these cases, provided there are enough
rows of A, then the solution is simply the last column of V. If the number of rows is fewer than the
number of columns then it is common practice to fill up the matrix with rows of zeroes before doing
a decomposition of this newly constructed matrix.
If the number of linearly independent column vectors of the matrix, i.e. the rank of the matrix, is
one fewer than the number of columns then the last column of V gives the exact vector b such that
Ab = 0. If the matrix is full rank then the problem is over-constrained and the last column of V
gives the least squares minimisation to the solution. The problem is under-constrained and there are
multiple solutions if the number of columns is greater than the rank by two or more.
A related use of SVD is finding the minimum of ||Ax||, for a known A, subject to the constraint
that ||x|| = 1. Once again the solution is simply the last column of V if A is either full rank or one
fewer than full rank.
Another use of SVD is in the taking a general 3× 3 matrix and finding the closest inhomogeneous
three dimensional rotation matrix to it, see Section A.2.3 for a description of rotation matrices. In
this case if R′ is the general matrix, and R is a rotation matrix, R′ can be decomposed such that
R′ = USV T and then
R = U
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 det(UV T )
V T
Most references recommend the simpler R = UV T but as mentioned in (Challis, 1995) this may in




The Effect of Variations of K
Matrix Components on λ in the
Zhang Camera Calibration Method
The K matrix, and the columns of a planar homography matrix, H, created from point pairs between
the image and the calibration sheet, are used in the Zhang calibration algorithm, described in Section
2.5, to calculate a scaling factor, λ. This scaling factor is used along with the columns of the H matrix
to estimate a rotation matrix and translation vector for the camera and therefore produce a camera
calibration matrix P=K[R|t]. To test the sensitivity of the estimation of the P matrix to the particular
formulation of the λ scaling factor where the estimation of the K matrix is not perfect four points on
the calibration sheet are backprojected into the image using P matrices calculated using the different
formulations of λ for K matrix values that are from the ones that is known to be correct for a synthetic
image. This is done one variable at a time while holding the others to their known correct values for
the five variables: α, β, θ, u0, v0 where α, β, u0, and v0 are the standard K matrix components. The
component θ is due to the decomposition of γ as γ = −α tan(θ). This is done so that the “geometric
skew” γ component is given a meaningful parametrisation, in this case, the number of degrees the
image axes are from being orthogonal. This gives the K matrix being defined as:
K =
 α −α tan(θ) u00 β v0
0 0 1











If the K and H matrices are estimated correctly then λ1 = λ2 = λ12 but these three formulations
differ if this is not the case and they will produce differing scaling factors.
A synthetic image, Figure C.1, was created as a view of a A4 sized nine dot calibration sheet with
the camera centre at (−100, 50, 200)T , using a world coordinate system measured in millimetres with
the origin being the centre of the calibration sheet. The camera pose is initially rotated 180 degrees
around the z axis to flip the final image to simulate what most cameras and the human eye do when
they receive an image. An additional rotation of 30 degrees around the y axis is then added.
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Figure C.1: Synthetic image of calibration sheet, viewed at 30 degree angle from vertical with camera
centred at (−100, 50, 200)T .
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Table C.1: Comparing the world-image transformations created from a known P matrix and one
estimated from an estimated H matrix and known K matrix using the Zhang algorithm.
The K matrix of the synthetic image is one where the principal point is the centre of the image,
the pixels are square, and the focal length multiplication factor is 1000, i.e.
K =
 1000 0 00 1000 0
0 0 1

An initial H matrix is calculated from pairing up the centres of the circles of the calibration sheet
to the centres of the ellipses they project to in the image. The P matrix is estimated using λ12
calculated from the known K matrix and this estimated H matrix. This gives an estimated P matrix
that can be considered to be reasonably accurate as it gives a camera centre point, C, calculated to be
(−99.91, 49.84, 199.99)T compared to the known correct one of (−100, 50, 200)T . Four points forming
a square on the calibration sheet plane in world coordinates, centred on the origin, are back-projected
to image coordinates using this estimated P matrix. These transformations are shown in Table C.1
where they are compared to the transformations when using the known P matrix. All numbers are to
two decimal places.
These transformations were also compared to those using a P matrix created using the same K
and H matrices but with the different scale factors, λ1and λ2. It was found that λ12 ≈ λ1 ≈ λ2.
The image point coordinates using the differing λ formulations varied from the ones calculated with
λ12 by approximately one one thousandth of a pixel and the actual values of the various λ values
were the same to one part in a million. The variations are due to the fact that with more than four
noisy point pair matchings, the estimation for the H matrix is over-constrained and a least squares H
matrix is estimated. Thus the small variations in the image point calculations show that in this case
the estimation of the H matrix is representative of the point pairs available, but not exact.
The difference between the back-projected image point estimates using the estimated P and those
produced using the known P are due to the inexact estimation of the initial H matrix from pairing up
circle centres with ellipse centres. These are known to not be exact pairings in the general case. This
leads to a slight variation of the rotation matrix and translation vector from the known correct ones
but from the differences in the table above it can be seen that it is a good first estimate in this case.
As the synthetic image is created using a known P matrix, supplementary tests can also be run to
see the effect of having exact point pair matchings, created using this known P, on the estimation of
the rotation and translation matrices when the H matrix is exactly constrained with four point pair
matches or when it is estimated from more than four. Any additional point pair matches over four,
as they are exact, should not give a differing H matrix except where there are rounding errors in the
calculations. Any differences in the different formulations of λ in these cases are also due to rounding
errors so the only difference between the actual P matrix and the estimated one are due to rounding
errors at various stages in the calculations. The consequences of these rounding errors can be seen by
looking at variations in the back-projections of the world points into the image. In looking into this
it was found that there were no variations in the back-projection of the above world points until at
least the 10th decimal place in any of these scenarios.
The variations induced by inexact estimations of the K matrix parameters can give more varying
results. The same world points as before are back-projected into the image using P matrices created
by varying the values of the K matrix parameters around their known values. The three differing λ
formulations were compared against each other using the same initial estimated H matrix. They are











900 72.33 71.66 0.03% 222.11% 198.86% 50.24%
910 64.90 63.66 0.03% 222.27% 198.98% 50.77%
920 57.51 55.86 0.03% 222.44% 199.09% 51.31%
930 50.17 48.25 0.03% 222.60% 199.20% 51.84%
940 42.87 40.84 0.03% 222.76% 199.32% 52.37%
950 35.61 33.60 0.03% 222.93% 199.43% 52.90%
960 28.40 26.55 0.03% 223.09% 199.55% 53.43%
970 21.23 19.67 0.03% 223.26% 199.67% 53.95%
980 14.11 12.95 0.03% 223.43% 199.79% 54.48%
990 7.03 6.40 0.05% 223.62% 199.93% 55.02%
1000 0.00 0.00
1010 6.99 6.25 0.05% 223.82% 200.07% 56.01%
1020 13.93 12.35 0.03% 224.01% 200.21% 56.54%
1030 20.83 18.31 0.03% 224.18% 200.33% 57.06%
1040 27.69 24.13 0.03% 224.34% 200.45% 57.57%
1050 34.50 29.81 0.03% 224.50% 200.57% 58.09%
1060 41.26 35.37 0.03% 224.66% 200.69% 58.60%
1070 47.98 40.80 0.03% 224.82% 200.80% 59.11%
1080 54.66 46.11 0.03% 224.98% 200.92% 59.61%
1090 61.29 51.30 0.03% 225.13% 201.04% 60.12%
1100 67.88 56.37 0.02% 225.29% 201.15% 60.62%
Table C.2: Comparing λ variations for varying α around the correct value of 1000.
in Table C.1. The absolute differences in x and y image coordinates are summed over the four points
and shown in the Tables C.2-C.6. The sum of the absolute pixel coordinate differences are shown for
the λ12 formulation but for λ1 and λ2, a comparison with λ12 is shown as percentage. This brings
out the fact that using the λ1 formulation and inexact K values, the image x axis is over-fitted to
and tends to be out in the y direction. If using the λ2 formulation, the image y axis is over-fitted to
and tends to be out in the x direction. The exact magnitude of this over-fitting is due, not just to
the error in the estimation of the K parameter itself, but also to the overall pose and position of the
camera. This can be easily seen, for example, in the difference between varying u0 and v0 with this
particular synthetic image in Tables C.5 and C.6. Although the difference in image points for the λ12
calculation is approximately the same magnitude in both cases, the contributions coming from the λ1











900 104.86 83.45 0.02% 226.17% 201.82% 63.48%
910 93.24 75.19 0.02% 225.89% 201.61% 62.57%
920 81.91 66.92 0.02% 225.62% 201.40% 61.70%
930 70.83 58.62 0.02% 225.36% 201.21% 60.85%
940 60.01 50.30 0.02% 225.10% 201.01% 60.02%
950 49.44 41.97 0.02% 224.85% 200.83% 59.21%
960 39.11 33.61 0.02% 224.61% 200.65% 58.43%
970 29.00 25.23 0.02% 224.37% 200.47% 57.67%
980 19.12 16.84 0.02% 224.14% 200.30% 56.93%
990 9.46 8.43 0.03% 223.89% 200.12% 56.20%
1000 0.00 0.00
1010 9.26 8.44 0.04% 223.55% 199.88% 54.85%
1020 18.32 16.90 0.02% 223.33% 199.72% 54.17%
1030 27.19 25.38 0.02% 223.12% 199.57% 53.51%
1040 35.88 33.87 0.02% 222.92% 199.43% 52.88%
1050 44.39 42.37 0.02% 222.73% 199.30% 52.26%
1060 52.73 50.89 0.02% 222.54% 199.16% 51.65%
1070 60.90 59.42 0.02% 222.36% 199.04% 51.06%
1080 68.91 67.96 0.02% 222.18% 198.91% 50.48%
1090 76.76 76.51 0.02% 222.01% 198.80% 49.92%
1100 84.47 85.08 0.02% 221.84% 198.68% 49.37%
Table C.3: Comparing λ variations for varying β around the correct value of 1000.
θ λ12 λ1 λ2







-10 143.46 163.89 99.00% 97.91% 101.01% 102.10%
-9 128.75 146.75 99.19% 98.21% 100.82% 101.80%
-8 114.15 129.83 99.36% 98.48% 100.64% 101.52%
-7 99.66 113.09 99.51% 98.74% 100.49% 101.26%
-6 85.26 96.52 99.64% 98.98% 100.36% 101.02%
-5 70.94 80.12 99.75% 99.20% 100.25% 100.80%
-4 56.67 63.85 99.84% 99.40% 100.16% 100.60%
-3 42.46 47.73 99.91% 99.58% 100.09% 100.42%
-2 28.29 31.72 99.96% 99.74% 100.04% 100.26%
-1 14.14 15.81 99.99% 99.89% 100.01% 100.11%
0 0.00 0.00
1 14.14 15.73 99.99% 100.11% 100.01% 99.89%
2 28.29 31.39 99.96% 100.19% 100.04% 99.81%
3 42.46 47.00 99.91% 100.26% 100.09% 99.74%
4 56.67 62.56 99.84% 100.30% 100.16% 99.70%
5 70.93 78.10 99.75% 100.33% 100.25% 99.67%
6 85.25 93.61 99.64% 100.33% 100.36% 99.67%
7 99.65 109.11 99.51% 100.32% 100.49% 99.68%
8 114.13 124.62 99.36% 100.28% 100.65% 99.72%
9 128.72 140.14 99.18% 100.23% 100.82% 99.77%
10 143.42 155.69 98.99% 100.15% 101.01% 99.85%











-10 4.04 3.66 0.08% 223.73% 200.01% 55.25%
-9 3.64 3.29 0.09% 223.75% 200.03% 55.29%
-8 3.23 2.93 0.10% 223.77% 200.05% 55.32%
-7 2.83 2.56 0.12% 223.80% 200.07% 55.36%
-6 2.43 2.20 0.13% 223.83% 200.09% 55.40%
-5 2.02 1.83 0.16% 223.87% 200.13% 55.45%
-4 1.62 1.46 0.20% 223.93% 200.17% 55.50%
-3 1.21 1.10 0.27% 224.02% 200.25% 55.56%
-2 0.81 0.73 0.40% 224.20% 200.39% 55.66%
-1 0.41 0.37 0.80% 224.70% 200.80% 55.91%
0 0.00 0.00
1 0.41 0.37 0.80% 222.73% 199.20% 55.11%
2 0.81 0.73 0.40% 223.24% 199.61% 55.36%
3 1.22 1.10 0.27% 223.41% 199.75% 55.46%
4 1.62 1.46 0.20% 223.51% 199.83% 55.52%
5 2.03 1.83 0.16% 223.57% 199.87% 55.58%
6 2.44 2.19 0.13% 223.61% 199.91% 55.62%
7 2.85 2.56 0.11% 223.64% 199.93% 55.66%
8 3.25 2.92 0.10% 223.67% 199.95% 55.70%
9 3.66 3.29 0.09% 223.69% 199.97% 55.73%
10 4.07 3.65 0.08% 223.71% 199.99% 55.77%










-10 4.68 5.22 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-9 4.22 4.70 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-8 3.75 4.18 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-7 3.28 3.66 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-6 2.81 3.13 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-5 2.34 2.61 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-4 1.87 2.09 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-3 1.41 1.57 100.00% 99.97% 100.00% 100.03%
-2 0.94 1.04 100.00% 99.96% 100.00% 100.04%
-1 0.47 0.52 100.00% 99.92% 100.00% 100.08%
0 0.00 0.00
1 0.47 0.52 100.00% 100.08% 100.00% 99.92%
2 0.94 1.05 100.00% 100.05% 100.00% 99.95%
3 1.41 1.57 100.00% 100.04% 100.00% 99.96%
4 1.87 2.09 100.00% 100.03% 100.00% 99.97%
5 2.34 2.61 100.00% 100.03% 100.00% 99.97%
6 2.81 3.14 100.00% 100.03% 100.00% 99.97%
7 3.28 3.66 100.00% 100.03% 100.00% 99.97%
8 3.75 4.18 100.00% 100.04% 100.00% 99.96%
9 4.22 4.70 100.00% 100.04% 100.00% 99.96%
10 4.68 5.23 100.00% 100.04% 100.00% 99.96%




Because of the principles outlined in Section 1.3, the software developed for this thesis has been
developed in a publicly accessible version control repository, as well as having intermediate releases
available for download, at the Sourceforge website. This was initially done as part of the Reprap
project on Sourceforge, and then later as a stand-alone project named CarapaceCopier. It was initially
thought of as adding to the Reprap software to give both the 3D scanning and 3D printing parts of
a “3D photocopier” in the one application without going through a conversion to an intermediate file
format. This is especially appealing as the current standard file format, STL, is used to record the
surface structure and is not an explicit volumetric representation of the model.
Having an intermediate file format based on a surface model is inefficient and potentially introduces
errors. Both 3D scanning and 3D printing software internally use a volumetric representation of the
object being scanned or printed. If both algorithmic pipelines were represented in the same application,
then they could be designed to use the same volumetric representation and not have to go through the
inefficient conversion to or from a surface model file format when being used as a “3D photocopier”.
This is discussed in Section 2.6.6.
It was later realised that 3D scanning from digital images was a large project by itself and would
not be able to be integrated into the 3D printing code in the near-term. This, and administrative
issues caused by the resetting of user passwords by Sourceforge, precipitated the creation of a project,
called CarapaceCopier, separate from the Reprap project in February of 2011. Although this project is
currently separate, both are written in Java and could be integrated together in the future. Figure D.1
is a partial screen-shot taken from the statistics page of the CarapaceCopier project on Sourceforge1
which shows the monthly downloads since this time. The initial movement of the CarapaceCopier
software from the Reprap project in February of 2011, and the surrounding discussions on one of the
Reprap email lists, saw a peak in interest leading to approximately one download a day but this has
since slowed to approximately 1-2 downloads a week.
This can be compared to another project that was started on SourceForge at approximately the
same time, the Insight3D project2, that is primarily a GUI to the OpenCV framework that allows
the user to import images, extract feature points, calibrate the cameras from these feature points and
produce a 3D model that can be viewed in the program and then export it in a number of formats. As
the project is taking advantage of the OpenCV functions to do most of these, it is a relatively small
project that got to a level of usability quickly and is now experiencing approximately 360 downloads
a week for the Windows version that was released at the end of 2009, 80 for the Linux version, and 25
for the latest beta version. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is not a stand-alone program
and needs additional software installed along with it to get it to work, particular in the Linux version.
Even among the research students in my lab there are problems getting OpenCV installed and running
properly so this is not currently at the stage where an interested novice can easily install it and get
it to run. The numbers of downloads do not therefore necessarily equate to the number of users but
1http://sourceforge.net/projects/carapace-copier/files/stats/timeline shows a time-line that can be adjusted to show
daily or monthly downloads for a specified period.
2Available for download from http://insight3d.sourceforge.net/
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Figure D.1: Sourceforge monthly download statistics for the CarapaceCopier project after initially
started as separate project. This shows a constant low level interest in the project after an initial
spike of interest from the wider community died down.
do at least show that there is a magnitude or two higher level of interest in “3D scanning” programs
within the SourceForge community than can be shown from the statistics of the CarapaceCopier alone.
The Windows version of the software however is a single installable .msi file that contains everything
needed to run the program, including the subset of the OpenCV dll files that are needed. It is likely
therefore that the number of downloads of the Windows version is similar to the number of users that
successfully get the program running.
Over the time of the research, the CarapaceCopier software has matured as the algorithmic pipeline
described here has been implemented and refined. Documentation, in the form of a 50 page “Software
Technical Report” PDF, was also made available. It is intended that the final form of this thesis also
be available alongside the software as well. It is to be hoped that a small community of developers are
attracted to this project in order to do the research and development needed to improve this software,
including the improvements suggested in Section 4.7. Eventually this improved software could be
linked into a 3D printing application such as the Reprap host software as was initially intended.
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Chris Stevens, November 2010 - February 2011 
Outline of problem: 
The problem I have been working on involves point matching, which is a necessary part of designing a 3D scanner. You have a 
calibration sheet which consists of m dots (black circles). You then print this out and photograph it. Now you have an image of the 
calibration sheet with n dots (black ellipses, of which some may be occluded by an object for example). How do you match the n 
ellipses to the m circles? 
The current method finds the three dots in the image which produce the largest area and pairs these with every combination of 
three calibration points to find the best match. You then find the rest of the point-pairs by obtaining the barycentric coordinates of 
the dot you wish to match with respect to the three already obtained, and find the dot closest to the same barycentric coordinate in 
the calibration sheet.
This raises several questions. Which pattern of dots produces the least mismatches? Will this pattern be produce good results from 
most angles/orientations? Is there another matching technique that is more accurate with a useable time complexity?
Outline of progress: 
• Found that low resolution images are more likely to produce mismatches.
This was a simple, obvious test that was done for completeness.
• Found that highly compressed JPEGs are more likely to produce mismatches.
Again, this was a simple experiment. Carried out using different compression settings on a camera.
• As the camera approaches the plane containing the calibration sheet, mismatches increase.
This seems to be a big factor. I did a few tests with the angles at approximately 80, 45, 20 degrees (angle between calibration sheet 
plane and cameras 
principle point). The graph below: x-axis represents the degrees and the y-axis represents the percentage of correct matches. 90 
degrees is a birds-eye view of the calibration sheet.
.
• Tried a variety of random calibration patterns, none of them produced exceptional results.
This was done by simply placing 9 dots randomly on the sheet. These were then photographed in the same settings etc to produce 
an accurate comparison. None of these tests really stood out, so a trial and error approach was not the way to go.
• Found that a calibration sheet with no three dots being collinear produces less mismatches.
This has been shown to be the case via extensive testing.
In this experiment I made up 5 calibration sheets consisting of 9 identical circles (black dots) and arranged them in such a way that 
no three circles are collinear. I then modified each of the 5 calibration sheets by moving one dot to eliminate the condition that no 
three dots are collinear. I did this three times per calibration sheet.
I photographed each calibration sheet at the same angle, but reorientated the calibration sheet by 60 degrees each photograph. 
Thus producing 6 images. This was done using a D-SLR, shooting with completely manual settings as well as using a tripod and a 
remote shutter release, to avoid ambiguity. 
I have left out the results of each set of 1 original, 3 modified, as there is too much information. Below is the final averages. Ie, the 
original results minus the average results of the three modified sheets.
* Sheet 1 Averages *
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 10.82% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 13.07% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 10.88% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 3.70% better
* Sheet 2 Averages *
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 6.65% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 8.73% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 7.41% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 5.55% better
* Sheet 3 Averages *
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 1.51% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 5.21% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 5.87% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 5.55% better
* Sheet 4 Averages *
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 6.12% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 11.93% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 11.71% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 9.88% better
* Sheet 5 Averages *
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 2.38% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 8.80% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 6.95% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 4.94% better
*** Final Results ***
5 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 5.50% better 
6 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 9.55% better
7 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 8.56% better
8 Points: Non-collinear calibration sheet performs 4.81% better
These results definitely indicate that not allowing three calibration dots to be collinear improves the results of point matching 
between the calibration sheet and the image. This could be a restriction on how the calibration sheet is made if a user wishes to 
make their own. However this is still not an optimal solution!
• Implemented a method that colour-codes each dot to be matched in the image with a unique colour, then colours the 
dot it mapped to on the calibration sheet with the same colour.  This allowed me to see where the dots were getting 
mapped to, and to thus hopefully find out why they are mismatching.
This is a really good way to see why the subsets are mismatching. 
• Classified the mismatches into two categories to help with testing. Symmetry mismatches (finds the correct subset 
but most/all dots are backwards) and error mismatches (mistakes one dot for another).
Below are some examples, the colored dots define the subset, the black dots were not in the subset. The dots with a red circle 
around them are the dots that did not map correctly.
Example of an "Error Mismatch"
Example of a "Symmetry Mismatch"
These symmetrical mismatches tend to have a pivot dot which maps correctly, and all the dots around it get mapped backwards.
I did tests to see the number of different classes of mismatches, in the results below, pattern mismatches are mismatches that are 
neither symmetrical or error.
:::CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE MISMATCHES:::
HIGH ANGLE: (5 point mismatches)
  3-Dot Method: 12. Consisting of 6 symmetry mismatches, 4 error mismatches and 2 pattern mismatches.
 4-Dot Method:  3. Consisting of 1 symmetry mismatches, 1 error mismatches and 1 pattern mismatches.
MEDIUM ANGLE: (6 point mismatches)
       3-Dot Method: 27. Consisting of 3 symmetry mismatches, 14 error mismatches and 10 pattern mismatches.
4-Dot Method: 5. Consisting of 2 symmetry mismatches, 1 error mismatches and 2 pattern mismatches.
LOW ANGLE: (7 point mismatches)
 
    3-Dot Method: 22. Consisting of 2 symmetry mismatches, 15 error mismatches and 5 pattern mismatches.
4-Dot Method: 3. Consisting of 0 symmetry mismatches, 3 error mismatches and 0 pattern mismatches.
• I found that moving dots slightly to remove symmetries tended to move dots closer together, thus producing more 
error mismatches, and so the subsequent calibration sheet was no better than the original.
In my attempts to get rid of all the symmetries that were in my best calibration sheet thus far, I found the symmetries that were 
causing the mismatches and then moved dots slightly to try stop these symmetries from happening. However as I did this, the dots 
seemed to come closer and closer together, which resulted in more error mismatches. So trying to take out symmetries from a 
calibration pattern does not seem to work.
• If the 3-dot method produces a large triangle with two close dots, the error mismatches increase. (1)
This is obvious as if you drew two lines, between the far dot and each of the two others, you could see the angle between these 
lines is very small.
• Implemented another method using four dots with the largest area instead of three. It is O(n) times longer than the 3-
dot method, but almost guarantees 100% matches down to size six subsets (based off a calibration pattern with nine 
dots). However on subsets with sizes smaller than six the technique is worse than the 3-dot method. 
Found that this method is much better than the 3-dot method, however it is longer. If you use a small number of images you wont 
notice much difference, but if you use a lot (100+) then this method is not infesable.
• Experimented with a 'Jittered Dots' calibration pattern. This involved splitting the calibration sheet into a 3x3 grid 
(using guides in Gimp/Photoshop) and placing one dot in each square, then 'jitter' each dot slightly within their 
respective squares. This creates a semi-random pattern. Unfortunately this did not produce better results.
This did not produce any better results than my random approach (putting 9 dots on the calibration sheet arbitrarily).
• Result (1) led to an idea about making the triangle more equilateral-like. To accomplish this I modified the point-
matching algorithms  by incorporating a threshold value, which is the minimum distance apart each dot must be when 
finding the three or four dots with the greatest area. However, as we increased this threshold value to the point where 
the results differed, the mismatches increased.
This did not work - only tested on subsets of size 5. Need to test on subsets of size greater than 5 to see if it is as accurate as the 4-
dot method, as it is  O(n) quicker.
• Modified the 3-dot and 4-dot methods to incorporate the dot furthest from the centre of gravity. The results differed 
slightly, but they were essentially the same as the original results.
Most of the 3-4 dots that were found to contain the largest area would usually contain the dot furthest from the centre of gravity, so 
the results would be similar. Sometimes this method words better than the original, sometimes not. Overall it is roughly the same.
• Designed a new algorithm to find the dots with the smallest and largest x-value, and then find the dots with the smallest 
and largest y-value. This technique was the quickest, but produced inferior results.
This idea was easy to implement, and was a potentially good idea. However the approach failed to produce good results. This now 
seems like a special case of the largest area method.
• Implemented a method that outputs the number of dots inside the area bounded by the lines intersecting the three or 
four dots. Tests showed that when using the 4-dot method, approximately 67% of the mismatches had no dots inside 
their area. This suggested that a possible reason they mismatch is due to the three or four dots not producing a big 
enough area, and the subsequent barycentric coordinates being inaccurate as a consequence.
This tells us that when the subset is mismatched, there is usually no dot inside the area bounded by the 3 dots. This then seems the 
area is not big enough to give an accurate description of the homography. We could possibly do another approach if the number of 
dots inside the triangle is 0?
Questions Raised:
• If we decide to use the 4-dot method for subsets with sizes six and greater, what technique is the best for a subset of size 
five? I have already ruled out many techniques as well as calibration patterns.
• Is the 4-dot method the best (most efficient) method for subsets of size six and greater?
• We found much better calibration patterns, but is there an optimal pattern? Ie from all angles/orientations?
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Construction of Lighting Invariant Images
I have been tasked with removing the effects of shadows from single images taken from any 
digital camera. I found a series of papers written by Graham Finlayson and colleagues that 
outlined a method for creating a grey-scale version of an image with shadows removed. This 
document is an outline of what I did and what could be improved upon at a later date.
 
Finlayson outlines in his papers “Color constancy at a pixel” (2001) and “Removing Shadows 
from Images” (2002) a method for extracting reflectance information from an image, removing 
all lighting. The main idea is that each of the colour channels for a pixel have their value 
determined by a product of reflectance and lighting. We can take a log of each of these 
colour channels, and use log rules to split this product into a sum. We can then subtract one 
channel from another, e.g. p1 - p2, to remove how strong the lighting is over the pixel. What 
is interesting is if you subtract the same channel from the unused channel instead, e.g. p3-p2, 
and plot it on a graph for every pixel in the image you will see straight lines form. Each line is 
parallel to one another, and each point along one line represents a single surface in the image, 
with lighting causing the points to be spread out along the line. If we were able to say every line 
of points should take a certain colour in a final image, then each of the surfaces in the image 
would be a block colour. This means we can see a version of the image devoid of shadows.
 
The method assumes that reality holds to a Lambertian model of light, in order for the above 
product to hold true in the first place. It also assumes camera’s take in an infinitely narrow slit of 
the electromagnetic spectrum, with each of its sensors. Another assumption is that the lighting 
in a scene will be that of a perfect black body radiator at a certain temperature.
 
To test if the theory was sound, regardless of if reality held to these assumptions, I created a 
synthetic image using the lighting theory they gave. To do this I needed some way to simulate 
different surfaces under different lighting, and see if each surface created a straight line when 
plotted. The lighting component was calculated with Planck’s equation for the strength of a 
certain wavelength of light being emitted by a black body radiator:
Where c1 is 2hc and c2 is hc/k, where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and k 
is the Boltzmann constant. T is the temperature of the black body radiator and lambda is the 
wavelength of the light the sensor is sampling.
 
I used 610 nanometres for red light, 540 nanometres for green and 450 nanometres for blue. I 
started the black body radiator at a temperature of 2500 degrees and increased this by 50 for 
each pixel along a row. This meant that each row of the image represented a surface. Going 
down a row I needed to change the reflectance. Since the temperature was changing the 
same amount for each surface there was the danger of straight lines being found where the 
temperature was the same along surfaces. To stop this I multiplied the red by a sine amount 
based on the row, such that it would cycle around the first half of a sine curve, making sure to 
not hit zero. I did a similar thing with the green, except using cosine instead and only using a 
quarter of a period. This meant that the reflectance was nonlinear and would hopefully stop 
such fake lines from forming. Here is the resulting image:
Now I needed to produce the graph for this image. Instead of following the step outlined above 
with the subtraction of channels, I used a slightly different but longer method designed to 
remove the dependency of subtracting the same channel twice. This removes the issue when 
the channel we were subtracting had a small value, while decreases the accuracy of the point 
and could upset the algorithm. I create a forth channel by calculating the geometric mean, 
formed by multiplying the three channels together and then taking the cube root. I take the log of 
all four channels, and subtract the log of the geometric mean from the other three. This creates 
a three dimensional space. We can simplify this space though because each of these points 
must lie on a plane with a normal vector of (1,1,1) and through the origin. You can show this by 
taking the dot product of the general form of these points with that normal vector and seeing it 
must equal zero. Then I project the space onto that plane, to get a two dimensional graph again. 
This can be done by multiplying each point by a matrix made out of two orthogonal unit vectors 
on the plane, which will result in a two dimensional point. Here is the graph that was produced:
As can be seen the straight lines are there, showing that the theory has worked. Next I tested 
my code with real images. I have chosen one image as an example:
I found that instead of seeing straight lines, the graph appeared to look more like a star-burst, 
with lines all coming out from the centre and curving as they went. There also appeared to be a 
lot of lines visible, that at later stages would be shown to be the incorrect angle:
I assumed this was probably due to the amount of data coupled with how discrete the data is, 
what with only 256 different values per colour channel using 8 bits. The images used in the 
papers were 12 bit Tiff images by comparison. To get around this I noticed that, since all pixels 
on a single surface will be on a straight line and they tend to be beside each other, I could blur 
the image for better results:
Different blurs tend to produce the same effect. I found that this improved my results, both in 
these graphs and also at later stages.
 
From here I needed to find the gradient of these parallel straight lines, so I could tell which 
points were on the same line. Finlayson explains a method to do this in “Intrinsic Images by 
Entropy Minimization” (2004). The idea is you rotate all the points around, and look to see if the 
lines are likely to be going straight up and down. I split one axis into chunks of a certain width, 
and saw how many points fit in each chunk. I excluded all points that were over 3.5 standard 
deviations away from the mean. I made the chunk width 3.5*std(projected data)*N1/3 where 
N is the number of points in total. I then use the idea of entropy. Entropy is a measure of how 
uncertain we are of where a new point added to a chunk would go. The idea is all the points 
from each surface, when rotated the correct amount, will go into the same chunk, decreasing 
the entropy. The entropy they outline is calculated with the following equation:
Where n is the number of chunks and p(xi) is the probability of a point being in that chunk. I did 
this 180 times, rotating clockwise by a degree each time and using the x axis coordinate. For 
the above synthetic image the angle it came up with was 78 and for the real image the angle 
was 83 degrees.
Top - Entropy of synthetic image.
Bottom - Entropy of real image.
 
Once we have decided on which angle we think is correct, we can look at this range of values 
over this axis, choose one end to be black and the other white, and calculate a grey-scale value 
for each point. These grey-scale values can then be used in a new image. For each point there 
was a pixel that was used to create it, so we make that pixel the grey-scale value we calculate. 
Here are the two images that were created:
The synthetic image has turned out as we have wanted. The real image has not worked as well, 
with the grey values being very similar and object edges being lost. The shadow does seem to 
have been substantially removed though.
 
This entropy technique works sometimes but not always. I tried it with multiple synthetic images, 
but when I had more surfaces than pixels on each surface it tended to calculate the wrong 
angle. I have found the entropy measure works better on images with more bits for representing 
colour, as the data is more accurate. Also, since JPEG compression is lossy, the appearance 
of straight lines is reduced more and entropy fails more often. Even though the appearance of 
straight lines can be reduced, the shadows in the image can be reduced substantially by the 
correct angle. It is just harder to find the angle. Other approaches based upon this idea could 
fare better. All you need is a reliable way to tell when the data is clustered, but even then due to 
the limitations of the image itself it could be unreliable. Another idea could be to look at the edge 
map of the images produced, and look for the projection that has the least edges, however this 
would be more time consuming and other projections could cause surfaces to become the same 
colour.
 
A simpler method to tell if the points are clustered or not could be by putting the points into far 
smaller chunks and counting the proportion of buckets that are empty. The more chunks that 
are empty the more likely it is the data is clustered in the correct way. I decided I would use 
10,000 times the number of chunks used with Shannon Entropy. Running this on the synthetic 
data produced an angle of 69, and on the real image an angle of 79. The difference with the 
synthetic data is hard to observe even though there is a bit of a difference, and the real image 
is nearly the same angle. Both this method and the entropy method are very sensitive to the 
length of the chunks. Experimenting with both has shown a lot of the time these two methods 
are not too close, and in both cases there have been strange spikes at the 30, 90 and 150 
degree points when constructing the width without using the standard deviation, implying an 
issue with my code. The empty chunks idea seems to even work quite well even when there 
is hardly any chunks, just as long as there is enough chunks to fit each surface into. More 
investigation into this could be useful. Performance could also be improved by rotating by 
smaller amounts, maybe taking 1000 rotations to traverse the 180 degrees. All of these looked 
at where data looked the most clustered, but the correct solution should also be where the 
sharpest change in entropy and the number of buckets is, so this could produce more reliable 
answers but has not been investigated.
 
The images they used definitely worked better than ours, probably due to the lack of JPEG 
compression and the 12 bits per colour channel. Even so there were images that don’t work with 
my implementation of everything, which implies issues within my code.
 
The last paper I read by Finlayson, “Entropy Minimization for Shadow Removal” (2009), outlined 
another method of finding the correct angle. Quadratic Entropy. I was unable to get this going, 
due to my lack of knowledge in the domain. It is primarily for a speed boost, and so is not 
needed in order to obtain output.
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Autodesk 123D Catch Report
Introduction:
In recent years Cloud Computing has become more popular, and many companies have been 
using the cloud to perform tasks that otherwise would have been unwieldy to do. This report 
is an investigation into one of these pieces of software, Autodesk 123D Catch, which uses 
the cloud to produce 3D models from a series of images. The question is, how effective is this 




We have found that the location is important when taking the pictures. If the background of the 
images has little overlapping detail it fails to combine the information from the images together 
to create a model. It is much more suited for locations where there is a lot of background detail 
that is in common between images.
 
The images used that produced a model were taken within a large room that contained plenty of 
background objects. Small toys that had a very diffuse material were used in order to minimise 
specular highlights. These were placed on top of a chair to maximise the amount of background 
detail captured. We used a Sony DSC-S70, taking pictures at a resolution of 1600x1200, auto 
focus on and exposure time of 1/60th of a second. To test the dependency on the camera we 
also have a second camera, a Canon Powershot SX120 IS, taking images at a resolution of 
3648x2736, also with auto focus on and exposure time of 1/30th of a second.
 
Since we were going to be modifying the images with other software to perform some tests 
we first made sure that it would run just as well with the raw images as ones that had been 
processed by ImageMagick once just resaving the original. We found that in some cases just 
resaving the images resulted in worse results, so all models were compared to the model 
formed from the resaved set.
 
We found that around 50 images produced a pretty good model, but there were texture glitches. 
With around 100 images the model was a lot more watertight. Both had issues with merging 
with the chair they were sitting on, as the software had no way to separate the two.
Sample images from the 50 image set and the 100 image set
 
Model produced with 50 image set. Texture issues at rear of model and ears on toy are joined.
 
Model produced with 100 image set. 
 
Removing EXIF information from the images caused the software to create a poorer result, so 
the algorithms take advantage of the information the camera embeds but does not fully depend 
upon it.
 
The software uses a reference image in its algorithms. It chooses the first image that is 
successfully used. Swapping the later images around does change the result, however the 
model tends to be roughly the same quality. Changing the first image has much stronger effects, 
and it is luck whether the first image is the best for the job or not.
 
Submitting the same images as TIFF with the same EXIF data resulted in slightly different 
results, but the quality around the same.
 
The software managed to handle images taken from two different cameras at the same time. 
The images from the two were interleaved so when processing it would handle an image from 
one camera followed by an image from the other.
 
Time complexity appears to be O(n) in the number of images used to create the models. 
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